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CONVENTIONS 

Certain terms may be unfamiliar to readers with an 

urban background. Among these are 1 turn-off 1 (annual 

cattle production), 'scrub bulls' (uncastrated wild males), 

'weaners' (seven to ten month old stores), and 'boners' 

(unfinished cattle which are nevertheless suitable for 

manufacturing beef). Other usages are introduced in the 

text. The names of the following organisations have been 

abbreviated: Northern Territory Administration (NTA); 

Northern Territory Administration Animal Industry Branch 

[since 1966, the Northern Territory Administration Animal 

Industry and Agriculture Branch] (NTAAIB); Coinmomveal th 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO); 

Bureau of Agricultural Economics (BAE); Australian and New 

Zealand Association for the Advancement of Science (ANZAAS). 

First references in each chapter are given in full; second 

references are shortened. 
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PART 1 

THE STUDY PROBLEM 



CHAPTER 1 

ACCESSIBILITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BEEF INDUSTRY IN THE 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 

When t:.l,e [1951; J Summer School of' the Australian Institute o:f 
Political Science discussed the subject 'How Shall We Develop 
Nort.hern Australia·? 1

, there w:,s tmanamity o:f agreement between 
men most knowledgeable in this :field that ... transport is the 
key to the development o:f Northern Australia. 

Bell in Australia'~ Transport Crisis 

The question to be answered is not whether transport is 
important nr more important than something else, but rather 
in what circumstances and on 1vh.at basis the supply o:f this 
ingredient o:f econoJllic progress is critical. 

Owen, Strategy :for Mobility 

INTRODUCTION 

Investment in transport improvements is a major item 

or public expenditure in most states. Much o:f this spending 

is undertaken in ·the belie:f that, in addition to meeting a 

demand :for transportation, it will generate secondary or 

complementary benefits through the adjustment o:f production 

activities. The likelihood or complementarity has led to 

particular emphasis on the transport sector in underdeveloped 

regions and countries though there is little reliable 

evidence on the magnitude o:f this e:f:fect in individual cases. 

'rhis thesis attempts to examine some aspects o:f this problem 

by relating· variations in the cost and er:ficiency o:f transport 

to the intensity and profitability or pastoral land-use in the 

Nort.hern Terri tory o:f Australia. Here government spending 

has been directed to the expansion o:f the cattle industry 

and since 1961 about $]0 m:i.J.J.ion has been allocated ror the 

1 
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upgrading· of' l, 600 miles of road under the Beef' Roads 

Programme. The size of this cxpendi·ture makes it desirable 

to consider ~~hether resources are being· deployed in an 

ef.C:Lcacious manner from the v:Lewpoiut of national welfare, 

while the poJ:i.cy of concentrating· on a sing·le industry as 

part o:f l:he wider national aim of' developing northern 

ALtstraJ.:i.a makes the Programme an interesting example of' 

2 

both sector and regional planning·. Hence, it is hoped that 

this study, '~hich looks at the relationship between 

transportation and land development before and during the 

process of ch.ange, will provide empirical and methodolog·ical 

insights which may assist in the formulation of' public 

policy in a broad range of situations. 

The relative importance of public and private 

investment in transport at the national seal~ can be judged 

fro1n the following statistics. The average proportion of' 

gross investment devoted to transport and comrmmi cations 

in five European states in the post-war era varied from 
t ( 1 . tl seven-een :o t11rty per cen . Data for the decade from 

1950 to 1960 show that planned spending in this field in 

sixteen developing nations absorbed between twelve and 

forty-·six per cent of total government expenditure. 2 As a 

t'ule of' l:h.umb, transportation :facilities take twenty to 

twenty-five per cent of total investment in countries of 

d:Lf'J'ering structure at all st:ag·es of development. J In 

Australia in 1966-67 public authorities committed $931 

million to new capital assets in transportation and 

communicai:Lons (over f'orty-three per cent of their expenditure 

on new racilities of all types). lf These comparisons 

illustrate that the total resources used in this sector are 

-1-·-----

Tinbergen, ,J. , The Desig·n of Development, Baltimore, 19 58, 
l),9J, 
2 

Owen, W., Strategy ror Mobility, Washington D.C., 1964, 
p.ll5. 
'J 

TinbeJ'gen, J,, 1958, p.Jl. 

Commonwealth of' Australia, National Income and Expenditure 
1966-67, Canberra, 1967, p.2J.. 
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.L arg·e and that ove r-inve s Lmen t may inhibit the expansion of 

industry by depriving new ventures of funds. It is also 
apparent that since much of spending is government controlled 

opportunities exist for planning \~ithout direct intervention 
in private enterprise. The allocation of public finance in 

this sector has two main dimensions;choices must be made 

betl~een di:fferent modes, and decisions must be taken about 

tb_e g-eographical distribution of new facilities. In 

Australia about half the annual expenditure on transport 

and communications by the Cornmon\~ealth and the States is 

devoted to road construction ($479 million in 1966-67), The 

distribution of the Common1~eal th grant for roads was revised 

in :favou.r of urban areas by the Commonwealth Aid Roads Act 
1969, but this specified 

cent of the aid should be 
that at least thirty-three per 

- . 1 
used on non-arterial rural roads. 

Tht:ts public investment in rural road improvements constitutes 

an important part of the pattern of expenditure in Australia 

and research on the complementarity effects of this spending 
is of wide interest. 

ml:tst be placed. 
It is in this context that this study 

The problem is to assess the role of transportation in 

the past and future development of the Northern Territory 

beef industry, This thesis takes a wide view of the influence 

of transport technolog-y and the cost of marketing stock on the 

form and scale of production at the enterprise level. Since 
the relative importance of the characteristics of different 

modes and the absolute importance of total payments for 

transport vary wit.h. the demand for cattle, it has been found 

necessary to consider the range of factors that contribute 

to consignment decisions. This has been done by defining 

a model of farm 'accessibility', which is introduced in the 

final section of this chapter. To isolate the impact of 

variations in this quality on production certain concepts 

from classical location theory have been adapted and refined. 

-
1 

Docwra, G., and Kolsen, H., 'Efficiency in Allocation of 
Road Funds 1 

; unpublished paper given at the iHst Congress 
o:f the ANZAAS, 1969, p.l8. 



Von Thllnen' s 1vork showed how location rents arise through 

agricultural adjustment under simple assumptions about 

cultivation and trade, This study makes use of this 

the ore t;ical backgrom1d in the empirical work 1vhich examines 

the pattern of output in the beef industry in particular 

years, and distinguishes 'situation' and 'intensity rent' 

components. It; is also possible to examine the problem by 

tracing the role of accessibility in developntent over time 

and in this case it has been f'ound useful to define three 

production states-- the 'existing', 'immediate', and 

'attainable' levels of response to improvements in the 

comparative locational advantages of holdings. These terms 

are def'ined at the appropriate points in the argument and 

have been introduced at this stage to assist in the 

description of the form of the thesis. It is therefore 

hoped that the work contributes to an understanding of the 

relationship between improvements in transport and the 

generation of economic activity in two ways both through 

the presentation of the results of the case study and 

·through the development and application of certain aspects 

of location theory. 

4 

The thesis is divided in1;o four parts. The first, which 

consists of th~s chapter alone, looks at the Northern 

Territory as a transport region. The physical environment 

and the history of the development of pastoralism and 

transportation are described to provide a setting for the 

empirical work that follows, which is restricted to a 

consideration of beef production between 1950 and 1967 and 

the assessment of emerging and potential developments from 

the latter date. The discussion of the limitations on 

mobility and trade up to 1950 also allows the identification 

and illustration of the components of property accessibility 

and this leads to the formulation of a general model of this 

attribute. Part 2, consisting· of Chapters 2 to 5, examines 

the pat;tern of trade and production in the study industry 

Lo assess ho1v :far producers adjust their consignment and 

resources use decisions t;o take account of differences in 

comparative .locationa.L advantages. Chapter 2 introduces 

l:he theory of the generation of sit11ation and intensity 

'. • • • ' • • '.' • • - ' • > ' • 
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rents and looks at the characteristics of the beef industry 

in the Territory to point up deviations from the constraints 

o:f von Thiinen' s Isolated State. This gives a background to 

the economic organisai:ion o:f production and the problems 

that are met in processing output and survey data. In 

addition, t.he chapter lays the :foundation :for an evaluation 

o:f the importance o:f location rents in modern agriculture, 

and the utility o:f the concepts of' spatial equilibrium in 

exchange and resource use in research .. 

Chapters J and If share a common structure and are 

concerned with the roles of r·ate payments for transport 

and net received prices :for fatstock in the allocation and 

supply o:f bee:f cattle. Chapter J covers the period :from 

1950 to 1960 with 1957 being taken as a representative 

year :for the decade. Turn-of:f data :for this season is used 

in empirical work which attempts to measure the degree of 

adjustment in the industry to these two basic surrogates o:f 

accessibility. The actual consignment pattern is compared 

to a normative solution generated by the Transportation 

Prbblem, which provides a total least-cost definition o:f 

supply areas under linear progTamming constraints. This 

gives some insights into the behaviour o:f producers and 

buyers and the importance of the various components o:f total 

transport costs. In 1957 over ninety per cent of all 

movements o:f cattle in the Northern Territory to railheads 

and rneat·works were made on-the-hoo:f. The incidence of 

deterioration losses on droving mobs and the impossibility 

o:f transporting various types o:f stock by this mode 

c:ircumscribed the opportunities of producers in exchange 

and thus conditioned the :form o:f station enterprises. 

Since the availability o:f markets and the quality of transport 

remained relatively unchanged between 19h5 and 1957, the 

study year is taken to exemplify the adjustment o:f the 

industry to the traditional allocation pattern, in an era 

when differences in locational advantages were particularly 

impo.rtant. The impact of' accessibility on production scale 

is explored by correlation and multiple regTession techniques 

to test the relative importance o:f this :factor, but the 
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paucity of data precludes a more detailed analysis. However 

the results of the 1~or!c do provide a point of reference for 

the evaluation of similar tests on turn-off statistics for 
later years. 

Chapter 4 examines the importance of accessibility to 

producers between 1960 and 1967. In this period marketing 
• opport1.mi ties changed dramatically as a result of a' g·eneral 

rise in cattle prices due to a strong· United States demand 

for boner-beef, the opening of two processing plants in the 

Northern Territory, and the adoption of road transport. 

Detailed turn-off data for the 1966 season are used in an 

analysis of the actual pattern of exchange m1.der the new 
conditions. Emphasis is placed on the role of rate payments 

and net receipts for slaughter stock in consignment, and 

the structure of marginal returns at the intersection of 

supply area boundaries is compared to the structure given 

by a total least-cost solution, This allows some conclusions 

to be drawn on the probability of spatial price equilibrium 

appearing in reality, Correlation and multiple regression 

techniques are employed in a search for production scale 

adjustment to variatiofts in accessibility following the 

format established in Chapter 3. However, data are available 

for the five calendar years from 1963 through 1967 which 

permits further deductions on the effects of seasonal 

variations on the pattern of supply. Information from a 

survey of 72 stations for 1962-63 to 1964-65 by the Bureau 

of Agricultural Economics (BAE) is used to consider the 

relationship between location and 
resource use. Parameters of average enterprise expenditure 

and income per unit of area are tabulated by rate payment 

and farmgate price zones in a search for spatial regularities. 

This leads to some specific conclusions on the role of 

variations in accessibility in determining the intensity 

and pro.fitability of land-use in the study industry, and 

pennits a more general appreciation of the utility and 

assumptions of location rent theory. 

Chapter 5 looks at developments in trading, transport 

usage, and production between 1950 and 1967. The work 
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considers some of' the non-spatial determinants of' processing· 

capacity, modal choice, <md production scale to link the 

studies given in Chapters 3 and 4 and to set the location 

rent adjustment process in the wider context of' response to 

economic and technical chang·e. The f'irst section looks at 
the ef'f'iciency of' marketing in the Northern Territory, This 

involves an examination of' public and private enterprise 

in the provision of' meatworks capacity and an analysis o:f 

some of' the institutional and behavioural constraints on 
exchange. Some of' the f'indings help to explain deviations 

f'rom a theoretical spatial equilibrium. The middle seQtion 

deals with the dif'f'usion of' the use of' road transport to 

see whether consignors tried to minimise rate payments or 

m<,ximise receipts when they chose between modes, It also 
bridges the gap between the studies of' nnimodal movements 

under droving in 1957 and road transport in 1966. The f'inal 

section takes up a number of' issues relating to the 

flexibility of' output in the beef' industry in the presence 

of' variations in prices. The input structure of' cattle 

enterprises is examined (using· the BAE data) to cast light 

on the f'orm of' the industry production f'nnction and a 

lllLll tiple regression model is presented 1~hich demonstrates 

the importance of' land quality, and capital and labour usage 

in determining the intensity of' land-use. In summary, Part 2 
is concerned with the relation between the theory of' 

adjustment to spatial equilibria in exchange and production 

and the evidence of' response to variations in accessibility 

among the enterprises of' the study industry. 

Part 3, 1~hich consists of' Chapters 6 and. 7, marks a. 

break in the scale and reference of' the empirical work, It 

is primarily concerned with the evaluation of' the observable 

and potential responses of' producers to the introduction of' 

road transport and the provision of' improved roads. Chapter 6 

reviews the theory of' road investment benef'its and explores 

the common grour1d between spatial equilibrium models and the 

assumptions behind benef'it-cost analyses of' developmental 

road projects. The origins and of'f'icial justification f'or 

the Beef' Roads Prog·ranmie are described and the relationship 
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between surface standards and road use is considered. This 

lays the foundation for the succeeding empirical work which 

looks at the iu1pact of localised changes in transport costs 

on production. The adoption of road haulage for consignments 

permits the realisation of a range of external economies in 

the beef industry and the remainder of Chapter 6 is devoted 

to an assessment of the short-run or immediate advantages of 

modal change. The magnitude of the financial gains from 

this source is estimated from an examination of the structure 

and value of turn-off in 1966. At this stage the role of. 

road i111provement is disregarded and the gains are visualised 

as a complen1entary effect of innovation in transportation. 

Chapter 7 is directly concerned with the evaluation of 

the future benefits of the Beef Roads Programme. The long

term gains that could accrue from the expansion of beef 

production in the study region are reviewed by considerin:g 

the present structure of net returns and the physical 

and economic limitations on intensifying land-use. Two 

sub-regional case studies are then presented which demonstrate 

the need to scale road expenditure against the net increase 

in income that follows the deployment of additional 

resources on holdings. Optimistic and pessimistic sets of 

assumptions are used in a series of formal benefit-cost 

analyses and an attempt is 1nade to distinguish the role of 

road quality in promoting adjustment. The final section of 

the chapter takes a wide view of the reasons for private 

and public interest in land development in the Northern 

Territory to explain some apparent anomalies in resource use. 

This leads to a concluding discussion on the influence of 

factors which lie outside the traditional theory of supply 

response in farm firms and the consideration of the aims of 

public expenditure on roads in northern Australia. Of 

necessity this involves a brief examination of the 

alternatives that are available for the expansion of beef 

production outside the area affected by the Programme. 

The f'ourth and final part of the thesis, Chapter 8, 

synthesises the findings of the empirical work and refers 

back to the concepts of spatial equilibrium in exchange 
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and production. The conclusions are arranged in three sets. 

The first summarises the evidence t'or short-term or immediate 

adjustments in consignment and output to minimise total 

transport costs or max.imise marginal revenue. These may be 

visualised as gains in situation rents. The second set 

contains the conclusions which can be drawn on attainable 

shifts in intensity rents and this permits some general 

ini:'erences on the capacity of transport improv-ements to 

generate economic activity. Finally some of the i:'inclings 

are usee! to illustrate alternative n1ethocls of tackling the· 

problem of poor accessil.Jility. This suggests possible 

productive outlets for some or the funds that were allocated 

for the Beef Roads Programme and confirms the validity of 

Owen's observation that 

Instead of planning transport in isolation a systems 
approach to agricultural development is essential 
to link transport policy with the goals that transport 
is called upon to serve ..• 1 

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the 

physical constraints on mobility in the Northern Territory, 

and the historical development ~f pastOralism and its 
., 

relationship to the provision of transport facilities. The 

discussion o.f the physical environment indicates that surface 

conditions are relatively homogeneous over vast areas which 

1ueans that empirical procedures based on classical location 

theory 111ight generate evidence of spatial regularities in 

response to distance, The description of the growth of the 

cattle industry between 1873 and 1950 and its clevelopn1ental 

problems shows that poor accessibility has been repeatedly 

blamed .for its slow expansion, though government aiel in this 

field was restricted and selective. In addition, a brief 

survey of planning recommendations made during the 

administration o.f the Tc;rritory by the Commornvealth exposes 

a widespread belief that transport was the key to land 

c!evelop1nent. However, few of the proposals were put into 

operation so that at the start of the study period 

1 

Owen, \v., Distance and Development, Washington D.C., 
1968, p.7:J. 
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l ransportat ion and marketing· conditions had remained 

r·e.J.atively static :for decades. This makes the evidence :for 

acljllSLillent. in 1957 particularly interesting-, while the 

dramatic changes that have tal(en place since then allow a 

detailed appreciation o:f the role o:f improvements in 

accessibility in promoting· more intensive land-use. 

·A. ACCESSIBILITY, SETTLEMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT 

.1.. fhysical accessibility 

10 

In a simple system it is possible to isolate the 

in:t'J.uenee o:f single variables and observe how they contribute 

to the processes and :forms o:f the whole. Ideally, the role 
o:t' transport costs in determining the pattern of production 

o:f an agricultural crop could be examined in a case study 

where the conditions o:f production and movement were uniform, 

This would allo\v the problem to be recast in terms o:f the 

impac I; o:f distance on land-use in a homogeneous cultural 
environment, In reality, a multiplicity o:f influences 

obscure the operation o:f individual :factors. .Among these 

is the fact that commodity transfers are constrained by 

natu.ral barriers, network characteristics, and the :form o:f 

transportation. The study industry is no exception, but it 

has many f'eatures which make it reasonable to assume that 

processes and :forms should be more obviously apparent. This 

section considers the influence o:f 'physical accessibility' 

on the movement o:f stock and goods in the Northern Territory, 

by the means o:f transportation that D.re currently available. 

Accot'ding to Lewis 

Accessibility is a resource in the sense that it 
stems :from geographical :features - the surface 
layout o:f the country, :Lts rivers, its access to 
the sea, the quantit;y and quality o:f its harbours 
and the presence or absence of' impassable barriers 
such as high mountains, deserts or impenetrable jm1gle 
be l;lveen the country and the rest of' the civilised 
IVOl'.i.cJ,J. 

--·----I. 

Lewis, W.A., The Theory o:f Economic Growth, London, 
1955, p •. SJ. 
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These physical attributes condition the use of the :five major 

.forms or transport (rail, road, air, sea, and cross cow1.try) 

.for tl1.e movement o:f cattle and beef'. Though there are 

examples o:f the use "of all of these techniques in northern 

Australia, t1vo modes were of' particular importance f'or 

Jnternal transfers in the Northe1·n Territory between 1950 

and 1960. These are droving -- a cross country form, and 

road haulage. Hence, the brief descriptions which follow 

or the characteristics ot' tl1e physiographic regions o:f the 

Territory 11'ill emphasise those aspects that inhibit on-the-

hoof' and wheeled movements. FoP convenience the data will 

be organised, in part, by the four Pastoral Districts 

recognised by the Northern Territory Administration (NTA) 

each of which is separated f'rom the other by 
large areas o:f country not suitable f'or production. 
Each o:f these four districts has its own distinctive 
class n:f country and each has its own special 
problems o:f development and commtulications.l 

These will be grouped into two classes according to the 

distribution of rain.fall and rugged relief'. 

a. The Humid Dissected Margin 

The greater part of the Northern Territory is an 

11ndulating plain that can be termed the Main Plateau. 2 In 

the north this feature is terminated by a broad arc of 

country which stretches between the coast and the western 

and eastern boundaries at 18° South and 19° South respectively. 

l 

Rose, A.L., 'Beef' production in the Northern Territory', 
in The Northern Territory, Sydney, 19119, p.lS. 
2 

The Jnf'ormation that is presented on the geomorphology of 
I. he No r·thern Terri tory in i;he follo1ving sections is drawn 
l"ro1u t1vo main sources; Hays, J., 'Land Surf'aces and 
Laterites i.n the North of' the Northern Territory', and 
Mabbutt, J·.A., 1 Denudal;ion Chronology in Central Australia: 
Structure, Climate and Landform Inheritance', in Jennings, 
,J, N. , and ivlabbu tt, J. A. , (editors) Landf'orm Studies :from 
A!t.stralia and New Guinea, Canberra, 1967, Pasture and 
Vt"g·et.atioll descriptions are drawn primarily from Perry, R.A., 
'Pasture Lands of' the Northern Territory', Land Research 
Series No.5, CSIRO, Melbourne, 1960. For further inf'ormation 
.see Appendix 1. 
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Thjs 111ay be termed the dissected margin, and corresponds 

IJJ·oaclly to that por·t:ion of' the Territory that receives more 

than 20 j_nches of rain per year (rainfall information is 

g:Lve11 orl Map 2~2)o It contains the greater part of'the 

12 

Victoria River m1d Darwin and Gulf Pastoral Districts, which 

sha1·e several important attributes. Both Districts have 

access to tile sea and control the 1,040 !niles of coastline 

J n the Norn·:wrn Territory. There are fe1~ good natural 

hu.rhours along this shot"e, whicl1 is formed, in the main, of 

Low-lying and seasonally flooded terrain. Broken ranges 

reaclt lhe sea ln the north and \~est and have created ria-like 

bast.ns in some instances. Dar1~in harbour provides the main 

example and l1as been imporl.:ant as an origin of settlement 

and a window on the rest of the world fron1 the earliest 

days. Behind the coast, periennially flooded plains 

stretch inland for an average depth of 40 miles, and consist 

nr lanclfn ems der:i.ved from the current Koolpinya series l)f 

cycles of eeosion. J:.Iuch of the area is below 200 feet and 

its vegetation grades with the rise in relief from bare 

salt flats and dunes to a dense growth of drought evading 

plants, including reeds and wild rice. The obvious difficulty 

of' mov·ement and the poor nutt'il;ive value of the unimproved 

pastures of Lhe area have prevented entry by the cattle 

indus t.ry, and :its s11•arnps remain the haunt or feral buffaloes. 

Behind this zone, discussion of the features of the dissected 

margin can be given in terms of Pastoral Districts. 

(i) The Darwin and Gulf District 

Two sub-regions can be usefully distinguished in this 

D:Ls'LI'i.eL. The main division consists of rugged country, 

whi<:h stretches through Arnhem Land and follows the line of 

Lhe Gulf o:f Carpentaria. The areas of gentler relief are 

cover·ed by e1:.calypt open forests, while the vegetation of 

Lhn remainder is ex.tremely variable but is dominated by tree 

spc~cie.s. The natural pastures or the sub-region are 

charaeLerised by three-awned spear grass associations which 

prov:ide poor stock feed, and the area has eemained 

1111<J•~cnp.i.ecl until recent years. Physical difficulties in 

••• '· • ' 1l • I 1•. I • I - • ,. - ' 



controlling cattle and building roads have contributed 

:t'ttrther detractions but these have been partially offset by 

the high rainfall of tl1.e area which may penni t development 

1vith improved pastures. The valleys of the Roper and 

NcArthur Rivers :t'orm something of an exception in that ·t-hey 

contain pockets of better land, and give access to the sea, 

though the Gul:t' o:t' Carpentaria offers no natural harbours. 

In tlte early period of settlement the lower fringes of this 

country and Lhe Roper Valley were used as a route for stock 

1110vemenLs on-the-hoor, being preFerred to the relatively 

\\'atel.'l.ess Barkly Tableland for the trip :from Queensland to 

the Victoria River District. -----·· 

lJ 

The second sub-region, the Top End, consists of the area 

11orllt of a line drawn between the mouths of the Victoria 

and Roper Rivers, and \vest o:t' the .Arnhem Land Aboriginal 

Reset've. II; contains a core which can be included in the 

Koolpinya land surface and this is occupied by the Daly 

River. Eucal)~t woodland predominates, 

and periennial sorghum pasture species. 
lvith kangaroo grass 

This area is also 

known.as the Tipperary Land System and offers potential for 

agriculture. Its pasl;ure resources have been under-utilised 

through J.ow stocking, but better knowledge of grazing 

~esponse has pron~Led a re-evaluation. 

also be imporl;ant here in the future. 
So1vn pastures may 

To the east of this 

core lies a tongue of dissected country which stretches 

between Dar1vin and the no lcthern apex of the arc of the Main 

P 1 a I; eau. This has provided an important corridor of entry 

and is :followed by the Stuart Highway and the Darwin to 

Larrimah railway. Its value lies in the avoidance of 

inundation i.n the Wet Season since rainfall increases in the 

Top End from JO inches to 55 inches per year between 

l{atherine and Darwin. Katherine is strategically located 

at its jllnction with the plateau edge. 

(ii) The Victoria River· District 

The Victoria Ri.ver Pastoral District contains the 

\'bole o:f the long·-settled lands of the eastern part of the 

basin of tlte · Ord River and the drainage net of the Victoria, 

. •. 



together with adjacent areas of the Main Plateau. In the 

eas 1: the separation is marked by the Murranji Jump Up scarp. 

\Vithin the well--l~atered core area, the overlapping of erosion 

surfaces in the Koolpinyah, 1vave Hill, and Tennant Creek major 

cycles has Cl'eated a landscape of broken plains and ranges. 

On the better higher-rainfall upland country open eucalypt 

\voodlands dominate and pastures are mainly composed of 

kangaroo grass and periennlal sorg·hwn. A central area is 

covered by lo1v tree ;;pecies with short grasses and forbs 

on red earths or calcareous soils. The southern fring·e . 

consists of' :fingers of Mitchell grass country on heavy clay 

soils, broken by ridges of the Main Plateau which are covered 

by soft spinifex on sandy red soils. The presence of 

permanent \vater in many parts of the core area stimulated 

early settlement and made droving easy within the occupied 

lands, but stretches of rough poor co1.mtry separate it from 

the other Distriots and egress via 1Vyndham or Katherine. 

The relatively high rainfall and the need to cross major 

streams make road construction costly, and this has been 

accentuated by a tendency for the roads to follow stockroutes 

which must be planned to pick up the maximum number of' 

watering poinLs. There is a n1arked contrast in movement 

by \vheeled vehicles on Lhe black and red soils of' the sub-

l'egion. The f'onner give a good dry-weather surface but 

l'apidly become impassable af'ter rain, while the latter 

provide rougher all-weather su.rfaces. The large estuary 

of the Victoria has prompted plans to i~troduce barge 

transportatj.on f'or cattle and station stores but none of 

tl 1 t f' •t• 1 ~ ·tese 1as come o ru1 ·lon. In the remaining· parts of' the 

District the land i.s virtually 1musable, though there has 

been son1e recent develop1nent of' properties on the three

a\vned spear grass and kangaroo grass pastures south of' 

Katherine. However, the greater part of the Plateau area 

i<: unoccupied and is covered by spinifex which predominates 

Ucro ughout the Tana111i Desert. 

1 

See f'or exan~le, Kelly, J.H., 'Beef' Industry Development. 
liaLeT' Transport of' Cattle and Supplies in Northern Australia', 
Ql.!_!~r t orly Review o :f Agri eult ural Economics, 4, (19 51) , pp. J-6. 
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b. The Nain Plateau 

The northern edge or the Main Plateau is the drainag-e 

divide between exoreic and endoreic streams. The latter are 

into r·mit: l;ent and rarely become barriers to movement. l'Iany 

or the reatuPes or the landscapes or the plateau result 

f'r•om i l;s arid climate and its stable g-eolog-ical history. 

Long periods of.erosion m1d the rare incursion of shallow 

(;eansgressive seas have produced a series of bare or mantled 

pJ.a.ius separated by retreating surface edg-es and the terrain 

is ho1nogeneous over wide areas. Generally, this provides 

easy land access, though the absence of surface water poses 

difficulties in the provision of permanent ways, Perhaps 

the main f'eature which inhibits movement is the vastness 

or the cotmtry, £'or 

To the east she 1 s bound by the Aurora Australis, on 
the west by the Day 0 1 Judgement, and if your eyes 
don' t 1 g·et sore ·with the glare you' 11 see m~ay for 
ev(~r, 

The surface features of the Plateau can be described 

conveniently in l;erms o:f tl1.e boundaries of the two remaining 

Pastoral Districts. 

(.i) The Barkly Tableland District 

The Baddy Tableland District contains the whole of the 

Nortl1ern Terri l;ory portion of' the Barkly Tableland proper. 

Tile latter is an area of open plains coLmtry that stretches 

JOO miles from the Queensland border in a northwesterly 

cl:i L'ecLion and varies frotu 100 to 200 miles in width. Its 

black soils (:formed on highly calcareous or igneous rocks, 

or alluvia derived fr'om these) suppo]~t a veg·etational cover 

o:f periennial Mitchell g-rass and droug-ht-evading short 

c;rasses and :forbs, o:f 1vhich Flinders grass is the chief. 

Althoug-h this provides good pasture the lack of reliable 

natural watering points has been a persistent problem. 

Forhmat:ely, Lhe underlying Daly Barkly Artesian Basin 

1 

Anon, quoted in 'Some Impressions of the Northern 
Ter.d.tory 1

, by Farwell, G., in The Northern Territory, Sydney, 
1C)I·t9, p.22, 

' , • • '• • ' ' • • I ( j • I ' ' ' r ' ' I ' , '• • (' I • • '• ' ' I ' ; ' f ' ' ' 
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provided a solution, and bores opened the area to secure 

pastoral occupation. To the east, the plains merge with 

beoken :flood courses o:f the streams in the Queensland Channel 

Cowrtry, and access :for stock on-the-hoo:f has traditionally 
been via the Georgina Hiver. 

The presenpe or black soils 
makes lvet Season movement di:f:ficul t and the absence o:f supplies 

o:f g-ravel adds to the cost or stabilising roads. 

This surrace type j.s separated :from the dissected margin 

o:f the Plateau in the north by a band o:f broken country which 

is eovered by low eucalypt woodland, with three-awned spear 
grass pasture associations. 

In the west the Tableland is 
bounded by a ridge that cuts it o:f:f :from Lake lvoods. 

This 
line is :follo1ved by the Stuart Hig·hway a:nd :forms an important 

o:f the plains there is a relatively small area o:f semi-desert 

section o:f the main north-south comm1.mcation axis. 
South 

that has remained t.moccupied, 
thoug·h its surface advantag·es 

were exploited in the construction o:f the east-west Barkly 
1-Iig·hway. 

( li) The Alice Spring·s District 

The usable pastnrelands o:f the Alice Springs District 

are contained, in the main, within a radius o:f 200 miles :from 
the towu o:f Alice Springs. 

In the east the Sando\ ·.Jr Hi ver 
provides a .linking· corridor to the southern part o:f the 

Bark.ly Tableland, and to the south the pastoral country is 

continued across the South Australian border. 
Exploration, 

settlement and major transport lines, including the Port 

Augusta to Alice Spring·s railway, have :followed the stretch 

o:f passable but poor cow1try which skirts the Simpson 

Desert and the Lake Eyre Basin and links the Northern 
Territory tn South Australia, 

On the remainder o:f the 
circumf'erence, the usable land :fades into so:ft spini:fex 

plains, hard spini:fex sand plains, and dw'le :fields, though 

a narrow :f.ing·er connects the area to the western Barkly 

Ta.blel and to continue the no.rth-south route ( g·eneral 

Locational information is given on Map 1.1 in the rinal 
secLion o:f this chapter). 
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Annual rainfall in the central core varies from 6 to 12 

inches, but the presence of the linear ridges and associated 

flood and outwash plains of the McDonnell Ranges offers an 

ameliorating influence and pockets of good pastoral land 

occur relatively frequently. These are covered by low 

woodlands in which Acacia species predominate, providing 

edible topfeed for cattle. Short grasses flourish after 

s11mmcr rains and :t'orbs follow winter storms. Despite 

isolated areas of rugged terrain, surface movement is 

comparat:lvely easy on the intersecting open plains. Gaps 

eroded by antecendent streams give commwl.ication through 

the 1vest-east ridge lines and rock-based roads can be 

provided. Movements of cattle on-the-hoof have been made 

more difficult by the wide spacing of permanent natural 

waters, but artesian supplies have relieved this problem. 

Alice Spring·s is the focal point o.f the District and 

historical factors have strengthened natural links to South 

Australia. 

From this brief review of the surface characteristics 

of the Northern Territory it is apparent that it does not 

offer a homogeneous media .for transportation. Nevertheless, 

roads and stockroutes can be provided over large areas at 

a relatively small cost and movement within the occupied 

pastoral cowrl;ry of each District is not inhibited by 

ins upera.ble barriers. On-the-hoof trips between Districts 

are hindered by bands of poor comrtry, but linking· corridors 

exist in many cases, Further, distance dominates mobility 

considerations and generally outweighs the influence of 

va1·iations in surface. quality. All in all it is reasonable 

to consider the Territory as one transport region, within 

1vhich variations in rate payments :for transportation services 

under one mode will adequately reflect the real costs of 

movemen. t • In this respeet it comes near to the assumptions 

111ade in classical location theory. 

I I • 1r, , • ·, , • • ; ' • , o 



:2. Settlement. devel·opment, and transport policy 

a. Early developments:· 1824 to 1911 

The first British settlement in the Northern Territory 

was established at Port Dundas on Melville Island in 182Lr 

18 

but the project was abandoned in 1829. 1 Nine years later the 

Port Essington settlement was :founded but this venture also 

:failed to attract an entrep5t trade or stimulate the 

exploration o:f the interior, and the garrison was withdrawn. 

These early attempts at settlement :from the north coast 

proved that tropical crops could be grown successfully and 

led to a clear statement o:f the necessary conditions :for the 

economic development o:f Northern Territory land: 

servant commented in .L8hJ 
a public 

It is not enough :for the purposes o:f commerce to 
kno\~ that a certain plant has :flourished ··i'n a . 
garden, or has grown spontaneously in particular 
localities. The questions are whether over large 
tracts o:f country it can be raised :for the 
protection o:f the capitalists, and by means o:f labour 
not dear in proportion to that o:f other places 
producing the same ·commodity, and moreover. C!3,pable 
o:f being brought to sale o:f that quality and condition 
which the established markets o:f the world require,2 

The economic history o:f the Territory demonstrates the 

persistent :failure o:f private and public enterprese in this 

:field because comparative disadvantages were ignored. It 

1 
The :following sections draw upon two main general sources: 

Grenfell Price, A. , The History and Problems o:f the Northern 
Territory, Australia, Adelaide, 1930, and Bauer, F.H., 
'Historical Geography of ivhite Settlement in part o:f 
Northern Australia, Part 2,The Katherine - Darwin Region' 
Division o:f Land Research and Regional Survey Divisional 
H.eport No.64/l, CSIRO, Canberra, 1964. The history of the 
beef industry is described by Duncan, R. ·' The Northern 
Territory Pastoral Industry 1863-1910, Melbourne, 1967. 
Tl1e locational setting o:f the Northern Territory is shown 
in Hap 1.1 in the :fii"lal section o:f this chapter. 

'Correspondence Helative to the Establishment o:f a 
Settlement at Port Essington, House o:f Commons, 27 March 
.L8I1 J, quoted by Parsons, R.A.., The Truth about the Northern 
Territorv, Adelaide, 1907. 

, , , ; , I ,· •,,, -' I '1 I • • ' I • ' • ._ 



may be that cu.rrent planning is also based on a relatively 

parochial appreciation of opportunities. 
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The first success:f'ul landward entry was made by 

Leichardt 1~ho reached Pori; Essington :from Brisbane in 1845, 

and in 1862 Stuart ctcossed the continent :from Adelaide. The 

Lhree earl.y lines o:f' penetration -- :f'rotn the north coast. 

Queensland, and South. Australia, have remained the only viable 

routes for trade to the present day. In 1863 South Australia 

secttred the annexation of the Northern Territory, which it 

retained up to its transf'er to the Common1~eal th in 1911. 

The completion of' the Overland Telegraph Line from Adelaide 

f·.o Dar1dn (then known as Palmers ton) in 1870, and the gradual 

expansion o:f' pastoral occupation in South Australia and 

Qtteensland led to a land boom and, by 1881, leases had been 

granted covering about nine ty--f'i ve per cent o:f the 520,000 

square miles o:f' the Territory. The :first properties to be 

sloc:ked 1~ith cattle were Owen Spring·s (1873) and Undoolya 

( 1876) using· the route l'rorn South Australia. Although the 

north-south link was used :for some epic droving trips, most 

of the e:f:f'ective stocking was accomplished via Queensland. 

By 1887 about 200,000 square miles had been occupied and 

<,ffJcial statistics showed the area held 219,000 cattle, 

107,000 sheep, and 8,600 horses. 1 

A ma.jor ob.jective of the South Australian Government 

ll'as tb_e eonst:ntetion of a transcontinental railway from 

Dan~in ro Adelaide, and in 1889 the :first section o:f' this 

line :from t.he north coast to Pine Creek was completed. This 

failed to reach the Main Plateau by sixty-:f'ive miles and 

l:l1is led to recurrent probletns in droving stock to the 

n<i.J.head in later years. At this time the completion o:f' 

tbo line and the rapid exhaustion of the Pine Creek and 

Hall's Creek ~old-:f'ields led to a decline in the population 

or the northern settlements and the collapse of the local 

lllilJ'ke !: s!• ro l' bc-:!e [' 0 Concu.rrently, tl1e introduction o:f' tick-

1 

Infor111at.:Lon on early stock numbers is given in t.he 
2..'.!.:Y<'>nunent Resident 1 s re orts on the Northern Territor , 
§tJtlLh Austral:La,Adelaide (annual . 

• ' ' • , , • ' ' • ' • ' , , 1•. • -:-;- • 1 1 • ' • '' l' ' .,\ • '"'- ' I • I , ' I 



bot'ne red1val:er rever resulted in quarantine restrictions 

on tiiiiVBittents to Western Australia and Queensland, and the 

ittdusLry entered a period of' depression. 

20 

However, droving 
cUd provide access i;o southern markets and it is interesting 

to note thaL, o:f the 13,111 head turn-o:f.:f :from the Barkly 

Tableland in 18911,J,425 were sent to Adelaide, 4,860 went 

Lo Queensland, and Lll.e remainder were overlanded to New 
South Wales, 

As a positive contribution to the easing o:f. 

111ad'e Ling problems, lhe South Australian Government granted· 

an annual subsidy of' $10,000 to support the export o:f. live 

cattle :from Darwin to Sing·apore and Batavia. This trade 
1vas 1111der I; a ken by Goldsborough Mort & Co. and 12,684 head 

were shipped in 66 voyages. 
The subsidy and service were 

l:ert11:i.na l;ed :i.n 1897, :following· disease, currency, and 

organisational problems, but provide an interesting case o:f. 

direct government intervention in markei;ing. 1 

The early years o:f. this century saw three :further 

precedents which bear upon the attitudes and policies o:f. 

go:v-ernmenL on the relationship between transport costs and 
the development of' land. 

First, the South Australian 

Government decided to open the provision o:f. the trans

c:onl:inen tal rail1vay l;o private enterprise and published a 

prospeeLus f'or a Land-Grant Railway \~hich gave a highly 

optitttistic picture o:f. the potential o:f. the cattle industry, 

It.;,; promotet~s elaimed that: 

1 

An approximate estimate o:f. the carrying· capacity 
o:f the country to the north o:f. Barrow Creek - some 
200,000 square miles,. at 10 head o:f. cattle per mile 
gives a total o:f. 2,000,000 head. This is an 
extremely low estimate, as much o:f. the rich pasture 
land on the rivers rlowing :from the Tableland to the 
coast will su.pporl:?and :fatten many more, probably 
double the number.-

For further information see Bauer, F.H., 19611, pp.1115-9 . 

. ~cl--Gran t Rail\~ay aeross Central Australia. The Northern 
hl~ory_p:f. t:he State o:f. South Australia as a Field :for 
]<!J..t£lJ?~ and Capj.tal. Boundless Resources; Pastoral, 
Al!;s·i.£!:!1.J:~l. Mineral. Natural Harbors, Navig·able Rivers, 
b) authority of' the South Australian Goverrunent, Adelaide, 
L'l02, p.l.L, 

, • , 1 I •• • • _,. ' ' ,' ' •' • ' 1' 
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However, private capital wisely avoided the venture and this 

meant that the responsibility for the construction of major 

arterial routes was placed in the hands of the Government. 

Second, the Resident made a strong plea in 1905 for the 

recog·ni tion of State responsibility in the drilling and 

maintenance of stockroute bores, and this appears to have 
1 

been accepted. Third, in 1909 Bovril Australian Estates 

Ltd proposed to build a meatworks at the mouth of the Victoria 

River, but the Government put pressure on the company to 

locate at 
'1 2 raJ. way. 

Darwin to provide traffic for the Pine·Creek 

Concessions were offered to the enterprise but 

the decision >vas taken to abandon the project. Subsequent 

developments in processing in the Northern Territory follow 

the same pattern, with the State refusing to set up a plant 

but retaining an interest in its siting, and in trans-

portation to the facility. This demonstrates a widespread 

and important feature of public policy on transport. 

Permanent-way investment to reduce the cost of movements 

to existing processing centres is regarded as infra

structural and is recognised to be the responsibility of 

the state, but the provision of industrial plants, which 

will lower the level of total movements and promote a more 

efficient' distribution of economic activity, is left to 

private enterprise. This thesis demonstrates that such a 

dichotomy is nnreal and shows that transport economics and 

location theory must be used to give an integrated solution 

to mobility needs. 

b. Commonwealth policy: 1911 to the present 

lvhen the Northern Terri tory was transferred to the 

Commonwealth in 1911, it had a non-native population of 

1 

Government Resident's report on the Northern Territory, 
South Australia, Adelaide, 1905, p.S. 
2 

Dm~can, R., 1967, pp.l05-9. 
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3,301, of whcim 1,182 were whites. South Australia had provided 

622 miles of the transcontinental railway (the Darwin-Pine 

Creek and Port August-Oodnadatta sections), which were being 

o_?erated at a heavy annual loss irrespective of interest on 

capital. The cattle industry was the only viable expression 

of private enterprise and its exports were valued at 

$342,000 in 1910. About 150,000 square miles were held w1.der 

pastoral leases or permits, and this area contained 513,000 
1 cattle and 40,000 sheep. The story of the development of 

the industry over the following sixty years is that of a 

fitful grm~th in the occupied area to about 250,000 square 

miles, and the doubling of beef cattle numbers. 

Viewing the situation in 1913, the first Administrator 

commented 

One is frequently asked - lvhere are the markets? 
Surely the markets of the world are as open to 
products of the Northern Territory once they are 
produced, as to those of any other cow1.try. A 
Government may assist in opening up a market, 
in rendering facilities for transport, but

2
the 

market finally depends upon the purchaser. 

A g-raphic illustration of the importance of demand in 

determining the success or failure of transport investment 

and plant location was given by the fate of the Darwin 

meatworks. In 1914 the Commom~eal th entered an agreement 

with Vestey Bros, in which it undertook to extend the 

railway from Pine Creek to Katherine, while the company 

guaranteed to spend not less than $200,000 on constructing 

a processing plant. The works operated between 1917 and 1920 

and during this period just under 70,000 head were treated 

and exported as frozen beef. At this time the world meat 

trade was buoyant and carcases were selling for about $32 

in Great Britain, but at the end of the war demand slackened 

and supplies from South America.once more became certain. 

-.----1 

Report of the Board of Inquiry into the Land and Land 
Industries of the Northern Territor of Australia (the 
Payne-Fletcher Report , Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 
1937, p.5. 
2 

Report of the Administrator, Northern Territory of Australia, 
Parliament of the Common\vealth, Melbourne, 1913, p.S. 
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The plant suffered hig·h costs and closed in 1920. 1 Some 

concept o:f the difficulties :facing processors at this 

juncture can be gained :from the pattern o:f payments made 

by the Wyndham meatworks, which 1vas opened as an 

instrumentality o:f the \vest ern Australian Governmen't in 1918. 

Growers received an average of $14.20 per beast in 1919, 

but no processing was undertaken in 1921. \vhen the plant 

re-opened the average price paid had fallen to $7.80 per 
2 

head. It seems fairly clear that the Darwin meatworks 

suffered the same post-war re-adjustment problems but it 

never operated again. The surprising point is that after 

an investment o:f nearly $900, 000 by tl1.e Commonwealth and 

$1,800,000 by the company, the :former was unwilling to 

offer a subsidy to support the operation and refused to take 

over the plant on favourable terms.3 

Between 1922 and 1930, Vesteys carried on a small and 

moderately successful trade in live cattle to Singapore 

and Manila, but the northern outlet ceased to be of 

importance to the industry. Thoug·h the further extension 

of the northern railway from Katherine to Larrimah (Birdwn) 

in 1928-29 brought the line to within one hundred miles of 

the well-stocked properties on the Barkly Tableland, Darwin 

was a dead-end without a meatworks. Growers in the Victoria 

River District could turn to the \vyndham plant, but for most 

northern producers the distant and unreliable demand :for 

store r-attle in Queensland was the main outlet. Prices in 

all centres were chronically low during the Depression: in 

1933 breeders were selling at $2.00 on the Tableland and 

:fats could be bought :for as little as $5.00 to $6.25. 4· The 

1 

2 
For :further information Bauer, F.H., 1964, pp.213-26, 

Kelly, J.H., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry in Northern 
Australia, BAE, Canberra, 1952, Appendix D. 
3 

The Payne-Fletcher Report, 1937, p.6lf, 
If 

Report on the Administration of the Northern Territory, 
19lJ., Commomvealth of Australia, Canberra, 1934, p.38. 



average payment :for :fatstock at \vyndham in the same year was 

$5.50. By this time the cattle population o:f the Northern 

Territory had reached about 860,000 ( eighty-t•~o per cent o:f 

the 1966 :figure), but it was felt that development had 

scarcely begun -- indeed the negotiation o:f the Ottawa 

Agreement sparked an amazing· optimism, The Administrator 

vie\~ed the history and :future o:f beef production in the 

:following terms· 

Established as the pioneer industry, the progress 
o:f the pastoral industry has been w1.duly slow, 
mainly through natural causes and overwhelming 
odds, the greatest obstacle being inaccessibility 
and distance :from markets, and now, after a long· 
period o:f general decline, :fresh efforts are being 
made to obtain recognition of the possibilities o:f 
the Territory as an area capable o:f supplying the 
Empire's beef requirements.l 

Little thought seems to have been given to the fact.that, 

.had a real comparative advantage been evident :for large 

scale production,British capitalists would have probably 

exploited the oppor-tw1.i ties prior to this date and secured 

preferential tariffs. 

In the south more tangible and sow1.dly-based develop

ments had :followed the extension o:f the rail\vay :from 

Oodnadatta to Alice Springs in 1929. Though exports :from 

Central Australia exceeded the level :for 1928 in only one 

o:f the pre-war years, the line was o:f g-reat importance in 

tapping· a :firm domestic market, :for South Australia suffers 

a persistent short-fall in supplies. The extension had 

been w1.dertalcen as part o:f the Commonweal th 1 s agreement with 

the State to complete the construction of the transcontinental 

railway and appears to have had an undoubtedly beneficial 

effect on the industry in the Alice Springs District, 

particularly since 1945. It is interesting to note, in 

view o:f the Commonwealth's refusal to support or operate 

a northern meatworks, that the Payne-Fletcher Report's proposal 

for interference in rate s~tting on the line was adopted, 

1 
Report on the Administration o:f the Northern Territory, 

19'31, p.JS. 



though f.o.r. prices at Alice Springs for good quality fats 

in l9J7 were substantially in advance of those obtaining 

at \vyndham. 
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This. brief history of the develop1nent of the beef 

industry sets the scene for the detailed analyses of land

use in Parts 2 and J and raises a number of theoretical and 

policy issues which bear upon the efficacy of transport 

investment. It penni ts a definition of the structure of 

farm accessibility in terms of examples drmm from the 

Northern Territory and the formulation of a model of the 

relationship between this attribute and agricultural 

adjustment forms the subject of the final section of this 

chapter. However, at this stage it is appropriate to 

examine the course of government planning since 1911 to 

demonstrate public ai;titudes on the link bet1veen 

transportation and development, 

Commonwealth policy in the Northern Territory has been 

marked by an intense and persistent neurosis about the slow 

growth of the population and the poor performance of its 

industries. Jvlany of the causes of this preoccupation, such 

as the fear of Asian intrusion and the desire to demonstrate 

national vitality, lie beyond the scope of this thesis, 

but throughout much that is written on the development of 

the area runs a belief that somewhere a key exists which 

will open the door to closer settlement and the exploitation 

of resources at a profit to Australia, The provision of 

improved transport facilities is most frequently selected 

for this role and numerous recommendations have been made 

for investment in this sector, Inevitably, there has been 

a considerable gap bet1veen the advice and government action. 

Ten major series of inquiries have examined the problem of 

expanding economic activity or have looked at public 

responsibility in the tield of transportation since 1911 . 

. A brief synopsis is given of the approaches and reconunendations 

of each inquiry, 

(i) In 191J a Royal Commission was appointed to examine the 

state of the rail1vays and ports of the Northern Terri tory. 

It reported that the construction of developmental railways 
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would have to be related to the needs of the pastoral industry, 

and expressed the view thF.Jt 1 without railway extension there 

would be no substantial prog-ress or development of the 

Territory'. It recommended a survey to assess the possibility 

o.f providing a port on the Gulf of Carpentaria and favoured 

the continuation of the main trunk railway line from Katherine 

to Oodnadatta, with additional lines linking the Victoria 

River District, Anthony Lag·oon, the Gulf, and Camooweal on 
1 

the Queensland border. This 1~as an era of high hopes and 

ambitions. 

(ii) By 1922 the Commonwealth had begm1 to doubt the · 

Lltility of a transcontinental north---south railway, although 

the agreement with South Australia contained a legal 

commitment to complete the line. The Parliamentary Standing· 

Committee on Public Works in that yeFtr sugg·ested that 

development would be best served by extending the northern 

line from JV!ataranka to Daly 1vaters, 1d th the eventual aim 

of linking it to Queensland via Newcastle 1vaters and 
2 Camoo·weal ~ 

(iii) In 1925 Sir George Buchanan presented a report on 

the Terri tory in 1~hich he stressed the need for better 

transport facilities for the pastoral industry, and sided 

against the north-south line. He recommended that railways 

should he built from Katherine to Wave Hill, Katherine to 

Camooweal, and from Ar1thony Lag·oon to a ne1~ port on the 

Gul:f of Carpentaria at the mouth of the !vlcArthur River" 3 

(iv) A Royal Commission in 1927 favoured the immediate 

construction of a line from Katherine to the Queensland 

border with the ultimate object of a connection to Bourke, 
4 

New South 1vales. In the follc)\~ing year, the North Australia 

1 

2 
The Payne--Fletcher Report, 1937, pp. 86-7. 

Kelly, J.H., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry. '"i 
1952, p.216. 
3 

Report by Sir Georg·e Buchanan, Northern Territory 
Development and Administration, Parliament of the Commonwealth, 
Melbourne, 1925, p.ll. 
lr . 

Kelly, J.I-L, 1952, p.216. 
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Commission was formed, and it 'concentrated its efforts on 

the question of transport facilities'. The Commission failed 

in its bid to gain control of transport planning and 1~as 

relegated to an advisory role, though it did undertake research 

on the problems of locating road, stock, and rail routes. It 

endorsed the plan for the rapid completion of a Katherine 

to Queensland link. 1 

(v) In 1937 a comprehensive inventory of the resources 

and potential of the Territory was issued by the Board of 

Inquiry into the Land and Land Industries of the Northern 

Territory of Australia (the Payne-Fletcher Report). It 

concluded that the cattle industry 1~ould be m1.likely to 

justify the construction of new railways, and urged acceptance 

of the principle that 

direc~ly or indirectly, whether by increased 
production, or by the taxable capacity of the 
new community [a] railway [should] within a 
reasonable time, pay its 01vn working costs, 
and interest on loan capital invested.2 

The Board recommended the construction of 150 miles of line 

from ll'yndhatn to !vlistake Creek, and 21ro miles from Dajarra to 

Hankine to open up the Victoria River and Barkly Tableland 

Districts to the sheep industry. Further observations were 

made on the operations of ~he Oodnadatta to Alice Springs 

railway, the possibility of constructing a deep-water port 

on Vanderlin Island, and the need for the Australian !vleat 

Board to allow a greater beef export quota to South Australia 

(for Territory cattle railed south). 

(vi) The post-war period saw a renewed interest in 

national reconstruction and development. In 1945 Sir 

Harold Clapp made a comprehensive survey of the problems 

of unifying Australia's railways, and concluded that a 

standard gauge transcontinental line, linking Darwin and 

Dajarra was desirable on a total evaluation which included 

1 

2 
The Payne-Fletcher Report, 1937, p.89. 

The Payne-Fletcher Reporl, p.30. 
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defence considerations. 1 He also recommended a line from 

\Vinton to Bourke (via Chal'leville) which would have connected 

Darwin to Sydney. In his report, Sir Harold quoted C.L.A. 

Abbott (the Administrator of the Northern Territory) who 

estimated that the northern link would lead to a doubling of 

cattle numbers (from one to 

of land holding five million 

two million), 
2 sheep. 

and the development 

(vii) The early 1950s also smv the publication of two 

important specialist reports on the beef industry in the 

north of Australia and both of these suggested that transport 

was the 'key to development 1 • J In addition, a number of 

conferences and seminars were held on transportation and the 
li. 

North, and in many cases the participants backed the case 

for transcontinental railway lines. However, no formal 

evaluations were undertaken and it was frequently assumed 

that the possibility of obvious production adjustments was 

sufficient to justify enormous expenditures. The Clapp 

scheme for interior Queensland and the Northern Territory 

would have cost over $53 million in 1945, and it was probably 

the magnitude of the sums involved that prevented the 

construction of the projects. From this time road transport 

began to play an increasing part in the movement of cattle 

and gradually funds were provided to upg-rade surfaces. 

Furthermore, the recommendations that have been made in 

subsequent reports have attempted to justify expenditure in 

greater detail, though there are suggestions that road 

1 
Report to the Minister for Transport on Standardization 

of Australia's Railway Gauges (the Clapp Report), Commonwealth 
of Australia, Canberra, 1945, Appendix 9. 
2 

The Clapp Report, p. 21. 
J 

Kelly, 
Northern 
A·survey 
Bulletin 
l~ 

J.H., Report· on the Beef Cattle Industry in 
Australia, 1952, p.249, and, Beattie, li'.A., 
of the Beef Cattle Industry of Australia, CSIRO 
No.278, Melbourne, 1956, p.78. 

See for example, Northern Australia, Task for a Nation, 
Sydney, 1954. 



:finance is sometimes provided in the belief that projects 

are, sui generis, 'good things'. 
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(viii) In 1959 the Forster Committee examined the prospects 

o:f agriculture in the Northern Territory, and necessarily 

restricted the inquiry to the high rainfall area (particularly 

the Top End), Although the report did not deal with road 

location, it concluded in a brief survey of transport 

facilities that 

Any means by 1~hich transport costs can be reduced, 
including public works in the form of roads, railways, 
and airfields, should be accepted as one of the major 
contributions which the Commonwealth Government can· 
make to the development of the Territory.l 

The Committee noted that the construction of a meatworks 

was essential to the development of the Top E· .d and looked 

fon~ard to the provision of a facility by private enterprise. 

Once again, the location of additional processing centres 

was regarded as being outside the responsibility of the 

Government, and their role in reducing transport costs was 

viewed separately. 

(ix) By 1965 road transport had come to dominate 

movements in northern Australia, and the Loder Committee 

on transport costs concluded that 'a vigorous programme 

o:f road construction is the most important single step 
2 

needed to accelerate development o:f the North'. The 

report suggested that further State or Commom~eal th 

expenditure on rail construction was urn~arranted, and 

recommended subsidies on air fares and freight, the import 

o:f ce~tain classes of foodstuffs, and air passages for 

school children travelling to the South for secondary 

education. It considered that the transport costs of a 

range of items should be made claimable against income, 

1 
Pros ects o:f A ·riculture in the Northern Territor 

(the Forster Report , Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 
1959, p.llJ9. 
2 

Report of the Committee of Investigation into Trans
portation Costs in Northern Australia (the Loder Report), 
Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 1965, p,Lr, 
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sales and payroll taxes, and proposed subsidies on the import 

of 'developmental goods' from southern ports. Specific 

recommendations for the Northern Territory included the 

adoption of long·-term planning in road construction, and 

transport subsidies for properties re-stocking after drought. 

Distinctive features of its approach were the avoidance of 

any responsibility in locating ne1~ routes, the proposals 

to alleviate inward transport costs while letting producers 

bear the weight of export charges, and its national and wide

ranging viewpoint. 

(x) In the same year (1965), the Department of National 

Develop1nent completed its report on Beef Road development 

in northern Australia, which examined an exhaustive list 

of projects and ranked them by construction priority, using 

benefit-cost analysis. The report has not been released, 

so that many of its assumptions cannot be discussed. 

However, a major reason for its proscription appears to be 

that it recommended that Commonwealth road expenditure for 

the beef industry should be tied to a programme of measures 

to ad,just 

potential 

farm practices so that the full developmental 
. 1 

would be realised. In addition, it specified 

necessary conditions of property subdivision and tenure. 

Although it is generally accepted that the Beef Roads 

Programme is sow1d, this thesis is critical of some of the 

decisions that were made on the Northern Territory, Vie1dng 

the Programme from a national point of view, it is useful 

to consider the setting of public policy on roads and 

development. By 1965 the Commonwealth had allocated $1J.8m. 

for projects in the Territory. 2 At this tittte, gross 

private investment in structures and plant in the whole of 

the beef industry was about $16,5m (the figure wns 

approximately $lf1,6m. i:f cattle are included), 3 

1 
The Canberra Times, JO April 1966, p. llr. 

2 
See Table 6.2. 

3 
These calculations have been made by extrapolating data on 

capital usage on 82 properties to the 1~hole industry on a 
capital per herd animal basis. The data are given in The 
Northern Territory Bee:f Cattle Industry. An Economic Survey, 
1962-63 to 1964-65, BAE, Canberra, 1968. 

• , . ' - ' '•, I 1 1' f ' '· I ' • • • •. ' 
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and two Northern Territory meatworks had been constructed 

at a total c6st of about $2.0mf Thus the level of 

expenditure on roads is large in comparison to the private 

capital 1vhich it is supporting. The question arises as to 

whether the $JO.Om. that has been allocated for beef roads 

in the Territory (as at mid-1970) could have been better 

spent for the development of the study industry, or the 

expansion of beef production elsewhere in Australia. 

Reviewing the history of the beef cattle industry, it 

is apparent that a wide variety of schemes have been 

proposed to assist producers. The South Australian 

Government tried a direct subsidy on marketing to Southeast 

Asia, attempted to attract investment in processing by rail 

concessions, failed to encourage the construction of Land

Grant railway, and accepted the responsibility of' providing 

stock-route waters. Subsequently, the Commonwealth followed 

the policy of providing infra-structural transport facilities 

to existing markets -- a trend which has continued from the 

construction of' the Pine Creek to Katherine railway in 1917 

to the present Beef Roads Programme. Although the period 

from 1911 to the early 1950s was marked by irregular 

inventories of the potential of the industry and the 

publication of official reports which proposed grandiose 

rail schemes, relatively little was done. There was an 

obstinate refusal to see transport difficulties as part 

of the wider problem of' access to stable markets where the 

Territory had a real comparative advantage. In addition, 

there was a parallel tendency to ignore the opportunities 

for st:i.mulating production through means other than 

expenditure on permanent ways. Price support schemes, export 

promotion,. the operation of' killing centres as public 

utilities and direct transport subsidies on existing modes, 

are examples of' measures that could have been adopted. 

1 

!vlinutes of Evidence relating to the proposed construction 
of the Top Springs to 1vave Hill road, Northern Territory, 
Commonwealth of' Australia, Canberra, 1965, p.lr. 
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The period from the early 1950s to the present has been 

marked by a preoccupation with road investment, and the Beef 

Roads Programme for the whole of the North has overtones 

of the. grand continental rail proposals. The Loder Report 

did take a wider view of transport, but reached few sub-

stantive conclusions" It seems fair to say that, though 

the modern reports have adopted budgeting and benefit-cost 

analysis techniques to assess the viability of particular 

proposals, there has been a general lack of appreciation 

of the planning issues behind the relationships between 

accessibility, transportation, and development. If it is 

true that transport is the key to the future, the past 

should provide evidence of the complementarity effects that 

follow from changes and variations in comparative locational 

advantages. This makes the early part of the study period 

particularly interesting from a theoretical viewpoint, ·while 

the marked changes that have taken place since 1960 present 

equal opportunity to observe the effects of improvements in 

transportation on output. In these aspects the beef 

industry in the Northern Territory provides ample scope for 

the examination of the study problem. 

B. THE CONCEPT OF ECONOMIC ACCESSIBILITY 

In the light of the description of the physiography of 

the Northern Territory and the review of the history of 

settlement, development, and planning, it is nm~ possible· 

to define the position of transportation in terms of a. 

composite parameter of comparative locational advantage in 

production. This is termed 'accessibility'. The importance 

of the components of this attribute of land vary according 

to the scaie of interest and the economic and technical 

conditions of the dependent industry. The following section 

discusses the use of this concept to categorise the mobility 

and demand influences on the output of the cattle stations 

in the Territory. 

Total transfer costs on agricultural commodities are 

largely a function of distance from centres of final demand. 

At the broadest scale the quality of the location of a farm 



or property ·is conditioned by the opportunities that are 

available, at the regional level, to enter world trade. 

Overseas demand provides the main outlet for beef from 

northern Australia and here the basic locational character

istics of the area are much the same as those enjoyed by 

other parts of the country. Prices in the international 

JJ 

meat trade are set in London and Chicago, and there 'dll be 

little difference in Lo.b, freight quotations to these 

centres from Darwin or Brisbane,given uniform ship loadings. 

Differentials do arise from economies of scale and 

variations in port charges '"hich tend to favour consignments 

from southeast Australia, but it can be argued that these 

would be reduced if sufficient quantities were available for 

export from northern ports. The Northern Territory does 

possess a comparative advantage for trade with Southeast Asia 

if demand develops there, for the sea distance between Darwin 

and Djakarta is only 1,968 statute miles. In summary, the 

study industry is not penalised by its geographic position 

1vi th respect to world markets, in the context of rivalry 

within Australia. 

Domestic consumption provides the second major market 

for beef and here the Northern Territory is at a 

disadvantage. The local population was estimated at 37,000 

(exclusive of full-blood aborig·inals) in 1966, 1 giving an 

outlet for only 25,000 head of cattle per year, The main 

centres of demand in southeast Australia are distant, and 

transport costs on processed meat are high. Darwin is over 

2,000 road miles from Brisbane and just under this mileage 

frnm Adelaide. It would cost about J.5 cents per lb to 

road-haul frozen meat from Katherine to Sydney, which is 

approximately. equal to the cost of shipping· chilled supplies 

from Danvin to Tokyo and just under the rate for movements to 

east coast United States ports (US 1r.5 cents per lb). 2 The 

1 
Northern Territory Statistical Summary, Canberra,. 1969, p.28. 

2 
Data supplied by Northern Meat Exporters, field interview, 

.June 1967. 

I I 1 , t • , I 1 •, ~ • 
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current cost ·of' shipping refrigerated meat to Sydney by the 

Darwin Trader is 2.56 cents per lb f'or consignments over 

eighteen tons, but this still makes it difficult f'or northern 
1 meatworks to compete on southeastern markets. In fact very 

little meat is dispatched south, but live cattle movements 

are important though it costs around $12.0 to rail one beast 

from Alice Springs to Adelaide, 2 and about $13.0 f'or the trip 

from Mt Isa to Rockhampton.3 

Prior to 1963 there '~as no export killing capacity in 

the Northern Territory so that most stock were consigned 

to South Australia or Queensland, which meant that producers 

were in a marginal position in relation to the centres of' 

price formation. This is still true with respect to the 

relatively high price domestic market so that it is 

interesting to examine the pattern of' production at. the 

regional scale. Table 1.1 presents average capital and 

production statistics f'or seven regions, which ~re arranged 

in order of' proximity to Brisbane (see Map 1.1). Since 

Queensland has f'orty-f'our per cent of' the nation's beef' 

cattle and contributes thirty-four per cent of' the gross 
4 

output of' beef' and veal (1968), . it dominates the export 

trade and supplies the short-falls· in New South 'vales and 

Victoria; the Brisbane price series is thus a good parameter 

of' overall demand. The figures show that the application of' 

capital in the industry and the productivity of' cattle herds 

decrease with distance from this centre, It may be that the 

statistics reflect variations in natural resources which are 

coincidental with the location pattern, but the findings do 

conl'irm that a hypothesis based on the assumption that 

transport costs and net received prices may condition 

production scale would be reasonable at this level. This 

sets the scene f'or the empirical work which looks at the 

relationship at the intra-regional and local levels. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Personal communication, Australian National Line, July 1970. 

Correspondence 'd th Commonwealth Railways, March 1968. 

Correspondence with Queensland Raih~ays, March 1968. 

See Table 7. 9. 
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Table L 1: Inter-regional variations in capital usage and 

turn-off in the beef industry, property average, 

1962-63 to 1964-65 

Region or 
District 

Queensland Coastal-
South 

Queensland Coastal-
Central 

Queensland Coastal-
North 

Queensland Barkly-
Gulf. 

Northern Territory 

.Total capital 
per square 
mile ($) 

6,522 

4,367 

1,646 

s6o 

Barkly Tableland 333 
Northern Territory 

Victoria River 311 
Northern Territory 

tlarwin and Gulf 269 

Total capital 
per cattle 
equivalent ($) 

121 

105 

73 

62 

50 

37 

35 

Turn-off 
as a 
percentage 
of' cattle 
nwnbers 

48 

27 

19 

19 

15 

11 

9 

Source: Keating, C., 'The Queensland Beef Cattle Industry, 
Survey results for the period 1962-63 to 1961r-65 1

, 

Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics, 20 
(1967) and BAE unpublished data. 

The location of an individual farm enterprise determines 

its access to markets and sets the bounds to the range of 

net received prices that can be gained for a given commodity. 

So far little attention has been paid to the processes of 

interaction bet;~een locational attributes and supply, but it 

is apparent that there are two types of effect. First, the 

absence of markets or the lack of a viable communication between 

demand centres and the farm may totally prohibit the exchange 

of specific goods: this can be characterised as the mobility 

effect. In the second case, distance from markets and the 

quality of transport •~ill determine the farmgate prices 

of thn commodities that are traded. Since this leads to 

spatial variations in marginal returns it may be termed the 

elasticity effect. Looking at the history of the cattle 

' ' I _._, ' •', ' ' I ' J' ' ' ' ' 



Map 1-1: The wider economic setting of the Northern 

Territory beef industry. 

Sources: 1 Distribution of Stock', Atlas of Australian 
Resources, Canberra, 195Lr and Report of the 
Australian Meat Board, Sydney, 1967. 
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industry in the' Territory, it is easy to find examples of their 

operation. A producer in the north of the study region 

in 1957 had a limited choice of outlets; he could dispatch 

fatstock to 1ifyndham or Darwin but deterioration losses on-the

hoof would circumscribe his opportunities in this form of 

production, or he could contribute store cattle to the 

Queensland market. The precise location of the property and 

his judgement of price and movement conditions would determine 

the enterprise structure, in the context of the spacing of 

markets and the poor mobility characteristics of droving as 

a mode of transport. Once this decision had been made, the 

comparative advantages of the holding would vary with its 

location within a given supply area so that, as an instance, 

a supplier of fat cattle to the Adelaide market, with a 

station.near the Alice Springs- railhead, must budget his 

production costs to offset the $13.0 per head margin o'f his 

South Australian rivals. 

Conditions may improve for an enterprise as changes 

take place in six constraints on its opportunities to 

increase net income. First, market prices for the commodities 

that it is already producing may rise at existing outlets. 

Consignors of fat cattle to the 1ifyndham plant experienced 

this situation between 1932 and 1950 as 

receipts for stock rose from $5.90 per 

average gross 
1 head to $25.00 .. 

Second, farmgate prices may improve as rate payments for 

transport fall; there is no obvious example of this· 

happening in the study region, though the growth of the 

stock-route network may have reduced charges between some 

properties and destinations. Third, net receipts on the 

existing production of a unit may become more favourable as 

consignment decisions are refined. This may follm~ from 

advances in marketing which lead to the more rapid diffusion 

of price knowledge and the reduction of uncertainty. The 

spread of communications by short-wave radio in the 1930s 

is an instance of an innovation that linked buyers and sellers 

1 
Kelly, J.H., 1952, Appendix D. This price increase is 

substantial, even allowing for changes in the value of money. 
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more effectively. Fourth, the removal of artificial barriers 

to trade may add greatly to the locational advantages of an 

enterprise. Here the removal of restrictions on movements 

to Queensland and il'estern Australia, after attempts to 

contain redwater fever had failed in the 1890s, can be 

quoted as an example. Fifth, important changes may arise 

from shifts in the range of opportunity for sales at 

existing centres or the entry of additional demru.1.d centres 

at new locations (the opening of the first Darwin meatworks 

in 1917 is a case in point). Finally, the introduction of 

superior transport technology may overcome mobility 

constraints on trade in particular commodities and reduce 

total transfer costs. The clearest case of the advantages 

that may accrue to producers from such a change is ·given by 

the expansion of the study industry in the Alice Springs 

District following the completion of the railway from 

Oodnadatta to Alice Springs in 1949. 

The distinction of the effects and components of the 

comparative advantages of individual enterprises provides 

the basis for the formulation of a model of accessibility. 

Fig. 1.1 shows the relationship between the six components 

and agricultural adjustment. Broadly, the set of factors 

on the left side of the diagram act through the elasticity 

effect. Thus changes in market prices, rate payments, and 

marketing efficiency often exert their primary influence 

through receipts on existing production. On the other hand, 

new demru.1.ds from alternative sources ru.1.d the improvement of 

the flexibility and total cost of transport will often 

promote changes in the structure of output and lead to 

mobility gains. These are external economies that arise 

\~here changes in the economic environment act on the 

conditions of production other than through the effect of 

a rise in the price of commodities that were traded prior 

to the improvement. They alter the form of the production 

function rather than the scale of output" However, there 

are wide areas of overlap; for instance, a technologically 

superior transport mode may be important simply because it 

reduces rate costs while a certain rise in the price of one 



Fie;. 1.1: The ceJ..a·tionship between j_mprovements ill accessibility and ac;l'icu.iLul"aJ. adiust.mc•lll 

I 
Improvments in Removal of artificial 

price knowledge and barriers to trade 
marketing efficiency 

Rate payment reductions 
from changes in network 

density, route quality and· 
adjustments in the operations 

or existing transport 
suppliers 

Generation of demands for new 
commodities at existing 
centres or the entry of 
additional demand centres 

at new locations 

Increases in the market prices 
orfered for the commodities 

l traded at existing centres 

Introduction of technically 
~superior transportation 

1 

forms 

Lowering of cost of 
factors of production 
from rate re uction 

Shifts in received Additional income 
prices on existing from new marketing 

production opportunities 

Increase in present 
or potential net income 

of the farm f'irm 

Introduction of new 
production technology that 

~ 
is tied to mobility 

I 
Changes in the scale and form 

of' production conditioned by shifts 
in the elasticity and mobility 
components of accessibility 

:._.;; 



good at an established eentre may be enough to encourage a 

:farmer to enter trade in this line and widen his range o:f 

output 

The co~1plexi ty o:f the relationship between accessibility 

and land-use is increased by the :fact that some sets o:f 

:factors may act simultaneously or in combination. Thus the 

entry o:f new centres o:f demand may be dependent on the 

introduction o:f a new transport :form (this was true in the 

case o:f the opening o:f the :first Darwin abattoir which 1vas 

linked to the extension o:f the northern railway :from Pine 

Creek to Katherine), and the ability o:f prodticers to pay 

:for improved transport will depend on the market prices 

they receive. Further, poor accessibility exerts additional 

e:f:fects on production. Thus the improvement o:f a transport 

route may lead to a reduction in the rate and non-rate costs 

o:f the delivery o:f store cattle, :food supplies and 

developmental materials, so that it can promote an increase 

in scale through the cheapening o:f :factors o:f production. 

In the study region, rail terminals and market centres act 

as distribution points so that this e:f:fect will tend to 

strengthen the impact o:f :farmgate price rises. Another type 

o:f complementary e:f:fect may arise when the perishability o:f 

a conuuodi ty ties producers to a particular :form o:f :farm 

teclu1ology. In the beef industry, droving led to heavy 

deterioration losses on :fatstock so that some enterprises 

were :forced to specialise in rearing store cattle despite 

the :fact that this did not maximise the use o:f their pasture 

resources. The entry o:f a processing plant in this case 

might allow a shift in the :form o:f output and the employment 

o:f teclu1iques that are more applicable to a well-organised 

i'attening unit (:for instance, stock segregation by :fencing), 

This is an additional external economy. 

It is therefore apparent that accessibility can be 

viewed as an entity and that variations in this attribute 

will be manifested in the net income o:f :farms, The discussion 

suggests that economic accessibility at this scale can be 

defined as 



the smn o:f the influences that a:f:fect the net 
income o:f an enterprise through spatially determined 
inelasticities and immobilities in the distribution 
of' ·output and the deployment o:f resources, 

The :following chapter looks at the theory o:f :farm adjustment 

to the elasticity characteristics o:f this quality. This 

leads naturally to an. examination o:f von Thunen·· s classic 

treatment o:f the generation o:f location rents.. Throughout 

the thesis the duality between accessibility and rent is 

stressed and this relationship points up the :fact that it is 

impossible to dissociate the problem o.f improving· transport 

:from supply and demand considerations in the user-industry. 

The model therefore provides a :frame o:f reference :for the 

various empirical studies that are presented, which analyse 

the links between variations in accessibility and di:f:ferences 

in land development at several levels o:f generality. The 

role o:f transport is complex and can only be explored :fully 

within the context o:f the wider concept :for, as Dupuit 

conunented in 18lfl1. 'the ultimate aim o:f a means o:f 

comm1.mication .must be to reduce not the costs o:f transport 

but the costs o:f production: , 1 

1 
Dupuit, J .. ,. 'Public lvorks and the Consumer', in Transport: 

selected readings, edited by Munby, D .. L.; Harmondsworth, 
1968, p.J/.j, 



PART 2 

EXCHANGE AND PRODUCTION ADJUSUIENT TO SPATIAL 

VARIATIONS IN HOLDING ACCESSIBILITY 
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CHAPTEH. 2 

TI-IE NOH.THERN TERH.ITORY AS AN 1 ISOLATED STATE 1 

To free one factor, distance from the market, from its 
permanent association 1~ith all other factors, to see its 
working· and ascertain its significance, we had to postulate 
a large town built, not on a navigable river, but at the 
centre of' a plain whose soil is everywhere of' the same 
inherent quality and at the same level of' fertility. This 
intellectual operation is akin to the experimental methods 
used in physics as well as agriculture: only the f'aci;or 
to be determined is raised quantitatively, while all the 
others are held constant, 

von Thiinen, The Isolated State 

.. __......_, 

INTH.ODUCTION 

The previous chapter introduced the study problem by 

examining the relationship between transportation and 

pastoral land development in the Northern Territory up to 

1950 and revie·wing government policy on the provision of' new 

transport f'acili ties, . This led to the formulation of' a 

model of' enterprise accessibility which demonstrated the need 

to set the problem in the context of' the structure of' demand 

for agricultural commodities. It also showed that 

improvements in transport may stimulate additional economic 

activity by '~idening the marketing opportunities of' holdings 

and increasing marginal returns on their basic output. The 

former of' these effects results in the generation of' external 

economies which lead to adjustments in the range of' production. 

These externalities 1~ill be a function of' the nature of' the 

user-industry and its mobility requirements so that it is 

impossible to define a general model of' response. However, 

the theory of' adjustment to elasticity effects is well 

developed and forms the subject of' the discussion which 



follcws. The deductive frame•wrk "for the analysis of bhe 

impact of variations in farmgate prices on production scale 

was set out by von Thilnen in the Isolated State and the 

:first section of bhis chapter looks briefly at the logie 

behind his work. The second major section then sho1~s ho1~ 

the conditional asswnptions of his model must be relaxed 

to accommodate exogenous influences on land-use intensity 

when it is applied in real world situations. This provides 

·a convenient opportunity to introduce the economic 

characteristics of the study industry and to discuss ho1~ 

far a research methodology based on an analogy to von 

Thi.i.nen 1 s system can be used to explore the role of transport 

costs in land development. In this sense the chapter gives 

a grounding to the empirical work presented in Chapters 3 

and IJ. and supplies a prologue to Part 2. 

A. LOCATION AND AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT 

FRM!ElVORK 

THE DEDUCTIVE 

1. The foundations of theory 

The term economic rent is used in economics to describe 

the surplus of income above the minimum supply price that is 

required to bring a factor into production. The concept is 

most frequently used to describe the income earned by land, 

1~hich may arise from the quality of its inherent 

characteristics or their location. The theory of rent began 

with Adam Smith .vho observed 

1 

The rent of land not only varies with its fertility, 
whatever be its produce, but with its situation, 
~~hat ever be its fertility. Land in the neighbourhood 
of a to.vn gives a greater rent than land equally 
fertile in a distant part of the country. Though it 
may cost no more labour to cultivate the one than the 
other, it must always cost more to bring the produce 
of the distant to market.l 

Smith, A., An inquiry into the nature and causes of the 
Wealth of Nations, London, 1812, p.lJl. 

' , , '"' ' ' ~ '' 1 I I , , , • .. , ' 



Further, Smith.recog-nised that rent \,•as related to crop choice 

and the intensity of factor usage on fa~ns and he saw that 

through this relationship transport improvements, judg-ed 

'the greatest of all improvements 1 , \vuu.ld encourage t:he 

extension of cultivation and the intensification of production 

on existing- units. From this basis Ricardo reached a refined 

definition of econotnic rent which avoided confusion with 

contract rent. He characterised it as 1 that portion of the 

prodLtce of' the earth which is paid to the landlord for the 

use of the original and indestructible powers of the soil' , 1 

It arose, he maintained, from the 'difference between the 

produce obtained by the employment of two equal quanti ti.es 

of capital and labour' on plots of similar area. In setting-

out his the.ory Ricardo also made some deductions on the 

progress of land development in a newly settled country and 

he formulated a stage model in \vhich land quality determined 

the pattern of production. Although he saw fertility as 

the main determinant of the intensity of land-·use in different 

districts throug·h the rent theorem, he recognised that 

location in respect to markets was important, stating- that 

'the most fertile and most favourably situated land' 

(emphasis mine) would be cultivated first.
2 

Von Thilnen set out to examine two aspects of agricultural 

location in areas of similar resource exdowment; the 

derivation of crop patterns, and the distribution of different 

systems of husbandry. In his analysis of these problems, 

he utilised the concept of economic or 'land' rent, and 

pointed out that the level of the rent on an individual farm 
1 spring·s from its superiority, in soil or location, over the 

least favoured farm which is still producing for the market' • 3 

He made a major contribution to location the0 ~) by isolating 

the role of distance in production and setting· out the 

1 
Ricardo, D., Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 

London, 1817, p.JJ, 
2 

Ricardo, D., 1817, p.J7. 
J 

Hall, P., (ed.) von Tht\nen 1 s Isolated State, Oxford, 1966, 
p.l47. 



requirements for a systematic appreciation or the interaction 

between co~~odity prices, rents, and factor costs. He was 

first to observe that location rent theory must be grounded 

on two major assumptions and these are or critical relevance 

to the evaluation or the empirical work that follows. First, 

although he was only concerned with farm response to the 

market prices or the central Town in the Isolated State, he 

realised that the notion of spatial price equilibrium was 

essential ·to the argument or the model. Thus he stated 

Grain cannot be as valuable in the rural areas 
as in the Town, because in order to fetch its 
market price, it must first be taken to the Town. 
It follows that in the country districts grain 
is less valuable than in the Town by the cost or 
its transport. 1 

Second, he was mvare or the need to asswne production 

equilibriwn at the firm level such that the monetary 

marginal product (at local prices) of a production process 

must not exceed marginal costs (at local prices). Thus, 

in answer to a rhetorical question on the action of a 

rational farmer raced with optimising the use of a technique, 

he suggests that it will be applied 'so thoroughly, without 

doubt, that the value pf the extra output is in balance with 
2 

the labour cost or its production; ' 

These two asswnption.s are the basis or the concepts or 

spatial equilibrium in exchange and production that underlie 

much recent work on optimal location in agriculture. As 

Lefeber has demonstrated, it is possible to recast the 

problems or defining crop sequences and production intensities 

in the Isolated State in programming terms which make them 

soluble by mathematical processes. 3 Thus von Thti.nen' s 

model can be given credit as the progenitor or a family of 

spatial equilibrium formulations. One of these, the 

1 
von Thufien's Isolated State, p.l2. 

2 
von Thi.inen's Isolated State, p.254. 

3 
Lefeber, L. , Location and Regional Planni!}_g, Athens, 

1966, pp.29-111. 



Transportation Problen1 is used in this thesis to derive the 

total least-cost solutions to the allocation of cattle between 

di:ff'orent markets :for Northern Territory stock. It can be 

classed as a standard equilibrium model sinee :Lt uL:i.U.ses 

demand and supply relations at the f'irm level. A second 

class o:f f'ormulations are termed activity analysis models 

and these use production functions, :factor capacities and 

demand relations, and require the additional assumption of 

factor mobility, These techniques are not used in the 

empirical work, but the evidence for adjustment to transport 

cost and farmgate price variations is presented in a manner 

that m~ces it possible to draw so1ne inferences on their 

utility for prediction at the intra-regional scale. It is 

not feasible to use activity analysis in this study to 

predict production response to improved roads because the 

adoption o:f road transport involves the generation of 

important external economies which cannot be estimated from 

knowledge o:f the basic (pre-adoption) production function. 

However, the methods used in Chapters J and L, do explore the 

possibility of using regression coe:fficients as indices of 

the elasticity of supply in the study industry with respect 

to variations in marginal returns. An excellent coverage 

o:f the common ground between the various extended spatial 

equilib:d.nm techniques is given in a review article by 

lvo:Lnseltonck, Honr:Lcl.tsrneyer nnd Aldinger, which also contains 

a :fine bibliography on this subject. 1 

In this thesis von ThUnen 1s basic model has been used 

extensively to provide a frame1~ork for the organisation of 

data and to deduce normative responses to demand and transport 

changes. It is therefore relevant to exru11ine the structure 

of the Isolated State in more detail. To assist in the 

solution of the two problems which are examined, he made 

certain asswnptions in addition to price and production 

equilibrium and mobility of factors. He speci:fied that soil 

1 
Weinschenck,G., Henrichsn1eyer, W., and Aldinger, F., 

'The Theory of Spatial Equ:Ll:Lbriwu and Optimal Location in 
Agriculture : a Survey', H.ev:Lew o:f Harke tine; and 
Agricu1tura1. EconOIII:i.cs, 37 (1969), pp.J-70. 

, • , •, , , 1 • ' '• ' l ' ' , ' •' ' <11 '• 1 ,. 1' 1 



fertility was homogeneous over space and constant over tirne; 

that all holdings were o:f the same s.i.ze; and that technology 

\\'as static. The relevance and reality of' these constraints 

will be explored in the second section of' this chapter with 

special reference to the study industry. However, it is o:f 

interest to note that they allowed him to determine the 

sequence of' crops and the intensity o:f cul t:Lvation 1~ithin 

zones running f'rom the central Town to the no-rent margin. 

He was able to point out that variations in the economic 

rent earned by land f'rom the production of' dif'f'erent 

commodities and the use of' dif'f'erent processes, determined 

their locational precedence, and, under the special 

assumptions of' the Isolated State, rent gradients were· 

linear with distance f'rorn the market and comparable at the 

industry and f'arm levels. Some of' the inadequacies of' the 

ring theory have been explored by Losch, 1 Isard2 and Dunn,J 

who have extended its generality, but little consideration 

will be given to this aspect of' von Thlinen 1 s work because 

this thesis is restricted to the analysis of' the relationship 

between transport costs and intensity 1vi thin a single land

use zone -- extensive stock f'arming, which occupied the 

sixth ring in his model. Appositely, as in northern 

Australia, this ring lay on the marg·in beyond which 1 a f'ew 

hunters roam the f'ores·c ••. living virtually like savag·es 1. 

Since, ho!Vever, the intensity theory is critical to the work 

that f'ollows, it will be examined more rigorously under a 

separate heodin~. 

1 

2 
Losch, A., The Economics of' Location, Yale, 1952, pp.J6-6J, 

Isard, \v., Location and Space Economy, Cambridge, Jvlass., 
1956, pp.l88-99. 
J 

Dunn, E,S,, The Location of' Agricultural Production, 
Gainesville, 1954. 
11 

von ThUnen 1 s Isolated State, p.157. 
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2. The rent adjustment process within a single industry 

The operation of the process of the adjustn1ent of land 

use intensity to variations in farmgate prices can be 

iJluslrat.ed concisely by adapting some of l;he data presentt~d 

by von ThUnen, which is drawn from the ac co 1111 t s of his own 

estate. He points out that marginal returns diminish in 

most agricultural operations and bases much of his work on 

the decline in labour productivity with inc~easing inputs of 

this factor. According to his figures this took place in 

rye cultivation where the foll01ving relationship existed: 

The 1st labourer pl'oduced 123 bushels; 
The 2nd labourer produced 111 bushels; 
The 3rd labourer produced 100 bushels; 
The l~th labourer produced 90 bushels; 
The 5th labourer produced 81 bushels; 1 
The 6th labourer produced 73 bushels. 

Consider now two farms of the same size, A and B. These 

units share the same production and marketing opportunities, 

but it costs $0.5 per bushel to transport rye from A to the 

central market, and $1. 5 per bushel to transport it from the 

mo:r:e distant farm B. \~hen labourers are paid $20,0 per 

bushel, actual wage costs will be $110.0 per labourer for A 

and $50.0 for B. The optimum scale for farm A 1~ill be 505 

bushels and five workers 1vill he employed, for the annual 

wage of a sixth labourer would not be covered l>y the return 

on his labour of $109.5 (73 bushels x $1.5). Output on :farm 

B 1vill he 33L~ bushels and here the cost o:f the last input 

is just covered by the product. Details of the structure of 

factor use and profits on the two farms are given in Table 2.1. 

Since the differential in output and net income is due 

to the respective levels of transport payments, tlw margin 

between the two enterprises can be conceptualised as a 

location rent. This consists of two distinct components. 

1 
von ThUnen's Isolated State, p.235. In von Thlinen's 

example the progression runs from the 19th to the 2L1 th 
labourer. The ordering has been changed to simplify th_e 
calculation of total farm returns. 
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Table 2.1: Locat~onal d~fferences ~n econom~c rents between two rye farms ~n the 
Isolated State 

Number of Product of last Value of '1age and Net value 
labourers labourer (bushels) marg~nal truck cost of of marg~nal 

product one labourer labour ~nput 
( $) ($ per year) ( $) 

Farm A (net l 123 184.5 110.0 74.5 
rece~ved pr~ce 2 lll 166.5 110.0 56.5 
of one bushel 3 100 150.0 110.0 40.0 
= $1.5) lj. 90 135.0 110.0 25.0 

5 81 121.5 110.0 11.5 

Econom~c Rent I 207.5 

Farm B (net l 123 61.5 50.0 11.5 
received pr~ce 2 lll 55-5 50.0 5-5 
of one bushel 3 100 50.0 50.0 o.o 

= $0.5) 

-
Econom~c Rent I 17.0 

Source: see text. 

+=
\D 
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First, if the production of farm A equalled that of farttt B 

(i.e. 334 bushels), it would gain $154.0 per year in net 

revenue, despite the fact that labour costs per man are more 

than double those of its rival. This is 'situation rent' 

mentioned by Adam Smith, and it may be de.fined in general 

terms as 

the additional revenue which a .farm nearer to 
the market (in economic distance) receives .from 
the dif.ference between the net value o.f its 
product and that received by the tttost distant 
producer o.f the same commodity, at the same scale 
o.f output, all other things being equal. 

It may be noted that von Thunen's example is atypical o.f 

ntodern agriculture, .for the money value of wages rarely 

varies between locations at the intra-regional level in 

the manner that was apparent to him from his observation 

of conditions in Germany in the last century. However, it 

gives a useful demonstration of the .fact that conditions 

could exist which would favour the more distant enterprises. 

It is tnore prob~ble that factor cost variations will tend to 

reinforce the advantages of farms with the best locations in 

most industries, for freight charges on transporting raw 

materials and machinery will vary with distance from 

distributing centres and in most cases these will also be 

markets or terminals. In the study industry this is true 

and relatively small amounts of materials are used in the 

production process so that it is possible to assume that 

situation rents will vary linearly with marginal returns. 

This parameter is used extensively in the empirical work 

as a surrogate for the broader attribute. 

A second type of location rent arises frotn the difference 

in the scale of the t1vo enterprises in the example. It may 

be termed 'intensity rent' and defined as 

the swn of the net values of the additional 
resource inputs that are made viable by the 
difference between net received prices on a 
locationally favoured farm and those received 
by the ntost distant farm producing the same 
commodity, with everything except scale and 
location being equal. 



= 

The value of this quantity in Table 2.1 can be calculated 

by summing the net return on employing the f'ourth and fifth 

labourers on farm A (that is $36.5). In reality this kind 
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of measurement is almost impossible, though production 

function analysis does g·i ve pointers to the role of different 

factors and the part played by marginal returns in 

determining scale. ~fuch of the empirical work that follows 

is based on the assumption that gross output per unit of 

land resources can be used as a parameter of this variable, 

and reference will be made to the necessary conditions for 

this state in the second major section of this chapter. 

Having disaggregated location rent it is useful to set out 

the general expression for its value per unit of' land (L) 

under normative conditions. This can be stated as 

L = E (p - a ) - Efk 

where k is distance from the market, E is the yield per· 

unit of land, p the market price per unit of commodity, 

a is the production cost per unit of commodity and f is 

the transport rate per unit of distance for a unit of the 

agricultural good. Thus, under the constraints of the 

Isolated State, the sum of the location l"ents on the units 

of land in each holding will correspond to net farm income 

for owner-operators. In reality this correspondence holds 

only 111hen non-land inputs earn no more than the interest on 

their opportunity value and this is charged as a productiqn 

cost (i.e. factors must not earn excess profits or 'rents'). 

This ideal relationship is also used as a guide to the 

influence of location in assessing data on the economics 

of the study industry. It is apparent that the limiting 

assumptions are important when the location rent concept is 

used to identify response to improved transportation in a 

situation where firms are malcing simultaneous adjustments 

to price and factor cost changes. Further discussion of 

this point is given in Chapter 6 which is concerned 111ith the 

enumeration of "the unambiguous benefits of road improvements. 

The theoretical g·eneration of location rents is shown 

diagrammatically in Fig. 2.1. Enterprise A is nearest to the 

market and gains a surplus on the employment of additional 



Fig. 2.1: The effect of differences in location on 

the amount of economic rent that accrues 

to land 
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factors up to the point ~~here marginal returns equal 

marginal costs. The optimum enterprise scale is therefore 

Q and the location rent of the farm is given by the shaded 
a 

rectangl.e. Sin~ilar graphs for holdings of the same area on 
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the same type of land which are located progressively further 

from the market (B and C) show how the rent surplus shrinks 

until scale at the no-rent margin is determined by factor 

costs {at output Q ). Dunn has discussed the inconsistency 
c 1 

of this traditional derivation of economic rents. He points 

out that land must be regarded as a factor of production and 

that its cost must be included in the determination of the 

firm equilibria. If land costs are taken as given it is 

relatively easily seen that a successive series of adjustments 

will occur until the optimum combination of resources is 

found. Consider farm B, where scale is set at Qb 1dthout 

reference to contract rent or capital charges on the value 

of land .. When the additional costs are incorporated in the 

production fw1.ction output is determined once again by 

reference to total factor costs and the firm equilibrium 

gives a new scale at ~· Further coni_plications arise when 

holding size is allowed to vary and the price of land is 

assumed to be reached by perfect competition, and these will 

be discussed in the next section. At this stage it is 

important to note that the shape of the industry production 

function conditions the nature of the adjustments that can 

be made. It would seem that continuous and smoothly-shaped 

cost curves like those shown in Fig. 2.1 are seldom found in 

reality so that response to variations in farmgate prices 

may be irregular or absent, and this point is raised again 

in Chapter 5 in an examination of the production function 

of the study industry. 

Three other characteristics of the model deserve 

consideration, before moving to the effects that follow 

from the relaxation of the constraints on the form of the 

production environment. These all involve the role of price 

in the actions of rational managers. First, the assumption 

1 
Dunn, E.S., 1954, pp.28-J4. 



of' perfect spatial price equilibrium requires that market 

prices are certain. In reality there may be considerable 

temporal fluctuations 1~hich cannot be predicted by farmers, 

and this may lead them to malce a conservative assessme.nt of' 

scale. If knowledge becoo1es more widespread nearer to the 

market, as seems likely, this factor will tend to steepen 

the rent gradient. Second, the model simply assumes that 

supply is elastic with respect to variations in net 

received prices, so that the ou·tput and rent responses of 

a single unit to a given rise in market prices should be 

directly comparable ·to the difference that exists between 

two holdings with the same disparity in farrngate prices. 

Hence ·the supply response o:f an industry should give a good 

guide to the probable level of' location rents. This quality 

of o.ne to one correspondence over time and spaee between the 

dependent and independent variables in the process can 

conveniently be termed 1 erg·odicity• 1 and is used to make 

inferences on the behaviour of' producers in the study industry. 

Third, there is an inherent assumption in the model that a 

given reduction in transport costs will have the same effect 

on production as a rise in market prices with the same cash 

value. This is not necessarily true in reality because 

the changes may be associated with different degrees of' 

uncertainty, and in most cases favourable adjustments in 

rate payments for transport will be more stable than market 

price gains. An obvious case of' relatively secure change 

in comparative locational advantage is given by the 

construction o:f a new road, and this malces it da~l.gerous to 

use evidence on the importance o:f spatial equilibrium, at 

a given point in time, based on the relationship between 

f'anngate prices and land-use intensity, as a guide to the 

1 
Strictly, ergodic theory is the study of' measure-preserving 

mathematical transformations and is applicable to phenomenFL 
which exhibit a one-to-one correspondence between variations 
in n--dimensional space -- see James, R. C., and James, G., 
Mathe1natics Dictionary, Princeton, 1949, pp.lJ4-s. Used 
in a .literary sense ergodicity is a convenient term for 
one-to-one variation over space and time. 



generative powers of an investment in transport without 

qualification. The three characteristics of the model that 

have been discussed here are referred to again at different 

stages in the argument of the thesis. In summary, this 

section has introduced the theory of location reiYt response 

w1der conditions of w1iformi ty in land qua.li ty, holding 

size and technology. The following· section 1~ill turn to a. 

description of the study industry and an examination o:f the 

behaviour of location rents in reality. 
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B. LAND-USE AND THE BEEF INDUSTRY IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

The Northern Territory covers an area of about 520,000 

square miles.
1 

Of this, approximately 275,000 square miles 

are leased for pastoral occupation and the remainder has 

virtually no economic use, excepting mining and urban 

concentrations. The pastoral country contains about one 

million head of cattle (l,OJ2,000 as at June 1966) and the 

extensive beef cattle industry dominates land-use, so much 

so, that for the purposes of this study, it is reasonable 

to assume that it has no competitors. Throughout the 

history of the Territory this industry has supplied the 

bulk of exports and has been the main employer of non-service 

labour. The end of the study period marks its eclipse in 

these fields and in 1965-66 the total value of production 

(about $13 million) was exceeded by that of the mining 

industries by a. slight amount. Further, in this year 

tourists created business in the Territory valued at a 

comparable level. However, the prosperity of the beef 

industry remains vital to the economy and the ·)ontinued 

occupation of this part of northern Australia. Superficially 

the technology used in production does not vary, and the 

landscape is relatively homogeneous so that it seems 

justifiable to hypothesise that distance from markets will 

be the main determinant of development. 

1 

Basic statistics on the study region are given in the 
Northern Terri tory Statistical Summaries, Common1~ealth Bureau 
of Census and Statistics, Canberra (annual), and the 
Northern Territory : reports, Depa~trnent of the Interior, 
Canberra (annual). 

1' I • 1 1 , ' '' , l .,, 1 1' l ' -,' I •• 
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The industry is composed of about 180 economic tm:Lts or 

'stations', and Map 2.1 shows the location and boundaries 

of the 179 units that make up the basic population used :Ln 
this study. This distribution has been detennined fro1n the 

examination of leasing· details and some emendations and 

additions have been made to take account o.f the organisational 

structure of production. The names of the holding·s are 

g·iven in Appendix 1. The most distant of these units are 

over JOO miles from a. market or rail terminal (marked by 

stars on the map), and transport costs can absorb over 

twenty-five per cent of market receipts for stock. In· the 
light of this, von Thi.inen's model of adjustment seems 

particularly relevant to the study of the impact of trans.port 

investment at the firm level. However, as has been seen, 

it is necessary to compare its assumptions to conditions 

in reality before proceeding with the empirical '~ork, 

1. Economic rent and variations in land quality 

Von ThUnen assumed that soil quality did not vary over 

space in the Isolated State and that fertility was constant 

over time. . Nevertheless, he was well m~are of the inadequacy 

of these conditions and expressed the view that variations 

could be included in the model at the expense of spatial 
symmetry, Ricardo's exposition of the generation of 

economic rent was based on the comparison of returns on 

plots of different use-capacity, and Fig·. 2,2 presents the 

text-book demonstration of rational adjustment to three 

classes of land resources, Here farms of similar size 

receive the same farmgate price for their product. Farm A 

on the best land has lower unit production costs and reaps 

a substantial rent which is shoM1. by the shaded rectangle, 

Marginal applications of factors become successively less 

productive as fertility declines so that farm B shows a 
smaller surplus. At the no-rent margin the supply price is 
just sufficient to reward factor use. It is apparent that 
the process of rent adjustment is directly comparable to 

that described for location rents. Thus, though the presence 

of marked spatial variations in land quality may distort 

the intensity pattern there is no reason to suppose that it 
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1dLL erase the irnpaet o:f aeeessibility on holding·s. In this 

situation regression techniques ean be used to separate the 

ini'.luenee o:f the two variables. A major requirement o:f 

sttccess :i.n this ease is an adequate parameter or th.e value 

of di:ff'erent types o:f la.nd and the derivation of' the index 

used in this study must be examined. 

The main aspect o:f land resources that a:f:fects 'the 

economic s tru.cture o:f holdings in the Nort.hern Terri tory 

i.s th.e quality of' native pasture .. This varies over space 

and may :fluctuate over time due to climate j_n the short-

term and depletion in the long-run. However, it is reasonable 

to assume that the relative values o:f different pas bnre 

types remained constant over the study period. The areas 

eovered by different pasture associations in the Territory 

have been mapped by the Land Research Section of the 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization 

(CSIRO) and this data and the accompanying reports have been 

utilised in the formulation of' indices of' the average land 

quality and total grazing resou.rces of each holding. 1 The 

reports give estimates of' the mean carrying· capacity o:f each 

pasture type, assuming· that stock have permanent access to 

water,, and representative values have been determined :from 

the range of' publications. These are given in Table 2.2 

which also shows the area. occupied by the sixteen productive 

associations as. measured on the CSIRO maps. Somewhat under 

hal:f the occupied land can be classed as virtually useless 

·to the industry and it can be seen that the estimated 

stocking· rates on the usable country vary from :forty beasts 

per square mile ( one beast to sixteen acres) to one animal 

per square mile on the :flooded wild rice pastures of' the 

coastal fringe" To g·ive economic meaning· to these figures, 

the areas tal<:en up by the pasture types within each lease 

have been. determined and this allows the construction of' t1~o 

indices~ The :first is simply the sum of estimated capacities 

of t.he grassland pockets in each of the 179 blocks a.nd has 

1 

The methods and sourees used in these calculations are 
described in more detail in Appendix 1-



Table 2,2: The d~str~bution of natural past11re types with~n exist~ng pastoral leases 
by carrying capacj_ty rank 

(i) 
( ii) 

(iii) 
( i v) 

( v) 
(vi.) 

( vii) 
(viii) 

(h) 
(x) 

(xi) 
(xii) 

(xiii) 
( xiv) 

(xv) 
(xvi) 

Pasture Type 

Barley ~Ii tchel]_ Grass and other Perenni.als 
Barley Hitchell Grass 
Inferior Mitchell Grass and other Periennials 
Short Grasses and Forbs on floodplains and outwash 
Northern Bluebush 
Tippera Tall Grass plains 
Short Grasses and Forbs 
Short Grasses and Forbs on lowlands mixed \vith hiJ.ls 
Tippera Tall Grass on J.ow hiJ.ly country 
Arid Short Grass plains 
UpJ.and Tall Grass plains 
Bladder Saltbush and Bluebush 
Lmvland Tall Grass plains 
Broken Mitchell Grass 
Kangaroo Grass 
Coastal Country 

All other vegetation associations 

Totals 

Sources: see Appendix ]_, 
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been termed the theoretical herd size series. The second is 

this quantity scaled against the area o:f the holdings and 

is referred to as the index o:f land quality. Map 2. 2 sho,vs 

the distribution o:f land quality on this criterion. The 

high average value o:f land resources in the occupied country 

o:f the Barldy Tableland District is evident, and clusters 

o:f relatively good properties are present in the remaining 

Districts which cover :features described in Chapter 1.· 

These two indices have been used extensively in the empirical 

1vork as surrogates :for a more comprehensive index o:f the 

value o:f the original and indestructible powers o:f the soil. 

Although these parameters of pasture quality do quantify 

an important aspect of the resource base, it is apparent 

that the estimates are partially determined by the level of 

technology (since they are based on actual land-use) and 

may be subject to errors due to· lack of knmvledge of the 

behaviour o:f cattle on the open range. Further, some 

additional aspects of the physical environment may be 

important. The presence of permanent natural water supplies 

on a lease is a g-reat advantage while ridges may reduce 

fencing costs. These elements cannot be included in the 

analysis at the industry scale and have been disregarded, 

though the addition of expenditure on bores and fences in 

one model of land-use intensity does give some measure of 

their importance. Finally, though constancy over the study 

period is a reasonable assumption, some attention has to be 

paid to the eff'ect of short and long-run variations in grazing 

resources. Short-term climatic fluctuations have a marked 

effect on land-use and a series of bad years can result in 

total destocking. However, it is almost impossible to take 

systematic account of this variable because, in some 

instances, excess rainf'all or storms at particular times in 

the year may be highly damaging to economic prospects. Data 

from the Bureau of Meteorology has been used to cast light 

on conditions in some seasons with the benefit of hindsight. 

It follows, however, that climate causes uncertainty in 

planning and this means that producers may be conservative 

in their decisions on scale. There is limited evidence that 

range capacity has declined in some areas since settlement 

I 1 ' I, , ' I • • : •, . 1
1 

• ~ , ' ', • 
1 

1 I .. ' ' , • •' ' ' \1 1 ._ ' I 
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Nap 2.2 The resource base. 

Sources: See Appendix 1. 
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and this may l1ave e~onomic consequences in that producers 

may seek to of:fset losses by using land more intensively. 

These and related questions are considered in Chapters 4 
and 5, In sunnnary,. although some reservations must be made 

on the generality of the indices, they allow the empirical 

work to proceed, and, as will be seen, they give valuable 

service. 

2. Economic rent and variations in holding size 

In the Isolated State all holdings were assumed to be 

the same size as Tello\~ (von Thilnen' s estate). This 

condition plays an important role in maintaining 

correspondence between the level of rents at the unit of 

area and enterprise scales and the e:ffect of relaxing this 

constraint must be considered. Production costs per unit of 

area fall into three categories in respect to variation with 

farm size. They may be degressive (like fixed costs such 

as the provision of a homestead), proportional (like 

variable machinery costs), or progressive (like internal 

transportation costs). Thus there will be a cost l!1inimum 

which is determined by the incidence of economies and dis-

economies of scale in the industry. Figure 2.3 shows the 

shape of the industry marginal and average cost curves at a 
1 given intensity of output. The diagram represents the sum 

of families of curves for enterprises of different size 

and farm acreage increases along the horizontal axis. 

Marginal and average revenue are given by a single line EE, 

s0 that it is assumed that all the farms have the same 

location; in this case location rent can be disregarded and 

the diagram can be used to determine the price of land. 

The optimum scale is found·at acreage S , where the surplus 
0 

from the use of non-land factors is B A • At smaller 
0 0 

acreages like s
1 

the average revenue per land w1.it (OE- s
1 

B
1

) 

will be zero, while on larger farms like s
2

, marginal revenue 

(OE - s 2 B2 ) will be zero. It follows that the minimum selling 

l 
The figure is tal<:en from il'einschenck, G., Henrichsmeyer, IV., 

and Aldinger, F., 1969, p.ll. 
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price :for land 1vil.l rise :from nought to A B as :farms of 
0 0 

size s 2 reduce their acreage to the optimwn, and the maximum 

buying price 1vill decrease from A
1 

B
1 

to A
0 

B
0 

as farms of 

size sl purchase 

resources.. Thus 

land to malce the best overall use of their 

the price of land will be set at A B 
0 0 

given no changes in eommodity or faetor priees. As a 

corollary to this derivation it is apparent that, under 

equilibri wn conditions, all farms at a eertain distance 

from the market will be the same size. 

In reality, holding boundaries are fixed in the short

run and are likely to be far from optimal. This means that 

operators with farms above or below the optimum size will 

seek to ameliorate their position by substituting factors. 

On the larger farms, more land will be employed to produce 

a given output so that production per unit of land will 

fall, as will net returns. On the smaller farms, non-land 

inputs will be employed in greater quantities and intensity 

and returns per unit of land will be greater than would be 

predicted by the form of the optimum production function. 

The implications of these findings are that output and net 

returns provide unreliable paramecers of economie rent when 

holding size :i:s highly variable. However, in the long-run 

it would be expeeted that bo1.mdaries would be adjusted so 

that all units were of the optimum extent. In the case of 

boundary mobility and perfect competition in the land market, 

operators would also bid for rent advantages so that these 

would be absorbed in the production funetion and average 

returns to capital on all holdings 1vould equal the opportmli ty 

cost of capital. Here, intensity and net farm income will 

vary with distance from the market, but, strictly, there will 

be no economie rents. These and related questions are 

eonsidered in Chapter /.1 in a discussion of data on the study 

industry. One further point may be made here. The deductions 

that have been made in this section are dependent on the 

asswnption of rational decision-making under single product 

output in conditions of certainty. It may be that operators 

are willing to accept sub-marg·inal returns for the privilege 

of farming, in reality, while joint products and speculation 

often enter into land development. Some attempt is made to 



tak.e account o:f the operat.ion of' these factors in the 

Northern Territory in CL1apter 7. 

This discussion points to the need to consider the 

ef'i'ect of' ilolding· size on intensity in the empirical work. 
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All the land used by the beef' industry is leased from the 

Crown. Conl;cacl: rents on trw leases that make up the basic 

station population of' 179 units vary from ten cents to one 

dollar fifty per square mile, and, as will be seen from 

information on the eosL sLruct.ure of enterprises that is given 

in the following sec~ion, tb~s item can be regarded as of 

minor imporLance, Lease boundaries are set by the Northern 

Terri t;ory Administt·ation (NTA) and the sale of' portions of 

leases is uncommon, thus in the medium term the pattern of 

blocks can be regarded as fixed. The stations in the 

basic popula i;ion range frum 60 to 6, 2 92 square miles in 

extent, {:hough there is a pronounced cluster at the mean 

(about 1,500 square miles). The relationship between lease 

area and land quality is not strong so that the theoretical 

herd size series gives '~eight to both variables. 1 It 

gives a measure of the resources controlled by each unit 

and is used extensively in Chapters J and 4 as the basis 

for properi;y oul:put: fnnctions, Since the role of holding 

size in deLermining scale is not easily assessed, duality 

has been maintained in the empirical 1~ork and intensity has 

been examined at t:he enterprise and land unit levels, 

Inferences on the impori:ance of variations in property 

resources and lease areas can be drawn by comparing- the 

alternative sei"s of results. In addition this topic receives 

consideration in the discussion of the form of the industry 

production f'tulc Lion in Chap i;er 5, 

1 

The simple correlation coef':ficient for holding area and 
the index of' land quality is 0.17 (N = 179). This is 
significant at the .5 per c.ent level but not at the 1 per 
cent level. Thus the bigger holding-s tend to control good 
land though the relationship is weak, 



J. Economic cent and varial:ions in technology 

Variations in Ute tedmology used in an agricultural 

indus try may penni t dif:ferent combinations of factors at 

particular scales, while the adopti.on of new techniques may 

cause produc l:ivity t:o vary over space with the progress of 

innovation. In these conditions economic rent responses 

n1ay not be evident :froiii t:he distribution of output and net 

income so thai; i tc is relevant t:o examine the structure of 

costs in the study indust:ry to see whether there is broad 

uniformity at the District scale. Table 2.3 shows the 

composition of cos~s for a san~le of seventy-two stations 

The schedules exclude any 

payment for management and include estimates for expenditure 

on rate payments f'or the movement of cattle to points of 

sale, In nearly all cases the variations in spending on 

different items are s1nall. Wages, freight, repairs and 

:fuel make up t:he bulk o:f variable costs, and depreciation 

is a significant element in the total structure. This 

illustrates that, the rang·e of inputs is limited and suggests 

that t:he production func:Lion may be both simple and 

relatively invariant;, Some of the inter-District differences 

can be explained in terms o:f particular conditions 1 for 

instance, the greaLer proportion of spending on agistment 

(depasturing on other properties) and the lower charge for 

labour in the AJ ice Sprj_ngs District can be at;tributed to 

the effects of' drough.t, There is also some evidence of 

factor SIIbsti tu t.ion, £'or the low incidence of depreciation 

in the Darwin and Gttl:f District, which marks a smaller 

expenditure on artificial waters, :fencing and holding yards, 

is associated with inct'eased inputs of' labour :for mustering 

and cattle _control. However, the :figures do present a 

general piet:ure of' u.ni.f'or·miicy" T1~o addi t:ional points may 

be noted from Table 2. J, First, ·the importance of fixed 

capital in the st.ructure o:f producLion suggests that 

adjustment may be relatively slow while uncertainty from 

climatic variations, price movements and tenure conditions 

are likely to inhibi i; the commitment of funds to expansion. 

Second, Lhe table demonstrates the heavy burden of freight 

and cartage eosts and this con:f:Lrms that the study hypothesis 
is reasonable. 



Table 2.3: Cu1nposition of costs, station average, 

1962-63 _to 1965-65, by Districts 

- Alice Barkly Victoria Darwin 

Cost ite111 Springs Table- River and 
land Gulf 

(Per (Per (Per (Per 
cent) cent) cent) cent) 

' 

Mater:Lnls 

Fuel 5.9 5.9 5·.5 li • 9 
Seed, J'ertiliser 0,0 OoO o.o 0.1 
Pest destruction 0,1 0.0 0.7 0.2 
Livestock supplies 2 0 lj 2o.5 2.8 2.2 
He pairs 10.0 12.1 9-9 10 ,I( 
Other materials O,J LO 1.7 1.2 

Total materials 18,7 21.5 20.6 19.0 

Services 

Freight and cartage lJ "lj lJ,6 lJoJ 6.1 
Marketing charges h ":l J,J l.l l.J 
Hates and taxes O.J 0.9 Ool 0.2 
Insurance 1,11 l.J l.l 1.5 
Agistment 2.5 0,0 OoO 0.7 
Other services 2.6 2.1 2.5 J.O 

Total services 2h.s 21.2 18.1 12.8 

Labour 

lv ages 15.3 23 0 lj 2h,6 29.2 
Hat io:n.s and keep ll.l 6.6 7·9 lJ 0 8 
Contract 0.2 l.l 0.6 O.J 

Total labour 26.6 31.1 J3.l ljJ. 3 

Depreciation J0.2 26.2 28.2 2h.9 
-- -· 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Northern 
Territory 

(Per 
cent) 

5·7 
o.o 
O.J 
2. 5. 

10.8 
1.0 

20.J 

12.5 
2.8 
o.h 
l.J 
0.8 
2.5 

20.3 

22.2 
9.1 
0.7 

32.0 

27.h 

100.0 

Source: ·BAE unpublished data, reJ'ers to modiJ'ied sample 

or 72 holdings. 



Although production appears to be homog·eneous, differences 

do arise rro1n two source~ that IIIUst be noted, There is some 

degree o:f specialisatio11 in the industry between breeding 

properties and rattening units though most enterprises appear 

to produce both store fl.ncl :fat cattle. Part o:f the 

explanation for the pattern or specialisation 111ay lie in 

the in.fluence or accessibility, through the displacement o:f 

di:l':ferent types or husbandry by the decline in :farmgate 

prices, as suggested by von Thtinen; and the incidence o:f 

deterioration losses on ratstock through poor mobility under 

droving, It :follows that the investigation o:f this aspect 

o:f production is an :integral part o:f the empirical work. 

The second cause of spatial differentiation is the 

introductj.on o:f improved pastures in the northern part o:f 

the study region, This is the only major innovation in the 

industry in recent times and the development is restricted 

by rainfall requirements to the area north o:f the twenty

five inch isohyet., The use o:f cultivation, even on an 

extensive scale, changes the form o:f the production :function, 

but the ne1~ techniques remained virtually unused up to 1966 

so that this factor has been ignored in Part 2. However, 

some consideration is given to pasture improve1nent and the 

role o:f transport in this case in the later chapters. In 

summary, v·ariations in technology must be examined in a 

search :for location rents, but these appear to be slight in 

the study industry with two exceptions which will be the 

subject o:f special concern, Finally, it may be noted that 

inter-property differences in factor usage are largely 

conditioned by the quality of' management. This element 

cannot be quantified but it is suggested that the 

simplicity o:f the input structure in the beef industry may 

reduce its importance as compared to other :forms o:f 

agriculture. 

4. Data and Distributions ·----
Having rcvie~Ved the theoretical diff'iculties which 

arise in relating the concept o:f location rent adjustment 

to the real \vorld si tuatj.on in t.he Northern Territory, it is 
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no~< gernmne to examine tohe available sources on output and 

procluctivi l;y in the study industry to prepare the t~ay for 
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the analytical ~<ork. The discussion considers three sets of 

data. First, turn--off statistics on each of the 179 holdings 

in the basic population can be gained fro111 stock permit 

records. Since 1956 all stock moventcn1;s in the Territory 

have been conditional 011 the issue of a permit by a 

representative or the Northern Territory Administrationts 

Animal Industry Brm1ch (NTAAIB). The ~<aybills are designed 

to act as a clearance for disease restrictions and to assist 

in tracing the origins of outbreaks. The information from 

each permit is entered in a ledger at; the head office in 

Alice Springs so that it i.s possible to extract the entr±es 

for each property and aggregate them to gain a picture 

of the total annual turn--orr. Fro111 1963 station totals have 

been prepared by the Superintendent of Stock-routes and 

information has becotne steadily 1110re reliable and cotnplete. 

Table 2./r sho~<s the average annual number of cattle sold by 

each property for the five years 1963-1967 as given by this 

record for the four Pastoral Districts. It ~<ill be seen 

that average annual sales in the Barkly Tableland District 

are over six times as great as sales in the Alice Springs 

and Dar~<in and Gulf Districts, Additional information on the 

basic population has been added to the table frotn data 

supplied by the Department of the Interior (lease areas) 

and the NTAAIB (herd sizes). The turn-off and herd size 

figures are confidential and can only be presented in 

aggregate or class form. 

The published tabulations of a BAE survey of eighty

t~<o stations over the three financial years 1962-63 to 

196/r-65 proyide the second source of data. The report of 

the results or the sur:trcy presents over fifty tables on all 

aspects of the econotttic structure of the industry, primarily 

on a District basis. 1 This information has been used in 

1 
The Northern Territor_y Beer Cattle IndustE_Y. An Economic 

Survey. 1962-63 to 1964-65, BAE, Canberra, 1968. 

••· , . _ • •' , , 1, , , . - · • I I , •, 



Tabl.e 2.4: Total. popul.ation and sampl.e property characteristics bv Districts 

ALICE SPRL'~GS BARKLY TABLELAND VICTORIA RIVER DARWIX AND GULF 

Total. BAEd BAEe Total. BAE BAE Total BAE BAE Total BAE BAE 
Characteristic P opu1a ti on sampl.e sampl.e P opul.a tion sampl.e sample Population sample sample Population sample sample 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Number o~ holdings 78 JJ )1 27 20 16 25 16 15 09 1) 10 

Average property 1.,2J2a 1,)59 1,]86 2,632 2,064 2,221 1,822 2,2J9 2,294 1,267 ~1,412 1,606 
area (square _mil.es) 

• .. 
Average prooerty 1' 670b 2,]10 2,422 14,1.32 1],503 14.737 10,910 1.8, 205 19,040 3,912 10,113 12,267 herd s.i.ze (head) 

Average property 435° 463 472 2,929 2,049 2,1.96 1,484 2,029 2,037 445 920 1,067 annual sales (head) 
I 

Sources: NORTHERX" TERRITORY 

Characteristic Total. BAE BAE 
a. calculated £rom Details o£ Current Pastoral Leases, Popul.ation sampl.e sampl.e 

Department o£ the Interior (as at June 1966) 1 2 

b. calculated .f"rom ~'TAAIB unpublished data (re.f"ers 1.967) 
~~umber of'" hol.dings 179 82 72 

c. cal.cul.ated £rom NTAAIB stock permit data (ref'ers to 
average annual. sales 1963-67) Average property 

1,535 1,711 1,732 
d. The Northern Territory Beef' Cattl.e Industry: An 

area (square mile) 

Economic Survev 1902-61 to 1 - , Canberra, 1968 Average property 
(average val.ues .f"or 1.962-63 to 1964-65) herd siz.e (head) 5,454 9.378 8,901 

e. BAE unpubl.ished data (average values .f"or 1962-63 
to 1964-65) Average property 

935 1,402 1,157 annual. sal.es (head) 
- --

I 

....:1 
I-' 
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Cormulating hypotheses and offers a comprehensive background 

to this study. Third, special tabulations and statistical 

results have been derived from unpublished series f'rom the 

sattte survey, These refer to a modified sample of seventy-
1 two enterprises which are located on Map 2.1. The results 

or the second set of' processed data differ from the first 

in that all properties having less than $2,000 gross annual 

returns are excluded; estimates of out1~ard f'reight and 

tnarlceting charges are included; and, inventory gain in 

cattle herds is calculated on a fixed price, rather than a 

variable annual price basis. Table 2 .L1 sho1~s the 

characteriRt:ics or the two samples as compared to those of 

_the whole population. There appears to be a general bias 

:in both series towards the properties with bigger herds and 

higher annual sales, though this is not true f'or the Barkly 

Tableland District. However, it seems justifiable to 

ignore these dif'f'erences in aggregate and accept the samples 

as being representative of the industry, At the District 

scale the small size of' the classes makes them unreliable 

f'or statistical '''orlc and the f'igures f'or the stations in the 

three northern Districts have been pooled while the Alice 

Springs District is consider<'ld independently. This arrange

ntent has validity in terms of' tnarketing and transport 

conditions. 

The use of statistics may be circumscribed by the 

distribution of values, .fig. 2.h shows histograms for the 

parameters that have been introduced so far. It will be 

seen that only twenty--one oi:" the properties have an average 

value for land quality over fifteen beasts per square mile, 

while in the five years front 1963-67 fourteen stations 

contributed forty-six per cent of the cattle sold. The 

distribution of' costs and herd sizes in the modified BAE 

sample also show ntarked skewness and this characteristic 

appears to be common to nearly all the parameters that are 

avai.lable on the strueture of the industry. To take account 

1 
The survey guaranteed conf'identiality to respondents 

so that no data are available for individual holdings. 
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Fi.g.::. 2.JJ:.L2EQ.9E~n.£Y distributions for basic holding 

characteristics in the study_i!}dns.!IY 
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o:f this situation most o:f the empirical work in Part 2 has 

been duplicated with ra1~ and log-transformed data. The 

simple correlation analyses o:f variables are presented :for 

the basic values in most cases but the multiple regression 

models widely employ the transformation. In the latter 

case, the concern with the influence o:f marginal revenue 

variations on marginal productivity and the desire to 

estimate rates o:f chang·e in the dependent variable give 

additional rationale to this :form o:f model .. This question 

is considered in more detail in the text and Appendix 2 

points up the similarities between the regression equations 

and the production :fm1etion models that are :frequently used 

in agricultural economics to estimate the role o:f di:f:ferent 

inputs in determining· scale. Only a small part o:f the 

empirical work is described in the thesis and this has been 

selected :for its utility in quantifying the relationship 

between variations in accessibility and land-use intensity. 

Additional results :from alternative research designs are 

also given in Appendix 2. 
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This chapter has examined the theory o:f location rent 

adjustment to provide a :framework :for the analysis o:f the 

relationship between the elasticity aspect o:f accessibility 

and land development. The deductions made by von Thiliien 

illustrate that :factor and output intensity per unit o:f land 

and per enterprise could be expected to vary with the level 

o:f :farmgate prices :for the product o:f an agricultural 

process under certain conditions. The main assumptions 

behind the Isolated State model were then considered in turn 

and :further inferences were drawn on the stability o:f 

location rent gradients in the real world. This also gave an 

opportunity to introduce some o:f the characteristics o:f the 

study industry and to explore some o:f the methodological 

problems that arise in organising the available data to 

test the hypothesis that commodity transport costs are an 

important determinant o:f land-use intensity. The :following 
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two chapters ar~ concerned with the evaluation of the 

evidence for adjustment over space, while Chapter 5, the 

:final chapter in Part 2, ~akes a broader view of the 

marketing, transportation and production problems of station 

operators in the Northern Territory between 1950 and 1967. 

Throughout the 1vork the concepts of spatial price and 

produetion equiribrium are employed to further the argument 

and results are presented in terms situation and intensity 

rents, 



CHAPTER '3 

ACCESSIBILITY AND PASTORAL LAND DEVELOPHENT,_l9'50-1960 

-- ADJUSTMENT TO OVERLANDING 

'I don't suppose there is any other cow1.try in the 

1vorld 1
, said Emmanuel, 'where men can buy a kingdom stocked 

with 100,000 head of cattle for £27,000 1 , 

'There is a catch in it somewhere', answered Kidman 

grimly. 'But if it is only distance and transport and 

inaccessibility, we can overcome all that in time'. 

Idriess, The Cattle King 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1 showed that the Northern Territory could be 

viewed as a single transport region and described briefly the 

progress of the beef industry from the early days of 

settlement to the start of the study period. The 

recommendations of official investigations into the problems 

of the Territory repeatedly stressed that improved 

transportation was the key to development but few projects 

\vere implemented. Hence, by the 1950s the industry had 

come to terms with a relatively static and primitive 

marketing· system; This makes it particularly interesting to 

examine the patterns of consignment and land-use to see 

whether the level of property output was heavily influenced 

by poor accessibility, Chapter 2 looked at the theoretical 

relationship between variations in the cotnparative locational 

advantages of holdings and their intensity of land development. 

This sugg·ested that von Thili1en 1 s model, in which location rents 

are generated as a result of differences in the farmgate prices 

of a commodity, would provide a suitable framework for the 
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empirical 1vork. However, some of the constraints of the model 

complicate its application in real 1vorld situations and the 

effects of penuitting variations in land quality, holding size 

antl teclu-wlogy 1vere considered. Data on the structure of 

the study industry \vas introduced which illustrated that many 

of its features favour the identification of location rents, 

while certain methodological problems were anticipated, Thus 

the grow1d has been prepared for the analysis of the evidence 

for adjustment to spatial variations in accessibility in the 

traditional era. 

So far little attention has been paid to the definition 

of parameters to represent the independent variable in the 

rent theorem. Two surrogates of accessibility are available; 

actual rate payments for transport from the point of 

production to the local market, and the net received.prices 

for the commodity. In the Isolated State these values were 

identical because transportation was assumed to be unimodal, 

deterioration losses were ignored, and all sales were made 

to a sing·le central market. The first requirement is 

therefore to consider the implications of relaxing these 

constraints and to look at the problems that arise in 

formulating and using series of actual values for the 

holdings of the beef industry. This forms the subject of 

the first section of this chapter. The second section is 

concerned with the structure of the study industry in the 

1950s and attempts to relate the spatial equilibrium concept 

to its particular assignment and supply characteristics. 

Commodity profits and gross output are partially determined 

by f.Luctuations in market prices and decisions on sales 

that are taken in the light of short-rw1 considerations 

(often occasioned by climatic variability). These factors 

will tend to mask production response to spatial differences 

in accessibility so that it is desirable to assess their 

relative influence before proceeding to the empirical work 

which necessarily demands abstraction. 

The final section evaluates the evidence for adjustment 

to spatial exchange and production equilibrium in the study 

industry under the traditional marketing system, using 1957 



Table J.l: Estimated averege June fatstock prices at markets receiving Northern Territory 

cattle, 1950-1960 (imputed value for good quality stock dressing out at 500 lb) 

Year I Brisbane Adelaide 

1950 6.90 7.50 

1951 7.90 11.00 

1952 12.10 17.60 

1953 12.80 10.80 

1954 13.00 17.00 

1955 12.60 13.80 

1956 12.00 12.60 

1957 13.00 13.00 

1958 15.10 16.80 

1959 20.50 19.90 

1960 20.00 24.00 

a. no trade 

$ per 100 lb. dressed weight 

f.o.r f. o. r 
Townsville Alice Mt 

S:Ering:s Is a 

5.90 5.50 5.06 

6.90 8.52 5.68 

10.20 15.12 8.98 

10.40 8.32 9.18 

11.00 14.52 9.47 

9.90 11.32 8.37 

9.03 10.12 7-50 

9.23 10.52 7-51 

9-59 14.32 7.87 

15.43 17.42 13.71 

16.74 21.52 15.02 

Wyndham 

5.50 

6.00 

9.60 

10.40 

11.20 

10.40 

10.00 

9.94 

9.20 

10.40 

11.40 

:f.o.b 
Darwin 
(live) 

a 

8.00 

8.40 

8.20 

8.20 

8.40 

7.40 

Sources: Brisbane and Adelaide, Annual Reports of the Australian Meat Board, (refer to 

1st and 2nd export quality oxen and heifers 650-700 lb.; Townsville, June 

'reports of country stock sales', Queensland Country Life; Wyndham and Darwin, 

NTAAIB Annual Reports (assumes animals dress at 500 lb:). 

-..) 

r:tJ 



as a typical year. The analysis of the consignment pattern 

is based on a comparison bet1~een the actual allocation and 

a normative total least-cost solution generated by the 

Transportation Problem. This leads to certain .in:f'et'ences 

on the importance of' ·transport payments and market prices 

in the consignment decisions of station operators, and 

'19 

the likelihood that spatial price equilibrium \~ill arise in 

reality. The discussion then moves on to consider production 

using correlation and regression analyses. The correlal;ion 

matrix relates the indices of accessibility to the intensity 

of output per unit of land on properties. This is therefore 

designed to test the hypothesis that this factor is the 

main determinant of' the pattern of land-use. The regression 

ntodels utilise the theoretical herd size series as a second 

independent variable to assess how far accessibility conditions 

property scale \~hen some account is taken of' the influence of' 

variations in land quality and holding size. The quality of 

the data for 1957 is relatively low which circumscribes the 

conclusions that can be drawn from the work, but the results 

do point up some aspects of the relationship bet\~een 

transportation and land d·evelopment while setting the scene 

for the more detailed analyses that follow in Chapter 11. 

A. ACCESSIBILITY IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY, 1950-1960 

AND THE DEFINITION OF COMPARATIVE VALUES 

1. The Isolated State model and multiple markets 

Von ThUnen assumed that all consignments in the Isolated 

State were transported to a single central market which held 

a monopsony and was in turn supplied solely from the bounded 

plain that surrounded it. \Vi thin this closed system he 

had only to assume final crop consumption and the 

price of' a single product to be able to derive the market 

prices of all other crops, their areal extent, and the 

optimum sequence of cultivation. Additionally the model 

generated the optimum intensities of' production of individual 

crops \~ithin land-use zones. The study problem is restricted 

to the latter relationship in a situation where accessibility 

1 I 1 • 0 ' I • I 1 
• I , I 
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to 1narkets is a complex phenomena and none of von Thlinen 1 s 

conditional assumptions hold. 

As Dm1n has shown, multiple markets can be accommodated 

in Lhe model 1vitl1.out a:ffecting the process of adjusLmenL, 1 

Further, LHsch has demonstrated that the introduction of 

imports into the system does not destroy the logic o:f the 
2 rent succession :from a central market, Neither author 

considers the case where final demand is exogenous and the 

production of the supply area is of marginal importance to 

total consumption. This is true of the study area where the 

market for beef from the Northern Territory is a small part 

of the market for Australian meat, which itself is one 

sector of the pattern of world demand. During the decade 

under study gross national production of beef averaged 

approxin1ately 700,000 tons, of 1vhich the Northern Territory 

supplied about 15,000 tons from cattle that were finally 

turned off in South Australia and Queensland. In this case 

the von Thi.inen's central city is replaced by a series of' 

intermediate demand centres that clear supplies from the 

Northern Territory and distribute them to the domestic and 

export markets. Here the fact that the production area 

occupies a marginal location with respect to final demand 

might be expected to make local variations in accessibility 

particularly important. 

This aspect of the marketing system does not directly 

concern the arguments of this thesis, which vie1vs demand 

entirely in terms of the exogenously determined prices 

obtainjng at the terminals where initial transfers may take 

place. Between 1950 and 1960 two major outlets were 

available for Territory fatstoek -- the South Australian 

market, 1vhere there is evidence of a consistent short-fall 

in supplies for home consumption, and the north Queensland 

1 
Dunn, E.S., The Location of Agricultural Production, 

Gainesville, 1954, pp.57-6J, 
2 

LHsch, A., The Economics of Location, Cambridge, Mass., 
1952, pp.lrS-·9· 



111arkeL which is primarily export orientaLed. All animals 

moving to these areas had to be railed :from Alice Spc:Lngs 

or Ht Isa, or assoc:la-ced railheads on the same lines. Some 

seventy-five per cent o:f cat; l;le consigned :for slaugh Ltet' 

were dispatched to these two States and the remainder were 

sold to the lvyndham rneatworks (lvestern AustraLia), or wer·e 

shipped live from Darwin to Southeast Asia. Hence :four 

centres represented total demand, each o:f which can be 

compared Lo a subsidiary to1~n in the Isolated Stale. As 

Dunn has commented of processing plants in spal;ial 

equilibriuin, 'each one will beco1ne the :focal point for a 

new supply radius, shorter than that o:f the cenl;ral market;, 

lntl; exl;ended beyond its limit. This 1~ill give a scallopced 

appearance to the market boundary' •
1 

Given the possibiliLy o:f including mull;iple markets 

in the model and extending the analogy to the study region, 

it is possible to visualise iso-rent rings around [;he four 

centres which are consequent; on producers maxi1nising the 

:facmgate prices o:f their animals. In theory the location 
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o:f supply area boundaries will be conditioned by market 

prices given that transport costs are a function o:f distance 

alone. Table J.l shows the price structure that 1vas 

available to producers :for above average :fatstock over the 

decade. In the empirical work that :follows it has been 

assumed that these price series also governed the consig·nment 

o:f store cattle which made up sixty-eight per cent o:f gross 

production in the five years for 1,•hich :figures are available. 
2 

This seems justifiable because store cattle values are 

derived :from the demand for slaughter animals and, due to 

company linkage 1~ith f'al:tening properties in Queensland, 

Lhere was a very poorly developed store market so that price 

information is sparse. The main influences on beer prices 

J 
Dunn, E, S. , 19 5/f, p • 59. 

') 

"· 
These years 1~ere the financial years ending in Jw1e 19511., 

1955, 1958, 1959 and 1960. The data are taken from the 
Annual Reports of the NTAAIB. 



can be observed in the series for Brisbane. This is the 

major market for Queensland 1~hich supplied over one-third 

of national production and be t1~een sixty-five and seventy

five per cent of Australia's exports over the decade. 

Broadly, three trends are reflected in the series. First, 

betl~een the base years, apparent per capita consumption of 

1neat in Australia fell by thirty-six per cent resulting 

in the slow growth of ho1ne demand as the pop11lation rose. 

Second, fro1n 1952 onwards producers were guaranteed stable 

p d.ces by the operation of the A us tralian-Uni ted Kingdom 

Meat Ag;reemen t. Finally, in 1958 the export of lower 
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quality beef to the United States commenced ani:i this led to 

a considerable rise in prices particularly for boner 

ctuality ani111als. 1 These trends are mirrored in the series 

for the centres taking Northern Territory supplies, though 

their individual characteristics condition the timing of 

response. 

The location of these markets and their relationship 

to the properties of the study industry is shown in Ivlap 2 .1. 

The free on rail prices at Alice Springs and Ivlt Isa have 

been constructed by debiting the cost of railage to Adelaide 

and Townsville, respectively (assuming 18 cattle per wagon). 

In cases where it is possible estimates refer to the average 

for ,June of each year since producers must make their 

consignment decisions mid-year, following mustering at the 

end of t:he \vet Season (in Ivlay). The price series for 

Townsville has been calculated from ne1vspaper reports of 

sales of bullocks and steers. It shows that there was an 

average shortfall of $2.87 per 100 lb under the Brisbane 

price which may be partially explained in terms of higher 

processing costs and a throughput of poorer quality cattle. 

lvith a rail cost of approximately $2.71 from Ivlt Isa to 

]_ 

For further infonnation on the general situation in the 
Australian beef industry during the decade see !;he relevant 
annual issues o:f the Beef' Situation, BAE, Canberra, and 
the Annual Reports of the Australian Ivleat. Board, Sydney. 
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1 . 
Brisbane in 1957, as compared with $1.72 to Townsville 

(per eventual dressed \veig-ht), there would seem to have been 

o slight margin in favour of' dispatch south in most years, 

Hol>ever, this dif'f'erenloial tvould have been absorbed by 

spelling (i.e. resting) :fees and the deteriol"at:ion of cattle 

over t.1vice the mileage (1, L139 rail miles as against 602 miles 

to Townsville). Comparison with the Cannon Hill series 

indicates an increasing disparity in prices over the decade 

and a marked lag in response t:o new demands. 

The average ~fune prices at Adelaide show a consistently 

firm demand for beef' in South Australia. Over the ten year 

period the series never fell below the Brisbane price and 

differed by as much as $1·1·,00 per 100 lb in 195L1. From 1951 

onwards freight charges per beast averaged $12, L1.0 ( $2. /.j.8 

per 100 lb) from Alice Springs to Adelaide with the result. 

that in four out of' eleven years the f'.o.r, price at this 

terminal exceeded the BrisbarlG average. This conclusion 

suggests that it is unlikely that rail charges inhibited 

development in the Alice Springs District during this 

period; for in terms o:f national demand the net received 

prices o:f many producers in the Alice Springs District 

would place their properties among the more 'accessible' in 

Australia. 

Of' the two remaining markets open to the Northern 

Territory, only the Hyndham meatworks can be regarded as 

offering a stable outlet. The price series has been 

constructed from the yearly average valuations o:f exports 

given in the Northern Territory: reports. It is assumed 

that the beasts slaughtered dressed out at 500 lb. As 

Table J,l shows, the United Kingdom market enabled the 

meatworks to offer attractive prices that were often above 

those of Townsville until the advent of the United States 

Lrade in 1958. Finally, exports through Dar1vin to the 

1 
Correspondence with Queensland Railways, March 1968. 

Adjustments have been made for rail charge increases in 
1951, 1954 and 1957 in the estimated :f.o. r. series for Mt 
I sa sho1m in Table J .1. 

,_' I ' - •1 I • • ' • I 1 ! ' , . .._ I'• , , 



Philippines lJl"oug·ht returns which IVere low and unreliable 

due to the sporadic nature o:f demand. However, this market 

cannot be discounted since producers o:f :fatstock in the Top 

Encl had limited access to alternative outlets because of 

the poor mobility characteristics o:f droving. 

This introduction to the price structures affecting 

Northern Terri tory producers bet1~een 19 50 and 1960 shows 

that this element o:f the comparative locational advautages 

o:f properties was relatively unstable over time. This means 

that :fanngate price indices calculated :for a particular 

year :for the holdings within one supply area might be 

atypical. Further, there are grounds :for supposing that 

production adjustment would be medium-term so that lags 

in response to price changes would be expected, No account 

has been taken o:f these :factors in this chapter because the 

basic data does not justify :further refinement. It is 

believed that the :figures :for 1957 (the representative year) 

pr~sent a valid picture o:f the attraction o:f alternative 

centres. Two additional points may be noted :from the :figures 

given in Table J.l. First, since prices increased at all 

centres over the decade it is reasonable to infer that 

transport costs became relatively less important in 

consig·nment decisions. Second, the differential between the 

markets widened so that producers nearest the high-price 

centres 1vould gain a :further advantage, These inferences 

suggest that particular attention should be paid to the role 

o:f price in exchange and production in the empirical work. 

2. The inclusion o:f variable rate costs 

Von Thilnen assumed that all commodity movements \Vere 

made by the same mode and that unit transport costs were a 

direct :f1.mction o:f distance :from the central market. 

Different modes o:f transport have individual mobility 

characteristics so that it is convenient to examine :farmgate 

prices under one :form o:f movement to avoid the need to take 

account o:f external economies. Throug·hout the study decade 

clroving was the dominant method o:f transport in the 

Terril,ory, though between 1956-57 and 1959-60 the proportion 



of the total export turn-off that was tnarketed by road 
1 

transport rose frottt 3.3 to 38.5 per cent. In 1957 less 

than fifteen per cent oi' all sales were consigned to local 

tttarkets by road, and nearly all the users were properties in 

the Alice Springs District. In the work that follows, it has 

been assumed that all consignments were made on-the-hoof, 

and this seems justifiable in the light of the local and 

stnall-scale influence of the new tnode. 

Although droving is possible over 1vide areas \vhen feed 

and surface water are present, tttovements are constrained by 

the spacing of bores and datns in many years. 

and 196!1 the NTA provided ninety-five waters along the 
2 

gazetted stock-route network, and some reserves were fenced. 

It is therefore reasonable to measure the distance behveen 

properties and their :favourite ntarkets via the available 

net. Map 3.1 shows the distribution of :facilities and the 

natnes of the declared routes. To provide a matrix of rate 

pa)~nents between origins and destinations the distances were 

ttteasured at a scale of 1:2,000,000.3 These values have been 

retained as a subsidiary parameter of holding accessibility. 

Rate payments were calculated from this data by applying the 

... 

charges shown in Table 3.2. The table shows that it was 

about fift'y per cent more costly to move :fat rather than 

store cattle. This is due to the greater care demanded of 

drovers. Charges also varied with mob size and the duration 

of the trek and these :factors have been incorporated in the 

index by utilising knowledge of the turn-off of properties 

in 1957. It is interesting to note that the droving 

profession appeared to have some rudimentary notion of 

charging what the traffic would bear, for the variations 

between regions are difficult to explain unless reference is 

tnade to the final prices :for stock at alternative centres. 

1 
Annual Report~ of th.e NTAAIB. 

2 
Northern Territory Stock Routes, NTAAIB Extension Article 

No.8, Comntonwealth of Australia, Adelaide, 1964. 
3 

A tnechanical distance measurer was employed. The base 
ntap 1vas the Northern Territory Pastoral Map, Department of 
the Interior, Canberr~ (1965) . 

"" -·~--- ------- L... 
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Table 3.2: Rate costs for n1oving different types of 

consignments by droving, c. 1958 

Cost per 

District Destination Distance Mob size 
he:"! ad per 
100 miles 

( $) 

Alice Springs Alice Springs <300 <600 
(stores) l. 00 

(fats) 1.50 

Barlcly Queensland >150 >1,000 0.50 
Tableland (stores) 

Victoria Queensland >700 >1,000 0.50 
(stores) 

\vyndhan1 >300 >600 0.75 
(fats) 

II <300 >600 o.83 
II all <600 0.90 

Darwin and Katherine <150 <600 0.90 
Gulf (rats) 

Source: The Economics of Road Transport of Beef Cattle, 

BAE, Canberra, 1959. 

Fig. 3.la shows the frequency distribution of droving 

payments for the 118 holdings that marketed cattle in 1957. 

The average payment was about $1.86 per head 1d th an 

estimated maximum of $10.80 for remote properties on the 

Gulf coast which sent small numbers of stores to Queensland. 

The distribution is skewed like those presented in Chpater 2 

which confir1ns the need to duplicate analyses for raw and 

log-transformed data. The rate cost values :for each 

holding dan be combined with the price infor1nation shown 

in Table 3.1 to give an index of farmgate prices. Here it 

has been found convenient to use the highest price location 

(the Alice Springs terminal) as a basing point and to express 

received price differeJlces as negatives (the distribution 

of this parameter is shown in Fig. 3.lb). Thus both the rate 

cost and :farmgate prices series would vary inversely with 

intensity in a normative model. Neither of these measures 

' • _ , I ' I, 1 , _ ' , , ' - ' •I' ' 



Map J.l: 

Source: 

The location of stock-routes and transportation 

facilities in the Northern Territory, 1957. 

Northern Territory stock-route map (untitled), 

Department of National Development, Canberra, 

(1957). 
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Fig, J.l: The incidence of esti!!@!:ed lli!-vmeg_!;_§ _ _(.in_1_25.1l 

for droving services and farmg~,!~_.Jl!:.i.£!'!. 

differentials in tg~_ll8 <:te~ive h.g_ld:i.Qg§. 
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give any weight' to deterioration losses. Fatstock :frequently 

lost 40 to 50 lb in dressed weight on their walk to processing 

plants or railheads. 1 However, the incidence of these costs 

depended upon the skill o:f drovers and feed conditions on the 

stock-routes, so that tl!ey cannot be taken i.nto account in 

a systematic manner at the industry level. However, the 

stock-route distances between origins and destinations are 

len own and this gives some opportunity to examine the impact 

o:f tttode characteristics on production, :for it is reasonable 

to assume that deterioration costs will vary with the 

distance that mobs travel, over a range o:f consignments. 

In summary, indices o:f comparative accessibility have bee-n 

calculated which allow the empirical work to proceed, 

B. Tl~MPORAL INFLUENCES ON LOCATION RENTS, 1950-1960 

1. The determinants of' commodity profits 

.Some appreciation of the likelihood o:f location rent 

differences arising in reality can be gained frottt an 

analysis of the cost and profit structure of the dependent 

industry. Oespite the breadth o:f the surveys o:f the 

Northern Territory beef industry by Kelly2 and Beattie3 

during the study decade, there is little published 

information on the composition of property costs. Only 

one source is of value. In 1953 the BAE published the 

results of a survey unde-rtaken in 1950 which provided base 

statistics :for an index of cost ntovements required in the 

operation of the nteat agreement with the United Kingdom. 

The santple was non-random and biased towards the bigger 

enterprises. It covered fi:fteen stations -- nine in the 

Alice Springs District, :four on the Barkly Tableland, and 

one each in the Victoria River and Darwin and Gulf Districts. 

1 
Deterioration losses are examined in greater depth in 

Chapter 6. 
2 

Kelly, J .I-I., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry in 
Northern Australia, BAE, Canberra, 1952. 
J 

Beattie, W.A., A Survey of the Beef Cattle Industry o:f 
Australia, CSIRO, Melbourne, 1956. 
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Table 3.3: The ievel and composition of costs, station 

average, 1949-50 (sample of fifteen enterprises) 

Item Average cost Percentage 
in dollars o:f total costs 

Materials 

FueJ 1' lj.lf! 7.5 
Seed .fertiliser - -
Pest Destruction 103 0.5 
Livestock Supplies - -
Repairs 3, IrS 5 18.0 

Total materials 5,029 26.0 

Services 

Freight (inward) 977 5.1 
Insurance 178 0.9 
Rates and Taxes 142 0.8 
Rent 526 2.7 
Plant I-I ire - -
Agistment - -
Miscellaneous 701 .3 .6 

Total services 2, 521r lJ .1 

Labour 

lv ages 7,753 IJ.o. 7 
Hat ions - -
Contract - -
Operator's Labour 1,490 7.2 

Total labour 9,243 '-17.9 

Depreciation 2,513 13.0 

TOTAL COSTS 19,310 100.0 

Source: Beef Cattle Production : an index of cost 

movements 1951-52, BAE, Canberra, 1953. 

-
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The cost structure of the sa1nple is given in Table J.J in a 

re1wrked form to penni t comparisons with more recent BAE 

data (for instance, see Table 2.J). Wage and manage1nent 

pa~nents accounted for about half of total costs. This 

illustrates the fsct that operators could adjust production 

scale quickly by varying· inputs o:f' labour for cattle 

mustering. Depr~ciation on investment in plant was 

relatively unimportant in this period so that the production 

function can be viewed as being both si1nple and flexible. 

This makes it possible that supply response was relatively 

elastic with respect to spatial and ten1poral variations in 

prices. 

Table J,4 presents data from the same source on the 

capital structure of the industry. The cattle on the 

properties have been valued at $21.00 per head (the rate 

quoted for breeders in the BAE index). The figures show 

that livestock made up the greater part of the total 

investment of holdings, and point to a low level of 

expenditure on improvements. This suggests that the industry 

was very dependent upon the natural resource base at this 

time. One further point may be noted; the magnitude of the 

total capital held by individual enterprises makes it likely 

that their operations were purely commercial. This is 

i1nportant when considering the utility of von Thunen' s 

model, for family farmers who gain non-economic rewards from 

agriculture would probably not set their scale of production 

by efficiency criteria. 

l<~ollowing from the tabulations that have been presented, 

it is possible to 1nake a rather speculative assessment of 

holding returns, on the assumption that the sample properties 

can be allocated turn-off and gross proceeds fro1n sales in 

proportion to their share of the total Territory cattle 

population (approximately one million in 1949-50). Table J.5 
gives the results of this procedure. The figures show that the 

level of return to capital among the sa1nple holdings was 

relatively high, though the limitations of the data must be 

borne in mind. However, it is interesting to use this 
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Table 3.4: The level and cornposition of capital investment, 

station average, 1949-50 

Capital item 

Made waters 

Fencing 

Yards and buildings 

Plant and machinery 

Total (excl. cattle) 

Cattle 

TOTAL CAPITAL 

Value ( $) 

10, 91r1 

lr,3115 

5,771 

7,591 

28 '61,.8 

182,867 

211,51.5 

Percentage of total 
inve s trnen t -'------

5.2 

2,0 

2.7 

3.6 

13 . .5 

86.5 

100.0 

structure to gauge the effects of spatial variations in 

farmgate prices. The tables show that the average property 

payment for transport was $5.90 per beast sold. The 

return to capital and management income for a holding with 

the same structure that was located at the market would 

have been about 11.4· per cent, while payments of $20.00 

per beast would reduce returns to 1.1 per cent. This 

illustrates that rate payments and local variations in 

market prices could exert a critical influence on the 

profitability of land-use and makes it reasonable to 

suppose that less favoured operators would seek to minimise 

their disadvantage by adjusting their scale of production. 

Although it would seem that transport costs were an 

important determinant of unit returns at the start of the 

decade, it is necessary to consider the relative influence 

of temporal variations in costs and profits to set the 

spatial equilibrium hypothesis in perspective. Figure J,2 

presents the cost index that was calculated on a yearly 

basis by the BAE as a basis for the renegotiation of prices 

under the Australian-U.nited Kingdom Meat Ag-reement. The 

cumulative change is plotted 1vith the percentage yearly 

movement in the average Cannon Hill price over the decade, 
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'J'able 3.5: The. estimated net income structure o:f holdings, 

19119-50 

Basis of estimate: 

Number of cattle on sample properties 

Number of cattle in the Northern Territorya 

Estimated value of Territory turn-offa 

Estitnated Territory turn-off (head)a 

Assumed turn-o:ff of sample properties (head) 

Assumed average market pricea 

Calculated structure: 

A Cash Income 

B Cash Costs (all costs including outward 
:freight, less operators labour 
allowance and depreciation) 

C Net Cash Income (A-B) 

D Description 

E Net ~arm Income (C-F) 

F Operator's Labour Allowance 

G Capital and Management Income 

1-I Total capital 

Percentage Return to Capital and Management 
Income 

130,000 

1,019,000 

$5,000,000 

125,000 

1,083 

$h0 

$ 

113,333 

21,687 

21 '6116 

2,513 

19,133 

1 '1190 

17,6113 

211,515 

8.3 

Sources: a, Northern Territory: report, 1949-50; and 

Tables 3.3 and 3.4. 

On the twin assumptions that the production function 

remained static over the ten year period and that the price 

series reflects the trends on the South Australian and 

Queensland markets, it is possible to draw certain 

conclusions about movements in returns per beast sold. 

Between 1950 and 1958 total costs rose by eighty-three 

per cent by which time prices had begun to respond 

dramatically to the ~nerican export tttarket. It would appear 

that the early 1950s were a period of relatively stable 

income :followed by three poorer years :from 1955 to 1957. 

However reference to Table 3.1 indicates that properties 
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Fig. 3.2: Index movements of costs and prices in the 

Austrulian beef industry 1949-50 to 1259-60 
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in the orbits or the Wyndham and Darwin markets would have 

been raced with a cost-price squeeze in the late rirties. 

The implications or these trends are that transport costs 

probably became less important in the structure or returns 

ror properties other than those tied to northern markets. 

However it seems that accessibility in the wider sense 
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of access to high price markets probably became more 

critical as a determinant or spatial variations in returns. 

Though these conclusions are relevant to the hypotheses 

under consideration, a further point must be made on the 

strictly non-spatial aspect of the cost-price relationship. 

Spatial equilibrium demands that producers are sensitive 

to differences in net received prices \~hich are locationally 

determined and this suggests that temporal elasticity of 

supply should be evident where this is true. Consider two 

producers in the South Austl'alian supply area, at the 

nearest and most distant locations from the railhead at 

Alice Springs. The supplier on the market boundary will 

pay droving ?harges of approximately $2.00 per beast which 

would accrue to a comparable operator near the market as 

a profit. However during the decade prices rose by $75.00 

per beast f.o.r. Alice Springs. Further, market price 

fluctuations between years and often between months 

exceeded the differentiation caused by transport costs. 

The reasonableness of the location rent theorem therefore 

depends upon the existence of a long-run adjustment to a 

stable pattern of comparative accessibility. Clearly the 

magnitude of temporal variations in market prices suggests 

that location may be of secondary importance amongst the 

constellation of decisions on factor use and scale that 

managers must make. This does not affect the argument that 

transport cost~ will affect situation rents but it does 
.. 

mean that intensity rent re~ponses may be obscured by more 

general supply considerations. 

2. The determinants of pro·perty output 

As has been noted the immediate causes of variations in 

land rents are differences in the net return per unit of 

• ',' ·.I ' I • • I r ' ' I j ' ' ' ' '- r ~ ' ' - • ' 



output and the gross production o:f individual holdings, 

The :following section considers the temporal influences 

which condition the level o:f production o:f properties. 

~deally all :firms should be in long-rm1 equilibrium so that 

the statistics :for their gross annual output, which are 

used to identify traces of adjustment to location in the 

third section of this chapter, \~ould reflect a totally 

rational choice of intensity of land-use. In practice 

short-run considerations may be extremely important in 

maximising· the use of all available resources. The factors 

\vhich may lead producers to market cattle are 

(i) Supply considerations: 

(a) the need to destock :following a run of good or 
bad seasons; 

(b) the need to sell stock to cover short-term 
illiquidity; 

(c) the need to dispose of stock due to an 
imbalance in the herd structure; 

(d) the disposal of stock on the transfer of a 
holding. 

(ii) Demand considerations: 

(a) response to short-term specialist demands; 

(b) response to a long-run increase in market 
prices; 

(c) response to a change in comparative 
accessibility. 

All the causes of cattle sales which have been 

enumerated may overlap so that the coincidence of a local 

demand for store cattle to restock a station may suit a 

nejghbouring operator who wishes to reduce his stocking 

rate or service a debt. Hence it is impossible to classify 

movements to separate the properties that are only influenced 

by long-run consideration of unit returns. In addition it 

is easily appreciated that, even in the absence of supply 

considerations, the adjustment o:f production to a new demand 

structure or a change in accessibility to markets may require 

a considerable time period. In the case of a property 

responding, :for instance, to an immediate increase in fat

stock prices it would take the operator at least two years 

to change from a specialisation in store production, and 

: ' • l .~ , • -'· • I, ,1• ' 
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during this period the operator would forego income. If the 

same property were to aim at long-term adjUstment to the 

new price structure it would require a change in herd 

composition and the reorganisation of the input mix which 

would show results over a far longer span. 

The dynamics of the production function are therefore 

complex and consideration will be restricted to response to 

two factors -- short term movements in prices and the impact 

of drought. The influence of temporal variations in unit 

commodity returns has been detailed in the first part of this 

section. It is immediately obvious that short-term 

fluctuations in market prices may tempt some operators to 

mine their cattle resources to gain windfall profits. These 

properties will therefore show an abnormally high output 

for a few years. Signs of elasticity of supply of this form 

may be observed in Fig. J,J which g-raphs the total production 

of the Northern Territory over the study period. Here an 

upswing in production in the late fifties corresponds to 

the general rise in prices occasioned by the opening of the 

United States market for boner quality beef. However, the 

fall in total production in the early 1960s shows that the 

response could not be maintained. A braille-down of production 

between supplies to the South Australian and Queensland 

markets suggests the reason for the absence of a regular 

response to price. These two supply areas are almost 

discrete with the former being restricted to properties in 

the Alice Springs District and the latter being supplied 

primarily from the Barkly Tableland with some additions from 

the ~emaining two regions. It appears that the peaks of the 

main distribution are occasioned by abnormalities in one of 

the other of the sub-systems,· and these seem to result from 
1 the effects of drought. Thus in the first half of the 

1 
The relative effects of climatic variations and demand on 

supply response at the national level have been discussed 
by Patterson, R.A., 'The influence of Rainfall on Beef Cattle 
Numbers', Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics, 10 
(1957),pp.l6-21, and Bennet, A.G., 'The Effect of Recent low 
Slaughterings on Beef Cattle Numbers', Quarterly Review of 
Agricultural Economics, 12 (1959),pp.lJ9-145. 
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Fig, 3, 3: Variations in the level of total sales in 

the Northern Territory, 1949-50 to 1966-67 
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decade there were fluctuations within the Queensland supply 

area following a succession of bad years in the north of the 

Northern Territory from 1951 to 1954. In contrast a run of 

normal years in the Alice Springs District over the same 
1 period seems to have produced a relatively stable output. 

Broadly, 1956 can be counted as a good year for the 

'~hole of the Northern Terri tory but this was followed by a 

succession of bad years in the Alice Springs District which 

marked the start of an eight-year drought. The effect of 

this distrubance can be seen in the turn-off figures which 

sho1~ peaks caused by the sale of store stock to reduce 

pressu~e on feed. Again contrasting with this trend is the 

relatively stable contribution to the Queensland market 

under more favourable seasonal conditions. These conclusions 

would tend to support the view that production in the 

Northern Territory is in part in an ecological rather than 

an economic equilibrium. In so far as the empirical work 

that follows is affected it is reasonable to view the 1957 
season as fairly normal for both supply regions. The 

analysis the.n proceeds on this assumption, but the analyses 

of spatial equilibrium should be set in the context of the 

temporal influences on production that have been described 

here. 

C. EXCHANGE AND PRODUCTION IN 1957 -- EVIDENCE OF 

ADJUSn1ENT TmvARDS SPATIAL EQUILIBRiill1 

Spatial equilibrium in agriculture has three basic 

compononts. The first is the determination of exchange 

equilibrium within a bounded system given known levels of 

production from each supply point and known demands at 

processing centres. This leads to the minimisation of total 

transport costs and the generation of situation rents. The 

second problem involves the resolution of equilibrium outputs 

for every supply point under a given structure of net received 

1 
Rainfall incidence is shown on the IJI.nnual Rainfall Maps 

of Australia~ ,,Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, (annual). 
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prices. This leads to the maximisation of' producers profits, 

and the sum of' property rents. Finally there is a third 

problem in '~hich the system is directed towards the 

minimisation of' the sum of' transport and processing costs 

by the identification of' optimal locations f'or the commodity 

processing industry. Only the first two components will be 

considered in this section -- the final problem being delayed 

until Chapter 5, which is concerned with some of' the 

dynamics or' the accessibility function. 

1. Spatial influences on commodity returns 

a. Exchange equilibrium and the minimisation of' 

transport costs 

The extension of' the von Thlinen's model to the study 

industry has been based on the assumption that property net 

received prices, or marginal returns, result from a rational 

appreciation of' alternative markets by producers. In the 

Isolated State farmers had no choice in allocation so that 

f'armgate prices were a linear function of' distance from the 

central market. However, it is easily appreciated that 

spatial price equilibrium will arise in any bounded system 

where producers maximise net returns. Thus, in discussing 

the extension of' the model, von Thlinen states 

... local farmers, who have the constant choice of' 
sending their grain to the capital or to the local 
town, will sell their grain locally if' the small 
town pays f'or it the price it fetches at the capital 1 
less the cost of' transport; i.e. its value on the farm. 

The degree to '~hich this condition is met in reality gives 

an important guide to the role of' transport costs in 

consignment and production decisions. This in turn allows 

inferences to be drawn on the probable ef'f'ects of' improvements 

in transportation on the intensity and profitability of' land

use. Before these assessments cap. be made f'or an industry 

it is necessary to take account of' mobility constraints on 

consignment. Then the efficiency of' the actual exchange 

1 
Hall, P. (ed), von Thiliien 1 s Isolated State, Oxford, 1966, 

p.l?J. 
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system may be measured by comparing its price structures with 

those of a normative solution. 1 

Table 3.6 shows the basic structure of production in 

the whole of the study industry for 1957 (calendar year). 

The composition of turn-off appears to be fairly typical of 

the preceding seven years 1~ith consignments of store stock 

making up over half the total trade. The pattern of 

Table 3.6: The Composition and allocation of turn-off in 1957 

Destination 

Queensland 
South Australia 
\vyndham 
Philippines (live) 
Dan~in town consumption 
Alice Springs town consumption 
Other Northern Territory consumption 

Total apparent production 

Other movements: 
Imports from \vestern Australia 
Intra-Territory transfers 

a. estimated 

Fats 

15,735 
24,844 

4,005 
999 

6,oooa 
1,000 

17,775 

70,358 

Stores 

63,489 
13,639 

77,128 

8,109 
20,378 

Sources: NTAAIB stock permits, NTAAIB Annual Reports 
1956-57 and 1957-58, and Quarterly returns 
from the NTAAIB to the Commonwealth Statistician 
(unpublished). 

allocation shows the dominance of exports to Queensland, 

while sales.to the \Yyndham meatworks and consignments to 

the Philippines were of small importances. Since intra-

Territory transfers between properties were highly diverse, 

1 
Transportation Problem solutions for the allocations 

discussed in this thesis have been calculated by the MODI 
method, as descri·bed by Hadley, G., Linear Programming, 
Reading, ;I-962, pp.273-322, u,sing a programme developed 
by IBM, on the Australian National University's IBM 360/50 
computer. 
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it is only possible to consider movements to four markets 

and these can be represented by the towns of Mt Isa, Alice 

Springs, \vyndham and Darwin. Thus the problem is to assess 

the role of transport costs in the determination of the supply 

area boundaries of these centres. Data on the origin of 

supplies has been drawn from an examination of the 685 stock 

permits issued during the turn-off season. Although this 

record is unreliable in detail, it is believed that it 

presents a valid picture of the exchange system in the study 

year, :for checks against published and confidential quarterly 

aggregations revealed no significant discrepancies. Map J,2 

shows the size and destinations of the consignments of the 

118 holdings from the basic station population that 

contributed cattle to the f'our major markets. Local 

consumption at Darwin and Alice Springs has been added to 

their through-shipments. 

The most obvious feature of the exchange pattern is the 

relatively discrete character of supply area boundaries. In 

the case of consignments to the South Australian market, 

the boundary ;vas determined by the location of the line (the 

'pleura line' in ~lap J.l) which separated the Central 

Australian Pleuropeneumonia Protected Area (C.A.P.P.A.) from 

the remainder of the Northern Territory. The Area was 

declared in 1956 and imports of cat.tle from districts in 

which the disease was endemic were prohibited. Hence the 

S9uth Australia supply area, which corresponds fairly well 

with the Alice Springs District, can be treated as a separate 

marketing system. In the three northern Districts, 

Queensland took about eighty-seven per cent of the total 

turn-off and the influence of this market extended for over 

900 stockroute miles from Mt Isa (to Auvergne station in 

the Victoria River District). Since movement by droving is 

associated with deterioration losses on :fatstock, distance 

was a mjaor determinant of the pattern of specialisation. 

This point will be considered later in this section. For 

producers on the margins of this market, there were 

opportunities to sell fats to the \vyndham meatworks (in the 

north-west) and to the Manila trade (in the Top End). As 

· .. ), . ' ... 
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seen on the map, 1vyndh·am drew some supplies from !vlontejinni 

station (some J50 miles distant), while cattle travelled 

550 miles from Helen Springs to Darwin. In the latter case, 

the consignments were transported by rail from Larrimal1. 

junction and the presence of the north-south line goes some 

way to explain the southern attenuation of this supply area. 

Having considered some of the basic influences on the 

actual pattern of exchange, it is possible to compare it to 

a . normative solution in more abstract terms. A total least-

cost allocation can be calculated by solving the 

Transportation Problem by linear programming. The requirements 

are that total shipments equal gross consumption and that the 

costs of transporting the traded good from each origin to 

each potential destination are known. The rate cost payment 

series described in the first part of this chapter has been 

used to build up a matrix of transport costs under droving. 

It is important to note that the Problem assumes special 

economic conditions 

Specifically, it characterises the case in which a 
specific crop has been harvested, storage cannot be 
expanded and ·consumer purchases are invariant for a 
wide range of prices. Under the assumption of 
competitive markets, shipments are made as long as 
transport costs are covered. Market prices are 
determined by the cost of malcing the marginal 
shipments to each market, and the distribution 
pattern will be such that net revenue will be a 
maximum for each supply point,l 

In addition, it is based on the premise that all 

consignments take place in response to a single set of demand 

1 
Egbert, .A.C., and Heady, E.O., 'Interregional Competition' 

or Spatial Equilibrium Ivlodels in Farm Supply Analysis', in 
Heady, E. 0., et al., Agricultural Supply Functions -
estimating techniques and interpretations, Ames, 1961, p.206. 

' ' ' ' • ' • ' '' , I , I I 1 ' . ~ ' 



Nap 3. 2: The actual allocation of stock between markets, 

1957. 

Source: NTAAIB stock permit data. 
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conditions, while it is assumed that the traded good is 

homogeneous and does not deteriorate in transit. 1 

105 

No break:-dm~n is available between :fat and store sales 

at the holding level :for the whole industry in 1957. 

Co.l.-;equently all stock are taken as being o:f uniform quality 

winch circumscribes the conclusions that can be dra1~n :from a 

comparison o:f the actual and normative patterns. Map J,J 

shows the total least-cost allocation. Since producers are 

assumed to have perfect knowledge o:f market prices and make 

rational consignment decisions, there are no zones o:f overlap 

or indifference. Three points may be noted :from the 

comparison o:f the maps. First, the similarity between the 

extent o:f the South Australia supply area in both cases is 

striking. This suggests that the pleura-line merely 

reinforced the division between the southern and northern 

marketing systems. Second, the depth o:f the overlap zones 

o:f the Wyndham and Darwin trades on the Queensland supply 

area becomes apparent. The explanation here lies in the 

:fact that their demands were :for a di:f:ferent quality o:f 

cattle, so that some properties :found it profitable to turn

o:f:f both :fats and stores. Third, the comparison points up 

the western extension o:f the influence o:f the Queensland 

market in the Victoria River District. A major reason :for 

this situation appears to have been the presence o:f company 

liru~ages and the practice o:f staging store movements by 

spelling cattle on depot stations on the Barl-::ly Tableland, 

Thus stock :from Auvergne were dispatched via Avon Downs to 

a Queensland :fattening unit in the same organisation 

(Brighton Downs). The structure o:f marketing in this period 

will be considered in more detail in the :first section o:f 

Chapter 5. 

1 
The relationship between spatial equilibriwn and trade 

movements is discussed by Samuelson, P.A., 'Spatial Price 
Equilibrium and Linear Progra~ning' , American Economic 
Review, 42 (1952), pp.28J-JOJ and Orr, E.W., 'A Synthesis 
o:f theories o:f location,o:f transport rates and o:f spatial 
price equilibrium', Papers and Proceedings o:f the Regional 
Science Association, J (1957), pp.6l-7J. 

• - ' ' ' \ ; ' • ' • ' ' r • • 



Map 3.3: The total least-cost (Transportation Problem) 

allocation of stock between markets, 1957. 

Source: See text. 
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At this stage certain broad conclusions may be drawn 

from the analysis. Visual comparison of the patterns sug·gests 

that there is a strong correspondence between the allocations 

and confirms that transport costs are an important 

consideration in consignment decisions. The correlation 

coefficient bet\~een the unit transport cost series of the two 

patterns is highly significant (r = 0.94), while adherence 

to the normative solution would have saved only $250 in rate 

payments (slightly more than one per cent of the estimated 

industry transport payment to drovers). However, it is 

apparent that the demand schedules of the markets are more 

important in determining supply area boundaries than rate 

costs. It is obvious that, if transport payments were the 

main consideration, the boundaries could be drawn by 

centering Thiessen polygons on the four markets. This 

suggests that it is important to examine the role of price 

in consignment in more detail. 

b. Exchange equilibrium and the maximisation of commodity 

net received prices 

Some further deductions on the interaction between 

transport costs and demand can be drawn by comparing the 

farmgate price structures of the actual and normative 

patterns. Since store stock vary widely in quality it is 

impossible to formulate a consistent price series, so that 

the discussion must take place in the context of the figures 

given in Table 3.1. Gross receipts in 1957 for beasts of 

500 lb dressed weight would have been 

$53.10 

$37-55 

$50.00 

$41.00 

Alice Springs 

Mt Isa 

Wyndham 

Darwin. 

The difference between these prices would determine the 

choice of markets, taking account of rate payments, in a 

rational and uniform system. Thus a producer would weigh 

the $15.55 head differential between the Queensland and 

South Australian offers against the cost of droving cattle 
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to the alternative terminals. In this case it is apparent 

from Fig. J .1 that rate payments \~auld be wHikely to tilt 

the balance in favour of Queensland. This points to the 

need to examine the relevance of the concept of spatial 

price equilibrium to the real world. 

In equilibrium, supply area bocmdaries will meet where 

net received prices are equal. If v represents market prices 

at alternative centres j and k, and t represents the rate 

costs paid on one unit of the commodity moving from the 

supplier i to j and k, then 

( i) t .. 
~J 

= - t.l = 0 
~c 

and, where u is the farmgate price, the following relationship 

will hold for all movements, 

(ii) v 
X 

u ~ 
y 

t xy 

These fw1.ctions can be compared for the actual and normative 

price structures, at supply area boundaries. The relevant 

information is given in Table J.7, where the subscripts a 

and n denote the two sets. 

Table 3. 7 Actual and normative fatstock price structures 

at supply area intersection points, 1957, 

Property Destination o:f Pattern u v t 
cattle 

Banka Banka Queensland (n) -0.70 l. 95 2.65 
II (a) -2.65 o.oo 2.65 

South Australia (n) -0.70 l. 20 l. 90 
II (a) 1J,65 15 .. 55 l. 90 

Victoria River Darwin (n) -2.12 l. 6J J.75 
Downs II (a) -O.JO J.45 J.75 

Wyndham (n) -2.12 -0.90 l. 22 
II (a) 11.23 12.45 1.22 

Queensland (n) -2.12 l. 95 4.07 
II (a) -lr. 07 o.oo lr. 07 

Sources: See text, 

., 
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Since consignments in the linear programming solution 

are in perfect adjusttnentithe price at each ntarket is pitched 

so that it just covers the transport costs of its furthest 

supplier. In the table, the marginal market price at the 

Alice Springs railhead is $1.20 per beast which is just 

sufficient to pay droving charges frotn Banka Banka, when 

account is taken of the negative farmgate price at this supply 

point. The equality of the normative sets at the t1~0 

properties is also specified by the constraints of the 

problem. The u and v values are also known as the marg·inal 

value products or 'shadow prices' at the origin and 

destinations of movetnents. 

The discrepancies between the actual and normative 

structures confirtn that spatial price equilibrium was 

absent, assuming that the series give an accurate picture 

of local demand conditions, and permit an assessment ofthe 

degree of deviation. For instance, Banka Banka lost $16.JO 

per beast on consignments to Queensland which gives an 

indication of the economic effects of the declaration of the 

C.A.P.P.A. which excluded northern producers from shipping 

fatstock to Adelaide. In the remaining Districts, the 

relative role of the Wyndhatn market is interesting. It 

appears that its significant price advantage 1~as insufficient 

to capture consignments destined for Queensland. Two 

explanations may be given here. The first, the influence 

of company linkages, has already been discussed. An 

alternative interpretation is that the rate of deterioration 

on fatstock moving to Wyndham was such that it offset the 

apparent price gain. If receipts for fats at Victoria 

River Downs ($48.78) are compared to offers for store stock 

for the Queensland trade of about $20.00, the poor mobility 

characteristics of droving become apparent. However, this 

explanation must be qualified and this problem is examined 

in more detail in Chapter 5. At this stage it is sufficient 

to note that direct spatial price equilibrium was not 

apparent in 1957, and that the demand schedules of the 

respective markets were the major determinants of the pattern 

of transport costs. These findings suggest that the best 
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1neans of improving the transport cost situation in 1957 

1night have been the introduction of additional processing 

plants. 

2. Spatial influences on gross output 

a. Shadow prices and situation rents 

1 .. . 2 . Both Stevens and von Boventer have drawn attent1on to 

the fact that the shadow price structures generated by the 

dual of the Trasnportation Problem can be interpreted as 

location rents. Hare specif'ically the u values should be 

termed a measure of location rent per unit of marginal 

station production capacity. This theoretcial construct 

is seen clearly in context when reference is made to the 

common ground be G\veen all exchange equilibrium models that 

has become obvious as the Thunen model has been developed 

in this thesis. For both the programming and actual 

allocation systems it would be possible to calculate 

property situation rents by aggregating the marginal 

differences in farmgate prices and expressing this value 

per unit of station area. Since the net received price 

differences are the variations in marginal returns which 

should influence producer's scale decisions, there seems 

little value in calculating these quantities. 

b. Variations in gross outputs and intensity rents 

Although the evidence on adjustutent to exchange 

equilibrium casts some doubt on the operation of this portion 

of the theory, the results do not preclude the possibility 

that production could be in equilibrium with the actual 

structure of marginal returns. Hence producers could adjust 

their scale of operations to the farmgate prices that are 

1 
Stevens, B .H., 'Linear Programming and Location Rent 1 , 

Journal of Regional Science, J (1961), pp.l5-26. 
2 

von Biiventer, E., 1The relationship between transportation 
costs and Location Rent in Transportation Problems', 
Journal of Regional Science, J (1961), pp.27-40, 
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determined by their perception of alternative marketing 

opportunities. 1 On the assumption that these values are an 

adequate surrogate for the opportunity costs of marketing, 

including the managerial decision, it is possible to test the 

hypothesis that intensity of land-use is, in part, a function 

of accessibility. According to the von Thunen' s model both 

the form and scale of the production function may change 

within an industry in response to variations in marginal 

returns. Von Thunen demonstrates the existence of the first 

response by demarcating the boundaries of different systems 

of rye cultivation around the central market. In the study 

industry the analogous case is specialisation of properties 

in either store o:r· fatstock production, though here both 

tnobility and elasticity effects may operate in the choice 

of the form of output. It is therefore relevant to discuss 

the evidence for adjustment to variations in droving rate 

costs and distance from market centres. 

It has proved possible to reconstruct the division 

between consignments of store and fat cattle in 1957 for the 

holdings that contributed stock to Queensland. The 

procedure involved some assessments so that the figures 

are not accurate in detail. Table J.S shows the results of 

classifying the output of the twenty-eight properties by 

distance zones from the Mt Isa railhead. 

Zones 2 to 5 show a regular fall in the contribution 

of slaughter stock to the total production of properties, 

as distance from the market terminal increases, Zone 5 

contains all sales from beyond the western edge of the 

Barkly Tableland, and here the mobility characteristics of 

droving over poor country preclude the dispatch of fat 

1 
The logical structure of the theorem that :ror every spatial 

location there is some jointly optimum intensity o:f land use, 
type of land use and group o:f markets, the selection of '~hich 
by the agricultural entrepreneur leads to spatially ordered 
patterns of land use', is discussed by Garrison, W.L. and 
Marble, D.F., 'The spatial structure of Agricultural 
Activities', Annals o:f the Association of American Geographers, 
47 (1957)' pp.l37-144. 
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Table 3.8: The composition of turn-off in the Queensland supply area in 1957, 

by distance zones 

Miles by Number of 
stockroute cattle 
from Mt Isa marketed 

a 

Zone l:l00-200 ll,89l 

Zone 2:200-300 18,256 

Zone 3:300-400 13,547 

Zone 4:400-550 26,330 

Zone 5: over 550 9,200 

Total I 79,224 

Number of 
properties 

3 

5 

8 

8 

4 

28 

Average 
property 
turn-off 

3,964 

3,651 

1,693 

3,291 

2,]00 
-

2,829 

Percentage 
of fats in 
turn-off 

26 

34 

20 

14 

0 

20 

Number 
of fats 

3,124 

6,193 

2 '723 

3,639 

15,679 

a. Turn-off of nearer properties includes staging and fattening of imported stores. 

Source: Unpublished Quarterly Returns supplied by the NTAAIB to the Commonwealth 

Statistician. 

1-' 
1-' 
l\) 
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animals, The decrease over the Barkly Tableland, \vhich is 

relatively homogeneous and offers good stock-route feed, 

suggests that the elasticity effect may have operated here. 

The first zone is interestipg for the proportion of fats in 

the turn-off is low. This may be due to the influence of 

management variations which beco1ne particularly important 

in aggregations for small numbers of properties. An 

alternative explanation is that these stations could supply 

store cattle to Channel Country holdings via the Georgina 

stockroute because of their relative proximity. The 

advantage here would have been that these cattle would 

eventually be sold on the Brisbane market at prices superior 

to returns at Townsville. Hence store prices on the 

receiving units would be higher. This opportunity might 

not have been open to more distant suppliers because 

cattle suffer excessive loss of condition on very long 

treks. 

According to the Isolated State model, producers 

distant from the market would adjust their scale of output 

to take account of lo\ver receipts. As Table J,S shows, 

there was a tendency for production per property to fall 

between the first and fifth zones. Further insights 

on this point can be gained by examining the relationship 

between parameters of station output per square mile and 

the indices of accessibility at the industry scale, The 

production data have been derived from the stock permit 

aggregations (see Map J.2), Table J,9 presents the 

significant correlation coefficients for a matrix of 

comparisons between the dependent variable (scale per unit 

of land) and parameters of accessibility, land quality and 

holding area, Two measures of land-use intensity are 

available for the 118 holdings that marketed stock; total 

sales per square mile, and net turn-off per square mile 

(sales less purchases). The results sho~V that there was 

a significant inverse relationship between rate payments 

to drovers and intensity. \vhile this supports the view that 

transportation payments influence scale the relative 

wealcness of the correlation and the possibility of bias from 
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Ta.ble J.Q: Significant correlations between indices of' land-use intensity and basi~ hol.ding charact:~ristics, 1957 

All contributing 
holdings (N=l.l.S)a 

Sales per square 
mile 

Net turn-off per 
square mile 

Holdings outside 
the Alice Springs 
District (N=51)b 

Sal.es per square 
mile 

Net turn-off per 
square mile 

Value index of' 
net turn-off per 
square mile 

Percentage of 
f'ats in sales 

Droving rate 
cost per beast 

-0.22 

-0.2J 

Farmgate price 
dif'f'erentia1 
f'or :fats 

-O.J4 

a ' r is Significant at the 5 per cent level at 0.17 
r is significant at the 1 per cent level at 0,25 

b ' r is significant at the 5 per cent level at 0.27 

r is significant ~t the 1 per cent level at O.J5 

Sources: See text 

S~ock-route Direct distance 
distance 
to main 
market 

-0.4J 

to main market 

-0.52 

Theoretical Index of' 
herd capacity average 

l.and 
quality 

0.27 0.55 

0.24 0.52 

O.Jl. 0.62 

0.29 0.59 

o.s4 0.45 

-O.Jl. 

Station 
area 

0.48 

-O.J4 

1-' 
1-' ..,. 
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the introduction or a mob size criterion in the calculation 

or rates, precludes further interpretation. The link between 

land quality and intensity is more definite and points to 

the role or the resource base in production. Further 

in:ferences can be drmvn :from the data by considering the 

pattern o:f output in the three northern Districts (where 

it is possible to distinguish store and fatstock components 

in turn-o:f:fs). Once again, land quality appears to be a 

particularly important determinant o:f scale. The parameters 

o:f accessibility are not directly related to intensity, and 

this remains true :for an estimate o:f value o:f output per 

square mile calculated on the assumption that slaughter 

cattle were 2.25 times more valuable than stores (i.e. 

cornparing stores worth approximately $20.0 per head with 

:fats worth $45.0 per beast). 

Ho~Vever, distance from markets appears to have been 

directly linked to enterprise choice for there is a strong 

inverse correlation between this :factor and the percentage 

or slaughter cattle in station production. This confirms 

the deductions that were drawn :from Table J,S, The overall 

results o:f the analysis point to the relative unimportance 

or elasticity efrects in determining scale, so that the 

industry does not appear to have adjusted markedly towards 

spatial production equilibrium. This makes it necessary to 

consider the impact o:f variations in land quality and 

holding size and to adopt a multivariate approach in the 

search :for complementarity ef:fects, As Table J,9 sho\vs,the 

index of average land quality is related to all parameters 

o:f intensity. Station area is not a major influence on 

scale but has an interesting relationship to enterprise 

type, The bigger properties tend to specialise in producing 

store cattle and have higher gross returns per unit of land. 

The theoretical herd capacity measure, which represents the 

resource base of each holding, has been used to take account 

of both o:f these variables. As can be seen from the table, 

it is relatively highly correlated with the value index of 

turn-off and is inversely related to the degree of 

specialisation in the production o:f fatstock in the northern 

Districts. This makes it probable that the measure is a 
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reasonable surrogate for the comparative natural advantages 

o:f holdings. 

Twenty-four regression equations have been calculated 

to estimate the influence of variations in accessibility on 

property sales, using the herd capacity measure as a 

constant independent variable. Four groups of properties 

were used; the whole population, the 118 holdings that were 

active in 1957, the units of the Alice Springs District, 

and those of the three northern Districts. The parameters 

of accessibility were the stock-route distance from each 

unit to its most patronised market, the index of actual 

droving rate payments and the index of farmgate prices 

for fatstock. The models \vere duplicated using raw and 

log-transformed data. The possibility of using the value 

of turn-off and the net turn-off figures as dependent 

variables was examined and calculations were completed for 

output per unit of land functions. In each case the 

results were less significant than for the comparable 

version of the basic equation. 1 The most general results 

from the main analysis were given by the following two 

models. They refer to the whole population of stations 

(N=l79). 

The first expresses the relationship between sales 

(x1 ), and land resources (x
2

) and actual rate payments (x
3

). 

(i) Log x1 = 0.85 + 0.86 log x2 - 0.81 log XJ 

t-values 

R = 0.54 

6.66 

R
2 = O.JO 

-4.19 

The multiple-correlation coefficient for this equation is 

statistically significant beyond the one per cent probability 

level and the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination 

indicates that thirty per cent of the variation in holding 

output was explained by the two independent factors. The 't' 

statistics for the regression coefficients show that they 

1 
Tests o.f significance in Part 2 use the tabulations 

provided by Arkin, H., and Colton, R.R., Tables for 
Statisticians, New York, 1950. 
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tvere significantly different from zero at the one per cent 

level (this can be interpreted as evidence that each :factor 

makes a distinct contribution to the function, while the 

coefficients give a reliable estimate of the rate of change 

in the dependent variable with respect to changes in each 

independent variable \dthin a ral).ge determined by their 

standard errors). Equation (i) suggests that operators 

did take account of droving costs in determining holding 

scale in 1957, though other factors \~ere more important. 

Since there is a possibility that mob size considerations 

introduce a system~tic bias, no further interpretation will 

be made of this equation. 

The second equation employs the farmgate price index 

as the second independent variable (x
4

) 

(ii) log xl = 0.44 + 1.00 log x2 - 0.80 log x4 

t-values - 8.15 - 5-57 

R = 0. 58 2 R = O.J4. 

This function gives a slightly better guide to sales 

and the coefficients are more reliable than those of 

equation (i). The relationship between net received prices 

and output can be given economic meaning by considering 

the nature of the model. 1 In logarithmic functions, the 

regression coefficients may be interpreted as the 

elasticities of the product with respect to the independent 

variables. Thus the regression coefficient of the 

logarithm of farmgace prices (x
4
), on the logarithm of 

output (x1 ) for the 179 holdings is -0.80, which indicates 

that, on average, an increase in the farmgate price 

differential of one per cent is associated with an increase 

in output of 0.80 per cent, keeping land quality constant. 

1 
The interpretation of the regression models presented 

in Part 2 is based on the treatment o:f production function 
analysis in Heady, E.O., Johnson, G.L., and Hardin, L.S. 
(eds.), Resource Productivity, Returns to Scale, and Farm 
Size, Ames, .1956; particularly chapter 16, Haver, C.B., 
'Economic Interpretation of Production Function Estimates', 
pp.lli6-159-
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The standard error of the coefficient is 0.14, \vhich gives 

the range o:f accuracy o:f the prediction (that is between 

0.66 and 0.94 per cent). Estimates can be provided in unit 

term,; by quantifying the relationship at the geometric means 

of the variables. Thus the geometric mean o:f output is 

1.793, \•'hich is the logarithm for 62.17 (l'{ead), while the 

comparable :figures :for the net received price differential 

are 0.711 and $5.14. Hence a 5 cent per beast rise in 

receipts is associated with an increase in production of 

approximately 0.50 beasts per property. This is more 

meaningfully expressed by stating that, on average, holding 

land quality constant, a $1.00 fall in the price o:f fatstock 

:for properties at increasing distances :from a market centre, 

was associated with a decline in output of ten cattle per 

enterprise in 1957. 

These results suggest that spatial variations in the 

comparative locational advantages of stations did influence 

the pattern of land-use in the beef industry in the early 

part o:f the study period. However, this factor is of 

relatively minor importance when compared to the influences 

that are not included in the models. These would include 

the effects of differential investment in plant and 

improvements, variations in labour usage and management 

skill, and short-run considerations in consignment. Lack 

of data precludes further investigation of the relationship 

between these factors and output, and of possible links to 

differences in accessibility. The available evidence points 

to the wider importance of land quality as a determinant 

of land-use intensity and holding output and suggests that 

the need to balance stock numbers against resource 

depletion ~ay have circumscribed the production opportunities 

of operators. Natural conditions also appear to have 

exerted a strong influence on consignment decisions in the 

short-run, through the effects of drought. The validity of 

these observations will be checked in the subsequent 

empirical work which uses more extensive data sources and 

considers output over a five year span. 
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The findings of the work described in this chapter can 

be summarised in two sets. The first contains those that 

bear upon the identification and measurement of location 

rents. The concept of spatial equilibrium in exchange allows 

the von Th6nen model to be extended to multi-market systems, 

and the Transportation Problem provides a means of 

measuring the apparent adherence of a commodity flow pattern 

to a total least-cost solution. Although consignments 

in the Northern Territory beef industry are influenced by 

a range or institutional and mobility considerations, the 

comparison beb!een the actual and normative flows was 

instructive. It coni'irmed that producers did minimise 

transport costs within the constraints imposed by market 

demands. However, the examination of the structure of 

:farmgate prices at supply area intersections showed that 

spatial price equilibrium was not immediately evident in 

reality. This confirms the need to examine the process 

of price formation in more detail and this topic is 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

The structure of costs in the early 1950s showed that 

market pric~ and rate payment variations were important 

determinants of profits at a constant scale. The relative 

:flexibility of the production function suggested that 

producers could adjust their operations to take account of 

differences in property accessibilit~ and the narrow and 

fixed choice of markets made it possible that intensity 

rents could be identified :from an examination of output per 

unit of land. Correlation analysis showed that adjustment 

to the actual consignment pattern in 1957 '~as not evident 

at this level. Further work incorporated the influence 

of land quality and holding size by formulating multiple 

regression models of output. The results of this procedure 

showed that it was reasonable to conclude that the pattern 

of production was partially determined by rate cost payments 

and market price variations. This is evidence that there 

was a tendenby towards spatial equilibrium in production. 

The inadequacy of the data on the study industry in this 

period curtailed further work on this point. 
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The second series of conclusions relate wore directly 

to the study pr6bletn, The discrete nature of the actual 

supply area boundaries in 1957 and obvious role of demand in 

setting the level of total transportation costs suggest that 

the introduction of additional processing centres would 

have been beneficial to the industry. However, operating 

costs and pricing policies would have conditioned their 

success and consideration of this aspect of marketing must 

be delayed. The strong link between distance ±'rom markets 

and the .form or output or enterprises in the three northern 

Districts confirttts this conclusion. A strategically 

located meatworks could have tapped supplies of fatstock 

that were diverted to store markets by the poor mobility· 

characteristics of droving. Equally, an improvement in 

transport technology \vhich reduced deterioration losses 

would have been of benefit. This leads obviously to the 

evaluation of the merits of road haulage of stock. 

Further in.ferences on the elasticity effects of a 

reduction in rate costs can be drawn from the results of 

the regression analyses. The average property turn-off in 

195'7 was 827 head, and calculations from the rate cost index 

show that the average payment for drovers' services was 

approximately $2.70 per beast (imputing values within 

actual supply areas for non-producing units). Thus a 

reduction in payments of $1.00 per head (by thirty-nine 

per cent) would have had a marginal impact on gross output. 

This makes it unlikely that spending on route improvement 

for existing traffic would have a high return unless it 

induced modal change. However, investntent in processing 

facilities, which would have probably resulted in more 

dramatic upward shifts in local prices, might have been 

effective in generating more intensive land development. 

In this light it is interesting to look again at the 

quotation that heads this chapter. It refers to the 

purchase of a one-quarter share in Victoria River Downs 

station by Sir Sidney Kidman in 1900. His belief that 

inaccessibility could be overcome was based on plans to 

construct a weatworks at the mouth of the Victoria River. 
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As documented in Chapt.er' 1, this venture was abandoned, 

pr:i.111arily bHcause o.r gov·e~:·nment insistence that the 

investors should locate their plant at Darwin to make use 

o1' ttto nor·l~hern rai_lway·~ Th:i..s quol;ati.on and the evidence 

that has been presented f'rom the empirical work demonstrate 

the importance of c-.x.amin:i.ng accessibility as an entity and 

bas:i.ng public policy on an :i.ntegratecl. approach to transport 

needs~ 
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HIPHOVED ACCESSIBILITY AND PASTORAL LAND DEVELOPMENT, 
19§Q_.:::._1967 

The main reason :ffJr a condition of' virtual stagnation 
in the industry was tho extreme di:f:ficulty of access 
to the then available markets, far removed from the 
point of production, leaving producers little incentive 
to spend funds on substantial improvements to cattle 
stations. Because of the lack of property development, 
production levels were critically low, being 
cl1ara.c·t.erised by low l;urn--offs due to poor branding 
rates and heavy wastage. The returns to producers, 
accordingly, were not sufficient to provide adequate 
capital for property development. The situation, 
however, is now altering very rapidly .... 

.!}.§!QOrt. of the Committee of 
]QY_~stigation into 
Tr~~sportation Costs in 
Northern Australia Ll965]. 

INTRODUCTION 

lvithin tllB general concept. of spatial equilibrium 

particular stress has been laid on the reactions of commodity 

producers to variations in accessibility to markets. Tbe 

main aim of this chapter is to examine the links between 

recent changes in t.he output, profitability, and policies 

of the units in the Northern Territory beef industry and 

improvements in. their marketing opportunities within the 

framework of location rent theory. It is still assumed that 

differences in marginal returns are a direct function of 

market. price and the imputed f'reight cost from the property 

to the point of sale, Internal consisl;ency within the 

system is retained by considering that all consignments were 

made by road haulage. This avoids the difficulties 

associated with the calculation of a bi-modal accessibility 

function, which would demand the evaluation of the relative 

mobility characterist;ics of drovjng and road transport. 
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Acldit.iona.l.ly, fr.eigl1L payments and net received prices have 

been esLin1ated for the markets open to producers from 1963, 

1vhen Lwo permanent export abattoirs opened in the Northern 

Te l'ri tory. The choice o:f' 1960 to eli vide the study into 

'traditional' and 'modern' phases can be Justified by the 

1960-·61 emphasis on I. 1~ansportati.on. In t.J.1.e financial year 

the proportion of stock 1noved by road to export destinations 

ex.eeeded thaL traveLI.ing on the hoof, and hy 1965.-66 the 

percentage transported hy road had increased from fifty-five 

to over eighty per cent. Further, 1960 saw the displacement 

of the United Kingdom by t.he United States as the major 

importer of Australian beef and it 11•as this development 

Lhar . .Led to the opening of local processing facilities. 

Nevertheless, the empirical work on both phases is founded 

on signil'icant abstractions f'rom reali l;y which are necessary 

to maintain the comparability of the accessibility estimates 

for individual properties. In the dissection of a complex 

system some .Loss o:f correspondence is inevitable and 

Chapter 5 1vill link the two sets of assumptions by 

examining the excluded constraints on market choice, the 

di:f:fusion or. the use o:f road transport, and the decisions 

made by producers on i.heir total f'actor mix. 

The present chapter falls into four sections. The 

first details the construction of the accessibility indices 

used in the analysis and then examines the exchange pattern 

under road haulage, using 1966 as a representative year. 

The second and third sections deal respectively with 

variations in production and pro:fitability over space. The 

data on property output covers the years 1963 to 1967, while 

the :i.n:formation on enterprise returns re:fers to the :financial 

years 1962-·63 to 196/f-65. Commentaries are also given on 

th<~ temporal influences on turn-of:f and pro:fits to set the 

spatial analyses in context.. The :final section then reviews 

the l;heories which have been advanced on the relationship 

between loeatcion and land rent. This leads to conclusions 

from l;he empirical work about the hypothesis that 

accessibil.i.ty is an import;ant: determinant of the intensity 

o:f land .. · use in the Northern Terri tory and .f'urther inferences 
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on tho naLure of' Lhe renL adjustment process. The :format 

and methodology or the :firs I; h.al:f:' o:f the chapter are based 

on the strLLcture of Chapter 3 so that little introductory 

material is required. 

A" SPKfiAL EQUILIBRI~l IN ALLOCATION, 1960-1967 

The displacement or the United Kingdom as the main 

importer or Australian beef in 1959·-60 by the United States 

was accompanied by u.nprecedentedly high prices, In June 
1960 the average price of' good quality bullocks on the 

Brisbane market reached $20 .. 00 per 100 lb dressed '~eight, 

and it seems clear that both 

herds were heavily culled in 

the national 
l response, 

beef and dairy 

By 1961 the 

speculative aspects of' the trade \~ere apparent and an 

increase in normal supplies led to a decline in prices at 

all State capitals, However, following this setback, 

production and prices rose again leading to a record 

national output of' 1,005,000 tons in 1964-65. Further loss 

or breeding stock and the impact of drought in New South 

1vales curtailed supplies in the following two years and 

prices continued to move upward, Table 4.1 shows the impact 

of these factors on the Brisbane price series, Following 

the procedure estabLished in the last chapter, price series 

have also been. constructed for the main final and intermediate 

markets for Northern Tert"ito.ry f'atstocl<, Over the seven year 

span the differential between the Brisbane and Townsville 

series increased to approximately $20,00 per head for f'atstock 

with a further loss o:f over $10.00 for receipts f',o,r, Mt 

Isa due to .railage charges, In contrast, prices at the Alice 

Springs terminal mai nta:Lned near parity to those of' Brisbane, 

reflecting a continued short-rall of' supplies in South 

Australia, 

1 

For further j_nf'ot"mation see the .relevant is.sues of' the 
Beef' Situation, BAE, Canberra (annual), and the Annual Reports 
of' the Aqstralian Meat Board, Sydney, 



Table l~.l: Estimated average June :fatstock prices a·t marke·ts receiving Northern Territorv 

cattle, 1960-1967 
( $ per .LOO lb dressed '"eight) 

f ... o .. r. f.o.r. 

Year i Brisbane Adelaide Towns·ville Alice l'It: lvyndham 
.§]?rings Is a 

1961 I 18.30 20.10 l4.8J 17.72 12.72 ll. l~O 

1962 1 .Ll~. 40 .L8.40 12.00 16.02 10.14 11.00 

l/.1.5 19.90 14.12 1'7. 52 12.06 J.l. 00 
1963 i 
1964 1 1.9. 20 21.20 16.12 18.82 14.06 8,80 

1965 20.55 25.60 l/.lll 23.22 15.35 8.52 

1966 24.62 27.95 21.00 25.57 18.94 .L4.00 

1967 I 26.00 26.75 22.00 24.57 19.74 16.00 

a, L o. b. live to Hong Kong. 

Sources: Brisbane; Adelaide, Townsville, Alice Springs, Mi: Is a 

and lvyndham, as Table 3. 1; Darwin and Katherine meat works, 

interviews with plant managers, June 1967. 

Dart .. ' in 

S.J3rr 

8.33a 

11.00 

11.00 

12,00 

14.75 

17.00 

Katherine 

10.00 

10.00 

12.00 

.L4.oo 

16.00 

I-' 
1\l 
\J1 
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The local out·lets available in the north show more 

pronounced individual traits consequent upon choice of final 

market and increasing competition for cattle. Wyndham 

of'fered relatively high prices until 1963 for higher quality 

animals for export bone--in to the United Kingdom and the 

United States, but suffered a period of restructuring before 

specialising in the trade in boneless meat to the latter 

market. Live cattle sales to Hong Kong through Darwin 

absorbed roughly 7,000 head each year up to 1963 and paid 

about 6 cents per pound live '~eig·ht. 1 Both of these markets 

met heavy competition in follo1~ing years from the new export 

abattoirs at Katherine and Dandn which resulted in an 

immediate rise in prices and a cessation of' the trade to 

Hong Kong. The paymet1'ts to pi'Odueers by the three meatworks 

have continued to t'eflect competitive pricing, though this 

trend is not obvious from the series which give average 

values only. The inclusion o:f the new available markets 

in the models o:f spatial equilibirum adds to the complexity 

of analysis but poses no theoretical considerations other 

than those discussed in l:he last chapter. 

2, The transport cost structure 

Having documented temporal and spatial variations in 

market prices, the procedure :for testing the joint hypotheses 

o:f allocation and production equilibrium demands the 

identification o:f variations in local transport costs. In 

the Northern Territory cattle are moved in vehicles which 

rang·e in size from small body trucks (operated by individual 

properties) to road trains up to llf5 feet long consisting of 

a prime-mover with semi-·trailer and two 11.0 foot dog trailers. 

The larger units are operated by road haulage firms which 

control virtually all movements. The capacities of units 

are usually given in terms of the correspondence of trailers 

to the cattle wagons used by Queensland Railways. These are 

called K--wagons and hold eighteen to twenty large bullocks. 

The range c:f load can therefore vary from ten to sixty-five 

1 

Annual Hepo t'i:.s o:f the NTAAIB. 
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fat IJeasts (Ji K), with increased numbers for store stock. 

The rFJtc cost of road transport per unit of capacity is 

a function of the size and regularity of lift, the length of 

l1aul and quality of the surface over which the vehicles move. 1 

In addition competition and contracts may reduce costs for 

sorrre consignments. A survey of fifteen firms operating in 

the Northern Territory, during field work in 1967, showed 

that charges ranged fron1 60 cents to $1.00 per K-mile. 2 Three 

sets of operators were distinguished with primary orientations 

towards Mt Isa, the northern meatworks, and the Alice Springs 

railhead, and there was a tendency for rates to rise in the 

same sequence, This variation between supply areas seems·to 

reflect differences in the average size of haul and the 

nature of roads and terrain, 

For the purposes of the analysis of exchange equilibrium, 

a simplified rate structure has been adopted which puts 

particular emphasis on variations in road quality since this 

becomes the main theme of the third part of this thesis. 

The assumed costs are 70 cents per K-mile on bitumen roads
0 

80 cents for gravel-formed stretches, and 90 cents perK-mile 

for movements over other dirt roads. Since the surface 

standards of most segments of the network changed to some 

degree in the early 1960s it is difficult to determine a 

base pattern for the rate cost index. The route hierarchy 

shown in Map 6.1 was used for the calculation of payments 

between origins and destinations because it reflects the 

relative standing of different roads throughout the period. 

In addition, certain inferences can be drawn from computations 

on this basis \~hich bear upon the evaluation of the Beef 

Roads Programme in Part J. Road distances between properties 

and markets or railheads have been measued by the nearest 

1 

Detailed information on the structure of the haulage 
industry in the early phase of adoption is given in The 
Economics of Road Transport of Beef Cattle, BAE, Canberra, 
1959. For recent data see Moulden, J.O,, and Jenkins, E.L., 
'Road Transport of Beef Cattle in Northern Australia', 
Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics, 21. (1961), 
pp.87-100. 
2 

See Table 6.J. 
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Fig" h. 1: The incidence of estimated .12~Y!!!~gts £~2:2.§.!:!. 

hau1_£g'e and farmgate dif:ferentia1s_J,g_j;he £~sig_ 

station E2Pu1ation and the BAE modified srun21e .. 
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1 
traffic ble routes, checked by knowledge gained in the field. 

This aspect of the accessibility function has therefore been 

simplified by ignoring· inter-modal competition and many of 

the ,ninor characteristics of road haulage. The frequency 

distributions of the indices rate payments and farmgate 

prices for typical consignments from holdings for 1964 and 

1966 (the n1ain study years) are shown in Fig. 4.1 to provide 

a background to the empirical work. The methods of 

calculating the series are identical to those discussed in 

the first section of Chapter 3. 

3. Excl1.an~ equilibrium under road transportation 

Taldng· 1.966 as a representative year, the methodology 

outlined in Chapter 3 has been employed to determine the 

degree o.f adjustment to exchange equilibrium following .the 

adoption of road transport. Relatively complete and 

reliable origin and destination data has been gathered from 

the examination of the 2,083 stock permits issued by tne 

NTAAIB during the calendar year. Table 4.2 shows the 

allocation of the total production of the 154 units in .the 

primary population of' properties that marketed cattle in 

1966, Approximately sixty-five per cent of the gross turn

off \vent for immediate slaughter with Queensland taking the 

major share. In the store cattle category forty-two per 

cent of movements represented internal transfers of stock 

for breeding or fattening. 

The actual allocation pattern of the 94,578 fats 

supplied by the 147 stations to the five main markets is 

shown on Map lf,l (it should be no·ted that the local Alice 

Springs demand has been added to the turn-off to South 

Australia). A brief comparison 1vith Map 3.1 shows that the 

major change over the decade was the decline in the influence 

of' the Queensland store trade, following the entry of the 

Katherine and Darwin meatworks in 1963, It is also clear 

that the Alice Springs District remained separate and 

1 

Measured at 1:2,000,000 on the 'Northern Territory Road 
Classification Map', Department of National Development, 1965. 
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Table 11. 2: The composition and allo ca. tion of turn-off in 1966 

Destination Fats Stores 

South Australia 15,880 689 
Queensland 32, 741r 37, 8lrl1. 
Wyndham 5,300 
Alice Spring·s (local) 2,052 
Dar\vin 17,178 
Katherine 21, 1r24 

Intra-Territory transfers 27,814 

Totals 94,578 66,347 

Sources: As for Table 3.6; plus information from the 

managers of the Katherine and Darwin meatworks, 

field interviews, June 1967, 

continued to control the South Australian market, though 

there were progressive relaxations in the requirements for 

stock travelling south from pleuropneumonia infected areas 

from 1958 onwards.
1 

The general pattern of exchange in the 

three northern Districts shows increased complexity with 

wide bands of overlap between supply area boundaries and 

relatively numerous split allocations. Having introduced 

the actual pattern it is possible to compare it with a 

normative solution generated by the Transportation Problem, 

using a matrix of imputed road transport payments. The 

total leas·t- cost allocation is shown on Map 4, 2. 

The analysis deals solely with slaughter and virtually 

all movements of these stock were by road in 1966 so that 

1 

In 1958 duplicate yards and rail loading facilities were 
opened at Alice Springs to handle the through-transit of 
cattle from outside the C.A.P.P.A •. These movements were 
conditional on transportation to the railhead by road haulage. 
The greatest number of entrants between 1958 and 1967 was 
7,853 (1963). Fro1n 1964 four additional stations in the 
Barkly Tableland District were included in the C • .A.P.P.A and 
the extension of protection to the Barkly, and, Darwin and 
Katherine Areas has allowed further modification of blood
testing and vaccination requirements. 

', ' • -=-~- I ' • • ' • ' ' 
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!vlap Lf.l: The actual allocation of fatstock between markets,· 

1966. 

Source: NTAAIB stock permits. 
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the conditions .of homog·enei ty in consig·nment that are required 

in the constraints of the Problem are met to a large degree. 

However, the visual correspondence bet\~een the two patterns 

is less strong· than was observable for 1957. Two main types 

of discrepancy occur. First, in reality thirty-one properties 

chose to send cattle to two or more centres, while the 

programmed solution reduced the number of split allocations 

to three. The Katherine meatworks shared the fats that were 

consigned from twenty-six properties 1~i th one or more other 

centres, and this illustrates its role as a competitive and 

active market. Of the operators that patronised three markets 

in the real situation, two were centrally located (Beetaloo 

and Ucharonidge), while the third (Waterloo) is in the 

Victoria River District. Under the optimal solution one of 

the largest producers (Eva Downs) uses its strategic position 

to supply Queensland, Katherine and Darwin while its large 

neighbour (Helen Springs) divides production between South 

Australia and Darwin. Within the normative and closed system 

these two stations exert a critical influence on prices which 

is entirely absent in reality. 

Second~ in the actual allocation eleven properties sent 

the \~hole of their turn-offs to apparently non-optimal 

markets. These differences result largely from the roles 

played by the demands of Darwin and South Australia in the 

two systems. In the latter case the eastward extension of 

the boundary between the Alice Springs and Mt Isa supply areas 

is greater in reality than would be warranted by the comparison 

of transport costs alone. This may be explained partly in 

terms of price advantage and the activities of agents buying 

for the Adelaide market. In the case of competition between 

Darwin and Katherine the rat"ionale of the optimal allocation, 

l~hich makes cattle travel from beyond the edge of the Katherine 

supply area through that centre to the coast, is difficult 

to appreciate. In fact, this simulates reality well because 

stock travel from Vestey stations such as \vaterloo and Helen 

Spring·s to the Darwin meatworks as part of an integrated 

company operation. The question then arises as to whether 

this situation reflects the perception of actual opportunities. 



Map !f.2: The total least-cost (Transportation Problem). 

allocation of fatstock between markets, 1966. 

Source: See text. 
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The 1966 price series show that the imputed value of' a 

bullock dressing out at 500 lb would have been $73.75 at 

Darwin and $70.00 at Katherine, and the differential would 

have been almost cotnpletely absorbed by the cost of railage 

betlveen the t1vo centres (roughly $J.OO). Consequently for 

producers south of Katherine the two meat1vorks have virtually 

the same market characteristics. In the Transportation Problems 

cost mal:rix this is reflected in the addition of a constant 

to haulage costs to Katherine to cover rail charges to 

Darwin. This leads to mathematical indeterminancy in the 

solution so that any division of' the joint supply area gives 

an optimal result. Confirmation of this fact is g·iven by 

the comparison of' the shadow price structures shown for Eva 

Do1ms in Table IJ .• J where the equations governing net rec.eived 

prices at the two centres also exhibit addivity. 

this case an optimum cannot be identified and the 

sitnilarities and differences are due to chance. 

Hence in 

Following from this analysis of the respective patterns 

it is necessary to examine the degree of corespondence between 

the transport costs paid by producers under the actual and 

optimal allocations. The correlation of' payments, using 

average per beast costs in the case of properties supplying 

more than one market, is 0.93, \vhich is significant at the 

one per cent level, Thus, despite the dissimilarity of' 

patterns the linear programming solution proves to be as 

powerful. a predictor of' unit costs as it did in the 1957 

situation. In terms of' gross payments f'or transportation, the 

programme would have saved $46,500 (about five per cent of 

the actual total of' $938,000). Under the constraint of' fixed 

market demands this represents the maximtun increase in net 

received prices that could have been gained f'or the whole 

system, provided all movements were simultaneous. For 

individual producers a rather different situation obtains; 

non·-·adherence to the optimum could reflect either, (i) an 

ignorance of, or irrational reaction to, differences in 

transportation costs to alternative markets, or (ii) an 

a1vareness of the advantages of paying extra freight costs to 

gain aecess to a high price market. It follows that individual 
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~e h.J: Actual and normative fatstoc:k price structures 

aL supply area intersection points, 1966. 

ProperLy 
Destination Pattern I; 
of stock 

u v 

Eva Downs Queensland (n) -12.98 11. 17 17.15 
II (a) 7.55 24.70 17.15 

Katherine ( n) -12.98 0.52 1J.50 
II (a) -lJ.50 o.oo 1J.50 

Darlvin (n) -12.98 J.52 16.50 
II (a) -12.75 J.75 16.50 

Helen s. Australia (n) -10.85 J.l5 11J.oo 
Spring·s II (a) 1rJ.85 57.85 11r, oo 

Darwin (n) -10.85 J.52 111, J7 

II (a) -10.62 J.75 111, J7 

Rosewood lvyndham (n) -11.98 -7.58 11 . 1ro 

II (a) - 4. 1ro o.oo 11 • 1ro 

Ka Uterine (n) -11,98 0.52 12.50 

II (a) -12.50 o.oo 12.50 

n = normative 

a = actual 

So~§: See text; for a description of the terms see 

the discussion of Table J.7. 

divergences from the normative solution cannot be judged in 

terms of rationality without detailed knowledge of the 

producers' consignment decisions. Also, in reality, exchange 

Lakes place throughout the year so that minor monthly price 

fluc:tuations may explain some apparently non-optimal reactions. 

The use of road transport has probably enabled producers to 

maximise receipts for the components of their total turn-off 

by introducing a.real flexibility in response. Finally, 

supplies are not homogeneous. For instance, many of the 

cattle moving from the Barkly Tableland to Katherine are 

female culls of a relatively poor quality that would bring 

very low returns in Townsville. 
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\vllile it is impossible to evaluate individual decisions, 

the absolute correspondence of the actual pattern to the 

maximisation of receipts under spatial equilibrium can be 

judged froJn the comparison of net received prices at points 

of supply area overlap. Three examples are given in Table 1,., J. 

Here it is again apparent that the South Australian market 

held a significant advantage 1~hich was not fully exploited 

by suppliers. Part of the explanation lies in the difficulty 

and cos 1: of guaranteeing the freedom of northern stock from 

Licks and pleuropneumonia, but four Barkly Tableland properties 

did find it profitable to send stock south which suggests that 

the others may have been unaware of their marke l:ing 

opporLuni l;ies. Looking at the overlap of the Queensland and 

no et:ltern meat works supply areas, similar divergences from 

the optimum become apparent. The f.o.r. price of a bullock 

at Ht Isa (dressing out at 500 lb) would have been $911 .• 70 in 

1966, according to the series in Table 4·.1. The same animal 

would have been worth $70.00 at Katherine" The $21f.70 

differential would have supported transportation by road for 

over 600 miles. If the supply area boundaries had been 

determined by the equalisation of net received prices, 

Katherine's supply area would have been restricted to a 150 

mile radius on its eastern edge. The discontinuities in all 

zones of competition as shown in Table 4.3 exhibit the same 

trends and are significant enough to lead to the conclusion 

that market prices alone give a poor explanation of producer 

ch.oice and the extent of supply area boundaries. A more 

detailed analysis of the factors governing marketing 

efficiency and price formation is given in Chapter 5· 

At this stag·e the following conclusions can be drawn 

from the study of' exchange equilibirwn in 1966: 

( i) the :flexibility of turn-off associated with the use 

of road transport increased the possibility of maximising 

property net received prices by allowing response to short

term variations in the market prices offel'ed at alternative 

centres; 

( ii) as a. result of (i) adherence to an overall least 

cost transportation pattern has become inherently more 

unlikely; 

' • ' :, • '• I '' 1 ' • , • I '•, , ' • • • 1 
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(iii) although producers showed an increased wiLLingness 

t.o t;ry alternati '-ve markets (as compared to 1957), the 

acl,justment. of supply area boundaries to long-term variations 

in demand \vas markedly non-optimal; 

(i v) ~he fragmentation of supply area bow1claries in 

realii;y indicates that distance had become less important 

in consignment decisions. This points to the role of nelv 

processing plants in reducing transport costs and suggests 

that. spatial variations in marginal returns probably had 

less influence on scale decisions in this era. 

B. SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM IN PRODUCTION, 1960-1967 

J.. Theoretical and methodological issues 

This section presents a series of static analyses of the 

relationship between land-use intensity, Jneasured in t~rms of 

variations in output per unit of area, and accessibility. 

The format follows the methodology established in the previous 

chapter to assist the comparison of production adjustment, 

w1cler the two marketing and transportation systems. Thoug·h 

the evaluation of these two cross-sectional approaches allows 

dedLte tions to be made on the determinants of change it cannot 

measure the relative impact of particular factors. An 

attempt will be made to examine some of the dynamic effects 

of the introduction of new markets, the adoption of road 

transport; and technological change in the beef industry in 

Chapter 5, so that the following section must be v~ewed as a 

preliminary exploration of problems by complementary broad 

scale methods. 

It is usef'ul at this stage to look at the changes that 

occurred between the two study periods in the determinant 

variables of' tl1.e extended Thtlnen model prices and transport 

eosts, and deduce their probable eff'ects on production under 

ceteris paribus conditions. This permits the identif'ication 

of six hypotheses. 
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(i) It is possible that the adoption of road transport 
reduced the· absolute cost of movement through the 
lowering of non-rate costs (such as weight losses) and 
ics advantages in allowing flexibility in consignment, 
In a closed spatial equlibrium in which periph.eral land 
remained unoccupied a general reduction in Lranspor t 
costs \vould encourage the extension of the farmed area. 
Hence w1der static demand this would lead to a reduction 
in the intensity of land-use on the original holding·s. 

(ii) It can be argued that the use of' road haulage 
allows the transportation of stock which were 
unmarketable under the droving system. These beasts 
include culled cows, w1branded bulls, and weaner sto:ces 
1vhich were difficult to handle over long distances. 
In this sense road transport may be considered a yield 
increasing technological improvement. Within the static 
model this would lead to the contraction of the rent 
mat'gin. 

(iii) 1vhatever the absolute value of transportation 
costs it seems clear that their relative importance 
decreased in respect to market prices over the study 
period, This is a consequence of the general increase 
in demand for beef (for instance, the value of a first 
quality export bullock at Brisbane rose 189 per cent 
between 1957 and 1966). Since this reduces the degree 
of influence which location exerts on the production 
.fw1ctions of properties it would be expected to lead to 
increasing adjustment in output to non-spatial factors 
particularly variations in land quality and managerial 
skill. 

(iv) The deductive logic behind the ThUnen model, which 
links land productivity to changes in net received prices 
over space, could also be expected to hold for movements 
in received prices over time, If supply adjustment 
were an ergodic phenomenon, the general rise in market 
prices over the study period would be expected to lead 
to substantial overall increases in the output of the 
Northern Territory, with spatial variations which 
corresponded to the differences in receipts between 
supply areas. 

(v) The addition of two new outlets for production 
fron1 1963 would be expected to influence the pattern of 
intensity in the industry especially in the three 
northe:r-n regions. This localised increase in net 
received prices, which results from new marketing 
opportunities and lower transport payments, would 
tl1erefore alter the spatial balance of production under 
static demand, or stimulate output within the new supply 
areas if overall demand had been augmented by their 
entry A 

(vi) The adoption of road transport required the use 
of a network with topological characteristics which 
differ from those of the stock-route pattern. This 

I ~~ - '• • I ' ' • ' ,. , ' • ' 0 , I ' .• 1: 



produces localised variations in relative transport 
payments under the two modes for the same journey. 
Under static demand in a closed system this would 
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lead to a series of compensatory adjustments in 
production towards spatial equilibrium. With increased 
demand the same trend would be expected, though the 
probability is that the effects of this factor would be 
subsumed by the concurrent operation o:f the other listed 
changes, 

The complex and :frequently contradictory e:f:fects that may 

be deduced :from the application o:f the ThUnen method o:f 

analysis point up the difficulties associated with the 

examination o:f the dynamics o:f spatial equilibriwn. In the 

study industry further confusion is added by variations in 

property size, land quality, and managerial skill, which may 

be incorporated in the extended model, and the unpredictable 

influence o:f exogenous variables, such as :fluctuations in 

rainfall, on production. The analysis that :follows can do no 

1110re therefore than o:f:fer a series of inferences :from the 

observation o:f the reactions of groups o:f :factors over time. 

The production data used in the empirical '~ork presented 

here has been extracted :from the records o:f stock movements 

held by the NTAAIB. Information is available for the :five 

calendar years :from 1963 through 1967 :from the biennial 

sumn1aries o:f stock transfers prepared :from pennit counter:foils 

by the Superintendent o:f Stock-routes. It has proved possible 

to check these statistics only :for 1966, using the 

aggregations employed in the analysis o:f exchange equilibrium 

which ·were :formulated :from the same basic source, The 

comparison shows that the discrepancies are not significant 

and are probably negligible over the range o:f observations. 

This suggests that the :figures :for the remaining years are 

also reliable, T1~0 parameters o:f production are available; 

gross sales (that is all movements f'rom each property 

including exports, inter-Territory transfers, and a small 

but; unknown :fraction being sent on agistment in some years), 

and net turn-o:f:f (sales less purchases). These quantities 

have been converted to intensity :functions by dividing them 

by station areas. 
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Comparability with the 1957 tabulations is ensured by 

1·esl;ricting tile statistical population to the 118 holdings 

which turned-off cattle in that year. Seven indices of 

accessibility are given for each unit. These are: 

(i) the direct distance from the property homestead to the 

1uost favoured point of sale in 1966; 

(ii) the distance from the station to its main 1966 market 

by road; 

(iii) the imputed rate cost of road transporting one fat 

beast over (ii); 

(iv) the estimated net received price differential per 

beast for each property in 1966 (market prices are 

calculated from Table 4.1, road transport costs are given 

by (iii) above); 

(v) the estimated net received price differential per beast 

in 196/r -- in this case market prices have been calculated 

on a regional basis and are averaged over all types of stock 

(the contruction of this index is explained in detail in 

the second half of this chapter); 

(vi) the distance from the property to its main 1957 market 

by stoclcroute; 

(vii) the estimated net received price differential per 

beast for each property in 1957. 

The latter two indices have been included to account for the 

possibility that the production pattern could be a relic form 

due to n lag· in the adjustment process. 

This array of location parameters takes account of the 

changes in the determining constraints of spatial equilibrium 

between 1957 and 1966. The transportation cost estimates 

include the effects of mode and network alterations and the 

impact of" the entry o:f the Katherine and Darwin markets. The 

net reeeived price differentials embrace the influence o:f the 

new demand centres and the locational effects o:f the general 

rise in bee:f prices at the original markets and terminals. In 

this way the static analyses cater :for all the hypothetical 

changes which have been detailed. In addition to the 



Table 4. 4: Si if'icant correlations between indices of' land use intensi t and basic· holdin characteristics 

1961-1967 (118 holdings) 

1963 Total sal.es 
per square mile 

1963 Net turn-of'f' 
per square mile 

1964 Total sales 
per square mile 

1964 Net turn-of'f' 
per square mile 

1965 Total sales 
per square mile 

1965 Net turn-of'f' 
per square mil.e 

1966 Total sales 
per square m:i.1e 

1966 Net turn-of'f' 
per square mil.e 

1967 Total sal.es 
per square mile 

1967 Net turn-of'f' 
per square m:i.le 

· 1957 stock: 
route 
distance 

0.25 

0.18 

0.18 

0.38 

0.46 

0.37 

o.46 

5 yr Average Total 
Sales p~r square mile 0.34 

5 yr Average Net 
Turn-of'f per square 
mil.e 

0.32 

19b6 direct 
distance 

0.24 

0.17 

0.18 

0.37 

0.45 

0.30 

0.38 

0.30 

0.30 

19 
distance 

0.21 

0.18 

0.31 

0.39 

0.23 

0.33 

0.28 

0.25 

r is signif'icant at the one per cent level at 0.25 

r is signif'icant at the five per cent level at 0.17 

Sources: See text. 

1960-i-oad 1957 net 
transport received 
cost price 

dif'f'erence 

0.20 0.34 

0.24 

0.19 0.28 

0.25 

0.31 0.46 

0.40 0.52 

0.23 0.39 

0.32 0.45 

0.27 0.42 

0.25 o.4o 

1904 net 
received 
price 
dif'f'erence 

0.29 

0.17 

0.25 

0.39 

0.49 

0.)4 

0 •. 46 

0.38 

0.3J 

1966 net 
received 
price 
dif'f'erence 

0.28 

0.22 

0.23 

0.34 

0.42 

0.34 

o.43 

0.37· 

0.31 

Station 
area 

0.20 

0.31 

0.19 

0.29 

0.2J 

Index of Theoretical 
land herd size 
qual.ity 

0.55 0.37 

0.53 0.36 

0.45 0.19 

0.28 

o.43 0.)1 

0.2J 0.26 

0.57 0.44 

0.56 0.51 

0.49 0.42 

0.46 0.47 

o.61 0.50 

0.58 0.40 

Contract 
l.case 
rent 

0.27 

0.25 

0.28 

0.19 

0.)2 

0.23 

0.29 

0.27 

o.z6 

0.33 f-' 
J::
f-' 



accessibility indices four other factors have been correlated 

IVith l;he intensity measures, namely, the area, average land 

quality, theoretical her·d capacity, and contract rent payment 

pee square mile of each station. These fa.cili.ta.te dedu.ctions 

on the importance of production scale and the relationship 

beh~een fertility, location, and contract rents. 

2. The relationship between accessibility and productivi·ty 

per square mile 

Table lt,lt gives the correlation coe:fficients bet1~een the 

variables enumerated and the five year series of property 

output parameters. Under ThUnen assumptions of homogeneous 

land quality, intensity of land-use would be direct.ly related 

to variations in net received prices, Since the accessibility 

values employed are negatives they would be inversely related 

to property sales and net turn-off per square mile under 

these conditions. The coefficients reveal that this 

situation is reversed in the study industry which indicates 

a general trend for land to become more productive as its 

remoteness from markets increases. Two factors seem to be 

important in explaining this departure from the theoretical 

gradient. First, the eccentric location of the Katherine 

and Darwin meatworks in relation to the distribution of better 

quality land confirmed the disequilibrium between the pattern 

of final demand and production that was partially evident in 

1957. Second, the increased flexibility of allocation 

associated with road transport and the decreased importance 

of freight costs in relation to market prices probably 

reduced the relative influence of property location. It i~ 

notable that the degree of sophistication of the accessibility 

index has remarkably little effect on the result and, in most 

cases, the correlation coefficients are very similar for the 

range of parameters. It also appears that the use of lag 

indices and the aggregation of output statistics over a number 

of years does not improve the correspondence. 

In contrast the results shoiV a consistently strong 

relationsb.ip between productivity and the estimates of 

variations in land quality. In nearly all cases this is 



strongest when sales alone are considered; this follows 

from the tendency for stations '~i th the best quality pasture 

to import and fatten store cattle, It suggests that the 

Ricardo' concept of fertility rent is far more important: 

in the st:udy industry t:nat Thtinen intensity rent. Moving 

to station area, it seems that this factor is not l1.ighly 

correlated with intensity of land-use, though the signs of 

the coefficients suggest that the bigger properties may be 

generally more productive, In theory the level of contract 

rent:s should reflect the variations i~- productivity that 

result from differences in the pasture quality, size, 

location and level of improvement of holdings. Average 

lease rents per square mile for each station have b.een 

calculated from data supplied by the Department of the 

Interior. This parameter does not show the high level of 

relationship to output that would be expected, 'rhe reasons 

for this situation are not clear, but may reflect the nominal 

level of lease rents and the difficulties of revising 

valuations in the short-term, It is nevertheless interesting 

to note that this element of the land market is not highly 

adjusted to variations in intensity, 

'It is now important to consider two subsidiary 

relationships j' the linlc between accessibility and enterprise 

specialisation, and the role of variations in accessibility 

in determining the extensive economic margin of land-use. 

From an examination of correlation coefficients for the 

rate cost and farmgate price indices, and the percentage of 

slaughter stock in the turn-off structure of the 118 holdings 

for 1966 and 1967, it seems clear that distance from markets 

continued to exert some influence on the form of output. 

For both years the coefficients were negative for a 

comparison with eleven accessibility series (simple distance, 

route distance, rate cost and net received price measures), 

In 1966 the highest inverse relationship was r = 0.17 

for the correlation between the proportion of 

cattle in output and 1966 road transport rate 

1 
Significant at the five per cent level. 

slaughter 
1 costs. The 



relationship was far stronger for 1967 when the coefficient 

between the straight-line distances from supplier.s to their 

main markets (in 1966) and turn-off composition was ·-0,.4.J,
1 

This confirms the importance of mobili l:;y consider·a !::ions in 
~he choice of transport mode and demonstrates the marked 

impact of the new meatworks on production. Calculations 

for value of turn-off per square mile measures ( asswuing 

thai; fat cattle ·1vere worth, on average, $90,00 and store 

stock sold for $40,00 per head) did not extend the results 

o.f the analysis. However, there were indications that. units 

1vith locational disadvantages were more likely to engage in 

local trade with other properties (the highest value of r 

was 0.22, for the percentage of non-market movements in 

turn-off and the road distance from holdings to the rail

heads or processing plants favoured in 1966). In summary, 

accessibility did continue to influence output through 

its mobility components in this era. 

In a classical Thllnen system, the improvement of the 

comparative locational advantages of units on the margin 

(from a reduction in transport costs or an increase in 

market prices) would encourage new operators to enter 

production. It is therefore of interest, to examine the 

characteristics of new entrants between 1957 and 1966 to 

see whether improved accessibility generated economic 

activity in this manner, Data drawn from the examination 

of stock permits for 1957 and 1966 shows that an additional 

forty-nine stations contributed cattle to final markets or 

sold store stock within the Northern Territory in the latter 
2 year. Using knmvledge of the actual allocation of stock 

between different markets in 1957, the new entrants have 

been placed within one of the four original supply areas, 

and imputed values have been calculated for distances from 

centres and fanngate price differentials, A hypothesis of 

entry based upon the extension of the location rent margin 

l 
Significant at the one per cent level. 

2 
Some of the holdings that operated in 1957 did not produce 

stock in 1966. 

. . 
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1vould be supported by atypically high values :for !;he indices 

j_n this sub-·group, Here, the adoption o:f road l;ra.nsport or 

i;he opening of' new markets would be particularly beneficial 

to intending investors, 

Table IJ., 5 shows the means and 't' statistics :for :four 

charac l;e r·istics o:f the :forty-nine properties and the 

original population o:f 118. It appears that, on average, 

the new entrants produced less per square mile than the 

Table 4.'): Statistical comparison o:f the (1966) holding 

characteristics o:f new entrants (19'57-1966) 
and those o:f enterprises operative in 19.21. 

-----------------.---------------------------------

Mean of 
new 

1966 sales 1957 stock
per square route 
mile distance to 

market 
(miles) 

entrants O,J8 215 

Mean o:f 
population 
o:f 118 0.59 

t;-val ue s 1. lro 

Sources: See text· 

202 

1957 net re
ceived price 
differential 
($ per head) 

12.07 

0.17 

Index: o:f 
averag·e 
land 
quality 
(head) 

5.15 

older established units and were slightly :further :from 

potenLial markets in 1957. However, comparison o:f the 

values :for net received price differences indicates that: 

average :farmgate prices on the new enterprises would have 

been slightly more :favourable than those o:f the main 

population in 1957, To test the significance o:f th.ese 

differences, the 't' test has been calculated :for the :four 

characteristics shown in Table 4, 5. \Vi th 48 degrees o:f 

f'reedom, there is less than one chance in a hundred that a 

value higher than 2,69 could occur due to chance i:f the new 

properties had been drawn :from the existing (1957) 



population. Thus, the entrants may be considered similar 

to the original production units in terms of gross sales 

per square mile and comparative accessibility, 

A major reason for the late entry of many of these 

stations appears to be the low quality of their pasture. 

Reference to TabJ.e 4, J sho1~s that, on average'· the older 

properties had a considerably higher index of land quality, 

The application of' the 't' test in this instance suggests 

that these two distributions are significantly diff'erent. 

These results confirm the validity of the observations 

that have already been made on the importance of' the 

resource base as a determinant of the intensity of' land-

use and, hence the relevance of a Ricardian vie1V of economic 

rent, Equally they add weight to the conclusion that has 

been reached on the relative unimportance of variations in 

acct;ssibility in the creation of the pattern of production, 

J, Accessibility as a determinant of property output. 

None of' the results given in the previous section 

preclude the existence of a systematic relationship between 

variations in accessibility and land productivity that may 

be obscured by the influence of' pasture quality and station 

size. As shown in Chapter J it is possible to account for 

these variables by using multiple regression models, and 

the procedure outlined there has been repeated for the 

1963-1967 period. With eight accessibility indices, four 

property groupings and five years the number of possible 

equations becomes large, 'vell over two hundred models have 

been examined and only a small part of the data can be 

presented, The results of attempts to predict 1966 sales 

are given because they are directly comparable to the 1957 
set and are reasonably representative of the overall findings 

on the link between accessibility and scale, The role of' 

rate cost payments for road haulage is particularly 

interesting for a consistent variation ·~~ith output \vould 

permit the estimation of the complementarity effects of 

road improvement. 
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The structure of the best model relating to·tal sales 

per holding (x
1

) to the theoretical herd capacity of units 

(x
2

) and their typical road transport payments in 1966 (x3 ) 

:i.s 

( i) xl = -li_58,41 + 0,08 x2 + 0,46 XJ 

L-values 20 ,llf J.l6 

R = o. Sl1 R2 = 0.71 

The function refers to the 179 enterprises in the basic 

population. The multiple correlation coefficient for this 

equation is statistically significant beyond the one per 

cent level and the adjusted coefficient of mul ti.ple 

determination indicates that seventy-one per cent of the 

variation in output is explained by factors included in the 

analysis, The t-·values for the coefficients show that both 

independent variables contribute to the correspondence, 

'l'he point that must be stressed is that the function sho1~s 

that the level of sales tends to decrease on holdings 

nearer markets and terminals. This reversal of the 

classical location gradient is denoted by the positive 

sign for the coefficient of rate payments on output. The 

results confirm the inferences drawn from the correlation 

analyses and suggest that variations in trru1.sportation costs 

did not g·ive rise to intensity rents. A further deduction 

is that road investment would be unlikely to generate 

increased output through the elasticity effect, 

'"-._ It is obviously necessary to qualify these conclusions 

"-..~. until the function has been examined which relates farmgate 

~prices to enterprise scale, The comparable equation to (i), 

.where x
4 

is the 1966 net received price differential is 

(ii) ·,,,~ -266.09 + o.os x2 + 0,0_5 XLI 

L54 l;-val ues '"-.. 19.52 

R = 0. Sl1 ',,-B. 2 = 0,70 ---, __ 

'· " Here t.lle results are almos.t identical but the farmgate 

price series makes no contribution to the model, It i.s 



therefore justifiable to retain the conclusion that 

accessibility exerted a negligible influence on physical 

productivity in 1966. In no case among an array of equations 

l-h.aL have been examined (some of' which inel11ded value-of-

output indices as the dependent variable) was ti·1ere a marked 

reversEcl of this tendency, despite the use of raw and log

transformed data; lagged accessibility :functions (i.e. the 

195'7 and 196lr indices); pooled data (i.e. average sales for 

1963-6'7); the eli1nination of non-trading holdings or 

disaggregation to District sets. 1 Thus it is reasonable to 

state that accessibility ceased to exert a measurable impact 

on production scale in the 1960s. 

Given this finding it is relevant to examine the basis 

of the explanatory power of the two equations. This is 

obviously the theoretical herd capacity index.
2 

The 

relationship between this value and output suggests that; 

pasture resources were the critical element in land 

utilisation, Further, comparison with the :funct:ions given 

in Chapter 3 shows that; the relative importance of this 

variable increased over the decade. This is the classical 

response for an industry that has been released i'rom the 

constraints of poor accessibility. 'l'he main reason :for the 

statistical significance of the reversed relationship 

between output and accessibility is the :fact that the more 

remote properties also tend to have superior grazing; 

reserves. Accepting the :finding that location exerted 

little inf'luence on land-use intensity, it is interesting 

to speculate on the :factors that contribute to the 

deviations :from complete adjustment to variations in pasture 

qttality, Cartographic analysis of the residuals :from one of 

the equations in the array suggests three conclusions, 

First, some discrepancies seem to arise from possible 

inaccuracies in the calculation of the grassland capacities; 

1 
Further discussion of these results is given in Appendix 2. 

2 
The sin~le correlation coefficient (for the 179 holdings) 

be L\,een tl1.e l:heore tical herd capacity index and sales is 
0.83 (for 1966) and 0.83 (for the five year average from 
196]-·1967). 



in particular the estimates seem to understate the 

productivity of' the Mitchell and Flinders grass country in 

the Victoria River and Barkly Tableland Districts. Second, 

the influence of climatic variations is often apparent. and 

this accounts for many o.f the negative residuals in the 

Alice Springs District which was affected by drought from 

19GJ through 196G. Finally, many minor deviations seem to 

be related to managerial policies and con:firm some of the 

subjective assessments of management quality reached on 

field1~ork, Overall, the statistical analysis suggested 

that the physical determinants of supply, through spatial 

and temporal variations in the availability of pasture, 

exert a very strong influence on productivity: 

will be pursued in the following section, 

4, The effects of cli1natic variation over ti111e 

this topic 

These regression equations may also be vie1~ed as an 

atte1npt to relate the economic rents of holdings to actual 

land-use, both in terms of Ricardian theory, 1vhich 

emphasises the effects of variations in the 'original and 

indestructible powers of the soil', and its extension by 

von Thilnen to account for differences in accessibility to 

markets, In theory the residuals would be explained by 

the operation of endogenous variables (e.g. the effects 

of scale and managerial judgements on the optimum input 

mix of the other factors of production), and exogenous 

variables like climate, The former will be considered 

in the third section of this chapter and ag·ain in the 

third section of Chapter 5. However the impact of climatic 

variations over time can be observed by comparing the 

correlation coefficients given in Table 4.4 for different 

calendar yeaios, The degree of correlation between the index 

of average land quality per holding and sales per square 

mile ranges from 0.4J for 1965 to 0.57 for 1966, Since it 

is reasonable to assume that endogenous influences are 

invariant in the extremely short run, it may be inferred 

that these differences result primarily fro1n climatic 

fluctuations. 



The most important variable is rainfall, buL it is 

difficult to deduce its effect on production, The 
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ecological system which governs pasture quality, the stocking 

rate, and the output of beef from a given area :Ls very 

complex. Slatyer concluded, when considering the proble1n 

of predicting feed value alone, that it was difficult to 

interpret climatic data in a way that yielded quantitative 
1 information on plant g-ro1vth. Even for a single season 

detailed rainfall statistics are required to estimate 

'initial effective rainfall' and 'effective carryover 

rainfall' for small areas in the Alice Springs District, 

1vhile the cumulative effects of a variable run of seasons 

are 111uch harder to predict. The position in the three 

northern regions is more con~licated since excess rainfall 

may lead to the overg-rowth of grass and the destruction of 

its nutritive value, Finally, range response is also 

conditioned by long and short-run differences in the 

intensity of stocking. 2 

It is possible nevertheless, to deduce the rational 

reactions of operators to variations in seasonal conditions. 

First, in thi event of short-term dry spells the tendency 

1vouJd be for producers to lighten their stocking rate which 

would temporarily raise annual output. Second, the 

continuation of this policy over a longer period would lead 

to a lowering of productivity as the breeding herd became 

depleted. Third, it would be expected that the most 

1narginal enterprises would be the first to cease production 

if dry conditions continued, Some confirmation that the 

units on poorer quality land may have more variable outputs 

is given by the lower correlations between land productivity 

1 
Slatyer, R.O., 'Climate of the Alice Springs District', 

in 'General Report on Lands of the JUice Springs Area, 
Northern Territory, 1956-57', compiled by Perry, R.A., 
Land Research Series, No.6, CSIRO, Melbourne, 1962, pp.l09-
llf6, p.l21. 
2 

Newman, J.C., and Condon, R.lv., 'Land Use and Present 
Condition', Chapter 7 in Slatyer, R.O., and Perry, R.A., 
(eds.) Arid Lands of Australia, Canberra, 1969, This gives 
an '"xcellent coverage of the ecological aspects of range use. 

' 
.· , : .: ~J~ 
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and the theoretical stocking rates :for 1965 in Table z,.,lf. 
This ~~as a year o:f bel<llv average rainfall :for the whole o:f 

the Northern Territory rangelands and the results may 

1-e:flect a trend :for these holdings to turn·-·o:f:f a greater 

number of' stock than ,,,ould be expected, Table z,. 6 gives 

further evidence on these hypotheses and sets out the 

structure of property sales and purchases :for all units 

entering production between 1963 and 1967, by region. Of 

particular interest is the reaction o:f producers in the 

Alice Springs District to the termination of the drought 

which lasted :from 1958 to 1965, Up to 1965 -- the last 

poor year -- sales remained relatively high, purchases 

were small, and the number of units in production declined, 

In 1966 properties beg·an to purchase store and breeding 

stock, especially :from beyond the region, and turn-off fell 

though it \vas evenly distributed over space. 

:figures seem to show :further adjustment to better conditions 

and a more stable output with imports continuing to expand. 

This pattern, \vhich indicates considerable :flexibility of 

manag'ement, is probably becoming more common. It follows 

:from the increased opportunities for agistment and re

stocking that have resulted from the adoption of road 

These transport and the relaxation of disease controls. 

conclusions are supported by the hypothetical data 

presented by van Holst Pellekaan, who found that maximum 

flexibility in pasture use, through breeding and fattening 

and in~orting store cattle in good years, was also the most 

profitable :form of enterprise :for properties affected by 
1 periodic droughts, 

The e:f:fects of rainfall variations on pasture growth 

and production policy have been discussed in detail to show 

the impossiblity of quantifying this variable in the 

systematic analyses. Even the separation of the Alice 

Springs District from the three northern regions to accouut 

1 
Van Holst Pellekaan, J.W,, 'Some drought strategies for 

bee:f cattle producers 1 , unpublished paper given at the 
Drought Seminar, University of New England, Armidale, 1969, 

• ' ' • ~- • \ ' • ' ' I I • ' • I '• o 
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Year 

196J 

1964 

1965 
1966 

1967 

Year 

196J 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

Table 4.6: Average property purchases and sales, by District, 1961-1967 (calendar years). 

ALICE SPRINGS BARKLY TABELAND 

Average Average Net Number Average Average Net Number 
station station production of station station production of 
purchases sales balance properties purchases sales balance properties 

57 486 429 7J 9JJ ),177 2,244 25 
no 576 466 71 1,066 2,4oh l,JJ8 24 

59 617 558 69 969 2,879 1,910 25 
200 286 86 74 668 J,710 ),042 25 

2J8 1!05 167 74 592 2,992 2,400 25 

VICTORIA RIVER DARWIN AND GULF 

Average Average Net Number Average Average Net Number 
station station production of station station production of 
purchases sales balance properties purchases sales balance properties 

244 1,807 1,56J 21 88 527 4J9 40 

519 1,884 l,J65 21 79 7J8 659 35 
12J 1,547 1,424 2J 6J 544 481 JJ 

71 1,)66 1,295 24 22 526 504 JJ 
56 1,721 1,665 2J 107 641 5J4 41 

- . -----

Source: NTAAIB stock permit data 

f-' 
V< 
1..:• 
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for the long-term drought is not valid because similar 

effects '~auld probably be observable for localised areas of 

the whole of' the Northern Territory in some years. Notably, 

severe dry spells affected the southern Victoria River 

District between 1963 and 1965, the western Barlcly Tableland 

in 1963 and parts cf the Darwin and Gulf' District in 1966. 1 

Although these variations cannot be accounted for, attention 

should be drawn to the systematic bias which climate can 

exert on the relationship between land-use intensity and 

accessibility, Because properties in the Alice Springs 

District lie within the Adelaide supply area their indices 

of net received prices are uniformly high, Hence, lower 

production in this region due to drought tends to reverse the 

locational relationship. This may account in part for the 

reversal of the sign of' the accessibility function in the .two 

regression equations for the period, and their lack of' 

comparability with the results of' the 1957 analysis. 

5, Conclusion -- the basic determinants of' output 

The conclusions which can be drawn on the relationship 

between p1~oducti vi ty (in terms of' gross output) and the 

effects of spatial variations in land quality, climatic 

fluctuations, and the differences in the f'armgate prices 

received' by producers require careful appraisal. Four major 

inferences seem valid: 

(i) Output in the study industry seems to be very 

dependent upon spatial and temporal variations in pasture 

resources. This is the result of' the inextricable connection 

beb~een the ecological and economic systems under open range 

conditions. 

(ii) The influence of spatial variations in marginal 

returns per unit of output on land-use intensity was slight 

or non-existent between 1960 and 1967. 

1 
Bureau of' Meteorology, .Annual Rainfall Haps of .Australia, 

Melbourne. 



(iii) The comparison o:f the :functions governing holding 

output in 1957 and 1966 suggests that the influence o:f 

accessibility on physical productivity probably declined over 

!;he decade. 

(iv) The consistently poor performance o:f a wide range 

o:f accessibility indices in the spatial equilibrium analysis 

means that coefficients cannot be obtained :for the 

complementarity e:f:fects o:f local improvements in roads. 

The general conclusion o:f the work must be that the 

influence o:f transportation costs on production scale was 

reduced between 1957 and 1966, This was due primarily to 

the general rise in bee:f prices and the entry o:f the 

Katherine and Dandn plants. Thus non-spatial determinants 

o:f land-use intensity became more important. This confirms 

Brinkman's deductive conclusion that 

With the levelling out o:f local prices, one o:f 
the most characteristic manifestations o:f a 
progressing economic development, namely 
di:f:ferences in intensity between the various 
economic locations, will be lessened accordingly 
so that, within a given area, the nature o:f the 
soil. and· climate will be more and more the 
determinru1ts which explain the existing differences 
in intensity,l 

C. SPATIAL ADJUSTMENT IN PROFITABILITY AND FACTOR USE 

The previous section examined spatial di:f:ferences in 

land productivity and related them to the hypothesis that an 

explanation o:f the pattern can be given through the 

application o:f spatial equilibrium concepts. The :following 

section extends the analysis to the consideration o:f 

intensity o:f :factor use and locational di:f:ferences in 

pro:fi ts. The :first .part sets out the regional structure o:f 

costs, capital usage, and net income :for eighty-two units 

:for the three :financial years :from 1962-63 to 1964-65, and 

relates profitability to movements in costs and prices 

1 

Brinkmru1, T. , Economics o:f the Farm Business, with notes 
by Benedict, E.T., Stipper, H.H., and Benedict, M.R., 
Berkeley, 1935, p.46, 
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between 1960 and 1967. This introduces the available data 

and provides a reference f'or the second part which is 

orientated to a spatial perspective. The basis of' the 

analysis remains the Thiinen model in which returns per unit 

of' area '~auld be dependent upon variations in accessibility 

under optimal and constrained conditions. 

1. Temporal and regional variations in profits -- an 

overview 

The aim of' this short section is to provide a context 

f'or the analysis of' spatial variations in land-use 

profitability that follows. Figure 4.2 shm~s the relative 

national movements of' the indices of' prices received f'or 

beef' cattle and prices paid by farmers f'or all goods 

entering production expenses. 1 This confirms the importance 

of' the recovery of' cattle prices f'rom 1963 and suggests that 

the industry as a whole sm~ an increase in returns in the 

succeeding years. These trends assume a static production 

function and may be compared with the data presented in 

Table 4.7, which shows fluctuations in the average percentage 

return to capital and management income of' the stations 

surveyed by the BAE. over the period 1962-63 to 1964-65. 

In the Northern Territory there are marked regional and 

annual variations which seem conditioned by climatic 

influences (the low returns of' producers in the Alice Springs 

District, for instance, are related to the continued drought 

in that region), Little evidence is available to support 

the hypothesis that price movements are critical and there is 

no consistent reaction f'rom the properties of' the Victoria 

River and Darwin and Gulf' Districts to the extension of' 

marketing opport1.mi ties following the opening of' the two 

northern meah~orks in 1963, 

1 

For further details see 'Indexes of' Prices Received and 
Paid by Farmers in Australia', Quarterly Review of' 
Agricultural Economics, 22 (1969), pp.l03-13. 
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'Indexes of Prices Received and Paid by 

Farmers in Australia', Quarterly Revie'll 

of Agricultural Economics, 22 (1969). 
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Table 11,7: District and temporal variations in percentage 

return to capital and management income 

(station average) . 

Sample and Alice 
year Springs 

82 enter-
prises: 

1962-63 
196J-64 
196/f-65 

J year 
ave:t"'age 

72 enter-. a prJ.ses: 

J year 
average 

-2.2 

-0.7 
-7.6 

-J.5 

-4.5 

Barkly 
Table
land 

8.4 
5.8 

5-9 

6.6 

J.2 

Victoria Darwin 
River and 

6,J 
-0.2 

7,2 

4.5 

4.5 

Gulf' 

/f,6 

-1.4 

Northern 
Territory 

b 

4,8 

-1.2 

a. differs from the main sample in assuming a static
price inventory gain, 

b. not available, 

Sources: The Northern Territory Beef' Cattle Industry, 

BAE, Canberra, 1968, and BAE unpublished data. 

Table l1. 8 shows the structure of' net income for the 

eighty-two properties in the Northern Territory in the 

complete survey, for the three year period by District. 

Net cash income is the surp·lus that remains after cash 

costs have been met (these include the cost of. materials, 

services, hired labour, and cattle purchases and exclude the 

operator's labour allowance and depreciation), Over ninety

four per cent of' cash income in all regions came directly 

fro1n cattle sales. The construction of' the other indices of' 

profitability is detailed in the table, and the same 

parameters are employed in all subsequent tabulations. The 

most marked variation between regions is one of' scale with 

the Barkly Tableland and Victoria River District stations 
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Table /1 .• 8: The. average net income structure o:f holding·s, · 

by District, 1962-6) to 1964-65 (BAE sample o:f 82) 

Item 

A. Cash income 

B. Cash cost 

C. Net cash income 
(A-B) 

D. Interest paid 

E. Cattle inventory 
change 

F. Depreciation 

G. Net :farm income 
( C+D+E-F) 

H. Operator's labour 
allowance 

I. Capital and 

Alice 
::m_rings 

1,214 

2,280 

1,427 

9,030 

1,903 

management income -6,012 
(G-H) 

J. Total capital 172,646 

% 
Percentage return to 
capital and management 
(100 I/J) -3.5 

Barkly Victoria 
Tableland River 

$ $ 

92 '096 80' 3if9 

70,959 60,971 

21,137 19,378 

1' 641 2' lf80 

if7 ,.794 36 '763 

22,228 24,lf28 

46' 4lf1 32,290 

702,599 717,382 

6.6 

Dar;~ in 
and Gulf 

$ 

lf2 '226 

lfO, lf86 

1,740 

2,364 

27,739 

12,184 

19,659 

1,903 

390,062 

4.6 

Source: The Northern Territory Beef Cattle Industry, 

BAE, Canberra, 1968. 

employing :four times the average capital investment o:f those 

in the Alice Springs District. 

The cost structure o:f the sample has already been 

described in Chapter 2 (Table 2.3) and may be compared with 

the 1949-50 situation as shown in Table 3.3. The most 

notable change between the two survey periods is the :fall 

in the perce1:1tage o:f costs accounted for by labour and the 

rise in the importance of depreciation. This indicates a 

general substitution of capital, in the form of fencing, 



1,aters, and yards, for the extensive use of' manpower under 

open range conditions. Table 4.9 presents complementary 

data on the structure of' capital expenditure. This confirms 

the presence of' factor substitution since it shows that the 

percentage of' working capital held in cattle values fell 

from a Northern Terri tory averag·e of' eight-six per cent to 

approximately seventy per cent between the survey dates. A 

further point is that although the percentage return to 

capital was low, the rate of' annual investment over the three 

years from 1962-63 to 196lr-65 was uniformly high, so that 

capital appreciated on average by 6,5 per cent per year. 

This reflects the confidence of' operators in the industry 

and may also cover a tendency to plough back profits to 

avoid taxation, 

2. Spatial variations in ,productivity, investment, and 

profits -- methodological issues 

Under the assumptions of' the Isolated State,spatial 

variations in net received prices would be expected to 

determine the intensity of' land-use per unit of' area and 

the overall profitability of' holdings, provided they are 

of the same acreage, within a single industry zone. The 

theoretical background to these assertions has been 

explored in Chapter 2, where the model was related to the 

study industry and the effects of' relaxing the constraints 

on land quality, property size, technical homogeneity and 

the influence of' uncertainty, Intensity of' land-use has 

been defined, in this study, in terms of' output per square 

mile, but intensity in the more strict economic usage refers 

more often to the employment of' capital and labour. Since 

tha marginal productivity of these factors is dependent upon 

the level of' marginal returns in von Tht\nen's model, their 

intensity of use per unit of' land will vary directly with 

output and holding profitability along the rent gradient, 

However, as Hammar has pointed out, productivity and 

efficiency are only related to lru1.d rent under ceteris 

paribus conditions, since for some lands their quality may, 

'act as a substitute for labour and capital and this in fact 



Table h.9: The average structure of to·tal and current capi·tal expenditure of holdi.ngs, 

1962-63 to l96h-65 (BAE sample of 82) 

Capital Item · Alice Barkly Victoria Dar'"in and 
Spring-s Tableland River Gulf 

ivorking capital $ % $ % $ % $ % 
' Hade \Vaters 37;274 22 100,089 14 46,596 6 9,652 2 

Fencing 23,450 '13 5l,5ll 7 55,970 8 36,102 9 

Yards 9,628 5 12,962 2 18,178 3 15,861 4 

Buildings 7,922 5 29,530 4 29,760 4 11,158 3 
Plant & Nachinery 9,936 6 20,060 3 24,854 3 18,728 5 

Total excluding cattle 88,210 51 214,152 30 175,358 24 91,501 23 

Ca'ttle 84,436 49 488,447 70 542,024 76 298,561 77 

TOTAL 172' 61~6 100 702,599 100 717,382 100 390,062 100 

Gross investment per year 

Total excluding cattle 7,908 64 31,932 62 35,600 85 24,256 87 

Cattle 4,394 36 19,510 38 6,198 15 3,518 13 

TOTAL 12,302 100 51,442 100 41,798 100 27,774 100 
·-

Source: The Northern Territory Beef Cattle Industry, BAE, 1968. 

f-' 
0. 
0 



reduces the need for intensive handling of them' . 1 In this 

study the emphasis is placed on location rent variations 

within a relatively homogeneous industry and Hammar's 

objections to the linkage of factor use intensity to land

use intensity may be ignored.
2 

The methodology adopted in the following two sections 

is based on the classification of properties by zones of 

accessibility to markets, defined by imputed road transport 

costs and net price differentials per beast from the station 

In this homestead to the centre favoured by the producer. 

sense the zones place holdings in their locational 

relationship to a hypothetical central market and the 

economic lru<dscape is distorted to an ru"lalogy of the Isolated 

State. To minimise the effects of exogenous variables the 

zones contain quintiles of the modified sample of seventy-t1~o 

stations, which results in differences in the width of rings. 

The data has been prepared in concert with the BAE which 

supplied the tabulations from their 1962-63 to 1964-65 
survey. Ten properties have been omitted on grounds of their 

dubious character as economic units (such as where land is 

held for capital gain or used primarily for tourism). All 

parameters are represented by the mean value for the three 

survey years to minimise short-term temporal influences. 

Aggregations have been used to maintain the confidentiality 

of the survey data, and no information was given to the 

author on individual properties. 

3. Accessibility zones defined by transport costs 

The definition of the structure of trru<sport costs over 

the survey period poses particular difficulties since it 

1 
Hanunar, C.I-I., 'Intensity and land rent: an overlooked 

aspect of rent theory', Journal of Farm Economics, 20, ( 1938), 
p.788. 
2 

This does not imply that this factor exerts no influence 
on the study industry. A notable instance is the reduction 
in capital expenditure on properties in the north of the 
Northern Terri tory where permanent natural 1~aters obviate 
the need to devote as large a propoi"tion of investment to 
dams and bores. 



GOincides with the establishment and increasing influence o:f 

the Katherine and Darwin meatworks :from 1963, In practice 

an attempt has been made to approximate the allocation pattern 

:for 1964 by modifying the 1966 situation in the light o:f 

additional knowledge. This procedure assumes that production 

response to marketing opportunities '~as instantaneous, This 

is not justified by the analyses o:f adjustment to exchange 

equilibriwn, and can be questioned :further on the grounds 

that the modification o:f production scale would only occur 

in the longer term. However, the methodology adopted 

appears preferable to the subjective assessment o:f property 

accessibility variations and the estimati.on o:f lag :functions 

:for different supply areas. The internal coherence o:f the 

196/1 allocation pattern probably o:f:fsets its disadvantages. 

Table 4.10 presents data on the characteristics, 

productivity, investment, costs, and income o:f the stations 

in each zone. In a homogeneous landscape the number o:f stock 

run per square mile could be expected to decline towards 

the periphery since cattle are a capital item, In the study 

industry this does not hold and stocking rates are :fairly 

closely related to the estimate o:f the overall quality o:f 

the pasture in each ring. Under the open range system this 

result might be expected, but the model would suggest that 

the nearer producers would exploit their cattle resources 

more intensively. In :fact, it appears that stations on the 

periphery have the highest average branding rates while 

those o:f the middle zone turn-o:f:f the greatest proportion o:f 

cattle :for sale. According to the ThUnen theory o:f intensity 

rent, the operators nearest the edge o:f the rent-scape are 

likely to use less capital per square mile than those nearer 

the market. The evidence does not confirm this :for there is 

a tendency :for the outer stations to spend more on :fencing 

and waters, though investment in holding yards does :follow 

the theoretical gradient. Symmetry is also lacking in 

labour usage and current cosi;s, though these tend to match 

variations in land quality. 



Table 4.10: rofitabilit\" und factor usc charact.eristics ( l'J6::!-6J to 190!t-6<i) b\· road t.ransport rat.e 

payment access zon~s 

Zonal char~cteristics I Zone- 1 Zone ::! Zone J Zone 4 Zone 5 

Number of observations 15 14 ill 14 15 

Average road transport payment {S) per beust) 2.57 11.55 tJ ..... 
•"< 8.50 11.77 

Average Z'lne land quality 6.78 1).35 11.71 9.12 1).05 

Average property area (square miles) l • ()!15 1, 504 1,597 2,055 2,110 

Average stocking rate (beasts per square mile) :, . 0!~ 0.)1 5. 7:! 5-78 5.61 

Average branding rate (calves as a percentage of co"'·"') 

I 
J9.91 ~1).66 !.jS.94 46 .2!1 49.94 

Average turn-off' rate (sales as a percentage of cattle) 15.71 17.17 19.10 17.09 14. Ti 

Average sales per square mile {196)-65) 0.54 0.75 0.97 o.6J 0.78 

CaEital Investment 

Average capital investment (S per square mile) 198.59 273.80 247.46 249.49 279.24 

Number of miles of fencing per 10 square miles 0.83 1.08 J..ll 1.25 1.52 

Number of madt: ... ·aters per 100 square miles 0.87 1.15 0.77 0.59 l.l!.j 

Number of' holding yards per 100 square miles 1.15 1.22 1.22 1.00 0.94 

Average annual capital expenditure (5 per square mile) 9.56 11.92 10.11 1.4.75 12.78 

~ 

Average l~bour costs (S per square mile) 9.02 12.Jl 10.83 10.47 11.25 

Average total costs (S per square mile) ~5-19 36.60 32.13 )2.54 38.93 

~ 

Total income (S per square mile) 22.62 39-73 40.76 22.23 JJ.57 

Net Farm Income (S per square mile) -2.57 ).14 8.6) -10.)1 -5.)6 

Net Cash Income($ per square mile) 6.)6 15.85 19.)2 7.27 6.14 

Average percentage return to capital and management -2.96 -2.26 0.)6 -).76 0.15 

Theoretical situation rent g£adient
3 

Net Farm Income (S per square mile) I o.6J -0.69 -1.84 -J.JJ -5-51 

-0.76 -1.24 
~ 

Average percentage return to capital and management -0.19 -1.87 -2.80 ~' w 

a ~alculated from the Northern Territory average (zone J) 

Sources: Special tabulations prepared by the BAE from unpublish~d data (sample 
of 72 stations) and NTAAIB stock permit information) 



Four indicators ·of variations in income are tabulated 
1 

~<hich correspond to those used modified BAE survey results. 

In all cases the middle zones appear to contain the most 

profitable properties, with the fourteen stations in zone 3 

being the only group to realise a positive average percentage 

return to capital and management income. The gradients ar.e 

not regular and it is difficult to drm~ any conclusions which 

support the hypothesis that transport costs are a critical 

determinant of profits. The trends may be compared to the 

theoretical effect of variations in situation rents on a 

hypothetical property, representing the industry mean, at 

the base of the table. Here it is assumed that zone 3 

contains the actual Northern Territory average and trans

formations have been made by calculating the effect of 

higher and lower transportation costs using the modal zone 

values. 

Several complicating factors may be responsible for 

poor performance of the model, including the effects of 

variations in pasture quality and holding size. In addition 

the methodology assumes that operators react to differences 

in transport costs rather than net received prices. Hm~ever, 

considering that the more remote properties pay an average 

of four times the freight charges of those in the nearest 

zone the results bring into question the operation of this 

aspect of rent theory in practice. Certainly, compared 1'1i th 

the regional and temporal analyses of profitability the 

locational classification tends to obscure rather than 

illwninate the critical factors. The only conclusions that 

can be dra1'1n from the gradients are that the more distant 

stations may be prone to over-investment, 1'1hile those nearer 

the market do not seem to make the best use of their resources. 

These inferences 1'1ill be pursued in the follo1'1ing section 

'~hich repeats the procedure using variations in received 

prices. 

1 
The percentage return figures are directly comparable '~i th 

those shown for the 72 enterprise set in Table 11.7. 

• - I '' • ' - -..,. • ' ' • -• 1• ' ' • 



4 , Accessibility zones defined by net received price 

differentials 

The short-term effects of the ~ntroduction of two new 

markets over the survey period make the estimation of 

differences in fa.rmgate prices particularly difficult. Two 

contrasting positions may be held. On the one hru1.d it 

could be argued that the inunediate rise in prices affecting 

northern producers would result in a rapid increase in 

marginal returns and profits, due to the shift in their 

situation rents. On the other, it could be that these 

properties had insufficient time to adjust their factor mix 

to their new opport1.mities, so that their intensity rents 

would be relic forms" To account for these two views the 

price differentials adopted are based on regional 

variations in receipts for all classes of cattle, rather 

than the prices available for fatstock at alternative 

markets. The BAE survey found that average net receipts 

per beast sold over the three year period varied between 

regions as follows: 

Alice Springs 
Barkly Tableland 
Victoria River 
Darwin and Gulf 

Thus producers in the Barkly Tableland region have been 

debited $5.00, and those of the two northern regions $10.00 

per beast marketed, since their opportunities were virtually 

the same. These weightings have been added to the imputed 

transport cost estimates. The effect of this procedure is 

to restrict the first two zones to properties in the Alice 

Springs District and broaden the groupings in the remaining 

rings, 1 Table 4.11 gives a duplicate set of zone 

characteristics and economic parameters on this basis. 

1 
The pattern of comparative accessibility produced by this 

procedure corresponds closely to the author's subjective 
assessment. Fig. 4.1 shows the frequency distribution of the 
series. Here it will be observed that the class intervals 
show a continuous spectrum, cmlike those based on actual 
market price reports which appear to give a disproportionate 
~~eight to price. 



Table 4.1.1: pro!"it:abilit:v and £actnr nR@ characeristics {1962-f~J t.· 

Zonal characteristics 

Number or observations 

Average net received price dilf"erential ($ per Cat) 

Average zone land quality 

Average property area {square miles} 

A"\.·erage stocking rate (beaSts per square mile) 

Average branding rate (calves as a percentage ol CO\o'S) 

Average turn-o.f'f' rate (sales as a percentage o:' cattle) 

Average sales per square mile (l96J-65} 

Capital Investment 

Average capital investment {S per square mile} 

Number of" miles of" Cencing per 10 square miles 

Number of" made .,._.a ters per 100 square miles 

Number of" holding yards per 100 square miles 

Average annual capital expenditure {S per square mile) 

Costs 

A\·erage labour costs (.S per square mile) 

A,·erage total costs (~ per square mile) 

Income 

Total income (S per square mile) 

~et Farm Income (S per square mile) 

Net Cash Income (S per square mile) 

Average percentage return to capita! and management 

Theoretical situation rent gradient 

Net Farm Income (~ per square mile) 

Average percentage return to capital and management 

Sources: As Table 4 .10. 
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Zone 5 

15 
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0.95 
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Because of the effect of drought on the core of the 

Alice Springs District it is useful to evaluate the table in 

t1•o parts and separate the :first and second rings :from the 

remainder. Here the holdings to the south of the region near 

tlce railway to Adelaide show lower brru<ding and turn-off 

rates than those in the second zone. However their capital 

investment and :factor usage is higher and all the parameters 

of profitability give them superiority. The main reason :for 

the differences appears to be the inter-zonal variation in 

land quality, though it is tempting to speculate that 

producers with adverse :fertility ru<d location rents are 

forced to work their cattle resources harder, as witnessed 

by their average branding rate. 

For the properties of the other three zones the para-

meters can be divided broadly into two types. First, there 

are those that seem to vary in concert with land quality 

such as the turn-off rate, and capital investment and 

average labour costs per square mile. Second, there are 

those that increase towards the periphery. These are the 

actual stocking rate per square mile, the actual turn-off 

per square mile, investment in bores, capital expenditure, 

and total costs per unit of area. Thus there is a tendency 

for lru'ld quality to govern :factor usage (cattle, capital, 

and labour), while an increase in the locational disadvantage 

of a property is associated particularly with an increase in 

the intensity of lru'ld-use. This may reflect a general 

substitution of land :for the other :factors of production 

towards the periphery that is masked by variations in land 

quality. If this is true it points to the need to consider 

the production :function as an entity. This means that it 

may be unrealistic to isolate the effects of location on 

land-use and brings into question simple models of rent 

adjustment. Part of the explanation may lie in the tendency 

for the remote stations to breed store cattle while the 

nearer units specialise in :fattening. Thus the rent 

gradient may be split at the intersection of two industry 

types with continuity in value of production per unit of 

area and a reversed gradient in total sales. 



Confirmation of this inference is given by the consistent 

decrease in three of the indices of profitability towards the 

edge of the rent-scape. This occurs regardless of the effects 

of land quality and land-use intensity variations. It offers 

important evidence that location may condition returns 

through the elasticity effect and this gives some measure of 

the possible impact of improving transportation. However, 

the net received price differentials are wide and this 

suggests once again that the provision of additional 

processing facilities might be a more effective way of 

raising local prices and stimulating output. Since the form 

of the apparent rent gradient does not correspond with that 

of the theoretical situation rent slope, it is necessary 

to examine the process of adjustment in more detail. The 

preceding sections related the evidence linking accessibility 

and land-use intensity to comparable trends in temporal 

series and also considered the influence of exogenous 

variables. The :following section abandons this approach and 

boldly links the empirical findings to rent theory. This 

leads to a number of more general deductions on the role of 

accessibility in land development. 

D. ECONOMIC RENT AND LOCATION -- REVIEil' AND CONCLUSION 

1. Rent theory reviewed 

The assumptions and deductions of a series of 

hypothetical models which have been put :for,~ard to explain 

spatial variations in returns to land and capital in primary 

production must now be examined more closely. This leads 

to the reinterpretation of the empirically derived rent 

gradients which have been considered solely in terms of 

their comparability to the Thilnen model. In evaluating 

further elaborations of the Ricardian concept of economic 

rent, it is useful, first, to clarify the definition of 

this parameter. As Barlowe states: 



The difference between an operator's total 
production costs and the value of his total 
product is referred to as "net return''· 
Depending upon one's point o.f view and one's 
asswnptions regarding the nature of the items 
covered by production costs, this difference 
might also be described as an economic surplus, 
as economic rent, or as the operator's pro:fit.l 

The :fw1damental determinant of the choice of phrase is the 

en~hasis afforded to each of the :four basic factors of 

production. 1Net return' suggests that capital is the main 

concern of the analyst; 'economic surplus' states a pre

occupation with labour and 'profit' with managerial skill. 

Finally, the word 'rent' emphasises the land aspect that 

forms the core of this study. 

Ricardo demonstrated the source of rent by comparing 

the relative returns to labour on the cultivation of four 

dimensionless parcels of land of differing quality. He 

concluded that 'rent is always the difference between the 

produce obtained by the employment of t'~<i equal quanti ties 

of capital and labour' 1 and that 1 it invariably proceeds 

from the employment of an additional quantity of labour with 
2 a proportionally less return', In this simple theorem 

economic rent is a direct function of variations in 

fertility but it is important to note that two underlying 

assumptions are made. First, the cost of land does not 

enter the calculation of the marginal productivity of capital 

and, second, scale of enterprise is totally ignored, which 

means that the economic rent on a marginal input of land is 

the same at the farm and industry levels '~i thin an area of 

homogeneous land quality. 

The extension of this theory by von Thtinen to embrace 

the effects· of spatial differences in the marginal returns 

of producers :from sales of a particular crop was based on 

the explicit asswnption that all holdings were of the same 

1 
Barlo,~e, R. , Land Resource Economics, Englewood Cliffs, 

1958, p.l21. 
2 

Ricardo, D., Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 
London, 1817, p.J6. 

' •, I 'I ' , ' I - 'It , - 7F 
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si?.e. Iii th uniform land :fertility the industry rent i'unction 

1,a5 therefore a direct :function o:f variations in net received 

prices. In the original model this '~ould lead to a linear 

rent gradient :for the industry '~hich would be composed o:f an 

infinite series o:f steps between :farm boundaries. Dw1n has 

1nade two n1ajor theoretical contributions to these deductions 

,,•hich may be extended to general rent thcory.
1 

He has 

sho1vn that di:fi'erences in :farm size may be a critical 

determinant o:f economic rent regardless o:f location, and 

that there is no reason to suppose that these two variables 

are interrelated, as long as there is no constraint on the 

amow1t o:f capital that may be employed by a single operator. 

He has also drawn attention to the :fact that the cost o:f 

land will influence its intensity o:f use through 

compensatory adjustments in the total :factor mix. This 

leads to the general conclusion that the rent gradient is 

unlikely to be linear, and a :further inference seems valid 

:for most cases. Since the cost o:f non-land inputs is likely 

to increase away :from a c.entral market, 1 the probability 

is high that the distance-rent :function will be concave 

up"ard 1 (i.e. that location rents ~~ill :fall at a decreasing 

rate as distance :from the market is increased; provided 

all holdings are o:f the same size). 

While variations in land quality are important as 

determinants o:f the optimum intensity o:f :factor usage within 

a i'arm, they may have little relevance to the actual scale o:f 

output or the overall profitability o:f a given enterprise. 

The :failure o:f classical rent theory to take account o:f the 

dynamics o:f :farm organisation has led Schultz to question 

its relevance as a guide to the profitability o:f land-use. 

He argues that the operation o:f the capital market will 

eventually lead to the equalisation o:f returns to capital 

and management since, in the long-run, :farmers on sub

marginal land will rationalise, mechanise, or quit. As he 

states: 

1 
Dw1n, E.S., The Location o:f Agricultural Production, 

Gainesville, 1967. 



In short, the basic difficulties of acquiring 
the assets necessary to obtain the combination 
of inputs essential in organising an efficient 
farm arises from the way in '~hich the capital 
market functions. It does not arise from the 
natural and original differences in the physical 
properties of land used for farming. As a 
special case, particular differences in land may 
result in a windfall gain; and when this occurs, 
to that extent the realised g·ain will lessen 
the adverse effects of capital rationing. 1 

171 

It follows that under Schultz's hypothesis, intensity of 

land-use will be only partially determined by fertility and 

location, while farm rents '~ill tend to disappear as all 

returns come to approximate the opportunity cost of capital. 

Further complexities are introduced into the arguments 

which have been presented when the constraint on variations 

in the quality of management is relaxed. T'~o special 

cases will be discussed that lead to the reversal of the 

traditional ThUnen gradient. The first has been postulated 

by 1vebber and involves the windfall profits which accrue to 

pioneers on the rent margin. 
2 

He assumes that there will be 

a time lag before economic rents are absorbed by the land 

market in a newly settled area, so that the most distant 

operators will gain returns/rents for management and 

initiative that will vary inversely with the distance from 

the central market. Since under classical rent theory it 

is of no :'.mportance whether land rents are allocated to 

owner-operators or a rentier class it is clear that this 

model will only hold under specialised assumptions. The 

second case can be formulated from the work of Norman and 

Castle. 3 Their 'range of choice' hypothesis suggests that 

1 
Schultz, T. 11'. , 1 A framework for land economics - the long 

view', Journal of Farm.Economics, JJ (1951), p.214. 
2 

lvebber, ~f.J., 'Uncertainty, Location and Regional Economic 
Growht', unpublished doctoral thesis, Australian National 
University, 1968, p.411, 
J 

Norman, D.IY., and Castle, E.N., 'Geography and Agricultural 
Income: An additional hypothesis'',, Journal of Farm Economics, 
49 (1967), pp.571-8J. 
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where the environment threatens the success o:f an agricultural 

enterprise it culls the least e:f:ficient operators and demands 

a high standard :from the remaining managers. Thus :farmers on 

marginal land will have a circumscribed range o:f choice o:f 

operations and the penalties :for :failing to adopt new 

techniques will be proportionally greater. Applied to the 

Thtinen system, this would mean that, f'aced with lower net 

received prices and greater 1.mcertainty in the event of' a 

change of' price at the market, the more distant producers 

would be forced to optimise the use o:f their resources to a 

greater extent than operators in more :fortunate locations. 

For, as Norman and Castle conclude, 1 the possibility [is] 

that penalties, as well as rewards, may act as incentives'. 

The validity o:f this model depends upon its behavioural 

asswnptions and, while it could operate in some instances, 

there is no reason to believe that it has general application. 

In sununary, it can be seen that the traditional theory 

of' economic rent may of':fer only a partial guide to spatial 

variations in returns. In general it will give a reasonable 

explanation of' di:ff'erences in the ·intensity o:f land-use 

provided the e:ff'ects o:f factor substitution and managerial 

skill are not overwhelming. However, the relationship 

between profits and economic rent per holding is not direct 

and 1dll be af':fected by the actual value o:f land and the 

ease of' adjustment o:f holding boundaries towards the optimwn 

scale. 

2. Economic rent and returns in the study industry 

The nearest approximation to the actual value o:f 

economic rents in the study industry can be reached by 

subtracting :from net :farm income,the annual cost o:f 

servicing total capital investment at the current rate of' 

interest,and a charge f'or managerial 

that no account need be taken of' the 

services. This preswnes 

value o:f the property 

leases and that the quality of' management is invariant. 

Table /1 .• 12 sets out the results o:f this calculation :for the 

properties in the net received price zones given in Table h.ll. 

...... ~• .. 



Table !1 .. 12: Imputed economic holding and land rents, by net received price z_c>r~_s, 

(~962-63 to ~964-65) 

Item 

Average ho~ding net 
farm income ($) 

Average ho~ding gross 
capita~ investment ($) 

Annua~ charge on 
capita~ at 5 per cent ($) 

Operators ~abour 
a~~owance per ho~ding ($) 

Average property 
economic rent ($) 

Average station area 
(Square mi~e·s) 

Economic rent per square 
mi~e ($) 

Zone ~ 

-4,627 

~75,6~3 

8,78~ 

~,903 

-l5,3H 

1,267 

-12.08 

Zone 2 

-8,737 

~63,200 

8,~60 

~,903 

-~8,800 

~,408 

-13.35 

Source: Calculations from Table 4.ll. 

Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 

23,~95 ~ ,Ln8 -28,230 

597,000 468,674 825,039 

29,850 23,434 4~,252 

~,903 ~,903 ~,903 

-8,558 -23,9~9 -7~,385 

2,186 1,724 2,337 

-3.91 -13.87 -30.54 

I-' 
-..J 
'-" 



Inrr,·r:sl: h.as been charged at I'ive poo.t· f:<'ont tvh.:i.clt is tveU 

l>t·_l.cJ\\' L.tte eur.ct-~nt overdra.ft .rate of sj_x artd a. lJ.~Jlf' pee et::11t:. 

The-! (JpPr'D.hud s aJ.lo\vance has bec-::.n est::imat.ud a·c ~~.Lt00~3 per 

\t·: 1t· ... ~~ f:hc-: f'ig'IIJ"8 Llsed by 1-h{? BAE :in ih(~ir ~UJ"'\··ey· 

i_tt\HJLdt:.inns. Th.e adju.s·tments made :Ln this ealcu.ld.Liun d() 

nol· all'·cl' i:hr~ r·n.llk.ing nf' Z011C:'=!S Which \Vt-15 l1pp::--tr(-:-ni. from l:hp 

(.·unlp<t.J ·i.snn c1J' spal;ial varial;ions in .net .CaT·m in,~nJJIE' pF:J·· 

.-;tJUi_-_ti.H JJtile a11d percenta~;e r·eturn l:o cap_i L:a1 a.nd mana.gF·merJI: 

S.Lnc<e Uuo>;;e trends hoI d Yor l.lw l.ht"PE> 

par·awt~i <~I~S~ Lite inf'erence is that the land det:-ermincu1L~ oJ' 

<'COtHlHJi c rent have no·t been oi'I'se l; by l:.he long·· run 

adjii.SLIIIeni; o:f propert.y scale and proi'its a;; h)•pol.hes:ised hy 

Sch11l i z. 

Gi-ven Llte r·ele·,ra.nce of' cJass:i.cal r·eni i:heocy t-u I h.(-:' 

st-udy :inclu.sLry, :Lt. is desit·able to idenJ·.if'y i.h_e relaiJ-ve 

,,ff'c'"'·S o[' land f'erl;iliLy and local;ion on t:he ren.l: graclir"nl:, 

To furi.hec this end Lhe seven l;y-L\vo properU es in l.l1e 

mod i.f.i ed BAE sample were divided into three groups according· 

t.r1 i.:he rTtnk:lng of t;he es l::imates of' L;.heir averag-e pasLilt'E~ 

q u a1 :i. t y- ~ 'Huts f'or holdings in Lhe f'irs I; group th.e imp11 i:ucl 

f:lceDJ'e L:Lcal stocking rate ranges f'rom ten to !.hi l'l;y beas J;s 

jlPr SCJII.HJ~(~ m:i.lP~ In Lhe ceni;T'a.l class this vaJ~.ies bet:·\v-F~Pn 

f'iv" and a half and !.en, while :for the group containing i:he 

~!c-ti-iOllS wlth th.e \'I.'OT'Sf~ land it .r•anges from 011.8 l:o J'ive and 

a half' animals per square mile. The procecltH'e applied i.:n 

rhe whoJ e population \vas then applied l;o Lhese g.l'OII[JS, so 

that: a\tC_J ... age val1:1es f'or eeonn1nic chara.cter.istic:s a·re 

av:cd lable f'or sets o:f observations delimited s:i.multaneo11sly 

hy land qu.alii;y group and net received price zone. For 

ex_;:unplE>, !.here are nine propet~ties i;haL lie .Ln the upper 

land qu;J_l i l:y class and the f'if' l;h accessibLL i ty- zone, tvh:i.l e 

rh.n average nrunbe·r o:f stations in each sub--class is I'our, 

In the case of' the second zone in the upper class only one 

holding sal;is:fied the .joint. eondil:Lons >Ul.d Ll1is has· been 

added to rnalce a. con1bined zone "'i I·· h. the LhT'ee observations j n 

Lite Lnne r· zo.ne ~ The gcadients n:f net farm inenme per square 

u1l.Le and pE!rr·cntage return t~o capiLaJ. and management _incumf~ 

pc t· Pn l.<=:rp t'ise given by Lh.is me t:hod are p.Lo L LL--'!d by ne 1: 

r·ccc.i.-ved price znne!-3 .in l~'ig~ h~ rj~ 
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AJi·h.ouc;h the~ 1'1UJlllJer or s·t.a1:io.ns in 0(.lC.h Sllb-~c.la.~~:-· ·i.s 

;-:JIJ(lll t.he results or (.IJ.is procedure r-1.[''8 or {jJ"(~~;)I. .i.nt.(•J'est: .. 

Cul!lp<-J.r':i.snn or t;he g.radients fo.r !:he tioJO paramet:c~rs df ret.ul'ns 

i!ldlf·;·ti:(~S ;,~ mar·kedly .t't!g'l:t..l.ar anc1 l:inked vaJ:-·ial.i_c)n r,·\·1 r .:.:.p:·i!'e,. 

Iu C!ach ~~ase Lhe .Lmportanc:e of' diJ':f(~r·ences in Land qt.lal i.·i.y 

is imn1udia.Lcly a.ppa.rent and the effect: of' aceessi hj I .l !·y .i c: 

not.;;I\.J.I<~ r:utd eonsidtenL. A series of lnfer·ences on the 

~~cJ·Jt. Jrlay now ile made wit;l1 some confidence. F'i~:·s L, L.h.e 

siLaJI.rn' pr-ofiles o:f returns :for Lh.e prnperr .les in J:h.e worst. 

land class would seem to indicate that producers on rnargln.aJ 

land ar:·e cau~ious in avoiding variabili Ly in prot'i t:so This 

wo11 Ld support: t.h.e deduel:ions of ~he Nonnan and Cas Ll e nrndel, 

Second, U1.e gradients f'or l:he t'emain.Jng land classP.s sh.•>w 

a m<J.dred t:endeney to dip towards the rent: margin and it 

,,eems reasonable to atl:ribul;e t.h.is primad.ly i:n !.he ef'f'ccL 

o1, va.r·ial;iollS in situai;ioo rents~ Comparison o.f' L:h.e slopes 

of i:h.ese pt'ofi..les wil;b. those o:f l:he imputed l.h.eore~ical 

l';r'CICLienLs shn1m in Fig, lt.J, and described previous.J.y, shows, 

ilowevet-, Lhal; Lh.e fall off' in income to1vards tb.e periplt.et·y 
1 

is fas l;er t.han would be expec·t·.ed. For !;his l:o be due t:o 

varia.l;.ions in :Lni:ens.i..Ly renL it 1.\10U1.d be necessary Ln p!-(IV0 

tll.:.d. i:il.e LeveJ o:f <'apiLalisaLion of J.;he ouLet' pr·oper[.j es 

\\'a;..; l.o\,'F.'t' t:han Lh.ose o:f i:he inner zones. Refet"'ence to Tab I.e 

11. JO sh.ows l;hat: this is not tru.e since I:: he s t:al::ions in zone ') 

hilV<~ l:l1e highest average capital investment. Indeed, t.h:i s 

l.'accor seems to ex.plain. \\1hy their J'elu.r·ns are ~:·eJaLiveJ.y 

l(IWer~~ so t:hat il~ may be ·th.at operators in the JIIOSt rerno·t:e 

.loca·l.ions !;end l.o ,judge th.e:Lr input mix on l;hce basis or 
tilt> .i.ndusl::r~y produ.cr;:Lon :func.tion and su.ffer accordingly. 

One further point remains. It is temp i.ing l;o :formu.la i:P. 

a composite model o:f spatial variations in re l:urns to explain 

t·hc• pnnr' per'formancc o:f the two :inner zones .. This r::ou.ld 

!!lYoJ·ve a imark:et sha.dCJir\1' ef'fecL resulting; :t'·corn tl·u~ tendency 

ror:· r:IHe :f'ort:unal;e l:o ignore some opport;u.n:i l:i.r-'s and s<->i Lle 

Thl~ ~l.ope or thesP B'r·a.dienLs :is LOI'l'Vex, :ind:ic.8t.jnt!.' t.b.al 
D11nnts jnf'er·encr-~ do{~S .noL hold jn LhL~ stud~· jndusr.t·y .. 



Cot· \\1 hal~ they deem ·a reclsu.na.ble f'eturn. U n r o r· i: una t· e l. y 

Til.(·~ inner znt1es 

'""'sist of' propert:jc,s ln. the Alice Springs D.i.sl-rici: c1nd .il. 

qui.l.l.iLy are t;hl~ cause oJ' tll.eiT"' lot\1 €u·· PT'o.fi{;s. 

t.hc· sLat·ion~ :in th.ese zones tend to be in the .luwc:L' pa.ri; 

1Jf:' i:h.c:! range .in each quality class, wh.i.J.e all l""'emc.-l".ined 

d1 uu&ilL afi'lieted Lh.roughout t:he sur•vey yeaJCs. 

In conc.I.Lts:i.on, all t:h.e analyses g·iven i.n t:h.is c:hapL(:J' 

poi1I1·. -i.ll the same diceeLion~ So far' as t;h.e .land component: 

of L11e rent equat-ion is concerned, variations in .land 

<tllali Ly aTe fat' morB import:ant l:han dj ffBrences in 

i.l (•(".QSS i I d . .I j Ly. The~ evidence that is availabJ e 011 1-he 

J :ink.z1ge bel..tveen loeat:ion and intensity· nf la.nd·-~u.se .suggl~st:~ 

I. hat. Lbj s fac i::o r .is rBJal;iveJy unimportant: and l s 

decreasing in. iJlf'].IJ.ence. The relationship between Lhe 

In tBnsi Ly of' factor usage and accessibil:i l;y of hoJ dings 

c·nnf'nnns l;o t.h.is cnnclusion. \vhere locatJon may sl::i.ll ile 

,,f some rBlevance is in l;he determination of profits i:hrough 

sltuaLl<lll JCent differences, but l;h.e causal l.inkagB betweBn 

this i'ac1:oJC and intensity oi' resource use that i.s suggested 

ll) lit<· opL>n:ing quota.l;ion f'row the Lodec Repnr·l; seems enljrel.y 

and \Vould 

L 

be only. expected in theory 

t'a.Lioning.
1 

:in f~he presence 

.9!2l!~~!.Q.!.!.~~-~3J.J.;h~.s~.f~A~.s L £Q J. i. a ,_ R e P .. i2.!2..t. .. .2 I'_ J)J~~".-· ~~Q;'l!!H! ... tJ·.~-~~····~-~.f 
J..~!.~·~~~~::::..l;.J.tr~~~i-~i.~].~]~--.~~.!2!~ ~ ..... Tr8..!J.§J2.2£ t a t.i on Cos 1". s in No.tJ: ll.e .TD. 
/\,u_,_,_,_::I)L"!· ( t:he Loder Report,T, CanbeJ"ra, J.9(>:J, p.9'j. 
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CHAPTER 5 

.:\!.!:L!L§J:1·1E~].'__;J_:N MAH.Kl~T;);NC':L. THAN SPORT AT ION _!:'u'-iQ 

l'IWDUCTJON, 1950-1967 -- THE FACTORS INifi.~ITlNG 

ADI·IEHBNC~~ TO SPATIAL EQUILIBIH.ml 

It would indeed be n1ix•aculous ir in reaJ.i.ty, where 
everything is still in the process of development, 
whsre ever·y change is but a transition to a higl1er 
sl;nte, if here the rational were already manifest 
in all its ultimate finality. But even had this 
111iracle occurred, we would sti.ll have to prove that 
the existing state of things is rational, and show 
1vhy this is so. 

To obtain a full solution to our probJ.e1n 1 we 111ust 
subject to scrutiny and criticis111 everything taken 
rro111 reality; we 1nust discover the underlying laws, 
and where we have succeeded, transfer to the 
I sola ted State these laws, and not the phenomena 
appearing in the real world. This, however, raises 
the prospect of innumerable problems •••• 

von Thiinen, The lsolat.~~-Stat~ 

INTRODUCTION 

The search for evidence of an ordered link between 

accessibility and productivity in the study industry has 

been inhibited by the complexity of the real world. 

tl1e n1odel framB\vork \Vould incorporate eacl1 :faetor and 

speci.:fy its simultaneous relationship to individual 

ldeaJ.ly, 

var·iablcs, interactive sets, and the whole systen1. Since 

Lhis is not possible, the concept of spati.al equilibrium 

has been employed as a unifying structure :for a series or 

analyses which select manageable groups of factors and 

exan1ine their interrelationship at a particular period or 

l:i.rn<c, The unsatisfactory aspects ol:' this approaeh have been 

renognised by L5sch who states 

.... : .. ~ .. 
' ' 



I '1' I 

If a system is regarded as an order or preference, 
the:~ emphetsis .lies heavily on the word or·clr=!r .. \{e ordc~r 
ou1· facts accorcl.ing to vie\vpoints thut-.. ~~:e-i.mpo(·b'8J;:E·-· 
Lo us, Herwe the same thing· app<~ars again and again 
bttt is seen diffe.rently, wl1ereas in a prope:r seque11ces 
in <ln :idea] syst·.em 1 it \.;ould havr:: a uniqnc~ place~l 

~evertheless, this fortn of methodology permits some 

"ppt·eci.att.on of l.:lle "hole througl< the examination ol' dll'f'"t'PnL 

scgmc~nts und .facetso The rramewock .for the empirical h'OI'k 

ci(-~~cri"herl in Cha.pters ~3 ancl I+ \\1as derived f'.r·om von T'hGnun' R 

_!...:..~l-.~l-ed__§_~ 1 and was based on the conc~epts or spatiaJ. 

equilibrium in exchange and producti.on. The aitn of this, 

Lhe concluding chapter in Part 2, is to consider sotne or l..he 

specJ.fic problettts "hieh have been set on one si.de to 

~itnpliry the approach. 

The first or these problems concerns the assumption 

that t.h.e pattern of dentand for beef cattle is independent 

or the location of supplies. Von ThGnen "as a"are that thH 

optimal size and spacing or to"ns and processing plants 

could be determined from the actual distribut.ion or 

pro due: t·.i.on in a complementary manner to the identi fica t·.:Lon 

or rational land·-use under the constrai.nt of fixed demands. 

Ln reali.ty the relationship is mutual, In the long-run both 

produ,:ers ~1nd consuJJJers will tnove towards a spa-tial 

c-quj].·ibt·ium in ,;hich excess profits are minimised and al.l 

rel:urns come to approxintate the opportunity cost of capital 

One or the conclusions "hich has been dra"n frottt the analysis 

or ext:hang·e in 1957 and 1966 is that the capacity and 

location of demand centres bear little relation to the local 

availability of cattle, for tnonopsony, lacuna, and excessi.vo 

overlapping of supply areas are all evident, These are 

ron8idered in the first section of thj.s chapter, which al.so 

l.ooks ut the reasons for the apparently non-optimal response 

of producers to variations in marketing opportuni.ties, In 

··oni.r-ast to t:he .fi.r·st question, the need h.ere is to pcove 

t.he <tdequacy or the assumptions which have been made on t11e 

componcncs of accessibility, rather than to broaden the scope 

oP the model. 

-i. -··--·-·-·--·--· 
Liisch, A.,, X.J:.~l~conomics ot· Location, Yale, 1.')').?., p,:J, 
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The second section extends the discussion of exchange: 

,qu.Llibrium by detailing the factors which conl.r:i.bu.l:0cl t:o 

t·.Jw adoption of the use of road transport o1rer the sl;udy 

p<·t:·i.od. This per_forms t\,,o t:.asks~ It pcovides a .1 :ink bet\,'Pc~n. 

the 19.57 <.i!ld 1966 benchmarks whic.l.l use uJU.--modal ransporL 

l'unc t.ions and, in addition, it allm;s furth0.r c·on<'lusi.ons Ln 

tw dr'''"n. nn. t.lw importance or accessibility t.o producers in. 

a dc•t'ision mat.r"'jx \Vhich includes non-·,r-ate costs and 

tlncertainty~ Again this i.s a modification of Lhe basi.c 

modc-~1. The extension of the concept; of complete adjustment. 

io transportation services involves the consideration or l.he 

l'orm of exl;ernal economies but examination of this topic 1d.J.l. 

'"' d<·hlj<erl to Pari; J, 1;hich shifts the emphasis nf Ll1e work 

t.o L.IH-: costs and benefits of' rural road investment.; .. 

Final.ly, section C explores sonre of the reasons fn~· 

i.hu discrepancies between the actual pattez·n of factor 

usage in t·.he beef industry and the deductions \vhich von 

Tl1i.inen reached on the adjustment of production scal.e to 

1.ocaLionally determined variations in marginal re tllrns. In 

renli loy, the decisions of operators on the i'orm of their 

production function are contlitioned by an array or 

inrluences which were ignored in the Isolated Stat.e model, 

Among t.hese are land quality, farnr size, and uncertainty. 

In addi ioion, certain special characteristics of extensive 

cattle z·ai.sing must be considered, such as the simple 

LechnoJ ogical base and the relatively high level o:f 

cnpi.talisation on holdings. These rae tors could be 

iJicor·porated in a modified location theory, but in a widex· 

sense they rep~esent a need to link the study to a more 

genm'al. economic approach. This point is examined at the 

cmd or t.his chapter, where the emphasis is placed on l~he 

e<Csponse oi' tl1e industry too temporal variations in ma:r:l<.e t 

prices and where spatial adjustnrent is comparee! to the wider 

p1·o bl nm ,,f ela st i.ci.ty in supply. Thus each of the Lhr·ee 

:,;c·c·r.inns looks at a distinct set of residual probl.BIIIS from 

I:Jw empiri Gal 1;ork and emphasises the overall findings o (' 

this part or the study on the li.nks between accessibility, 

~l'nnsportation and land cleveloprnent. 
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A ADJUSTMENT IN N!UUCETING 

To c~valuate the rela t::Lve eJ'f'iciency o.f mar-kc~tint.~ in t:ht~ 

\ot·i hvr·n T'ecri.Lory iL is neeessary tCJ 1:'0.['\IIUl.ui.:.e ;:( ,';H~f·jeH or 

sl<•ndn~ds which ntay be applied to t;he general prob]em or 

provi.cied sLH'h ('OIIHitOdiLy e:xc.hange. Fortunately, S . 11 1 OSJll.C <- .'J.i-_ts 

" r·rame>worl~ \d1ich defines the el"ficiency oJ" a marke t.:i.ng 

svstem in terms or the followi.ng seven propositi.ons 

( i ) 

( . . ) 
'. l.J .. 

(iii) 

( i v) 

( ,-) 

( vi ) 

transportati.on costs should not per:sist.ently 
be needlessly large; 

eronomic facilities should exist at aJ.l 
assembly points; 

pr·icc-:! J'o.r•tnation and the pairing; of.' b11yers lJrtd 
S('lle!'S should not be uru:·easonably cost.ly; 

price rlexibility should not generate costly 
search for information, needless livelihoods 
for speculators or inefficient accomntodation 
to uncertainty; 

prices should be high enough t.o avoid excess 
demand and low enough to avoid undesirable 
inventory accumulation; 

fo~ a set or prospective buyers and sellers at 
ttil e~ssembl.y point, the r<Ji;io o.f acl.naJ In 
potential gains .from trade should be ntaxi.tnised; 

for a set or geographically scattered prospect.i.vc-> 
buyers and sellers, the ratio or actual to 
potential gains £"rom trade should be JJJaximiserl. 

Although the application. or these criteria demands 

suhjocti~e assesstnents, this schetna does provide a usei'ul 

guide to the kinds or factors that have to be considered, 

.In the context or this study the .first and last points are 

of particular importance. On transport costs Sosnick 

c: omrnen t s 

1"-----·----
Snsnick, S.H., 'Operat;i.onal cr:i.teria fo1· c.valuating 

per·J'ot'mn.nce', in [t'a:r:·ris P.L. (ed.) Market Stru~ture ' ' ----·--------·-
ll.s.c~.c::£J.I~:.!J .• Ames, 1.9611, pp.ll2-16. 

markn t. 



, • ,so111el:imes excessive transporl:ation is readily 
[18CAI't:uiil~ble and evert quan·tifiable. 1'1li.s wi.J.l 
be true \vhen a· "c0ntrnl market" sits outside the 
J.o~atiort polygon, It will be true when rir111s 
ronti.nually ship perfect substitutes into each 
oth,~.c 1 s llnat:ural:' market a.r"eas. It \\rill l)e l;-r·ue 
\\1 1lr~n_ rout.u clupl.i ~,.;ation occurs.l 

TlH! l't.,l.J_o\-Jj ng sections <Jre t..hereJ'ore concc~rn.cd with. L\\'O 

rn;ljO.t' p.r·nblems, n.aruely, the in.eJ'.ficienL J.oca.Lion o(' buyr~1·s 

anrl l:lw non-opt i.mal response of se>llers, 

:! ~ ..!:~.9.!-]-ili b.L:i.um considerations in tl1e processing i.nclust:r_y: 

a. The> processing industry, 1950-1963 

Prior to 1963 there were no export killing facil!.ties 

iii t.lw Nor·Lhecn Territory despite the ract !;haL the region 

conLa.in.Pcl upward of' one million. head of st;ock. Fur l:her, of' 

l:ile transshipment points orrering export; possibil !.ties -·

Darwin, ~It Isa, and Alice Springs -- only l:he lct!;ter is well 

l.oc:at.ecl in relation to a major cattle producing area. Tho 

boisic reason ror the latter situation appears Lo be the 

histo1·ical development or settlement and route networks 

:.1 point which has been made elegantly in the Payne-Fle l:cher 

r<> poet 

Vi.e,~ing the railway position as it exists today) 
:il: can readily be seen thai: the deve>lopment o:f the 
Tc!.LTitory was commenced at the wrong points. It 
would almost seen1 as ir an unkind :fate presided over 
i.ts destinies and coiiipelled mistake after 1nistake to 
be made, Darwin, surrounded by inferior unproducti1re 
lands, was a poor ju1nping-orr place in the rJ.rst 
instanc:e, while the Central Australia line, which runs 
tln·ough the lm; rainfall belt of South Australia, 
t.J·av·rer·ses land of' very limited productive value. IL 
se>ems almost incredible that it should have be>en built. 

Ir development hac! been attempted J:'rom the east·. 
and \vest, instead of f'rom the north and south, and 
railways had been constructed :from Cloncurry in Queens··· 
land on the one side and :from Derby or 1Vyncll<am in 
\Vestern Australia on the other, the development and 

__ , ______ ,_ __ _ 
.1 

Sosnic:k, S.H., 1964, p.ll2. 



t'innncial history of the Northern Territory would 
hii\'0 bc,<en vastly di f':fcerent, as /:lie hest .lands or 
t.l1e Terr·i.toJ~y woul.d have beert t.raversed~ How~ver, 

cho present po$ition mus·t be accepted, and whatever 
r::m be done to alleviat;e :Lt must be done.l 

"l'ile irrrpJj_c[tl~i.on that the pa·tter·n ol' land-·use would have ber~J-L 

,-,st .1 y rH ff'cer·ent with an altcernative rail net can be 

quc,;t.ionc,d, but this statement presents a valid picture of 

t:lw poor l.ayout of' transportation :facil.i ties in this era. 

Ttw ceccent.ric distt'ibution or towns, ports and J~ail .. , 

!wads in r·olnt.ion to tJ-10 best cat.tlelands would seem to of'I'rn· 

a par·t:Lal explanation for the absence of' private investment 

in pr·ocessingo Apart rrom stock the industry requires power, 

ltigl1 q1Jality water', labour, and easy access Lo internal 

;1nd Px.pnr·t centres of' demando The manager of:' tl-10 present 

.1\c>thc;r·irw meatworks reports that an annual kill or JO,OOO 

!JeHd de1nands the use of 1,800,000 k.w. hours of electriciLy, 

7,000,000 gallons of water, a staff of' 180, and the 

I'cseJ:·vation nl' refrigerated storage ror 1,000 loons o.f meat 

~lose to the Dar~in whar.f. 2 Since power, water, and housing 

!'or cemploycees are only available :Ln existing centres of' 

popul.atiun the choice of' location is narrmvecl to Alice Springs, 

'J'(enn;~rtt Creek, Mt Isa, Kal;herine, Danvin, and Wyndham. All 

theHe /.owns are peripheral to the rangelands or the Barkly 

T~hlc;land and the Victoria River Districts which contain 

ne~rly two-thirds or the cattle resources or the Northern 

Territory, Further, the low overall quality or :fatstock 

r.ommit.s most or the turn-o.f:f o:f the northern regions to the 

export trade and this gives a significant advantage to 

wor'l.cs ,;i th a seaboard location ,,,here a single re:frigera tion 

plnrtt ean be used to :freeze and store meat prior to shipment, 

In the study period the locational choice ror an 

abatr.oi.r '"auld appear to have been limited to Katherine, 

-f-·--····-----
.!l~.P.<::.!::I_of __ };.!}!!_Board of Inquiry into t;hc_La_!J-.!L~E_La.~~~ 

JEt.<oi.~t.'?.!.E:.L~'.."!_C'.!: . .!.!!;!:__No.rthe_£!!; __ Territory or Aus.tral:La (the 
I',, v ll p . FJ.e t dter Report) ' Conunom;e al th 0 r A us tra 1 ia' Canberra I 
1 'J ~ '( ,' p 0 2 7 • . , 

Persc1naJ communication, 1~ March 1968, 



fl;, ,·,dn, and ~'It Is a, with the J.a tter two being favoured 

because of the possibility of monopolising significant local 

Processing plants at these centres 

~orJJd have significantly reduced transport costs in spite 

uJ' their dis te:nce from the main producing areas. li'or 

instance, in 1957 the Victoria River District turned--off 

,·,pproxirnately 23,500 cattle, of' 1~hich only about lt,OOO 1~ere 

~old for immediate slaughter. From origin and destination 

cl;,ta it is possible to estimate that these stock travelled 

,., total of' 12,000,000 beast-miles on the hoof'. The re

allocation of' half' of' these animals to the Katherine 

rEiilheacl would have reduced movements to roughly 8,500,000 

beRst·-miles and saved $25,000 in droving charges alone. 

Similarly, if' 30,000 head of' the Northern Territory cattle 

entering Q.ueensland had been slaughtered at !>It Isa, 

producers would have saved about $50,000 in railage costs 

To Townsville. Other things being equal, these reductions 

would have increased returns substantially: this, then, 

suggests there may have been a disequilibrium in spacing of' 

p1·ocessing centres. 

Part of' the explanation seems to lie in the failure of' 

t tm niP.atworks ventures which 1vere ill--founded and badly 

timed o In 19111 the Vostey Bros. began constructing a large 

f'acd i ty at Darwin 1~i th a daily slaughtering capacity o:f 

500 head. This works operated f'or three years until 1919 

and processed a total of about 70,000 cattle. According to 

Kelly, the main reason f'or its lack of' success was its poor 

location 

Not· thern 

in relation 

Territory.
1 

to the fattening country of' the 

Other sources 

troub1es and the lack of' government 

lay blame 
2 

support. 

upon labour 

Whatever the 

rrue cause it is probable that the failure of' this project 

acted as a deterrent to subsequent investment f'or, as the 

Payne··F·letcher Report comments, 

Kelly, J"H., Report on the Beef' Cattle Industry in 
•\1<:>.!:·_~!}~.£!2'-~l:I.§..!E.~.li~, BAE, Canberra, 1952, -·PP• 62-3. 
') 

c.renf'e11 Price, A., The. History and Problems of' the 
~<:>r_!.~:"E.El....'I':'~:.~.:·itory of' Australia, Adelaide, 1930, p.lt5. 



Intending investors shudder when they hear of 
Vc:s tey' s experience and proceed to find avenues 
for their energy and capital elsewhere,! 

185 

The sc•cond plant was located at Katherine and desig·ned to 

1,·oduce meat extract :from in:ferior quality catt I.e. The 

owners. Bovril Pty Ltd, ceased construction in 1951 and the 

workH was never opened. Here the reasons for failuPe are 

obscure but, as in the case of the Vestey facility, the 

cl<ecis:Lon to cease work on the project may have been taken as 

a r·esu.lt of changes in the structure of' international trade 

in meat. It may be that these Australian plants were begun 

lo .fulfil contracts in uncertain post-war conditions when 

a! terna tive supplies, particularly from Argentina, could not 

be guaranteed. 

\VhiJ.e these ventures suggest that the construction of a 

IIIE:atworks in the north is a high risk undertaking, they also 

coni'icm the existence of opportunities for investment. In 

the study period the national price of beef rose nBrkedJ.y 

r~om 1952 following the implen•entation of the Australian

United Kingdom Meat Agreement making conditions more 

favourable to both producers and processors.
2 

This, however 

fai.Led to attract private enterprise to the region. One 

reason can be given by examining the cost structure of' the 

liynclham mea tworks, 1~hich 1vas operated by the Western 

Australian Government from 1919 to 1966. Its locational 

characteristics are very similar to those of Darwin though 

il Lacks an inland rail link. Approximately one-fifth of 

its annual kill was dra1~n from the western Victoria Riv'er 

Dist1·ict and these animals made up about five per cent of 

the totc>.l turn-· off of the Terri tory -- the only beasts 

p1·ocessed for export in the North. 

Table 5.1 sets out the average annual cost of treating 

Olhe beast for the financial years 19lt·9-50 to 1965-·66. The 

1 

') ,_ 
The Payne-·l"J.etcher Report, 1937, p. 62. 

See Tables J.l and ~.1 for annual shifts in the price of' 
.t'aLHtock at Brisbane (the best indicator of national 
t r·ends), 
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Table Sol: Annual costs, payments to producers and 

th1'oughput at the 1vyndham meat1•orks 19119···1965. 

--·-·---1\i·[lj~-;;)b]_G pro c e s sing 
Y<"ll' c:ost.s per beast ($, 

rinanc ial year) 

1 C)IJ<) 

I ')50 

1 Sl51 

195;~ 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1 ')60 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1 961! 

1965 

3~.18 

27.92 

28.ll 

110,87 

2 7. 211 

29.51 

28.09 

]7.15 

112" 27 

39.03 

29.89 

62.35 

86,65 

Average payment 
to producers 
per 100lb ($, 
:[' i nanc ia 1 year) 

3.78 

!1 • 67 

5.60 

7. 61! 

7. 8!1 

8.30 

9.53 

8.02 

6.87 

9 ,1!8 

Not kno~<n 

10 ,1!6 

8.90 

9.23 

9.39 

ll. 03 

12. 7J 

Annual thcough··· 
put (head, 
c alenclar ye nr) 

31,7.311 

33,1110 

:JO ,1137 

l9,IJ.I.J.9 

26,o66 

26,756 

29' 1112 

30,6110 

28,985 

311 '669 

37,522 

33,708 

30,139 

31,860 

3h,65o 

30,905 

23,523 

.!?.21o1E~.!!.' Personal communication, Department o:f Agriculture, 

1Vestern Australia, 17 December 1969 and BAE 

unpublished data. 



figures inc.Lude the cost of wages, salaries, travelling, 

chetrges on products and materials, and g·eneral expenses. 
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They exclude payments to g-rowers, savings for renewals, and 

,,ny allowance :for pro:fit. The extraordinari:Jy lvide variation 

between years is the 1nain :feature o:f the series, and this 

appears to bear little reJ.ation to :fluctuations in the size 

of' t:he nnnual kill. Second, the general level o:f costs :for 

a p.Lan1; 1viti1 a capacity o:f 300 head peL" day is abnormally 

high. Comparison with calculations made by Cassidy to 

es Limate the short-run average cost curves o:f meat1vorks 

operating in Queensland are instructive. For a plant of the 

same capacity the average slaughtering· costs per head were 

S.L7.00 in Central Queensland and $1l1,00 in the southern part 

o:f the State in 1964-65.
1 

Among the major reasons :for the 

poor perf'ormance o:f the \vyndham works are the short and 

unrel.iable killing season (May to August), and a mandatory 

contract which stipulated that all lvorkers would be paid :for 

" minimum o:f sixteen weeks regardless o:f irregularities in 
2 

throughput, 

1bough these :figures do reflect ·some of the difficulties 

o:f operating in the North, it is not possible to conclude 

that. :facilities elsewhere run under private enterprise would 

have been uneconomic. All that can be said is that 

uncex·tainty provided a significant deterrent. Taking a 

d.if'f'erent view, .it might be argued that the very existence 

o:f the \vyndham plant raises the issue of the passive role o:f 

the Commonwealth in the economic development of' the Northern 

Territory. Although the Payne-Fletcher Report recommended 

against the purchase of the Darl~Tin \vorks by the government 

in J937, it concluded 

l 

A meatworks would be a great boon to the district, 
and enable the cattle industry to awaken :from its 

Cassidy, P.A., 'Optimum location, number and size of beef 
slaughter plants _in Eastern Central Queensland 1 , unpublished 
thesis (Master o:f Agricultural Science), University of' 
Queensland, 1968, pp.87-103. 
') 

Personal communication, Department of' Agriculture, 
Western Australia, 17 December 1969. 



present Lethargic state. From a national 
viewpoint it is unwise that the pastoral industry 
in this district should be allowed to stagnate 
because Vestey's big venture failed when 

1 conducted under most unfavourable conditions. 
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Tw'''Hlcy-·two years later, the l"orster Committee stated 

11nequiV"ocaJ.ly that 'the only way to get a permanent incr<case 

in 

<HI 

the cattle raising potential of the Top End is to have 

export killing 1wrks 1. 
2 

These obserV"ations are 

particularly interesting when compared to the action taken 

hy the Commonwealth in the :field of road investment. The 

StateH Grant (Encouragement of Meat Production) Act 1949 was 

the first of a series of plans to reduce transportation 

costs to existing processing centres. Little or no thought 

HcenJs to have been giV"en to the possibility of providing one 

o1· 1110re export abattoirs as public utilities. 

In sumnary, it is not possible to prove that private 

c.nteJ'Pl'ise ignored economic opportunities in the processing 

indusLry in the early part of the study period. Both the 

Locations aV"ailable and the nature of operations in the 

North would l1.ave tended to discourage entrepreneurs. 

How<ever, the growing demand for poorer quality beef from 

1958 omvards .for the American trade makes it likely that the 

ma1cgin in favour of local processing was widening rapidly in 

the late fifties. The developments that eventually followed 

f'or1n the subject of the next section. 

·-·- --··-----
' ' 

1he Payne-Fletcher Report, 1937, p.64. 

1:'.!:.".£.~12."'-~ts __ ~f· Agriculture in the Northern Territory (the 
F'orst.er Report}, Common1vealth of Australia, Canberra, 1960, 
p' !1.5., 



n. The processing industry from .L96J 

After such a long period of inaction fro1" private 

ente1·prise it is remarkable that three export treatment 

plants were opened in 1963. The suggestion has already been 

advanced that this tiiiiing corresponded with a realisation 

in the industry that the United States market :for boneless 

beer lwei long-·ter"I potential. A larg·e part o:f this demand 

had been 1"et previously :from the exploitation o:f the more 

accessib.Le sections of the national herd (including culls 

fro!" the dairy industry), but by the early sixties attention 

had turned to "lore marginal supplies. In this context 

Northern Territory cattle represented a reservoir of cheap 

beef of ideal quality. The locations chosen were Dar1~in 

(by \v. Angliss (Aust.) Pty Ltd -·- a member o:f the Vestey 

group), Katherine (by Northern Heat Exporters Pty Ltd), and 

~lontejinni (a private venture by the station operator). 

The latter case is particularly interesting to the 

location analyst. Hontejinni is situated 180 miles south of 

Katherine on the eastern edge o:f the better cattle country 

of the Victoria River District. The plant was restricted to 

a kill of :f6urteen per clay and its supplies were drawn 

entirely :from the property which runs a herd of 12,000 head. 

According to the operator, killing costs averaged three 

cents per pound o:f beef over a total throughout of 1,5011 

1963. 1 Host o:f the "1eat was taken to Daly Waters in 

in 

refrigerated vans and :flown :fro1" there to Adelaide at a 

total cost o:f four cents per pound. Apparently, returns 

1~ere in the order of $50.00 per beast :for the whole operation. 

Although the plant closed after one year clue to competition 

:from Katherine, it presents an unusual case o:f .location, 

being raw material orientated rather than tied to the 

provision o:f services. Further, the relative success o:f a 

venture based on a smaLL scale :facility and the use o:f the 

most costly :form o:f outward :freight transport suggests that 

l 
Field interview, Hay 1968. 
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the opportunities f'or local processing l<ad become extr'eme.Ly 

good by .1963. 1
· 

1be locational characteristics of' Katherine and Darwin 

!t;,ve rdr·eady been discussed, and the obserl'ation has been 

maoe that tl:ey have virtually the same allocation advantages 

f'or producers south of' the Katherine railhead. Although 

Darwin is a further 220 miles north of' the major 

roncentrations of' cattle, this is of'f'set by the lower costs 

associated ,,,ith an integra ted operation on the seaboard. 

Some concept o:f the general level of' processing costs in the 

North can be gained f'rom figures supplied by Northern Meat 
2 

Exporters. For an annual kill of' 27,500 head the nperators 

budgeted that the total cost per beast f'or treat111ent and 

~turage would have been IJl.OO in 1967. According to the 

sa111e source a plant loacted in northern Australia carries an 

SlJ.OO per beast disadvantage over a comparable works in 

eust-·central Queensland resulting f'rom freight charges on 

materials, the shorter killing season, and the need to pay a 

pre•uiu111 :for skilled labour. These additional costs can be 

allocated on the following basis 

charges on inputs 
11 11 outputs 
'' '' construction 
11 11 services 

extra labour costs 

$2.00 
$3.00 
$2.00 
$1.00 
$3.00 

These costs appear to be moderate when compared to the 

variable costs of' processing at Wyndham given in Table 5.1. 

llo1v :Car this reflects the technical superiority of' the modern 

Katherine plant or the relative competence of' management is 

di:ff'icult to judge. 

1 
With variable costs of' about $15.00 per beast processed 

the plant seems to have been an attractive financial 
proposition. At this scale services cease to be a critical 
determinant of' location. The Jvlontejinni plant used bore 
wat.er, generated its o\Vn electricity and employed semi-skilled 
butchers. The main £'actors 1vhich limit the construction o:f 
si1nilar works are (i) heavy capital and transportation costs 
per beast.marketed, and (ii) the dif'f'iculty o:f complying with 
llygicone regulations, particularly f'or the U S trade. 
~! 

Pr,rsonal communication, General Manager, Northern ~lea t 
Exporters Pty Ltd, 14 March 1968. 
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The location o:f three operational works in relative 

p1·oximity (Katherine, Darwin, and 11'yndham} poses the problem 

that the northern part of' the Terri tory may now exhibit 

d i.H>C]Uil ibrium throug·h excess capacity, 'l'a bl e 5, 2 sho1~ s 

Llll' d I .Location o:f :fa tstock to northe1'n demand centres since 

tche opening o:f the new plants. In the :five :financial years 

f'r·om 1963-6/t to 1967-68 the supply o:f slaug·hter stocl<- to the 

three plants :froJJJ the Northern Territory averaged about 

It 'J, 000 head, On the assumption that the optimum capacity is 

,, daily kiLl o:f JOO beasts over a six day week, each 

111eatworks could handle an annual throughput o:f 36,000, 

working at design capacity :for twelve weeks and at two-thirds 

of this .Level :for six weeks at each end 6:f the season. On 

this basis the supply o:f stock is c.Learly inadequate. 1 

·l~b!e 5.2 shows the competition between the rivals and 

indicates a general trend towards compensatory adjust1nents 

which are determined by the buying policies o:f the companies, 

It is not possible to con:firn1 definitely that the 

present distri~~tion o:f processing plants in the North is 

uneconon1ic since it may be that the presence o:f the new 

works will stimulate the development o:f the cattle industry, 

parLicularly in the areas with potential :for :fattening on 

impr-oved pastures. However, it seems probable that periods 

of deficit and excess may be a :feature o:f the processing 

industry as a whole. Cassidy draws attention to the 

duplication o:f facilities in southern and central Queensland 

and suggests that conditions exemplify the operation o:f 

B1"os sler 1 s 1 law o:f mediocrity 1 which states that 

\~here spatial monopolies receive relatively high 
profits, and this temporary :feature is allied 
with low barriers to entry, an influx o:f 
competitors results in the halving and quartering 
o:f market areas. This process :further repeats 
itself until resulting bankruptcies and collapses 
enable a dominant f'irm to add market areas, 

Allowing an annual average o:f 7,000 head :for the 11'yndham 
~orks, the calculation suggests that one o:f the ren1aining 
plunts is redundant, 



Table 5.2: The a1locat~on of Terr~tory fatstock to northern markets, 1962-63 to 1967-68 

Years ll'yndham Kather~ne Dar'\' in Dar'''in to,~n Export 1~ve 
(f~nanc~a1) meatwork.s meat\,,orks meatworks consumpt~on ex Darwin 

1962-63 4,796 884a 2,114 4,933 7,670 

1963-64 4,395 l8,3l6a 8,739 4,383 3,271 

1964-65 7 '761 21,381 6,502 4,726 

1965-66 3,361 26,799 13,220 4,544 

1966-67 4,493 l9,22lb 16,743 
c 

1967-68 2,531 30,730 19 'lf44 
c 

a. Includes the k~1l of Montej~nn~ 

b. Includes 3,850 head from 11estern Austral~a 

""Included ~n the Kather~ne and Dar\\l~n k~l1s 

Source: NTAAIB Annual Reports. 

i'-' 
'D 
i'U 



111nking higher profits, and then the process 
nope a ts again. l 
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In the study region the small nu~ber of plants and possible 

sit<•s pt·cclucles the application of a standard equililn·imn 

l'onn:t J.ation to determine an optima.L processing· pattern. 

Neve1·theless, it is reasonable to conclude that 

clis0qui.Libriunt in the location of buyers is the rule in the 

.'iorthern Territory, though the entry of acldi tional works in 

L06J certainly Jed to the reduction of total transpoJ•t 

payments and the \1idening of exchange and production 

opportunities. 

J. Price formation 

The process of price formation and the choice of' 

ttRtrket by producers have received only passing attention in 

the foregoing chapters. Of necessity von Thiinen assumed 

tba t the price of agricultural commodities at the cent]~a.L 

'row11 was determined by perfect con1petition within a closed 

system. In reality, the prices received by producers in 

the Northern Territory reflect its marginal position in 

relation to domestic and world centres of demand, and the 

itnperfect knowledge and reactions of sellers to alternative 

ntarketing opportunities. The use of a normative spatial 

equilibrium model of exchange as a guide to efficiency in 

allocation involved the adoption of a number of unreal 

assumptions, such as homogeneity in output, inelastic market 

detnand s, perfect price knowledge, rational behaviour, and 

the obscnce of uncertainty. In the following two sections 

market and farmgate prices will be discussed in a \1ider 

context to incorporate some of these variables and, in turn, 

to permit some general conclusions on the efficiency of 

marketing.in the various supply areas within the study 

region, 

J 

Cassidy, P,A., McCarthy, 0., and Hamilton, C.P., 
'Adjustment in Queensland Agriculture·', unpublished paper 
g·iven at the National lvorkshop on Agricultural Adjustment 
PPobletns in Australia, Armidale, 1968, p.7. 
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!<c·Cer·el.H'C' hns u]ready been 111ade to one of the ~l"f~ci;·tl 

clt<~.t·"ci.e·ris Lict; o:f 111£-ll'k.ot:Lng in the A.Lice Sprinr:';s Di::; Lr:Lc·i: 

II'"' sepnrf1tion t'rom thn remainder of the Northo:rn Te1·ritory 

by Chr~ rC::g·ulations clomarca ting- thf~ Ct-!JTt.ra:l Au~ t~J·uJirtn 

P lnuropnnt.lluonia Protected Area ties it to tile AcleJ.aicle 

IIJ<l rk<e I; n s an ClX tension o:f the bee:f producing· regions of 

rtor'ihecn South Australia. The main centre of' tlemand for Lt.s 

store stock Lies in the southeast of' the state near 

Kir1gston and Millicent, while the bulk ot' the t'atPtonk 

iu1porl:s nrc,, consumed in metropolitan Adelaide. The markets 

.for both f'orrns of cattle are limited and, although tlw 

quotnd price series indicates a persistent short-:l'a.l..l. in 

supplies, payments ;nee reputed to vary widely according to 

Lhe size of yat·dings. Second, tlle preclominanC<l or cloiiJUSLic 

clelll«Wl in the trade for :finished beasts llW<lllB f·hat a J>remium 

iH paid J'or younge1· bullocks o:f a high quality, Both thea~ 

points must be borne in mind when considering the npparent 

J'nilure of' properties on the Barkly Tablnlnnd to capil<1li.se 

on the opportunities o:f this market, given the possibi.lities 

of co11tplying with the disease control regulations. One 

grower- r.cmark.ecl that the returns on a three year· olcl beast 

clres:;:i.ng at frout 600 to 61·10 lb would be approximateLy equal 

'' t l<ocld1etiii]Jton and Adelaide. F'inally, the Alice Springs 

Di.st1·ict is distinct in possessing representatives of the 

111;-Ijnl' stocl< and station agents who handle sales on n 

couuuisHion basis and arrange transport -Lo the .final buyer. 

PnrL o:l' the explanation for their success lies in the greater 

1111111ber of small independent station operatorH in the d:LHtrict., 

''" t it seemH probable thR t their location in Alice Springs 

;tl.so rel'lects the long historical connection between the 

,·cgi.on and South Austral.ia, Because of the centralised 

nature o:f marketing, opportunities are maximised and it 

seems clear that this contributes to the stability of the 

,,,_tc,l·prises in this supply area. 

In comparison to this relatively sophisticated 

"'"rketing system conditions in the remaining regions are 

r>~·im:itive. Prior to 1963 most o.f the properties o.f tbe 

~l;,:rkly Tableland ancl the Victoria H:Lver District clepencled 
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upon the Queensland store trade for the bulk of their 

income. Due to variations in climatic conditions in the 

receiving regions (particularly the Channel Country), prices 

fluctuated widely from year to year. Table 5.3 shows the 

allocation of the store cattle crossing from the Northern 

Territory to Queensland in 1957, and points up two 

significant facts. First, nearly sixty per cent of these 

stock were railed to properties and saleyards beyond 

Dajarra, which suggests that the importance of company 

linkage to the Channel Country has been overstressed. 

Second, twenty-five per cent of the total crossed the border 

in the contra 1 of drovers 1vho had no idea of their final 

destination. 

Table 5.3: The apparent destinations of Northern 

Territory store stock crossing to 

Queensland, 1957 

Destination Number of stock 

Dajarra railhead 
a Queensland Channel Country 

Queensland Barkly-Gulf Hegiona 

Unkno1vn 

Total 

a . see Map l. 1 

20,342 

15, olrlr 

10,987 

15,679 

62 1052 

Source: NTAAIB Quarterly Returns to the Commonwealth 

Statistician (unpublished). 

The chronic uncertainty of the trade was confirmed by 

interviews in the field with pastoralists in the Victoria 

River District. In 1957 one operator turned-off 2,730 head 

in two n1obs and was forced to spell the1n at the border for 

ten weeks due to an outbreak of pleuropneumonia. A 

subsequent muster yielded only 1,/roo animals and these were 

sold for $18.00 per beast. According to the owner he 

incurred a direct loss of $12,000 in droving and agistn1ent 

charges. In the following year, for want of buyers, he 



restricted sales to 55 head and refused offers of 816.00 and 

S24.oo per beast, finally disposing of tlten1 at $J6.oo each. 

In nnother case, his neighbour complained of having sold 

1,500 l1ead at $28.00 per beast to a denler in 1960, who was 

nble to dispose of them immediately as a travelling mob at 

SJII.OO each. These instances suggest that price formation 

1;as unreasonably costly, and it may well be that the 

insecurity of the exchange system was a greater 

property i1nprovement than the nature of average 

deterrent 
. l pr1ces. 

One response to this situation was the formation of 

to 

chains of properties by integrated companies. Cattle could 

then be held on depot stations and moved east when 

stockroute conditions were good and denand was assured. 

Exa1nples of linkages of this type are the units of the 

Australian Agricultural Company (Auvergne .- Avon Downs -

Brighton Downs), and those of the Australian Investment 

Agency [Vesteys], (\Vave Hill -Helen Springs - HOJ~estone). 
A 1nore co1nprehensive solution would have been the operation 

of a guaranteed price scheme based on forecasts of the needs 

of Queensland fatteners but, to the author's knowledge, this 

was never se.riously considered. 

In the light of the inadequacies of the Queensland 

market, it is surprising that the supply area of the lvyndham 

meatworks was so small. In 1958 this market was offering 
2 

Sl16. 00 per bullock, which would appear to have been an 

attractive price for producers in the Victoria River District. 

An explanation in terms of the poor quality of the local 

stockroutes is unconvincing when related to the persistent 

flow of fatstock from the Barkly Tableland over the equally 

poor routes to Dajarra and Ht Isa. Similarly, since many of 

the producers of the District have responded to the opening 

of the Katherine works by changing from a specialisation in 

stores to the turnoff of slaughter cattle it is not possible 

to claim that the pastures of the region are unsuited to 

1 
Field interviews, May and June 1968. 

2 

The Economics of Road Transport of Beef Cattle, BAE, 
Canberra, 19 59, p .111 .. 

, • • ' I 1 • i-. , I ' I 1 
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fattening. 'I'wo more probable reasons may be the nature of 

nmrketing and the presence of a lagged response to new 

opportunities. During the period of operation of the works 

by tl1e \{estern Australian Government, cattle were bought 

rro1n producers in a series of instalJJJents. Often the :first 

payment was not substantial and a :final price could not be 

guaranteed until the n1eat was graded. Also the :final 

pnyments were not made until late in the season so that it 

wns probably more attractive to send cattle to Queensland 

\\rJ·Jer·e a 11101 .... e uncertain but immediate price was received. 

In addition, Table 5.1 shows that average returns at 

WyndhanJ only began to 1nove upwards :from 1953 :following a 

long period o:f low prices. To capitalise on the market :for 

:fatstock the operators in the region would have been :forced 

to develop their properties to ensure mustering a reasonable 

proportion o:f the cattle left to fatten from their third to 

:fifth year. It may be that the period of higher payments 

was too short to call forth this response and divert 

supplies fro1n the traditional Queensland outlets. 

'I'he entry of competitors in 1963 broke a long period of 

monopsony for \Vyndham during which prices were set by a 

:formula that guaranteed the covering o.f variable costs. 

Reference to Table 4.1 shows that the Katherine and Darwin 

meatworks were content at :first to follo11 the price lead of 

their established rival. Both entrants were vertically 

integrated, with the :former depending on the allegiance of 

major shareholders, particularly the Australian Agricultural 

Company and the Hooker pastoral interests, 11hich together 

held seven of the properties in the Ord-Victoria area. More 

obviously, the Darwin works restricted its initial operations 

to stock drawn from the eleven stations in the Vestey 

organisation. Following this establishment period, 

competition for the cattle of uncommitted pastoralists 

became intense, amounting at times to a price war. By 1965 

Katherine was drawing cattle from properties situated fifty 

miles from \Vyndham, and this action precipitated· the sale of 

the works to private enterprise. In 1967, the first year o:f 

operation by the new owners, \Vyndha1n was paying $19.00 per 
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hundred lb dressed.weight :for cattle :from Cam:field, normally 

within the orbit o:f Katherine, as a retaliatory measure. 

Since then there appears to have a recognition that some 

degree o:f price trade-o:f:f is necessary to ensure stability 

in the industry and this has led recently to charges o:f 

1 . t b t .1. t 1 col. us1on amongs processors y some pas ora .. 1s s. 

Although competition :for cattle amongst the three 

abattoirs has been a notable :feature o:f marketing in the 

northern regions since 1963, their price structures re:flect 

a more basic need to capture cattle :from the Queensland 

trade without losing a su:f:ficient margin to cover the extra 

cost o:f operating in the North. Table ,.4 ehows the 

aggregate turn-o:f:f :from the three northern regions to :final 

markets, and the proportion of these cattle going :for 

immediate slaughter between 1953-511 and 1966-67, 

Table 5,1,., The proportion o:f :fatstock :Ln total sales to 

all centres o:f :final demand except Alice 

Springs and South Australia, 1953-54 to 1966-67 

Sales o:f :fats Total sales Fats as a .. 
Yea:r- (head) (head) percentage o:f 

total sales 

195J-511 9,076 79' 1'711 J.l 

195h-55 10,370 33,666 Jl 

1957-58 
a 

26' 777 93,191 29 

1958-59 31,565 82,856 38 

1959-60 37,777 92,120 In 

1960-61 29,656 103,329 29 

1961-62 lf2 '203 100,h15 42 

1962-63 31,186 98,383 32 

1963-611 68,169 100,226 68 

196li -65 .53,1131 74,232 72 

1965-66 86,132 115' 888 711 

1966-67 65' 611 85,88/j 76 

a. Figures are not available :for 1955-56 and 1956-57. 

Source: NTAAIB Annual Reports. 

l. 
'Nort~neat Story', supplement to the Northern Territory 

News, 1969 (undated), p.l4. 

, , 
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Unfortunately the series is not complete but it does suggest 

that about thirty-five per cent of the total sales were 111ade 

to fatstock buyers in normal years up to 1962-63 (i.e. the 

mea·l;,;orks of east coast Queensland, 1vyndham, and the live 

cattle trade to Southeast Asia). Since then the proportion 

of so-called 'fats' has 1noved steadily upward, but total 

production has remained relatively static. The implication 

is that the kills of the Katherine and Darwin works are 

largely made up of cattle that would previously have been 

classified as stores. This is confirmed by the manager of 

the Katherine plant, who states 

We are tied to the U.S. export market. Its 
buying price East Coast (Au;tralia) is about 
$18 to $20 per 100 lbs, (mostly clouded by an 
overflow of the local market up to $2/f per 100 
lbs). We have to operate about SJ to Sh per 
100 lbs under the actual export East Coast cow 
market, which points to about $!5 to $16 per 
100 lbs. To pay over is to court disaster and 
this situation will continue.l 

In conclusion, the complexity of the factors governing 

price formation in the study industry may be contrasted to 

the simplicity of the assumptions of the Th'Unian model and 

other extensions of the concept of spatial equilibrium. It 

is implicit in the widened structure of the Isolated State 

that processing costs do not vary bet~Veen small tmvns and 

the capital ~Vhereas, in reality, spatial competition bet~Veen 

neighbouring plants is conditioned by the need to cover costs, 

and relate prices to local, national, and international 

demand. Hence, though there is a tendency to~Vards the 

equalisation of local market prices, their absolute level is 

determined exogenously. Extending the comparison to ~Videly

spaced markets such as the demand centres of South Australia 

and Queensland, it is apparent that the size of the supply 

area is only partially conditioned by transport costs and 

the net receipts of consumers. The institutional structure 

of 1narketing provides at least part of the explanation for 

non-adherence to a spatial equilibrium. In the follo~Ving 

1 
Personal communication, 14 March 1968. 
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section the emphasis will move :from the actions o:f buyers 

to the response o:f sellers. 

/1. Seller response and marketing e:f:ficiency 

The use o:f the Transportation Problem model as a guide 

to the presence or absence o:f rational behaviour in the 

marketing policies o:f properties can be questioned. It 

yields an optimal solution which would only hold i:f the 

total systen1 was closed and all movements were simultaneous 

with transport costs as the only minimand. However the 

comparison o:f the normative and actual patterns points up 

discrepancies which may then be investigated by other means. 

In this study the Victoria River District provides an 

interesting case since the stations o:f the region contribute 

to all the major markets available :for cattle. In a :field 

survey in 1968 the author interviewed the owners and 

managers o:f :fourteen properties to discover the reasons :for 

their consignment decisions. Four interwoven non-transport 

:factors appear to be important, namely, the structure o:f the 

enterprise (i.e. specialisation), the structure o:f the :firm, 

the knowledge o:f the operator, and his attitude to 

innovation and risk. 

The interaction o:f these :factors can be observed in the 

decisions o:f three owner-operators located in the southeast 

o:f the District. All three turned-o:f:f t\vo and a hal:f year 

old store cattle to Queensland until the Katherine meatworks 

opened in 1963; then they started to produce bullocks and 

culled cows :for slaughter, although retaining some interest 

in the store trade. By 1968 their judgements o:f 

opportunities :for the :future di:f:fered markedly, although 

the size and quality o:f their holdings is very si1nilar. 

One o:f the owners had purchased a property in the Alice 

Springs District and was committed to supplying it with 

weaner stores to be :fattened :for the Adelaide market. These 

stock have to travel 750 miles by road transport, following 

a spell o:f thirty-five days in which they are blood-tested 

and dipped clear o:f ticks. In this case the enterprise type 

and the marketing decision are conditioned by the structure 
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of the firtn and the willingness of the operator to accept a 

high degree of risk. Known locally as the 1 independent 

grazier' , the owner is also acutely aware of the variations 

in the. prices offered at 1vyndham, Katherine, and Darwin. 

In contrast his northern neighbour has decided to 

specialise in the production of high quality fatstock and 

has begun a Brahman cattle stud. In his opinion the main 

opportunities lie in linking production to the Top End 

where there is potential for development 1vi th improved 

pastures. He vie1vs the Katherine 1vorks as the 1 cattleman 1 s 

friend' and is a loyal supplier. Further south, the last 

of the group plays the market with the three meatworks and 

has begun to sell young fats to an Alice Springs' butcher, 

receiving $18.·20 per hundred pounds dressed weight on the 

property. All three cases present rational but different 

reactions to the same set of possibilities. However these 

decisions are made in the context of relative transport 

costs. The growth of the connection with the Adelaide 

market is particularly interesting because a sensitivity 

analysis of the 1957 Transportation Problem solution, 

using a re-run with straight-line distances between stations 

and markets, indicated that the southern part of the 

Victoria River District 1vould have been linked to the Alice 

Springs railhead in a normative situation. 

The opportunities for maximising the use of cattle and 

pasture resources held by the big integrated companies are 

of a different scale. In 1968 the Vestey organisation laid 

plans to transport 27,378 head from their eleven 

properties. 1 Lifts included the transfer of store stock to 

the fattening stations of Helen Springs and l'Ianbulloo, and 

contributions to the Dar1vin and Wyndham mea tworks. 'fheir 

turn-off schedule exhibits some interesting features lvhich 

bear upon the allocation probletn. In one case cattle are 

back-hauled 230 miles from Nut1vood Downs to Helen Springs 

for fattening, prior to being sent north again for slaughter 

at Darwin. The justification for the extra transport costs 

1 Field inter~iew, June 1968. 

• • • 1, I • ' , • • I • • _ 
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Lies in the fact th~t this saves one year in their growth to 

mature animals 1~hich will dress out at 560 lb. According 

to the company this is worth $25.00 per head. The overall 

plan is made in Sydney at the beginning of the season 

specifying the number and destination of mobs from each unit, 

These are based on the analysis of branding rates, managers' 

reports, and the demands of the meatworks. The aim is to 

maximise total company profits rather than the net received 

prices of individual consignments. 

In summary it is difficult to arrive at a realistic 

assessment of the efficiency of marketing in the Northern 

Territory. Certainly, the absence of sal"eyard exchange points 

to the immaturity of the system, but the communication of 

information, even of a confidential nature, is often extremely 

rapid on the two-way radio network. Further, the widespread 

use of air transport permits meatworks' buyers to make 

speculative trips to inspect cattle. Hence imperfect 

knowledge is ceasing to be important as a cause of mis

allocation. The analysis of some of the institutional 

features of marketing and its relationship to firm and 

enterprise structure also suggests that in many cases 

irrational behaviour may be more apparent than real. 

Ideally spatial equilibrium models would take into account 

the influence of the factors listed by Sosnick, but this 

has rarely been the case. Wallace lists nine studies of 

the inter-regional exchange of single agricultural 

commodities in which the correlation coefficient between the 

actual and predicted price levels is less than 0.50. 1 He 

concludes from this that the choice then lies between 

explaining the residuals in terms of marketing 'inefficiency', 

or imputing them to the inadequacy of the models. 

The present study is unique in t1~o respects, First, 

the equilibrium formulation deals with individual firms 

rather than regional aggregates. Second, the analysis of 

l 
1vallace, T.D., 'The general problem of Spatial Equilibrium: 

A Methodological Issue', in King R.A. (ed.), Interregional 
Competition Research Methods, Raleigh, 1963, pp.ll-7. 

.<!!'" . 
. .... · 
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spatial adjustment in marketing has been linked to a 

detailed evaluation of the factors which are excluded from 

tlle model. The main conclusion that may be drawn from this 

procedure is that marginal differences in prices are not a 

reliable guide to the reactions of producers. This applies 

to both spatial equilibrium studies and many 1~orks in micro-

economics. As Farris states, reviewing his study of the 

alternative prices offered by wheat elevators in Iowa, 

lve commonly assume that the pricing process in 
most agricultural markets tends to yield results 
not greatly different from results under our 
theoretical ideal of perfect competition. This 
means, for one thing, that price can be relied 
upon to allocate resources. But if the 
empirical existence of a high or low price 
fails to indicate that more or less of a 
commodity of particular quality is demanded, 
the price signal to producers is not likely 
to call forth the quantities and qualities of 
products that consumers and the trade really 
want. 1 

This finding has particular relevance to the empirical work 

presented in Chapters J and 4, which consider the more 

complex problem of spatial adjustment in production to 

variations in net received prices, and to the hypothesis that 

the elasticity effects of improved transportation generate 

economic activity. 

B. ACCESSIBILITY AND NODAL CHOICE IN TRANSPORT 

Most of the analytical work up to this point has been 

based on the assumption that the rate cost of transportation 

to the market determines farmgate receipts. In the study 

industry the relationship between transport costs and 

returns is more complex since the commodity moved is 

perishable. Hence weight and condition losses on cattle may 

influence the choice of market, route, and mode, and will 

represent costs 1~hich must be borne over and above those 

incurred in freight charges. Further, the relative 

1 
l<'arris, P.L., 'The pricing structure for wheat at the 

Country Elevator Level', Journal of Farm Economics, 40 
(1958), p.624. 



in1portance of ~hese costs 

of the saleable beef lost 

is a function of the market price 

in transit. This situation makes 

it desirable to consider accessibility in terms of a 

co!Jposite parameter, and points to the need to consider the 

effects that this may exert on the operation of the 

ThGnen model in reality. 

The follolving sections discuss this characteristic of 

the study industry with particular reference to the adoption 

of road transport by station operators. Its aims are to 

explore the dynamic aspects of the transport component of 

accessibility between 1950 and 1967, and from this to draw 

inferences on the attitudes of property owners to 

adjustment to variations in compa~ative locational advantage. 

The first section gives a brief summary of a wide selection 

of deductive approaches to the determination of the optimal 

choice of mode. These were largely written while the 

change lvas in progress. The second section looks at the 

actual rate and pattern of the diffusion of road transport 

and relates the evidence to the hypotheses advanced by other 

commentators. This provides insights on the determinants of 

change which complement the discussion of the costs and 

benefits of road construction in Part J. 

1. The factors involved in modal choice -- the deductive 

approach 

It seems fair to suggest that the subject of modal 

choice and its influence on the economic development of the 

beef industry in northern Australia has claimed a 

disproportionate share of the research resources of 

government agencies. Major reports were made by Allen in 

19591 
and Moulden·in 1965, 2 

and articles have been 

1 
The Economics of Road Transport of Beef Cattle, Canberra, 

1959. 
2 

Moulden, J.O., 'Road Transport of Beef Cattle in 
Queens land 1 , Beef Research Report, No. 1, BAE, Canberra, 
1965. 

-~ -~ I I ' I • 
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contributed by Kelly,
1 

Allen,
2 

Patterson, 3 and Moulden and 
11 

Jenkins, These works share a preoccupation 1~ith 

theoretical cost models, supported by the evidence of 

spec1fic movements and general 

major reports ~rovide valuable 

regional trends. The two 

data on the cost structures 

of road haulage firms from field surveys, and give a more 

detailed appreciation of the factors influencing the 

adoption of road transport by producers. 

The possible advantages or road transport over droving 

can be summarised as follows: 

(i) it avoids the weight losses, deaths, and strayings 

which are associated 1~i th on-the-hoof movements; 

(ii) it permits the turn-off of small numbers of fats 

at their peak condition at any time during the Dry Season; 

(iii) it allows the extension of the turn-off period and 

the adjustment of production to variations in the price 

situation during the year; 

(iv) it releases station plants for additional work; 

(v) it allows the sale of culled cattle which could 

not be walked to market and thus avoids a total loss of 

income from this source; 

(vi) it permits the marketing of weaner type stores and 

young fats -- qualities of stock that it would be impossible 

to drove; 

1 
l"or example, Kelly, J.H., and White, L., 'Northern 

Territory Beef -- Improved Roads and Management can increase 
output', Quarterly Review of Agricultural Economics, 2 
(1949), pp.l42-5. 
2 

For example, Allen, 1V.T., 'The Road Transport of Beef 
Cattle in the Northern Terri tory 1 , Quarterly Review of 
Agricultural Economics, 23 ( 1960), pp. 164-72 . 

. J 
For example, Patterson, R.A., 'Application of Benefit-Cost 

Analysis to Development Investment in Cattle Roads 1 , 

Quarterly Review of agricultural Economics, 24 (1961), 
pp.l60-72. 
11 

Noulden, J.O. and Jenkins, E.L., 'Road Transport of Beef 
Cattle in Northern Australia', Quarterly Review of 
Agricultural Economics, 21 (1968), pp.87-100. 



(vii) it avoids th~ waste of fattening time.and 

pasture resources at receiving stations, which were 

associated with the droving of store cattle; 

(viii) it.enables pastoralists to agist or market 

stock during drought conditions; 

(ix) it makes possible the more regular use of 

railway and processing plant capacity. 
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All these factors influence received prices and 

existing cattle stocks directly and, therefore, can be said 

to promote an increase in the situation rents of properties. 

In addition to these primary effects there are two other 

consequences which may be important: 

(i) the ability to market cull cattle and younger 

stores and fats enables station operators to increase their 

stocking rates, since it leaves the maximum amount of 

pasture available for breeders and growing cattle; 

(ii) the flexibility of turn-off age permits stations 

to specialise in the form of production that is best suited 

to the quality of their pasture, and the nature of the 

markets available. 

Since these changes demand an increase in capital and 

management inputs they can be equated to shifts in the 

intensity rents of properties. 

To summarise, from the economic viewpoint, the rate of 

adoption of road transport will depend upon the following 

five factors: 

( i) 

( ii) 

the relative unit rate costs of the two modes; 

the relative level of deterioration losses 

under the two modes for specific movements; 

(iii) the current level of market prices, 1~hich will 

determine the absolute level of deterioration costs, and 

the proportion of gross returns that can be spent on direct 

rate payments; 

(i v) the importance of speed of movement, economies 

and diseconomies of scale in consignment, and the 

.I 
I 
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111 inimisation of uncertainty; 

on station operating costs; 

and the influence they exert 

(v) the appreciation by operators of the longer term 

advantages of road transport '"hich would accrue through the 

adjustment of scale and resource use. 

This framework provides a basis for the evaluation of the 

evidence which will be presented on the diffusion of the use 

of road transport over time and space. In addition an 

alternative set of hypotheses will be considered which link 

the findings to the literature on the diffusion of 

innovations in agriculture as a whole. 

2. The factors involved in model choice -- empirical 

findings 

a. Diffusion over time 

Fig. 5.1 shows the rate of adoption of the use of road 

transport by 

from 1948-49 
the cattle industry in the Northern Territory 

to 1966-67. The innermost scale on the vertical 

axis gives the percentage of cattle moved from stations to 

meatworks, railheads or extra-Territory destinations by road 

for financial years. The residuals represent the share of 

these movements which were made on the hoof under contract 

drovers or station plants. Five major periods may be 

distinguished: a period of speculative innovation from 1947 

to 1950; a quiescent stage from 1950 to 1956; a primary 

growth phase from 1956 to 1960; a marked retrenchment from 

1960 to 1963; and, finally, an upswing to total adoption 

from that date. 

Before discussing these stages it is relevant to note 

briefly two theoretical concepts which explain the adoption 

process in economic terms. First, if rate costs were the 

only consideration, the relative prices of both services 

would determine the rate of substitution between modes 

within the overall demand for transport services. This 

approach, which involves the determination of the price 

elasticities of the two forms, has been employed by Perle 

to evaluate national, regional, and industry demands for the 
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1 sc 1·vices o:f motor carriers and railways in the Uni tecl States. 

In the study industry non-rate costs make this method 

1-eclunclant. Reference to the details given in Chapters 4 and 

s o:f the level o:f charges o:f drovers and road hauliers show 

ti1at rates o:f the two modes bear no direct relation to each 

other. On average road transport costs about 4.0 cents per 

boast mile, which can be compared to 0.5 cents per beast mile 

uncler droving. Although the availability o:f the latter :form 

ilflS decreased, and hauliers' charges have dropped slightly 

since 1960, this order o:f relationship holds :for the whole 

of the study period. 

The second and more complex concept involves the 

influence o:f income variations on demand. Since non-rate 

costs are primarily a :function o:f market price, this approach 

offers the best model :for the problem. Here Perle has drawn 

attention to the applicability o:f the Slutsky equation which 

characterises the relative demand :for a particular service 

in two terms, which represent the rate o:f change that is 

conditioned by the relative prices o:f substitutable service 

:forms, and the rate o:f change thnt is attributable to 

movements in the ·value o:f the serviced commodity. 
2 

In the 

case under consideration the overall demand :for transport is 

inelastic, but the marginal utility o:f the two :forms is 

determined by the market price o:f cattle. To explore the 

relevance o:f this :formulation temporal changes in the 

imputed value o:f beef at the Nt Isa terminal have been 

plotted against the outer axis o:f Fig. 5.1 (the values are 

given in dollars per hundred pounds dressed weight and are 

drawn :from Tables J.l and 4.1). 

The sociological approach to the rate o:f the diffusion 

of innovations in agriculture o:f:fers an alternative model. 

This tends to stress non-economic :factors such as th.e 

l 
Perle, E. D. , The Demand :for Transportation, un·i versi ty o:f 

Chicago (Department o:f Geography Research Paper, No. 95), 
Chicago, 1964. 
2 

See Henderson, J.M., and Quandt, R.E., Microeconomic 
Theory, New York, 1958, pp.2lJ--6. 



Fig. 5.li The proportion of total Horthern Territory sales transported 

by road, l9lf9-50 to 1966-67 
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experience and knowledge of individual adopters. The 1~ork 

of many rural sociologists is based on a model in which the 

diffusion process is represented by an 'S' shaped curve. 

Tho sJ.ow initial adoption phase develops as 'innovators' 

begin to use the new technique, while the trend towards 

total usage slows as the process nears con1pletion due to the 

d . d' _, 1 1 d I 
1 A L' b ignorance an preJU J.Ces o-< __ aggar s . s J.on erger 

states 

Ordinarily adoptions are very slow at first. 
After an initial slow start, they increase at 
an increasing rate until approximately half 
the potential adopters have accepted the change; 
after this acceptance continues, but at .a 
decreasing rate.2 

Clearly these behavioural aspects may be superimposed upon 

the n1ore fundamental economic constraints, and the two 

approaches may be combined to provide a detailed explanation 

of the reactions of users. 

The five stages previously mentioned can now be 

examined with these general explanatory concepts in mind. 

The period of speculative innovation in the study problem 

has been documented by Kelly. 3 In 1946 one road transport , 
operator began to carry cattle in the Alice Springs District 

1~i.th units which he designed and built from war disposal 

materials. Due to inadequate provision in the rate structure 

for repairs and depreciation, the business faltered and the 

owner was forced to raise charges fron1 twenty-six cents per 

beast-mile in 1949 to fifty cents in 1951. This deterred 

users and the operation failed. Many of these early 

movements were orientated to the Alice Springs railhead and 

the high price Adelaide market. The largest series of lifts 

1----
Rogers, E.M., 'The Adoption Period', Rural Sociology, 26 

(19~1), pp.77-82. 
2 

Lionberger, H.F., Adoption of New Ideas and Practices, 
Allies, 1960, p.JJ, 
J 

Kelly, J.H., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry ... , 1952, 
pp.l97-8. 



consisted of 239 fats 1~hich were moved 528 miles from 

Anthony Lagoon to Alice Springs in 1948. 
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Although the price of :fatstock rose in the early fifties, 

tlw new mode made a negligible contribution to total 

movements until 19'56. This quiescent stage seems to be 

nttributable to the deterrence o:f both suppliers and users 

by the premature introduction of the new technique. 

llowever, in that year five operators entered the haulage 

industry and all chose to base themselves at Alice Springs. 

Total lifts involved 2,925 cattle and the average trip 

distance was 150 miles. The Alice Springs District has 

several characteristics which encouraged experimentation 

the ntost itnportant being the high net receipts :from cattle 

sales . In addition, the small size o:f properties in the 

. t'egion made it di:f:ficul t to aggregate economic droving mobs. 

Tite average road transport lift was 209 head which falls :f~r 

below the optintum mob size of 600 bullocks. It may also be 

that the experience of producers in the first phase 

contributed to their readiness to try again. 

Although Queensland stock prices fell slightly from 

1956 to 1958, the primary growth phase also saw the adoption 

o:f road transport by the largest cattle company in the 

Northern Territory. In 1957 the Vestey organisation set up 

an integrated haulage business to move stores from Helen 

Springs to Queensland, under centralised management. In 

contrast to the lifts in the Alice Springs District, hauls 

were generally over 500 miles and 1,555 head were carried in 

fifteen lifts in the first year of operation. It seems 

reasonable to assume that the use of large capacity 

vehicles, with economies of scale under programmed 

management, made the enterprise viable in an unfavourable 

price situation. Nevertheless, the company was given credit 

as an innovator in the 1956-57 NTAAIB Annual Report, which 

comments 

Vestey interests are to be congratulated on 
showing a lead in the North. If other stations 
follow suit ... progress and developn~nt in 
production will at last be possible. 

''. 1 , • .' I 
1 

I , I ' 1 • I • • •I , ' 1 
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~ro1o 1958 the diffusion of the use of road transport 

~19 rapid and the annual growth in the proportion of cattle 

1110 vcd by road up to 1962 shows a nBrked correspondence to 

sltifts in the price of fatstock. This suggests that the 

income effect 1~as particularly important as a determinant 

of the rate of adoption at this stage. In this context 

droving represents an inferior good, since consutoption is 

:Lnvet'sely related to commodity receipts. To explore this 

finding in more detail, the components of the trend shown 

in ~ig. 5.1 have been disaggregated to show the rate of 

ndoption for the two main types of stock. Figs. 5.2a and 

~.2b give respectively the proportions of fat and store 

stock moved by road transport in the South Australian and 

Queens land supply areas. Support for the income hypothesis 

would be provided both by a lagged response in the 

l~eensland supply region, since market prices are 

substantially behind those of the Adelaide market and by a 

lower level of usage for store IIIOvements,,~~ich would follow 

from the smaller per beast return from marketing this type 

of stock. The trends- shown in the graphs confirm these 

deductions. 

A number of other conclusions may be dra1~n from these 

graphs. First, the variability of usage also seems to be a 

function of the level of received prices for cattle. Second, 

certain non-price effects can be observed. One instance is 

the rapid adoption of road haulage for store cattle in the 

Alice Springs District frotll 1958: this would appear to be 

the direct result of the effects of the 1958-65 drought 

which led to the need to dispose of weakened stock that would 

lwve travelled badly on-the-hoof particularly on the 

deteriorating stock-routes in the region. In contrast, the 

generally favourable dr6ving routes of the Barkly Tableland 

rostricted road transport to under twenty-five per cent of 

detoand in this sector until 1964-65. 

All three show that there was a retrenchment phase 

between 1961 and 1963. Again this seems to be related to 

the fall in cattle prices at that time, and was probably 

common to the whole of the beef industry of northern 
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;~ 118 tn1Lia, :for a similar trend was identi:Cied by ~loulden 

rr·ont data re:ferring to movements in the Queensland Channel 
.L 

Count I')'. The last stage (the upswing •ohase) seems less 

cond:i.tJ.oned by income considerations than was the case in 

tlte primary growth phase :for adoption outpaced the rise in 

beer prices. In part this may re:flect the in:fluence o:f 

hrhnvioura.L VAriables on the di:f:fusion process, but even 

hcrc purely economic :fActors seem the most likely 

cxplnnntion. The opening o:f the Katherine and Dar1vin 

litentworks in 1963 was :followed by a general rise in o:f:fers 

ror stock in the northern Districts and this appears to 

!Jnve stimulated almost immediate adoption. Interviews 1vith 

tile haulage contractors no1v located at 1vyn.clham and Katherine 
? 

confirm that they 1vere well atvare o:f the potential demand.-

The major operator began trucking to 1Vyndham and Dar1vin in 

1960, though his main base was at Alice Springs. In 1961 

he moved to 1Vyndham :for the lvhole o:f the cattle season and 

by 1962 over hal:f the total kill 1vas road-hauled (all 

en t tle walked to the works prior to 1960). In 1963 the 

sa me operator moved to Katherine to support the new meatworks 

which :from its inception received all its supplies by road. 

In conclusion it is reasonable to attribute the rate o:f 

adoption of road transport over time to the combined e:f:fects 

o:f income variations in receipts :fron1 cattle sales, and the 

lesser in:fluence o:f a range o:f historical and behavioural 

fnctors. 3 This in:ference has three important consequences. 

First it suggests that the on-property organisational 

bene:fits o:f using the new mode did not appear to be 

particularly important to producers. Second, it leads to 

1 

2 
"louJ.den, J-0., Dee:f Hesearch Heport, No. 1, 1965, p.28. 

fi'j_eld :;_n terv:i.ewe, Aagnst 1967. 
J 

The controversy between economists and sociologists 
over the causation o:f cli:ffusion is bitte.J~, see Griliches, ·~, ~ 
'Congruence versus pro:fitabiJ.ity: a false dichotomy, 
Rural Sociology, 25 (1960), pp.J54-~ and 'Pro:fitability 
versus Interaction: Another l"alse Dichotomy', Hural Sociology. 
27 (1962), pp.J27-JO. 



LIJe further deduction that local variations in route 

quality and rate costs had very little influence on the 

adoption process. (These conclusions are of particular 
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t 111 po~~ance to the arguments advanced in Part J of this 

thesis on the merits o:f the government's Beef Roads 

p~0 gramme.) l"inal.Ly the main finding suggests t1~o points 

11•hich bear upon the use of the Thunen model to identify 

spatial adjustments to comparative locational advantages. 

The :first of these involves the fact that producers seem 

acutely conscious o:f the relationship bet1~een the level of 

market prices and the optimum choice of mode. Second, since 

tl1e adoption curve appears to have an interrupted 'J' 
shape, it may be inferred that station operators are very 

willing to innovate.
1 

Both these points suggest that the 

absence o:f spatial equilibrium in production is not the 

result o:f a failure to perceive the effects that location 

may exert. 

b. Diffusion over space 

Knowledge of the spatial distribution of road transport 

usage is particularly in1portant as a guide to the 

r·ationali ty of producers' consignment decisions. Since this 

forms the purpose of the analysis, it is useful to consider 

now the pattern of usage 1~i thin supply areas and pass over the 

more general problem of the diffusion of the use of road 

transport over the whole of the Northern Territory. Two 

contrasting case studies are presented: the first looks at 

modal choice in the Alice Springs District in 1957 (at the 

start of:' the main adoption phase) while the second provides 

comparative data for properties which supplied the 

Queensland market in 1963 (at the beginning o:f the upswing 

phase). 

Fig. 5.3 plots the percentage of the stock that were 

turned off by road :from individual stations north of the 

.L 
See Perry, A., Sullivan, G.A., Dolan, R.J., and March, C.P., 

'The Adoption Process: S curve or J curve?', Rural Sociology, 
32 (1967), pp.220-2. 
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The r!roport:!-on of' total sales trans£orted by road 

in the AJ.ice Springs District, 1957, by rate 
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Table 5~5: Zo11al road transport usage --Alice Springs District.l957 

Number o.f Average road Total sales Average Total stock 

ZONE I properties transport (head) station transported 
rate payment sales by road 
( $ per head) {head) (head) 

l 

I 
4 1.02 4396 1099 162 

2 5 2.90 4024 805 529 

3 
I 

12 h.99 7353 613 3h56 
L, 9 6.75 3014 335 1761 

5 
I 

7 8.83 2015 288 1270 

6 6 ll. JO 3506 584 464 

Source: NTAAIB stock permits. 

Percentage 
o:[ stock 
transported 
by road 

3-7 
13.1 

47.0 

58.h 

63.0 

13.2 

i\) 

f-' 
--.:! 
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Alice Springs railhead in 1957. The residuals again 

re~resent the proportion of the production of these 

pcoperties that travelled on the hoof. The horizontal axis 

gives the imputed cost of road transporting one beast from 

the homestead· to the terminal, on the assumption that 

movements on dirt and bitumen roads cost 90 and 70 cents 

perK-mile, respectively. There are forty-three observations 

and the data is drawn from the examination of stock permits. 

No information is available on the type of stock transported, 

'11w general scatter of points suggests at first that no 

spatial regularities are apparent and the correlation 

coefficient for the two variables is O.OJ. To extend the 

analysis the observations were aggregated into six groups 

defined by transport cost zones, each of which is $2.50 

(equivalent to about 60 miles) wide. The zone characteristics 

def'ined by this procedure are given in Table 5.5. 

Over the six zones property turn-off is inversely 

related to the percentage of cattle moved by road transport. 

Maximum usage occurs in zone 5 where rate charges average 

$8,83 per property. These :findings are of great interest 

when compared to a cost model put forward to determine the 

optimun1 choice of mode in the District by Allen in 1959. 1 

He considered the relative cost of moving bullocks 200 miles 

b)· making estimates for mortality and loss of weight and 

bloo1n on the hoof and valuing the wasted beef at $15.00 per 

100 lb. According to his calculations the comparative 

overall costs per beast would have been $11.93 for droving 

and 89.00 for road haulage. For a store mob of the same 

size the estimates were $J.04 and $6.80, respectively, 

1~hich reverses the balance in favour of droving. Thus the 

spatial pattern seems to be influenced by an underlying 

cconoJIIic rationaJ.~. When the zone means are entered on 

Fig. 5.J they describe a truncated 1 S 1 curve which suggests 

a :fairly regular increase in the proportion of stock moved 

by road up to 250 miles from the railhead, which is probably 

the result of the judgement of the gross costs of the two 

l 

The Economics of Road Transport of Beer Cattle, 1959, p.65. 
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modes by pr·ocluce:r·s. Beyond this limit aclclitional costs were 

i.llCIII'l"Cd at that time in using road l1.aulage 1~hich stemmed 

f;·om the need to speLl. cattle or risk injuries on over-night 

lJ"ips. For the stations near Alice Springs the new 1nocle 

orroJ"eci :few advantages because property owners could employ 

thcd.l" own mustering plants to deliver cattle. An additional 

rnctor ~1ich would have increased the advantages of road 

hnulage in the central zones is the small overage size of 

tun1-o:f:f whicl1 is far below tl1e optimum number for n droving 

mob. 

Using the same methodology, the production of the twenty

rive stations in the Victoria River District and the Barkly 

Tableland that supplied Queensland markets in 1963 has been 

aggTegated by accessibility zones (Table 5.6). Several 

significant points arise: first, zonal variations in usage 

for store and fat cattle are consistent; second, total road 

transport use within zones is not directly related to 

average property turn-off or the proportion of production 

going for immediate slaugllter; and :finally, there are t1~o 

peaks in the zone means, at the $9.18 (250 Jllile), and 817.21 

(h2'1 mile) limits. The second peak is shared by both types 

of stock movements and supports Moulden's :finding that the 

advantage lay with road haulage :for the move11~nt o:f fats over 

distances around 500 1niles in the Channel Country in 196J. 1 

lie calcu.Lated a cost model to evaluate the merits of both 

modes for the transportation of 700 :fats over variable 

distances, assun1ing charges of O.R~ cents per beast-mile for 

droving and J. 'l cents per head per beast by road. He 

included the cost of bruising, mortalities, and weight losses 

and valued the saleable meat at 816.00 per 100 lb. Once again 

the assumed mob size probably understates the overall 

attraction of the use of road transport. 

Although nnmerous provisos must be made on the validity 

of both the empirical and deductive :findings both seem to 

represent a true picture of the basic reasons :for substitution 

over space. It is tempting, :furthermore, to compare the 

I. 

~loulden, J.O., 1965, pp.JO-J. 

' ; . 
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Table 5.6: Zonal road transport usage -- Queenslanq __ ~t:!_~Pl)_:_~rea, 1963 

Number of Average road Total sales Percentage Percentage Percentage Average 
properties · transport (head) of fats in of fats of stores station 

ZONE I rate payment total sales transported transported sales 
($ per head) by road by road (head) 

a 

1 

I 
3 6.07 11,529 43.1 25.3 0.0 3,843 

2 2 9.18 5,466 63.5 100.0 24.5 2,733 

3 
I 

5 11.74 17,219 59.1 38.1 3.1 3,4lJlj 

h h 13.85 6,599 58.1 16.6 o.o 1,650 

5 I 
4 17.21 21,733 37.8 100.0 93-5 5,h3J 

6 7 28.09 7,055 18.8 20.2 1.0 1,008 

a It is assumed that all stock travel to !>It Isa. 

Source: NTAA.IB Quarterly Returns to the Commomvealth Statistician (unpublished)· 

!\) 
!\) 

0 

.::.: . 
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occurrence of the inner~ost peak to the situation that has 

been described for the Alice Springs District in 1957. Here 

tlle differentiation between fat and store stock becomes 

i 111 portant, which suggests that producers may be \villing to 

rorego only a certain proportion of gross receipts to gain 

the convenience associated with road haulage. If this is so 

it points to the operation of a complementary aspect of the 

income effect. These conclusions may belie the subtlety of 

producers' consignrrrent decisions and alternative explanations 

of the pattern of adoption could be given in terms of 

stochastic and behavioural influences. Hence the reactions 

or the four stations in zone 5 may be conditi.oned by the 

innovation lead of the Vestey organisation since it contains 

their depot property. However it is difficult to support 

thi5 argument because the logical form of diffusion, if 

knowledge was the main determinant, would be annular waves 

fr'om the railhead at Mt Isa where the major haulage companies 

ar'e located. Similarly, it would seerrr that randorrr influences 

nre an unconvincing explanation for the marked patterns which 

have been found in the empirical work. 

The main conclusion of the spatial analysis is that 

econornic aspects of the choice of mode by producers in 

different locations are complex. This points up the 

difficulty of arriving at a composite parameter of transport 

costs to replace the uni-rnodal functions used in the search 

for adjustrnent in exchange and production. Some spatial 

r~egulari ties seem to be apparent which may add weight to the 

conclusion that producers are conscious of the interaction 

between commod:'. ty prices and modal choice. Returning again 

to the Isolated State analogy, it is apparent that modal 

substitution complicates the testing of von Thtinen' s exchange 

and production hypotheses. However, since the overall costs 

of both forn1s of transport appear to be very silllilar, it is 

justifiable to cast the accessibility function in ter111S of 

rate payments alone: for in each case the level of actual 

transport costs can be presumed to vary linearly with 

distance. 

, I • , • -~~- • 1 I , • > ;• ' 

.. 
,· ... · . 

. ' 
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The general :findings of the work on modal choice con:firn1 

tile need to view accessibility as an entity. Although trip 

distance and rate payment variations did exert some influence 

on tl1e pattern of diffusion, the 111ain detern•inant of the rate 

of spread appears to have been the upward movement in the 

mn 1·ket prices of stock. Modal choice was conditioned by the 

direct value of deterioration losses on different types of 

consignments, while it appears that producers were only 

~illing to :forego a certain proportion of immediate returns 

for relatively uncertain external econon1ies. The data 

therefore suggests that station operators did atte1npt to 

minimise rate payments and maximise :farmgate receipts 

within the constraints of their knowledge of mode advantages 

nnd the behavioural aspects of innovation. 

C. ADJUSTMENT IN PRODUCTION -- THE CONSTRAINTS ON OPTHIDM 

SCALE IN THE BEEF INDUSTRY 

The major aim of the :following :four sections is to 

explain why variations in land-use intensity and production 

scale in the study industry do not :follow the patterns 

that can be deduced from the extension of von Thiinen' s logic. 

1. Assumptions and peculiarities 

At this stage it is appropriate to refer again to the 

constraint structure 1~hich is shared by most spatial 

equilibrium models. Three classes o:f assumptions are made -

those conditioning exchange, production, and land-use. Since 

location and land-use :form the main areas o:f interest in this 

thesis, the data presented in Chapters J and IJ. have been 

ordered to search :for regularities in the industry that are 

detern1ined by differences in the accessibility and :fertility 

of holdings. This assumes that the :for111 o:f the production 

f.unction :for individual. properties and the whole industry is 

constant over space and time, and that the optilllUIII scale o:f 

output is totally dependent upon the quality and situation 

of land. In reality disturbances result :from variations in 

the availability o:f the :factors of production that are 

- - • , - •, , I, ' , , , I r ' 
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applied to the basic resources of a holding. Thus to explain 

the process of adjustment to an optiJJIUIII scale it is necessary 

to consider differences in investment, technology, labour 

11 sage qnd the quality of management. It has been noted 

a I.J'cacly that properties may be distinguished by their degree 

of specialisation in supplying the markets :for store and :fat 

cattle. Moreover, comparison of the average cost structures 

or units in 1950 and the early sixties suggested that there 

is an increasing tendency :for operators to substitute 

capital, in the :form o:f improvements, :for inputs of labour. 

The latter conclusion points up the need to take a dynamic 

view o:f the scale decision, and, by extension, it is readily 

seen that comparable :firms may reach the same level of output 

nt a given period of time by using a different combination 

of resources. Such decisions may be entirely rational and 

will depend upon the :fixity and availability o:f particular 

factors and their substitutability. In addition the choice 

o:f the :factor mix ''ill reflect the knowledge and judgement o:f 

producers in an uncertain and changing economic environment. 

These general problems would be met in any attempt to 

match the Thunen model to the production patterns o:f a whole 

range o:f agricultural commodities, but some o:f the 

characteristics or peculiarities o:f extensive cattle raising 

merit special attention since they condition the probability 

o:f adjustment to location. So :far this thesis has tended to 

stress the :following points that are :favourable to the 

analytical procedure: 

(i) Spatial variations in market prices and 
transportation costs are o:f such a wide range that it appears 
intuitively obvious that location will influence scale (:for 
instance, the Loder Report :found that transport costs absorbed 
between 6.9 and 47.6 per cent o:f the gross proceeds o:f sales 
from Northern Territory properties in 1965). 

(ii) The importance o:f :fixed costs in the industry 
production :function is so great that it is reasonable to 
RSsume that long-term capital investment will be carefully 
tied to variations in the level o:f receipts. (The BAE :found 
that depreciation and repairs accounted :for :forty-three per 
cent o:f the average total annual costs o:f their sample o:f 
eighty-two properties in the early 1960s). 



(iii) The choice of variable inputs is so narrm~ that 
it increases the probdbility that operators will be able to 
visualise the importance of adjustment to location. (In the 
J1AE survey a further thirty-nine per cent of total costs 
'""'c absorbed by payments for labour). 

(iv) The technology employed by the industry is 
invariant over space and almost static, which reduces the 
influence of differences in the attitudes of producers to 
innovation, that 111ight otherwise disrupt space-ordered 
pntterns. 

(v) The lack of an alternative land use for the area 
occupied by the cattle industry simplifies the identification 
of an optimum production scale. 

(vi) The threshold of entry into the industry is so 
high that it makes it likely that it will attract operators 
of a high managerial calibre, and exclude those who gain 
non-economic rewards from pastoralism. (The average capital 
investment of the BAE sample 1~as $442,661.) 

However, these factors must be set against a series of' effects 

that would tend to inhibit adjustment to variations in 

accessibility: 

(i) The uncertainty in production caused by 
fluctuations in natural conditions is so great that it tends 
to preclude or disrupt long-term planning. 

(ii) Price uncertainty at the market is often high, so 
that temporal shifts in prices may exceed or out1~eigh 
differences that result from the range of transportation 
costs paid by producers within one supply area. 

(iii) Output tends to lag due to the breeding cycle of 
cattle and is difficult to relate to fixed and variable 
costs in the short-term. 

(iv) Land tenure is relatively insecure and this imposes 
additional constraints on the relationship between investment 
and production since operators will tend to relate all 
decisions to the length of their lease. 

(v) The low level of technology employed in the 
industry tends to impose uniformity by default because 
producers have relatively little control over their pasture 
and cattle resources 1which are in an ecological rather than 
an economic balance. 

1 

The industry appears to share many of these features with 
ranching in the United States; see Upchurch, JVI.L., 'Economic 
Factors in \vestern Range Improvement 1 , Journal of Farm 
Economics, 35 (1953), pp.72S-lll, 
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Granted that the assumptions made in the empirical work 

on the exchange constraints of the model were tolerably 

nccm·a te and that property size is not a critical variable, 

the apparent failure of the study industry to reach, or even 

move towards, spatial equilibrium in intensity in the 1960s 

can be ascribed to the immobility of factors of production, 

01• variations in the quality of management, or the character 

of the decision matrix. The following sections explore these 

possibilities by examining the interrelation between inputs 

and attempting to formulate a basic production function. This 

leads to a number of conclusions on the need to set 

locational adjustment in the wider context of. the theory of 

elasticity of supply as it applies to agricultural firms. 

2. The input structure 

In an industry study it is important to draw a 

distinction between the physical constraints on further 

develo~nent and the optimuttt use of factors of production at 

various scales of output. Thus in the beef industry it is 

not sufficient to diagnose that additional investment in 

transport services or on-property improvements would remedy 

technical inefficiency in the use of pasture and cattle 

resources. All additional inputs must be evaluated by 

considering the marginal revenue which they contribute to the 

whole economy. The extensive nature of' open-range cattle 

raising and the low level of technology employed in the 

industry encourage the tendency to assume that primitive 

methods must be uneconomic and that development awaits a key 

that will open the way to closer settlement and the more 

intensive use of land. As von Thiinen states 

l 

An ancient myth pervades our agricultural writings: 
that whatever the stage of social development, 
there is one valid farming system only - as though every 
system that is more simple, every enterprise that 
adopts extensive methods to economise on labour, 
were proof of the practising farmers ignorance.l 

von Thiinen's Isolated State, p.258. 



This points to the need to.take a systematic view of 

production and the interdependence of basic and applied 

~esources at the firm level. 
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To trace the relationship between the intensity of land

use and variations in the application of capital and variable 

inputs correlation coefficients have been calculated for a 

matrix o:f thirteen factors. All data on costs and returns 

have been supplied by the BAE and refers to their modified 

saJJ!ple of seventy-two stations. Average values for the three 

financial years of the survey (1962-63 to 1964-65) have been 

employed to minimise the effects of short-term variations. 

In addition three indices have been added to represent 

differences in land quality and accessibility. Since scale 

of output per unit of land is the dependent variable, the 

first factor is designed to quantify the effects of 

productivity and specialisation. The parameter chosen is 

cash income per property per hundred square miles and 

includes the actual value of sales of all types of stock net 

of transport costs. Because store and fat cattle are valued 

at their farmgate prices the index incorporates both 

situation and intensity rent influences. Necessarily its use 

assumes that the overall size of an enterprise is not a 

critical variable. 

Table 5.7 sets out the correlation coefficients for 

logarithmic transformations of the thirteen variables. 

Comparison \vi th a less extensive matrix which uses 

untransformed values indicates no substantive differences in 

the results. The independent factors are: 

x2 the index of land quality; 

x3 the number of made waters (bores, dams, earth 

tanks and wells provided for stock) per hundred square 

miles; 

X11 -- the number of miles of fencing (boundary and 

internal) per hundred square miles; 

x5 -- the number of yards (drafting, bronco and other 

types) per hundred square miles; 
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x
6 

-- the actual size of the heard carried by each 

property; 

x
7 

the actual stocking rate of each holding; 

x
8 

the actual property area (in square miles); 
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x
9 

the total annual operating costs of each unit 

per hundred square miles (i.e. the cost of materials, 

services, labour and depreciation); 

x
10 

-- the annual cost of labour inputs per square 

mile (i.e. wages, rations contract labour payments 

and an allowance for the operator 1 s labour); 

x
11 

the imputed cost of transporting one fat 

beast to the most favoured market by road· in 196!1; 

x
12 

-- the imputed net received price differential 

for one fat beast in 1964; 

x
13 

-- the actual total cost of im~ard freight 

charges per property. 

Parameters x
3 

to x
5 

represent inputs of fixed capital and 

have been preferred to the survey figures for the gross 

capital investment of holdings since the inclusion of 

depreciation understates the utility of long-established 

improvements; x6 and x
7 

cover stock inputs, viewing cattle 

as either a land resource or an item of capital, x9 and x10 
represent the variable cost category, and here labour costs 

are particularly important; and x11 and x12 are the 

accessibility indices that have already been described in 

the work on zonal variations in returns to land in Chapter 4. 
The final parameter has been added to see whether location 

exerts a pronounced effect on scale through variations in 

the cost of materials. 

The results shown in Table 5.7 suggest that there is a 

high degree of interrelation between the components of the 

production function. Of the forty-five correlation 

coefficients for the matrix x1 to x10 , twenty-two are 

significant at the one per cent level so that it is difficult 

to avoid circularity in the search for the causative ele1nents 

of differences in scale. As an example it is apparent that 
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the basic quality of' land will condition the unimproved 

stocking rate; this in turn 'dll influence the marginal 

productivity of' investment in improvements and permit an 

increase in the carrying capacity of' a given area of' land. 

Depending upon one 1 s point of' vie'1 the productivity of' the 

land parcel is determined by pasture quality, the capital 

value of' cattle or the expenditure on improvements. While 

cumulative causation presents many problems it is f'airly 

obvious that grass is the basic resource that operators have 

to ntarke t and that variations in f'erti li ty are a prime cause. 

Unf'ortuna tely the index used (x2 ) is not immune f'rom the 

satne endemic f'ault, since the optimum rates are derived f'rom 

the evidence of' dif'f'erences in the actual stocking rates of' 

holdings over the Northern Territory. This means that the 

index of' land quality is itself' conditioned by the level of' 

technology employed. 

However, Fig. 5.4 of'f'ers some clarification of' the 

structure of' interrelationships between variables. The 

factors have been divided into three classes -- those 

representing land inputs (pasture quality and station area); 

stock inputs (herd size and the actual stocking rate); and 

variable and f'ixed costs. The lines represent significant 

correlations between pairs of' £'actors, and the asterisks 

show that individual parameters are related to cash income 

per hundred square miles. All the £'actors that bear upon the 

intensity of' output are also linked directly to the index of' 

land quality, which seems to confirm the dominance of' this 

factor. If' this is so it means that the opportunities f'or 

manipulating the input mix to gain an optimal scale of' 

output are narrowly circumscribed by the resource base. 

If' pasture is the primary resource of' the industry, the 

most critical item of' capital is the provision of' livestock. 

One of' the main features of' all types of' stock farming is the 

ambiguous economic status of' this input. As Hildreth and 

Jarret have pointed out in their study of' livestock production 

and marketing in the United States a given animal may be 

regarded as a finished good, a good in process or a piece of' 
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RESOURCES 

Holding area Land quality • 

0.79 0.37 0.53 0.47 0.48 

INPUTS 

Labour costs • Operating costs • Fencing • Waters 

0.83 0.65 0.59 0.85 0.51 

STOCKING 

Herd size• Stocking rate • 

Fig. 5.4: Correlation linkages between land, investment 

and cattle population factors (1962-63 to 

1964-65) 

* indicates that the factor is also correlated •~ith 

cash income per square mile. 

Source: Table 5.7. 
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't 1 1 
fixed ca p1.· a . In the study industry further complications 

arise since the cattle on many properties are semi-feral. The 

1005 t underdeveloped stations have so little c6ntrol over the 

breeding cycle of their stock that their operators tend to 

view cattle as a land resource rather than an item of 

capital. This may explain to some degree '~hy producers seem 

content to accept a universally low return to capital and 

management income. If the book value of herds '~as extracted 

from the sum of capital inputs the average return to fixed 

capital investment 1~ould rise markedly, for example, the BAE 

:found that the average percentage return to all capital in the 

Victoria River District was 4.5, but this represents a return 

of 18.11. per cent when stock are excluded from the calculation. 

The extent to 1~hich cattle are regarded as capital is 

reflected in the accuracy of three basic statistics on the 

herd. These are (i) the total number of stock on the run; 

(ii) the branding rate, which gives a guide to co'~ fertility, 

calf mortality, and mustering efficiency; and (iii) the turn

off rate, which gives a measure of the productive capacity 

of the population. !vlany commentators, despairing of being able 

to quantify the quality of different pastures and properties, 

have been led to consider production in demographic terms and 

have constructed herd models to permit deductions to be made 

on the effects of changes in structure on output. ~~o 

objections may be raised to this approach. First, in 

emphasising stock rather than pasture, the studies are 

observing secondary and not primary causation. Second, the 

quality of the statistics available is so low that 

sophisticated calculations often bear little relation to 

reality. As an example, the author was told by the head 

stockman of a fairly well-developed property on the Barkly 

Tableland tha·t cattle numbers '~ere about 22,500. The o'mer, 

who also lives on the station, insisted that 27,000 head 

would be a more accurate estimate. 2 In this case both men 

1 

Hildreth, C., and Jarret, F.G., A statistical study of 
livestock production and marketing, New York, 1955, p.21. 
2 

Field interviews, Hay 1968. 
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make frequent flights to observe the locale of cattle groups 

and yet the rang~ in the basic :figures would lead to a 

difference of two per cent :for the turn-off rate, since sales 

average three thousand head per year. 

One example of the herd structure approach to 

productivity is a study by Treloar of the turn-off patterns 

of five stations in the Kimberleys over a thirty-seven year 

period. 1 He :found that production in any one year depended 

largely on the number of calves branded six years before, 

and the incidence of rainfall during the life cycle of the 

cattle sold. Using regression analysis he was able to 

estimate that these :factors explained eighty-two per cent of 

the variation in turn-off, The addition ·o:r cat·tle prices 

and the value of improvements on th~ holdings had no effect 

on the results. This study confirmed that climate is an 

important determinant of temporal variations in output, .but 

did not explain why turn-off varies between properties. The 

final conclusion was that the industry was in the grip of 'the 

overwhelming influences of the irrevocable past and the 

unpredictable seasonal conditions', To reach this inference 

is to admit defeat in :formulating a production :function :for 

the industry. TI>e relevance of these :findings to the present 

study is that it seems justifiable to regard the stocking rate 

as a dependent variable of pasture quality and expenditure on 

improvements, rather than as an index of the intensity of 

capital usage, 

Moving to the application of :fixed capital it is useful 

to consider the relationship between various items and the 

advances in husbandry that they permit. Table 5.8 sets out 

the progressive sequence of improvements described by Beattie, 

'''hich led him to suggest a :five stage model of development. 

In reality operators tend to adopt all or most of the 

recommended practices simultaneously, 1vhere :fencing is 

adequate, Thus the completely open range system may co-exist 

with a well-developed sector within one holding boundary. 

l. 
Treloar, D.1V.G., 'Investors and Kimberley Cattle', 

Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 9 (1965), 
pp.5J-66. 
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Table 5.8: The relationship between improvements and the use of' cattle resources 

Improvement 

Construction of a bullock paddock and 
drafting yard. 

Provision of artificial waters. 

Construction of a fenced area for cows 
and calves. 

Provision of yards for spaying. 

Construction of a paddock for maiden 
heifers. 

Provision of dips. 

Internal subdivision and secure 
boundary fencing. 

Hain husbandry advantage 

Allows cattle to adjust to control 
prior to marketing. 

Permits maximum pasture utilisation. 

Allows the selection of the best females. 

Assists in controlling the stocking rate. 

Permits controlled mating and the 
improvement of the stock strain. 

Upgrades cattle health. 

Assists in total branding and selection 
of the best mates. Also allows the 
introduction of new blood strains. 

Source: Beattie, 1v.A., A Survey of the Beef Cattle Industry of Australia, CSIRO Bulletin 

278, Helbourne, 1956, pp.6J-5. 

!\) 
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The general tendency appears to be for development to extend 

in a cellular fashion from homesteads and out-stations as 

bores, yards, and paddocks are provided. Since, as \faring 

has noted, the cost of operations such as fencing tends to 

increase approximately as the square root of the area 

required to support one beast, the best pastures are the first 

to be used more intensively. 1 This means that there is a 

long-term trend towards decreasing marginal productivity in 

fixed capital investments. A further point that must be made 

here concerns economies and diseconomies of scale. As von 

Thunen
2 

and Chisholm3 have observed, distance from the farm 

ho1oestead may influence the intensity of usage of the 

component fields and paddocks of a unit. This would suggest 

that the biggest properties would tend to neglect the 

development of peripheral pastures. One reason for the 

absence of evidence of this reaction from producers is that 

large holdings may be easily run as a group of semi-

independent stations. One example is provided by Victoria 

River Downs which is divided into four units Victoria 

River homestead, Moolooloo, Pigeon Hole, and Mt Sandford. 

The overall herd is about 70,000 head and the lease covers 

4, 772 square miles, but the interna 1 organisation is such that 

the resources controlled from one out-station are very 

similar in scale to those held by neighbouring independent 

operators. 

If individual improvement indices are examined as a 

guide to efficiency several difficulties are encountered. 

Chief of these is the fact that additional labour inputs may 

be a perfect substitute for capital. Comparison of the cost 

structures of holdings as tabulated in the 1950 and 1962-63 

to 19611·-65 BAE surveys shows a general trend to an increase 

1 
\faring, E. J. , 'Some Economic Aspects of the Pastoral 

Industry in Australia', Chapter llf in Slatyer, R.O., and 
Perry, R.A. (eels.), Ariel Lands of Australia, Canberra, 1969 
p.25l. 
2 

von Thiinen's Isolated State, p.2411. 
3 

Chisholm, M., Rural Settlement and Land Use, London, 1962, 
Chapter 7. 

• • '• I •' ' ' • ! • I • • • ' ' • • '• • • 
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in investment, which may reflect the rise in labour costs over 

the period rather than an overall growth in the use of all 

factors of production. Confirmation that this form of 

substitution also occurs at the regional scale is given by 

c 0111paring figures abstracted fro1n the later survey results 

for the Darkly Tableland and the Victoria River District. 

Output, investment, and labour usage have the following 

relationship in the two regions: 

District Cattle sales 
per property 

llarkly Tableland 2, 0119 

Victoria River 2,029 

Average capital 
per 100 square 
miles (exclud
ing cattle) 

$10,376 

$7,832 

Number of 
labour weeks 
worked per 
100 square 
miles 

38 

56 

Although the average size of properties in the Victoria .River 

District is slightly greater than the figure for stations on 

the Darkly Tableland it seems clear that scale adjustments 

are made by altering the input structure. In this case there 

is no evidence that the real cost of the two factors varies 

between the two Districts. One explanation for regional 

variations in the production function is that certain 

qualities of land demand investments of a particular type. 

The main example of this is the need to provide made waters 

on the Darkly Tableland where the physiography of the Mitchell 

and Flinders grass plains precludes dependence on natural 

supplies. Since these are the most productive natural 

pastures, the land quality index tends to be correlated with 

the number of waters per hundred square miles (see Table 5.7). 
In this instance the natural qualities of land (over and 

above the pasture COI11ponent) act as a substitute for capital 

on other types of terrain. Further complexity is added by 

the fact that some forms of investment are also partial 

substitutes. 1'hus bores hold stock on some pastures as 

effectively as fencing and the trap yards employed in the two 

northern regions cut down the need for fences and labour. 

Viewed in the long-term it may be that the increases in 

productivity from improvements that result from the more 
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effective use of pasture and cattle resources are only 

offsetting a general trend towards a decline in production 

caused by the deterioration of range quality. Treloar 

cbserved.that producers in the Kimberleys were not surprised 

that investment had no impact on turn-off. As he states 

... the concensus of opinion among pastoralists 
seems to be that overstocking has led to a 
decline in the carrying capacity of the native 
pastures. That output has been maintained in 
the face of this decline indicates the 
possibility that investment has had at least 
a compensatory effect.l 

In a similar study, under the BAE, of thirty Kimberley 

stations, 1vesterman found that their s to eking rates were 

highly correlated with·the value of improvements per square 

mile (r = 0.82). From this he deduced that 'at least at 

current low levels, producers are achieving something more 

with their investment than simple compensation for the 
2 

deterioration of pastures due to overstocking in the past'. 

A more valid explanation for the relationship might be that 

the marginal productivity of investment is often directly 

related to the unimproved carrying capacity of land. 

The main conclusion which can be dra,vn from this 

discussion of the input mix is that the general features of 

extensive cattle raising account for most of the variations 

in scale that are apparent in the industry. The local 

availability of applied factors of production (particularly 

capital and labour) does not appear to influence scale, and 

the opportunities in management are narrowly circumscribed 

by the resource base. This affirms the validity of 

examining production primarily in terms of intensity of 

output per unit of land. The wider implications of these 

findings will be pursued in the following two sections. 

1 
Treloar, D.W.G., 1965, p.6o. 

2 
lvesterman, P.A., 'The Kimberley Bee:f Cattle Industry', 

Quarterly Review o:f Agricultural Economics, 19 (1966), p.215. 
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J. Economic Rent and the production function 

Having considered some of the characteristics of 

production, it is now possible to use the BAE data to explore 

the study problem in greater detail. The combined influence 

of non-land inputs on intensity will be examined and then the 

role of accessibility will be discussed in the light of a more 

complex n1odel of production. The deductions reached in the 

empirical work suggest that the most logical form of intensity 

function would stress land quality, while fencing and labour 

inputs have been chosen as additional independent variables 

for two reasons; their obvious role in station operations and, 

their relative freedom from statistical multicollinearity 

(see l"ig. 5.11). The following equation relates cash income 

per square mile (x
1

), the index of land quality (x2 ), the 

number of miles of fencing per hundred square miles (x4 ) and 

annual labour costs per square mile (x10 ) for the seventy-two 

stations in the modified BAE sample 

( i) log xl = -0.76 + 0.28 log x2 + o.6J log xlJ + O.Jl log x10 

t-values J.56 5.85 lj .• 84 

R = 0.82 R2 = 0.67 

The multiple correlation coefficient for this equation is 

statistically significant beyond the one per cent probability 

level, and the adjusted coefficient of multiple determination 

indicates that sixty-seven per cent of the variation in cash 

income per square mile in the sample was explained by the 

three independent factors. The 't' statistics for the 

regression coefficients show that they '~ere significantly 

different from zero at the one per cent level, which suggests 

that each factor contributed to ·the model. 

The equation could be termed a 'revenue intensity 

function' and represents an attempt to characterise scale at 

the unit of land level. Under certain conditions, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, the dependent variable would 

approximate economic rent. The analysis shows that 

differences in fencing and labour inputs do condition the 

value of output, since they control the exploitation of 

pasture and cattle resources. Extending the interpretation, 
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it is possible to .give an estimate of the economic importance 

of each variable; thus, on average, a one per cent increase 

in the amount of fencing per hundred square miles would lead 

to an increase in revenue of 0.63 per cent, holding other 

inputs constant at their geometric means. The function has 

many basic similarities with the standard Cobb-Douglas 

formulation, though the mixture of physical and cash 

measures and the stress on intensity preclude interpretation 

in this 111anner. However, it is interesting to note that, if 

the regression coef:ficients are taken as the elasticities of 

the product with respect to variations in factor usage, the 

model indicates increasing returns to scale (since the sum 

of the coefficients exceeds 1.00). Thfs '~oulcl appear to be 

clue to the strong influence of land quality -- a resource 

which cannot be varied in the production functions of 

units -- at least in the short-run. 

Of the non-land factors, fencing seems to be most 

important and this factor has been selected as a 'key' to 

development. As the Forster Committee commented 

The best o1~ners., .interviewed, when ... asked what 
they needed most on their properties, almost 
always replied more fences. 1 

One reason for the failure of many operators to exploit the 

advantages of this form of investment is that it is 

discontinuous. For example, a paddock roughly seven miles 

square, enclosing fifty square miles of country, would cost 
2 about $12,600 and would be useless until completed. This 

is a large sum for an improvement that will only have a 

long-term e:ffect on output. Since this category of decision 

is likely to be taken in the light of the stability of market 

prices over time, it is not surprising that there is little 

evidence of adjustment to relatively minor variations in net 

received p~ices over space. Labour inputs can be varied 

relatively easily, but current wage trends and the apparent 

1 
Prospects of Agriculture in the Northern Territory, 

Commonwealth of Australia, 1960, p.55. 
2 

Assu1ning that suspension fencing, costing $450 per mile, 
is used. 
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sJ1ortage of pastoral workers suggest that economic 

opportunities for expansion through the more intensive 

exploitation of cattle resources may be limited. Thus there 

are also rigidities in this aspect of the production function. 

These inferences will be considered in a more abstract light 

in the last section of this chapter, while more detailed 

information on the constraints on long-run supply response 

is given in Chapter 7. 

As a final test of the hypothesis that accessibility 

may have exerted a strong influence on the intensity of land

use in the early 1960s, the indices of road transport rate 

payments (x
11

) and farmga te price differences for fatstocl< 

(x
12

) were added to the equation. Both were included 

simultaneously to see whether the analysis could be extended 

by differentiating their effects. 1 The resulting equation 

took the form 

R = 0.84 

-0.15 log xll + 0.26 log xl2 

2 
R = 0. 70 

The t-values for the coefficients '~ere 3.52; 5.90; 3.h2; 

-1.19; and 2.23 respectively. 

The addition of the two variables appears to make little 

difference to the function and examination of their 't' 

statistics shows that the coefficients may be due to chance, 

though the negative sign for·rate payments is interesting 

since this indicates a possible output response to 

accessibility. In this case the causative element may be 

the mobility effects of the use of road transport. One 

additional theoretical point must be considered. In the model 

put forward by Dunn, the cost of inward freight to farms 

steepens the rent gradient. Narket terminals and station 

supply centres coincide in the Northern Territory and freight 

l 
For further results and a discussion of certain of the 

methodological issues raised in this section see Appendix 2. 



haulage charges vary from six to eleven cents per ton-mile 

according to the distance travelled. This means that the 

delivered cost of items such as cement may vary by as much 

as $~0.00 per ton. The main reason 11hy this factor does not 

&ffect the level of station operations is that livestock 

supplies and fuel make up less than ten per cent of total 

costs. These are the principal variable costs that could be 

influenced by distance. Similarly, where decisions have to 

be made on fixed capital investments freight is likely to be 

a minor consideration when related to the overall cost. 

l<'inally it is necessary to examine briefly the reasons 

for the rather low value of R2 in equation (i). It would be 

tempting simply to attribute the unexplained part of the 

variance in cash income per hundred square miles to the 

factors of production that have been ignored in the analysis. 

Of these management must be the chief, but differences in the 

efficiency of this factor are difficult to measure. From 

another viewpoint it is possible to argue that the production 

function suggested by equation (i) understates the actual 

influence of its components, since forty-one of the seventy

two observations refer to stations in the Alice Springs 

District 11hich 11ere affected by drought during the survey 

years. 1vhatever the true causes it appears that the 

regularities that result from varying applications of the 

basic production factors -- land, capital, and labour, as they 

are represented in the function, are the major determinants 

of differences in the scale of output per unit of land. 

~. Output response in the Northern Territory beef industry 

Production adjustment to spatial equilibrium can be 

viewed as one of a set of problems that involve the elasticity 

of supply in agriculture with respect to variations in 

conuuodi ty prices. By ordering their analytical procedures to 

the identification of locational regularities economic 

geographers are in constant danger of forgetting the baiic 

economic causation of the phenomena that they seek to explain. 

As an economist von Thi:inen was 11ell aware that his deductive 

system was grounded on a particular emphasis of the 



r·elationship bet·ween firm scale and aggregate demand. The 

irrrplication of this line of reasoning is clear 

agricultural adjustment to variations in price must be 

seeJ: as an ergodic function. Brinkman makes explicit the 

tl1eoretical link between land-use response to ternporal and 

spatial variations in received prices in the following terms 

The series of stages of development ... brought 
about ... in consequence of progressive strengthening 
of the demand for agricultural products shows, in 
relation to the intensity, exactly the same 
behaviour as the differentiation of the zones at a 
given stage of development. The vertical 
differentiation of the zones, or the non-synchronous 
succession of the degrees of intensity, corresponds 
to the horizontal arrangement or· the synchronous 
juxtaposition of the zones of intensity [i.e. 
Brinkman is referring here to the Isolated State 
model]. This applies not only to the degrees of 
intensity but also to the differentiation as to 
the form of intensity. 1 

This points to the need to compare the response of the study 

industry to secular price changes with the results of the 

analysis of locational adjustment. 

Table 5.9 shows the relationship between the prices 

offered at alternative markets for fatstock in 1957 and their 

1966 equivalents. 

Table 5.9: Comparison of ten~oral and spatial variations 

in prices for fatstock, 1957 and 1966 

a, Price movements, 1957-1966 (June prices) 
1957 

Market price 
( $) 

Brisbane 65.00 

Adelaide 65.00 

Alice Springs 53.10 

Nt Is a 37.55 

lvyndham 50.00 

Danvin 41.00 

Katherine Ia. oo 

1966 
price 
($) 

123.10 

139.75 

127.85 

911.70 

70.00 

73.75 

70.00 

1957-1966 
differential 

58.10 

74.75 

74.75 

57.15 

20.00 

32.75 

29.00 

Percentage 
increase 

189.4 

215.0 

240.7 

252.2 

140.0 

179.9 

107.7 

l. B . .r~nkman, T., Economics of the Farm Business, Berkeley, 
1935, p.36. 
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Table 5.9: Comparison o:f temporal and spatial variations 

in prices for fatstock, 1957 and 1966 

b. Differences in net received prices, 1957 and 1966 

Year 
He cei ved price 

at 
periphery ($) 

Maximum 
received 
price($) 

Spatial 
differential 

Percentage 
differential 

1957 

1966 

Sources: 

20.115 

51.95 

5J.l0 

127.85 

J2.65 

75.90 

Tables J.l and 11.1; and index calculations. It 

is assu1ned that all beasts dress out at 500 lb. 

The choice of base years has been made to assist comparison 

with the work on spatial equilibrium. The increase in 

returns to producers varies fro1n 140 to 250 per cent but it 

seems reasonable to suggest that on average proceeds from 

sales doubled for the industry over the decade. Table 5.10 

gives the total production of all stations in the Northern 

Territory (excluding inter-Territory transfers) for the years 

19119-50 to 1966-67. Since increases in productivity may 

result from either a rise in the number of cattle carried or 

the 1oore intensive use of existing resources, the stock 

population and imputed turn-off rates for the period are also 

given. TI1e general picture presented by the three sets of 

figures is one of near static production, though there is 

some tendency for the turn-off rate to rise slightly and 

irregularly. 

According to Brinkman the general rise in market prices 

over the study period should have led to an overall increase 

in the intensity of land-use and a consequent supply response. 

Comparing the temporal range in prices to the variation in 

receipts over space for the two base years as given in Table 

5.9b, it appears that the order of difference in both 

di1nensions was much the same. This suggests that the failure 

of the industry to adjust ov"lr time and space might be 

explained by the same set of reasons. It is then necessary 

to examine elasticity of supply at the firm level. 
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TnbJe ~.10: Production and physical productivity in the 

Northern Terri~ory beef industry, 1949-50 

to 1966-67 

Yea!"' 

19119- '\0 

19'10-'\1 

I ') 'i 1- .'\2 

19'12-'\3 

19 53-511 

I'J'\11-55 

19'15-56 

19'\6-57 

1957-58 

19'i8-59 

1959-60 

1960-61 

1961-62 

1962-63 
I 9fi J -6/1 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

Cattle 
population 
(June) [ 1 000] 

1,019 

1,058 

936 
966 

969 
1,028 

1,902 

1,176 

1,252 

1,138 

1,089 

1,117 

1,055 

1,096 

1,068 

]_ 1 o/19 

1' 0~1 
1,106 

Total turn- 'rurn -off 
off rate 

[I 000 J 

121 11.9 

169 16.0 

102 10.9 

105 10.9 

150 15.5 

101 9.8 

156 8.2 

161 13.7 

155 12 ,II 

192 16.9 

165 15.1 

198 17.7 
162 15.3 

1~2 13.9 

159 14.9 

138 13.1 

172 16 .lr 

136 12.3 

Source: NTAAIB Annual Reports (figures are not adjusted for 

late returns. 

Drawing fro1n the discussions of the input structure and 

tl1e production function, it is useful to characterise the 

industry in the following terms 

(i) there is no reason to suppose that econon1ies or 

disecono1nies of scale exert any real influence at the 

fii'III level, 

(ii) resource quality directly conditions the return 

on fixed capital investn1ent, 

(iii) :fixed capital invest111ent is highly discontinuous, 



(iv) variable costs are likely to increase in line 

with expenditure on improvements. 

l"t'om this series of propositions it is possible to formulate 

n set of hypothetical cost curves for the components of the 

industry. Consider first the for111 of the production function 

or n land unit of hoJJJogenous quality, as shown in Fig. 5.5A. 

In its unimproved state the number of cattle run is directly 

related to the quality of the pasture, and costs are incurred 

entirely as a result of the labour involved in mustering. 

This means that the marginal cost curve, MC 1, is likely to be 

mnrkedly kinked at the point of diminishing returns to labour. 

To expand output the operator must ther~fore add in other 

factors of production to increase the productivity of the 

herd. This will shift the marginal cost curve upwards (to 

"1c
2

) and again land quality '~ill determine the ultimate s.cale 

of output at Q2 . 

At the holding level the operator has an alternative 

method of increasing turn-off, for he may be able to bring 

into production areas of progressively poorer use capacity. 

This means that the overall production function will be 

stepped, as shown in Fig. 5.5B. Since all forms of capital 

investment are discontinuous or 'lumpy', he will tend to be 

particularly conscious of uncertainty and will be unable to 

adjust output in the short-term. Broadly speaking all types 

of land will cost the same to develop so that the marginal 

productivity of investment will fall steeply as lower quality 

pastures are brought into use. This means that with static 

technology the slack for expansion is likely to be extren1ely 

small since the best opportunities will be exploited early 

with very little reference to the prevailing price situation. 

The sum of these influences is seen in Fig. 5.5C, 

where the cost curves for the industry indicate an almost 

completely inelastic response to price, and scale is 

endogenously determined. Disaggregating again to the 

property level it is easy to see why scale and econo1nic rent 

adjustments of the type shown in Fig. 2.1 may be absent in 

reality. 

,, . 



Fip;. 5.5: Hypothetical production :['unction :f'orms at various 

scales in the Northern Territory bee:f industry 
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If the sole ai1n of this analysis of the reasons for 

non-adherence to spatial equilibrium in the open range 

cnttle industry was to arrive at the rather negative 

conclnsion that land quality and technology invalidate a 

Tluinen style approach, the practical relevance of the study 

\vould be narrow. Its justification lies in two additional 

inferences. First, given the structure of the study 

industry it lays open the issues involved in emphasising 

investment in transport as a trigger to production expansion. 

This topic forms the main interest of the second major part 

of this thesis, which looks in some detail at the economic 

aspects of the Government's Beef Roads Programme in the 

Northern Territory. Second, it raises an important point 

~tich relates to the influence of location on agricultural 

production at a more general level. So1ne agricultural 

economists have suggested that the form of production 

function show in l<'ig. 5. 5C is in fact typical of a wide 

range of industries and enterprises. 1</ilcox, for instance, 

argues that the use of moderately upward sloping marginal 

cost curves in farm production analysis is misleading.
1 

He 

points out that many inputs, particularly on family farms, 

are fixed in the short-term so that it is impossible for 

operators to adjust their input structure to variations in 

con\modi ty and factor prices. In addition, continuous 

technological advance brings improvements that are cost 

reducing to- such an extent that they are profitable under 

any level of product prices that permit the producer to stay 

in business. The high fixed cost of many of these 

investments, however, makes it profitable to maximise 

their use so that there is a general tendency for scale to 

increase. In this sense the output of holdings is 

technologically determined. Returning again to the 

Isolated State analogue it is apparent that tlvo main factors 

1 
Wilcox, W.W., 'Effects of farm price changes on efficiency 

in farming', Journal of Farm Economics, 33 (1951), pp.56-65. 
See also: Cochrane, W.W., 'Conceptualising the supply 
relation in agriculture', Journal of Farm Economics, 37 
(1955), pp.ll61-76. 



have destroyed the theoretical relationship between location 

and land-use that von Thi.inen deduced. The first and most 

obvious of these is the fact that transportation costs have 

decreased in relation to other inputs. The second is the 

110 less important point that the supply function in modern 

agriculture is no longer price conditioned, except in the 

broadest sense. The implications of this finding to the 

body of agricultural location theory remains to be explored. 

\11Jat is apparent is that Losch's strictures on the ordering 

of facts and hypotheses must be taken to heart. 



PART 3 

THE RELATIONSHIP BET1VEEN IHPROVEHENTS IN TRANSPORTATION 

AND THE EXPLOITATION AND DEVELOPHENT OF 

PASTORAL RESOURCES 



CHAPTER 6 

LOCATION RENTS, ROAD INVESn!ENT BENEFITS AND THE ROLE OF 

TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY IN PRODUCTION 

The calculations on transport costs are based on the very 
bad roads as they existed in :t>lecklenberg in the first 
years of this century. But it is certainly not rational 
to maintain roads in such a bad condition; and in 
Mecklenburg the construction of numerous highways has 
already much reduced the number of such roads. But since 
we endowed the Isolated State with inferior roads, 
determining on their basis the entire farming pattern and 
the extent of the cultivated area, we must be c6nsistent 
with the need for rationality, ask ourselves the following: 
(a) In which districts and to what point of the Isolated 
State 1dll highways and railroads be constructed to 
advantage ? (b) What effect will their construction have 
on the size of the cultivated plain, on tillage and on 
national wealth? 

von Thllnen, The Isolated State 

INTRODUCTION 

The empirical work presented in Part 2 of this thesis 

was designed to test the hypothesis that accessibility may 

condition the intensity and profitability of land-use in the 

Northern Territory beef industry. The analyses given in 

Chapters J and 4 were based on the assumption that spatial 

variations in transport payments and net received prices 

for a uniform quality of stock 1~ere adequate parameters of 

the comparative locational advantages of individual production 

units. The farmgate prices were defined by debiting the rate 

payments incurred in transporting fatstock from each property 

to its most favoured market from receipts. The relationships 

bet\~een these values and indices of the output and net 

returns of properties at particular time periods were 

considered using a range of techniques. It was assumed 

that, with homogeneous production functions, adjustments 

would be made in scale which would primarily depend on 



locational differences in marginal returns. The methodology 

and rationale for the work were derived from von ThUnen's 

exposition of the generation of situation arid intensity 

I'B•cts in the Isolated State. Though this approach has 

provided valuable insights into the interaction between 

accessibility and land development at given points in 

time, it is of limited use in the evaluation of the effects 

oi' changes in the individual components of comparative 

locational advantage. Furthermore, it emphasises adherence 

to spatial equilibrium at the industry level and says 

little about the temporal adjustments that are made by 

firms or groups of producers. Thus.to explore a particular 

facet of the general problem considered in this thesis the 

systematic ThUnen framework must be abandoned, though the 

empirical and deductive inferences that have been made in 

Part 2 provide a point of reference for the evaluatioh of 

the results of partial equilibrium analyses. 

Part J marks a break in methodology and scale. 

Interest narrows to the consideration of the relationship 

between mode and network changes in transportation and 

pastoral land development. The adoption of road transport 

in the Northern Territory beef industry has affected the 

returns and opportunities of producers and this is resulting 

in adjustments to the scale and form of enterprises and 

land-use. Some of these changes are already apparent while 

otbers will require the employment of additional resources 

and represent a long-term potential for development. The 

empirical work in Chapter 6 is concerned with the 

interpretation of the existing evidence in 1966, while 

Chapter 7 looks at the future and presents both optimistic 

and pessimistic views of production response. Here the 

emphasis is on the relationship bet\~een the quality of 

accessibility and the optimum intensity of land-use. In 

this case the adjustment process may be primarily directed 

towards a shift from a system that is constrained by 

location to one in which spatial variations in accessibility 

play a decreased role in the allocation of resources. 



The first section of the present chapter looks at the 

"·ays in 1~hich imp1~ovements in transportation may affect 

a clepenclent ag-ricultural industry. The \\'Ork uses a 

clecluctive approach based on the ThUnen analogue and 

clenJon~trates the interaction between land-use and transport 

in a simple Isolated State JJJodel. This is then developed 

to encon1pass the theory of benefit-cost analysis to provide 

u :framework :for the evaluation of shorl-term and long-term 

supply response in the beef industry to the provision of 

i1nprovecl roads. A range of theoretical and methodological 

issues are raised 1~hich are interwoven in the structure 

of the empirical work that :follows. Among these is the 

need to define the temporal and spatial dimensions of 

total economic adjustment to mode and network changes. A 

second 1najor problen1 is the identi:fication of the causative 

eleJJJents in shifts in the scale and range of production 

that are linked to changes in the quality of transport. 

In particular, it is important to distinguish between 

elasticity effects which in:fluence the allocation of 

resources through the net received prices of commodities, 

and JJJobility effects which ari~e :from external economies. 

Finally, it is useful to separate changes lvhich result in 

the local redistribution of' economic activity from those 

that affect all producers. Frequently this involves a 

dichotomy between responses to an improved route that are 

JJJanifested in the pattern of location rents, and responses 

to a new mode which are part of the spin-off :from 

technological progress. 

In the s t.udy industry the adoption of road transport 

and the improvement of some segments of the road network 

under a number of public works programmes have changed the 

comparative value of different locations and reduced the 

absolute importance of transportation as a determinant 

of the form and scale of production. The enumeration of 

the benefits of these developments is one of the main aims 

of the two chapters that make up Part J of this thesis 

but first it is necessary to describe the origin, ai1ns, and 

specifications of the road programmes that have been 

initiated in the Northern Territory, prin1arily to stimulate 
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the expansion of' the beef' industry, The second section of' 

this chapter supplies this information, and considers the 

cclationship between road standards and the possibility 

and cost of' using road haulage to deliver cattle to 

fatteners, killing plants and railheads. Although the 

thcJJJC of' the thesis is the relationship between accessibility 

to markets and the intensity and profitability of' land-usc 

it Jwuld be simplistic to restrict comment on the efficacy 

of the road programmes to this topic alone: a brief' 

survey of' other possible social and developmental benefits 

is therefore included. 

The third section of' the chapter is an attempt to 

draw up an account of' the benefits of' the usc of' road 

transport to producers in 1966. Necessarily this emphasises 

short-term changes and the advantages of' flexibility in 

marketing since insufficient time has elapsed to permit 

the observation of' adjustments in property resource use. 

In reality it is not possible to dissociate the benefits 

of' an improvement in transport from the effects that follow 

the introduction of' new markets and demands. Thus the 

opening of' the mcat\~orks at Katherine and Darwin, the 

continuing United States demand for boner-beef', and the 

usc of' road haulage arc all clements in the upgrading of' 

the accessibility of' northern producers in the general sense. 

This assessment of' observable short-term adjustments 

for the whole industry sets the scene :for t\~o sub-regional 

studies in Chapter 7. These consider a range o:f possible 

levels o:f long-term response to specific projects in the 

Bcc:f Roads Programme, and attempt to estimate the net 

benefits o:f the employment o:f both public and private 

capital to develop pastoral land in the Northern Territory. 

Just as it is impossible to discuss the benefits o:f 

improvements in transport at ion '~i thou t including a 

qualification on the certainty and level o:f demand :for 

the traded product, so the definition o:f what constitutes 

the c:f:ficicnt allocation o:f :factors o:f production must be 

made in terms o:f the alternatives which exist to meet a 

given end. This means that the evaluation o:f investment 

and the estimation o:f :future levels o:f output in the sub-
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1·egions affected by particular road proposals must be 

1.·elated to the opportunities that are evident for the 

expansion of beef production in other parts of Australia, 

Hence, though the interest in the relationship between 

nccqssibility and land developtnent narrows in Part J to the 

evaluation of changes in the form and quality of transport, 

the context of the study is widened and the Northern 

Territory is no longer regarded as an Isolated State. 

A. THE ENUI-'!ERATION AND VALUATION OF THE BENEFITS OF 

HIPROVEHENTS IN TRANSPORTATION 

1. Spatial eguilibrium and the benefits of· improvements 

in transport 

Using a single crop, Isolated State analogue it is 

easy to deduce the effects of a localised reduction in 

transport costs on the pattern of production.
1 

Where the 

price of the agricultural commodity is invariant at the 

central market the producers using an upgraded access route 

will receive an immediate increase in situation rent. If 

rate payments are a direct function of distance the 

reduction in freight costs will lead to an increment in 

receipts which will become proportionally greater towards 

the periphery of the cultivated area. This would result 

in a levelling of rents. Two other effects might also 

follmv W"lder special conditions. First, the rent margin 

would be extended and idle land ,;auld be brought into 

production provided the resources were available. Second, 

the increases in situation rent would call forth adjustments 

in the scale of enterprises that would, in turn, be reflected 

in a rise in intensity rents. The level of this response 

1 
It is assumed that (i) all transport is unimodal, 

(ii) producers freight produce on their o.vn vehicles, 
(iii) transport costs vary linearly with distance from the 
market,(iv) and the improvement in the quality of routes 
is exogenous to the system (i.e. producers do not pay for 
the improvement). 



depends upon the supply functions of the component farms 

of the industry. 

Removing the constraint o:f a fixed market price, it 
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can be seen that the elasticity of demand for the product 

can exert a critical influence on the level and distribution 

of changes in location rents. If the extension of cultivation 

at the margin and the intensification of production at 

intermediate distances increase supplies to the extent that 

market prices are reduced, all producers who do not use the 

upgraded route \~ill suffer total rent losses, as will users 

nearest the demand centre. However the comparison of before 

and after gross rent values will give a measure of the total 

benefit of the project to the industry. In addition there 

will be a concurrent increase in consumption, and benefits 

will accrue at the market that must be added to the net 

rent gain if the objective is to identify the overall value 

of the development. 

1Yhen multiple markets are included in the model the 

location of the improved facility will determine the 

allocation of benefits between sets of producers and 
1 

consumers, 1Yhere, for example, a new road diverts a 

commodity from one supply area to another the resultant 

trade flows will tend to equalise the market prices offered 

at the two centres; producers nearest to the market, which 

initially offered the highest price, will suffer a reduction 

in net received prices and concomitant decreases in both 

forms of location rent. Again a comparison of the old and 

new rent levels under spatial equilibrium will reveal the 

net benefit of the improvement to the industry, In this 

case one group of consumers will gain while the other will lose. 

Where two or more crops are produced further complications 

1 
A discussion of the spatial distribution of the benefits 

of road investment to rural areas is given by 1Y.L. Garrison 
in Allocation of Road and Street Costs. The Benefits of 
Rural Roads to Rural Property, Part IV, 1Yashington State 
Council for Higl"n~ay Research, Seattle .. 1956, pp.SS-95. 



nrc caused by the possiblity o:f the mutual adjustment o:f 

their displacement rent boundaries. It is easily seen that 

the :final c:f:fccts o:f the investment in transportation might 

reverberate through the whole economy as :factor prices 

were altered to a new general equilibrium .. 

The causative element in the redistribution o:f economic 

activity in this simple example is the differential in 

J'armgate prices -- the elasticity el':fect. Two points must 

be considered briefly in relating these deductions to 

reality. First, •~here a group o:f producers receive an 

increase in net receipts :from a lowering in transport 

charg·es, the rise is not likely to be large in comparison 

to temporal :fluctuations in market prices. For example, 

in the study industry a reduction in rate payments o:f one 

cent per beast-mile will increase farmgate receipts by 

$2.00 per bullock on a 200-mile trip. This is well within 

the monthly range of movements of prices at the northern 

meatworks where variations a:c -~ relatively small, 

Consequently, production response might be expected to be 

insignificant or non-existent. However, a second point 

may coLmteract this tendency: producers may view changes 

in the market price and transportation cost components of 

accessibility in a different manner. Reductions in transport 

payments caused, for instance, by the construction of a new 

road represent a certain and comparatively irreversible 

change in locational advantage, while price shifts at the 

demand centre may be short-term and uncertain. Hence 

it can be argued that adjustment is more likely to follow 

:from a dollar decrease in unit transport costs than a 

dollar increase in market prices. 

The upgrading of a segment of a neb~ork may also 

stimulate external economies. These occur where 

1 

•~hat is done in one industry reacts upon the 
conditions of production in the other industry 
in some way other than through the possible 
e:f:fect upon the prices of the product or of the 
factors in that other industry,l 

Meade, J.E., 'External Economies and Diseconomies in a 
Competitive Situation', Economic Journal, 62 (1962), p.56, 
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The '''obility effects that follow changes in the reliability 

of transport are in this category. An exan~le is provided 

by the expenditure of funds on the stock-routes of the 

Nort!cern Tencitory, Bet1veen 1946 and 196h ninety-five 

.vaters were provided by the NTA to assist movements. 1 These 

racilities had no tangible effect on drovers charges, but 

they may have assisted in marl<eting cattle of a young·er 

or 1veaker type (e.g, females) that could not have been 

walked over long, dry stages. If s t· at ion revenue has 

been created from the extension of selling opportunities, 

the additional income can be counted as an external economy. 

This could t·esult in further adjustments in the form and 

scale of production. In gene1·a1, though,, it would appear 

that external economies are relatively unimportant where 

the change in accessibility is restricted to the upgrading 

of routes under unimodal transportation. One further point 

may be made before considering a bimodal case. The 

simultaneous improvement of all the segments in a networl~ 

would lead to adjustments in the level of output of farms 

but would not alter the ranking of locational advantages 

or the pattern of production. Here the measurement of 

response must be made on a 'before or after' basis, rather 

than in the spatial dimension by a 'with or without' 
. 2 compar:tson .. 

The introduction of a cheaper rival form of transport 

on specific routes will also lead to a redistribution of 

activity and changes in consun~tion, under the conditions 

of spatial equilibrium, in the ways that have been discussed 

above~ If the new form is technically superior its main 

1 
~2rthern Territory Stock Rol!J:.§!.§. 1 NTAAIB Extension Article 

No, 8, Co~nonwealth of Australia, 196h. 
') 
~ 

Note: The term 'with or without' is used here to express 
the fact that benefits could be measured by comparing the 
changes in production levels of the user group with a 
control group in the same indus try., The phrase can also 
imply a methodology 1\•hich fails to take account of suppressed 
and normal growth trading over a tempor·al span but this 
ls not intended in the present usage. 



udvnntages may lie in the generation of external economies. 

Tile consequent reorganisation o:f the user enterprises to 

maximise the value o:f their new opporl;unities will lead to 

shifts in their economic rents. I:f the e:f:fect is localised 

it :seems reasonable to retain the terms situation rent and 

intensity rent to describe the comparative advantages o:f 

use~s and non-users. However, the main causative element 

of the difference is the 1nobility co1nponent o:f accessibility 

and not the elasticity aspect. This distinction becomes 

more important where the adoption o:f the ne1~ :form o:f 

t l'aJ1sport can be characterised as a di:f:fusion pro cess. 

Here all producers will eventually reap the benefits o:f 

the improvement in technology and changes in rents will be 

evident at di:f:ferent times in separate localities. It is 

therefore useful in this case to classify economic rents 

in temporal terms. Three states and two adjustment periods 

may usefully be distinguished, The 'existing state' is 

the level o:f economic rent that the unit earns 1ll1.der the 

elasticity and mobility constraints o:f the old transport 

:form. The 'immediate state' is reached in the short-run 

a:fter adoption, and can be defined as the net value o:f 

production :following the exploitation o:f new marketing 

opportw1i ties, 1~i th the 1 existing' cost structure. The 

'attainable state' is reached in the long-run when the 

structure and scale o:f the production :function has been 

altered to maximise the use o:f resources under the new 

range o:f prices and demands. These terms allo\~ :for a 

situation which von ThUnen did not consider in the Isolated 

State where the mode o:f transport may determine the :form o:f 

production 1~ithin one land···use zone. 

The ti1ning and level o:f the immediate and attainable 

responses will. be conditioned by the :fixity and scarcity 

o:f resources and the stability o:f demand. The :foregoing 

observations assumed cet~£is parib!!.§. conditions and rational 

management with perfect mobility o:f :factors o:f production. 

In reality, production responses to changes in the quality 

and cost o:f transportation are likely to be subsumed in 

the decisions that operators make in the light o:f their best 

estimate o:f :futuTe retun1s. Howeve~, the extension o:f the 
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Ti
1
i}nen deductiv·e :frame1wrk does clarify the issues \vhich 

are involved in attributing secondary or developmental 

J1ene:fits to investments in transport. First, benefits may 

acc.-ue on existing or generated production, and gains may 

also be realised from an increase in consumption, In addition, 

the reallocation of resources might affect ot.her industries 

so that the ideal evaluation :frame1vork would be based on a 

gene:r·al equilibrium approac.h. Second, with stable market 

prices, production adj ustmenls r.o improvements in transport 

can be seen as shifts Lo\vards a ne1v steady state. \~here 

the e:f:fect is localised a 1 with or without 1 comparison of 

economic rents will measure the net benefit of the change 

to the user group. If the new opportunities extend to 

producers on all parts of the network the evaluation must 

be made on an in.dustry-\\1ide 1 before and after' basis. 

Finally, it is important to distinguish the cause of 

adjustment, 1vhich involves an assessment of the relative 

contribution of changes in the elasticity and mobility 

influences on net receipts and raw materials; and of' 

factors that are unrelated to the transport component of 

accessibility. 

The problem of identifying the total complementarity 

effect of an improvement in transport can be recast in terms 

of spatial equilibrium changes under strict limiting 

assumptio.ns, Models of the activ~ty analysis type have 

been proposed by several authors to determine transport-

induced shifts in production and consumption. Bas and 

Koyck, using a :framework suggested by Tinbergen, found that 

benefit-cost procedures based on the enumeration of savings 

to existing and generated traffic considerably understated 

the value of upgrading a route in a simple economic 
1 landscape. A more complex formulation has been proposed 

1 
Bos, H.C., and Koyck, L.M., 'The Appraisal of Road 

Construction Projects. A Practical Example', Review of 
EcoJ~Q.!!!J:~nd_§taj:J:stJ:.£2, !13 (1961 pp.lJ-20). 

. -~·-·· ....... ····-·· 

.:~· '· 



1 ') 
by Mohring and 1-Ian~i tz--based on work by ~loses .. c This requires 

tile esti111ation o:f the technical coefficients, resource inputs, 

and :final demands o:f transport using industries, 1dthin the 

constraints of linear programming. So1ne of the difficulties 

associated with using this approach to assess change in a 

real situation can be realised by referring to the study 

industry. Supposing· the aim \~as to predict the optimum 

pattern of production following the completion of the Beef 

HoDds Programme, it would be necessary to specify the supply 

:functions of each property, the elasticity of demand at 

onch destination, and the routes available for all possible 

consignments. Given the difficulty of defining a clear 

relationship between variations in net received prices 

and the intensity o:f land-use, as de•••onstrated in the 

e111pirical work given in Part 2, it would not be possible 

to calculate shifts in supply that might :follow from the 

elasticity effect. The estimation of the impact o:f 

external economies would require the definition o:f 

alternative forms. o:f the production functions of every 

unit and the probable response of producers to new 

opportunities. Here again the organisation of the input 

data from empirical work would be almost impossible. Thus, 

though programming methods have the merit of internal 

coherence, the specification of constraints and supply 

parameters precludes their ·use in all but the simplest cases. 

In considering allocation, it is clear that the 

Transportation Problem offers a means of predicting exchange 

responses to the improvemelYt of particular routes under 

inelastic supply and demand schedules. The sensitivity of 

the optimal solution for fatstock in 1966 ~~as tested by 

running Lhe programme with three cost matrices; F'our 

classes of roads were distinguished, ( i) bitumen highways 

1 
Mohring, H., and Har1~itz, M., Highway Benefits An 

Analvtical Framework, Evanston, 1962, p.4J. 
2 

Moses, L.N., 'A General Equilibrium Model o:f Production, 
Interregional Trade, and Location o:f Industry', Review of 
Economics and Statistics, 42 (1960), pp.J7J-97. 
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(the Barkly and·Stuart Highways), (ii) beef roads designated 

for sealing 0 ( i.ii) gravel surfaced beef roads o and ( i v) all 

other tracks. The distribution of roads of these types 

ls ~hown on Map b.l. The expense of moving stock over the 

dif'fei'P.Ilt ,;egments of the network was approximated for the 

year;; 1'J57 0 196<', and 1970 using the follO\ving assumptions 

about costs in terms of cents per beast-mile: 

( i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

19.~7 J.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 

.1.9()() J.5 4.0 4.0 4.5 

1970 J.5 J.5 IL 0 4.5 

Only one supply point changed market al1Pf 1,':i.<Jil en <IS " I'P.SI.llt 

of the differentiation of rate costs. This was n property 

on the Gulf of Carpentaria that produced seventy head 

which were diverted to Katherine from Queensland by the 

1957 to 196b road improvements. This confirms that the 

pattern of final demand is the main determinant of supply 

area boundaries in the study industry and suggests that 

road improve1nent projects will have little effect on the 

pattern or allocution. 

Tlw t;otal cost or transporting the 19D<• fatstock 

turn-orr to meat1vorks and railheads under the three sets 

of rate assumptions varied as follows: 

1 ~) 'i 7 
19Ul1 

1970 

.J;917, 000 

31'\91,000 

$87J,OOO 

The savings represent gains in the situation rents of the 

producers in the industry. It is noteworthy that the total 

saving between 1957 and 1970 is rather less than the gains 

that could have been made in 19D6 if producers had adhered 

to the optimal pattern (approximately $44,000 as against 

S46 500), Thus the elasticity effects of the Beef Roads 

Programme are likely to be small if the evaluation is made 

J.n a unimodaJ. context and deterioration savings are not of 

major importAncP.. Though the Trasnportation Problem is 

• I~' ' " 
1 

• \ ' , • , • • , 1. , • • • 1 , • • • 
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little more than a convenient way of calculating total 

costs in this case, it is possible to visualise a situation 

where linear programming could be used to determine the most 

efficient distribution o:f road expenditure. Such a scheme 

has been proposed by Quandt in 1;hich the arcs or segments 

of the network are specified in the matrix and the objective· 

:function is to minimise both construction costs and total 
1 

transport costs. The marg·inal value products on arc-

capacity would provide a guide to the bene:fi ts o:f upgrading 

par·ticular routes. At present there are difficulties in 

making this model operational and it has the obvious :fault 

o:f dealing solely with existing· and eli vert eel traffic. 

\vhere generated bene:fi ts are thought to be particularly 

important the method would have to be linked to an activity 

analysis approach. 

In summary, it can be seen that the concept o:f spatial 

equilibrium lies at the basis o:f many of the observations 

that are made on the relationship between investment in 

transport and the stimulation of economic activity. Models 

that have much in common with the Isolated State may 

eventually provide the best way of dealing with the 

~omplexity of the total impact of schemes on user and non-

user industries, production and consumption,. and the role 

o:f the various segments o:f a netl;ork. Some o:f the problems 

that would be met in such an approach are evident :from the 

discussion of the impact of the adoption of road transport 

and the provision of upgraded roads in the study industry. 

Here the evidence suggests that the link between variations 

in net received prices and the intensity of land-use is 

weak. Furthermore, many o:f the benefits of the change o:f 

mode arise as external economies so that the estimation o:f 

response in terms of the pre-adoption production :function 

would not have much meaning. In the :face o:f these 

difficulties it has been found necessary to employ 

1 

Quandt, R. E., 1 Models o:f Transportation and Optimal 
Netl;ork Construction', Journal o:f Regional Science, 2 
(1960), pp.27-45. 



conventional accounting techniques, including benefit-cost 

analysis, to pursue the theme of the relationship between 

the transportation component of accessibility and pastoral 

lPnd development. The following section is devoted to a 

discussion of some of the theoretical issues which arise 

in their use. 

2. Rents and benefits 

The use of benefit-cost analysis in the evaluation of 

investment in improved transportation is widespread and the 

theory of highway benefits has developed with special 

reference to urban and freeway projects. Here the general 

approach appears to be based on the premise that it is 

best to identify and value the most obvious benefits first. 

This is usually done by observing traffic flo,vs on the 

network segments that are upgraded. 

distinguish five types of traffic: 

It is useful to 

(i) the existing 

(pre-improvement) flow; (ii) diverted movements (those 

that arise from substitution between different parts of 

the net,vork or changes in mode); (iii) suppressed traffic 

(latent trips that were impossible on the existing facility); 

(iv) dormant flow (movements that are generated as a direct 

result of the improvement, but which occur in the long-run 

following a reallocation of resources); and (v) normal 

t~rowth (trips that will arise in the future from the general 

expansion of the economy regardless of the state or the 

facility). The most obvious benefits are those tllnt arise 

as a result of savings in vehicle operating costs and route 

maintenance, and the reduction of losses from the 

deterioration of goods in transit. The value of the change 

may easily be estimated for existing and diverted traffic 

by comparing the new cost levels against the old. However, 

it is frequently argued that the full difference bet,veen 

costs in the case of suppressed and dormant flows gives 

an over-estimate of net benefits to these forms of trnffi<l 

since they would not have materialised without the red.ur.'LioH. 

This has led to the application of rules-of-thumb sucli as 

the one suggested by Adler: 



In the many situations '~here the available data 
do not permit a judgement on the relationship 
between the degree of transport cost reduction 
and the volume of generated traffic, perhaps the 
most reasonable asswnption is that this traffic 
would have developed in proportion to the 
reduction in transport costs; if so, it 'wuld be 
appropriate to apply approximately one-half of 
the unit cost reductions to this traffic.l 

This methodology assumes that the main benefits of a 

road improvement accrue to users, and that so-called 

•secondary benefits' from the stimulation of the production 

and consumption of the products of transport-using industries 

must be taken into account under a separate heading. Higln~ay 

users in this context are vehicle operators so that the 

degree to which elasticity and mobility effects are 

transferred t~ commodity buyers and sellers '~ill depend 

upon the efficiency and rate policies of hauliers· and other 

transport suppliers. The presence of an intermediate 

industry between the producers of an agricultural good and 

the market introduces a complication that was absent in the 

Isolated State where farmers used their own transport to 

dispose of their crops. If the main benefits are transferred 

they will be reflected in increases in the net income of 

producers. Ignoring the advantages that may be gained by 

consumers, a scheme can be drawn up which relates changes 

in economic rents to stages in the build-up of traffic: 

Incremental traffic 
benefit 

existing 

diverted 

suppressed 

dormant 

Stage of user 
enterprise response 

in net income 

Immediate 

Attainable 

Type of shift 
in economic 

rent 

Situation 

Intensity 

This gives an inclusive frame1~ork for the enumeration of the 

total net benefits of an improvement. 

1 
Adler, H.A., Sector and Pro,ject Planning in Transportation, 

International Banlc for Reconstruction and Development, 
lvorld Bank Staff Occasional Papers, No. lJ., 1967, p. 50. 



The theory of' urban higln~ay benef'i ts recognises that 

movements in property rents mirror reductions in the cost of' 

transportation. As Mohring comments, 

Increases in land value are not in themselves 
'net' highway benefits, however, Rather, they 
reflect an actual or potential transfer of' 
benefits f'rom highways f'rom one population group 
to another.l 

These are immediate responses in situation rents. Economic 

activity will not be generated in this case because 

residential land is non-productive. Where, however, the 

location has value f'or an agricultural or industrial 

enterprise, and the improvement raises commodity receipts, 

adjustments may be expected in the scale of' production and 

development will be triggered. An additional impetus will 

be given if' the increase in mobility allows a f'low of' 

suppressed traf'f'ic. Finally, resources will be used more 

effectively and the enterprise \~ill adapt to ne\~ marketing 

opportunities and higher net received prices. At this 

attainable stage the change in production will be evident 

in a shift in the intensity rent of' the user-f'irm and the 

commencement of' dormant f'lo\~s. Hence there is no need to 

treat the categories of' incremental benefits in different 

ways, or to distinguish the stimulation of' economic activity 

as a secondary benefit. The total impact of' an improvement 

in transport on a user-industry will be reflected in changes 

in economic rents. 

One important point must be raised here concerning 

the ability of' an improvement in transport to trigger the 

use of' additional resources. An increase in the intensity 

rent of' an enterprise depends upon the cost and availability 

of' f'actors of' production, and it seems illogical to impute 

gains solely to the transport investment. Considering this 

probl<>.m, Mohring and Harwi tz conclude that the \~hole of' the 

rise in the value of' production may only be attributed to 

the improvement if': 

1 
Mohring, H., 'Land Values and the Neasurement of' Highway 

Benefits', Journal of' Political Economy, 69 (1961), p.2J6. 



(i) part Qr all of the induced investment in 

the industry •~auld not have taken place 

in the absence of the change in the 

supply of transport, 

(ii) 

(iii) 

the investment in question does not ro~ult 

in a reduction in the level of economic 

activity else•~here in the economy, 

it uses resources that 

been partly or totally 

would otherwise 
1 unemployed. 

have 
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If these qualifications are met the net value of the increase 

•vould have to be apportioned bet•~een the transport investment 

and the value of the resources brought into use. ll'here 

normal growth occurs in the industry which is not influenced 

by the state of transportation this must be excluded. In 

reality, production response may be influenced simultaneously 

by a rise in market prices and a reduction in the cost of 

consignment, and it would seem logical to try to separate 

these causes and value changes in rents on a pro rata basis. 

Moving to the consideration of the impact of improvements 

in transportation·on the development of agricultural land, 

Adler distinguishes three possible relationships between 

the provision of transportation and economic land 
2 development. First, the transport facility may be an 

integral part of a planned agricultural project in •~hich 

all investments are made by a government agency. Second, 

the supply of transportation may be one of a series of 

infrastructural needs that are provided by the agency to 

stimulate the investment of private capital in an industry 

or region. Third, there may be situations in which all 

other developmental resources are available and transport 

is the only factor that is lacking. In the first two cases 

the investment in the new facility must be evaluated 

concurrently with the cost of the additional inputs that 

1 
Mohring, H., and Harwitz, M., 1962, p.4J. 

2 
Adler, H.A., 1967, p.57. 



are required to produce the new level of production; only 

in the last case would it be legitimate to .ascribe the 

development solely to the transport improvement. In practice 

projects of the third type appear to be rare though the 

immediate external economies that might accrue to the study 

industry follmdng the adoption of road transport could be 

taken as an example, However, '~here long-term changes in 

:factor usage are expected it is erroneous to consider 

transport as the only causative agent. Adler points out 

that 

,,,if the economic development can be achieved 
only if the transport improvement is supplemented 
by other investments, extension service to 
farmers, land reform, etc., then these other 
measures become an essential condition of the 
project. This ,,, has been recognised in the 
field of irrigation

1
but unfortunately not yet 

fully in transport. 

Where the objective of the project is to calculate the 

net benefit of an improvement to a regional economy, the 

best function for calculating the ratio of benefits to 

costs may be the follo,dng :formula which values additional 

net benefits against additional capital costs at present 

value: 

n 
d)-t 1: (1 + (Et - E - E + Et - E ) 

tb t t 
B t=l 

a c d e 

c = 

n 
d)-t 1: (1 + (Et + Et - E ) 

t=l f g th 

Each estimated item of income or cost is represented by the 

term Et where t denotes the year of 

for thezitem measured, The function 

occurrence and z stands 

( ) -t 1 + d represents 

the coefficient of present value at the discount rate d. 

The items taken into account are: 

1 
Adler, H.A., 1967, p.57. 



Et = gross farmgate receipts with the projecti 
a 

E = total farm operating costs with the project; 
tb 

Et = gross farmgate receipts '~ithout the project; 
c 
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Et = total farm operating costs without the project; 
d 

Et = total maintenance costs on the transportation 
e improvement; 

Et = total increase in the capital cost of production 
f with the project; 

Et = total capital cost of the transportation 
g improvement; 

E = total increase in the capital costs of production 
th without the project. 

The net value of the increase in economic rent to producers 

will depend on the extent to which the investment agency 

is able to recoup its spending on the capital and maintenance 

costs of the improvement. In most cases the government is 

the agent and the provision of the facility is rarely priced: 

hence it becomes possible that the investment involves some 

transference of resources to the affected industry. 

Certain other problems also arise in the valuation of 

the increase in production. First, it may be argued that 

'''here the additional output is exported some account should 

be taken of the gain in foreign exchange. The benefit to the 

national economy from an increase in the trade of a product 

will depend on the elasticity of demand for the commodity. 

Since the precise effect, according to Gwilliam, will be 

conditioned by 'a host of political imponderables', it 

seems valid to restrict the evaluation to efficiency costs 

and benefits that accrue internally.
1 

·Second, the aim of 

the project may be the redistribution of income to a 

particular industry, region, or class. In this case the 

benefit-cost ratio will not incorporate the value of these 

1 
G\dlliam, K.N., Transport and Public Poli.QY, London, 

1963, p.75. 



social objectives. The best method of dealing with this 

problem seems to be to determine a trade-off rate between 

the efficiency benefits and social benefits after the 

completion of the initial analysis. 1 Third, the objection 

can be raised that the factor orices used in the measurement 

of the capital and operating costs of producers may be 

determined by government policy decisions that are not 

based on efficiency criteria. For instance, when a nation 

erects discriminatory tariffs against manufactured goods 

the price of agricultural inputs is raised and this will 

influence the profitability of operations.
2 

Here the 

counter argwnent can be used that all current decisions are 

bound to be conditioned by past policies and that efficiency 

is a relative term. 

Finally, all benefits and costs must be related to 

the life of the project and the degree of risk involved 

in the development. Most commentators suggest that the 

discount rate should be set '~i th reference to the social 

opportunity cost of capital. Prest and Turvey recommend 

the 4 to 8 per cent range as offering a stable basis for 

analyses. 3 The research staff of the United Nations advise 

rates up to 20 per cent for transportation projects in 

underdeveloped countries and fix on the 6 to 8 per cent 

band for proposals in highly-developed economies.
4 

In many 

1 
Maas, A., 'Benefit-Cost Analysis: Its relevance to 

Public Investment Decisions', Quarterly Journal of Economics, 
80 (1966), p.225. 
2 

Note: This and related points are discussed by Mackay, F.K,., 
'Economic Analysis of Development Projects: some practical 
issues', unpublished paper given at the 41st Congress of 
the ANZAAS, 1969, pp.5-7· 
3 

Prest, A.R., and 'Turvey, R., 'Cost-Benefit Analysis: 
A Survey', in Surveys of Economic Theory, III, American 
Economic Association and the Royal Economics Society, London, 
1966, p.l72. 
/j, 

United Nations, Introduction to Transport Planning, 
New York, 1967, p.68. 

1 I r• • ' I ' - ' , , • , l1 ,", , , • I • I , 
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Australian studies of public investment in agriculture and 

transportation the low rate of st per cent has been used to 
1 

take account of national development goals. In the benefit-

c0st analyses that are given in Chapter 7 this rate has been 

used for comparability, and may be regarded as consisting 

of 5 per cent' the 1967 Commonwealth Bond Rate, plus t per 

cent allowance for risk. It is employed to evaluate both 

public and private investment and, since it is well bela'~ 

the current bond and overdraft rates, the assessments 

present a generous view of the efficacy of resource 

allocation. Variable discount rates are often used to 

suggest the ways in '~hich uncertainty may influence 

outcomes, but it has been found preferable in this study 

to offer optimistic and pessimistic sets of input data 

and retain the same value, since this emphasises the cause 

of fluctuations in the benefit-cost ratio, 

In summary, it can be seen that the deductions that 

were made on the origin and distribution of benefits from 

an improvement in transportation within the Isolated State 

model can be recast in terms of formal benefit-cost analysis. 

This helps to clarify many of the issues which arise in the 

identification and enumeration of developmental effects. 

Given the problem of separating the relative contribution 

of highway investment and the deployment of additional 

resourcee on farms, it seems best to consider the impact 

of a rural road project in terms of an integrated scheme 

involving public and private capital. Certain other 

valuation problems have also been raised and it has been 

suggested that efficiency criteria based on actual prices 

received and paid, and the opportunity cost of capital 

offer the most logical constraints for a regional analysis. 

Having developed this frarne,~ork the discussion can proceed 

1 
See for example, Economics of Land Development - Belyando

Suttor Rivers Region, Queensland, BAE, Canberra, 1968, and, 
Report on the Economics of Upgrading the Birdsville Track, 
South Australian Highways and Local Government Department, 
1967. 



to a consideration of the particular problems met in the 

study industry. 

B. ROAD INVESTMENT, ROAD QUALITY, AND ROAD USE IN THE 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 

1. The assumptions and ob,jectives of ro·ad. investment 

to assist the beef industry up to 1961 

The first serious proposal to use road transport to 

solve some of the marketing and movement problems of beef 

producers in the Northern Terri tory \~as put forward in 

19JJ. 1 In that year a group of pastoralists holding leases 

on the Barkly Tableland submitted \~hat became known as the 

Vanderlin Island Scheme for consideration by the Commonwealth 

Government. It asked for a loan of $2 million to construct 

a meatworks and port facilities on the island and a 150-mile 

all-weather gravel road from Walhallow (on the edge of the 

Barkly Tableland) to Borroloola at the mouth of the 

McArthur River. Transportation was to have been provided 

by diesel tractors, each with a capacity of 12 to 15 tons, 

from the 1valhallow depot to the coast, This scheme is 

particularly· interesting in the light of post-war develop

ments because it envisaged an integrated approach to 

transport and marketing and resulted from the initiative 

of lessees. The Government refused to advance the loan 

on the grounds that it \~auld have had no control over the 

investment and that the properties \~ere generally run at a 

loss. As will be seen in the description of subsequent 

proposals by the Government, the issues raised on the 

pricing and control of capital investment in roads for the 

benefit of the beef industry have since been viewed in an 

entirely different manner. 

1 
This proposal is described in the Report of the Board 

of In uir into the Land and Land Industries of the 
Northern Territor of Australia The Payne-Fletcher 
Report , Canberra, 1937, p~.JJ-8. 



In the period from 1945 to 1949 tvo rail construction 

programmes lvere considered by the Government, lVhich were 

based on the premise that the provision of inter-regional 

links, as part of a trans-continental plan, would stimulate 

t~e development of regional specialisation in the beef 

industry.and an overall increase in the value of production. 

The Clapp Report reconunended a line from Larrimah to Da,jarra 

partly for purpose of national defence and this proposal 

received the support of the Northern Australia Commission 

and the Australian Meat Board. 1 According to Kelly the main 

portion of the railway (from Dajarra to Newcastle \vaters) 

,wuld have cost approximately $22 million at 1945 price 

levels (track and structures alone), and might have generated 
2 

annual stock movements of 210,000 head in the long-run. The 

second scheme .was proposed by the Queensland Bureau of 

Investigation in 1947, follolVing a similar recommendation 

in the Clapp Report, and envisaged the construction of a 

line betlveen Boulia and Quilpie via \Vindorah and ~ionkira. J 

The Bureau estimated that the properties of the Channel 

Country could fatten from 85,000 to 425,000 head each 

year, depending upon flood conditions, lVith a long-term 

average of 170,000. It "'as suggested that 70 per cent of 

the store stock requirements would have been drawn from 

the Northern Territory and the northlVest of Queensland. 

Ciearly both schemes lVere interdependent. 

Although Kelly vas careful to point out that the 

realisation of increased production in the Northern 

Territory of the necessary scale "'ould require a range of 

land tenure and on-property improvement measures, these 
4 

were. not incorporated in the plans. Furthermore, no 

1 
Kelly, J.H. Struggle for the North, Sydney, 1966, p.l86. 

2 
Kelly, J.H., 1966, pp.70-l. 

J 
Queensland Bureau of Investig·ation. The Channel Country 

of' South-\vest Queensland, Brisbane, 1949, p .14. 
4 

Kelly, J.H., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry in 
Northern Australia, BAE, Canberra, 1952. 
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account was taken of the difficulties that producers would 

have faced in adjusting their output to highly variable 

demands for store cattle. The main reasons given for the 

abandonment of these proposals were their high capital cost 

and the 'shortage of steel and other essential materials 

in the post-war reconstruction period. 11 As a substitute 

for these rail extension plans finance was made available 

to Queensland and lvestern Australia for the construction 

of roads under the States Grants (Encouragement of Meat 

Production) Act 1949. The strategy of this programme seems 

to have been to extend the use of existing rail and meat

works investment, rather than to promote a large-scale 

increase in inter-regional trade. The grant to Western 

Australia •~as used to upgrade the road from lfyndham to 

Nicholson in the hope that this would stimulate the use 

of road transport, and the feeder roads from the Victoria 

River District to this route (from Wave Hill and Timber 

Creek to the border) also received attention. As far as 

is known the roads were never used and by 1955 all 

government reports had ceased to mention the scheme. 

Considering the problems met in the Alice Springs District 

during the innovation phase it is surprising that any hope 

was held that the roads to Wyndham would solve the 

transportation difficulties of local pastoralists, 

particularly since prices at this market were poor. 

In 1952 money was made available for four 'developmental 

roads' in the Northern Territory as a back-up investment 

to the Australian-United Kingdom Meat Agreement. The major 

justification for this expenditure was that better quality 

road surfaces •~ould promote the inflow of materials for 

property improvement, particularly on new subdivisions. 

The routes chosen were 

1 
Annual Report of the Australian Meat Board, No.l5, 1950, 

Sydney, p.22. 



(i) Tobermorey to Jervois Range, 

(ii) Napperby to Mt Doreen, 

(iii) Rockhampton DO\vns to the Barkly Highway, 
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(iv) Katherine to Timber Creek (Victoria River Depot). 

The cost of this scheme was not made public and it is 

difficult to judge t~hether it had any effect on investment 

in the industry. 1 A second developmental or 'pastoral' 

roads programme began in 1957 and ten roads received 

attention under this plan up to 1964. The timing of twrks 

on these projects is given by regions in Table 6.1. Annual 

expenditure on construction averaged $475,000 between 1957 

and 196!1, and over the same period approximately $200,000 
2 

per year was spent on the maintenance of these roads. 

The location of the routes selected under the second 

programme, as shO\~n on ~lap 6. 1, is evidence that priori ties 

were perceived in terms of the local needs of producers in 

the Northern Territory and little thought seems to have 

been given to possible benefits from regional specialisation. 

The pattern of expenditure foreshadows that of later 

programmes in that special attention t~as given to the roads 

of the Victoria River District. A marked feature of the 

scheme t;as the absence of investment in the Barkly Tableland 

District despite the fact that the transportation of fat

stock to Queensland by road from properties on the Tableland 

had become t~ell established by 1961 (for instance, over 

11,000 head were moved by road in the 1960 season.)3 In 

general, though, the programme seems to have been based on 

the sensible objectives of encouraging the adoption of road 

1 
Eight other roads t~ere upgraded under this programme 

bett~een 1951 and 1953. All of these roads improved the 
access of individual stations to existing higher quality 
secondary routes. The programme is detailed in the Annual 
Report of the Australian Jlleat Board, No. 18, Sydney, 1953. 
2 

The Northern Terri tory: reports, Commom;eal th of Australia, 
Canberra, 1949-50 to 1965-66, 
3 

Unpublished Quarterly Returns of Stock Movements supplied 
to the Commonwealth Statistician by the NTAAIB. 
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Hap 6.1: The location and standards of' road investment 

pro,jects in the Northern Territory, up to June 

1968. 

Sources: see text. 
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Table 6,1: The location and timing of works under the second 

developmental of 'pastoral roads' progranne 

District Route location Timing of 
•~ork ----·------------------+-----·-----------------------------------

Alice Springs 

Barkly Tabeland 

Victoria River 

Darwin and Gulf 

(i) Alice Springs - South 
Australian Border 

(ii) Stuart Highway -
Plenty River 

(iii) Stuart Higln~ay -
~it Doreen 

No expenditure 

(iv) Timber Creek -
ivestern Australian 
Border 

(v) Katherine - Timber 
Creek 

(vi) Willeroo - Top 
Springs 

(vii) Top Springs - Timber 
Creek 

(viii) Stuart Higlnvay - Top 
Springs 

(ix) Stuart Highway -
Daly River 

(x) Stuart Highway -
Borroloola 

Source: Northern Territory: reports. 

1958-61 

1957-60 

1959-61 

1959-61 

1959-61 

1959-61 

1959-61 

transport in the Alice Springs District and providing the 

infrastructural investment for potential use in the bw 

northern regions .vhere marketing problems were particularly 

acute. The standards used in construction .vere a fairly 

high order •~i th graded earth or gravel surfaces and culverts 
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and cause,~ays over stream crossings. In fact, since the 

first projects under the Beef Roads Programme '~ere not 

completed until 1965, it can be argued that the pastoral 

road scheme provided the basis for the general adoption of 

the use of road haulage. It may also be noted that no 

extravagant claims were made for the developmental benefits 

of the projects and special financial arrangements were not 

found necessary. 

2. The Beef Roads Programme 

The period from 1949 to 1960 was marked by a grm~ing 

a1~areness on the part of the Government that road transport 

offered the possibility of an ad~quate solution to the 

transport difficulties of the beef industry in northern 

Australia. As has been documented above, this led to the 

introduction of three road programmes which \~ere primarily 

designed to meet local needs and to reinforce the utility 

of existing investment in meatworks, and highway and rail 

facilities. However, a complete re-evaluation of 

opportunities was undertaken in 1960 and 1961 in response 

to the need to stimulate export earnings following a 

recession in the national economy. At this time the trade 

in boner-type beef to the United States was expanding and 

there '~as a widespread belief that the expansion of the 

beef industry presented the best means of overcoming the 

nation's balance of payments difficulties.
1 

In 1961 the 

Commonwealth Government announced a commitment to provide 

infra-structural investment in transport for the beef, 

coal, and steel industries. The criteria used in the choice 

of these projects were: 

1 

(i) that transport facilities constituted broken 

links in the chain of processes leading to 

the production of an exportable product, and 

See for example, Clark, C., 'Economic Growth', Chapter 1 
in Economic Growth in Australia, ed. 1Vilkes, J. , Australian 
Institute of Political Science, Sydney, 1962, pp.21-5. 



(ii) that the investment o:f private capital in 

the industries chosen was closely tied to large

scale public expenditure, and that the amounts 

o:f capital required were beyond the resources 

o:f the industries and States concerned.
1 

In June 1962 the Northern Territory Administration 

announced that :five roads had been nominated as 'bee:f roads', 

following grants :from the Commomvealth which matched the 

provisions o:f the Queensland and lvestern Australian Bee:f 
2 Cattle Roads Acts 1961. The planning strategy o:f the 

,,•hole o:f the programme :for northern Australia revived in 

some measure the concepts that had been put :forward in 

support o:f the trans-continental railway scheme. Its major 

assumption was that the increased use o:f road transport 

would lead to the growth o:f inter-regional trade, and in 

particular to the expansion o:f store movements :from the 

Northern Territory to the Queensland Channel Country.J The 

roads initially selected :for upgrading in the Northern 

Territory were: 

( i) Dunmarra to the 1vestern Australian border via 

Top Springs, and Timber Creek, 

(ii) Top Springs to II' ave Hill, 

(iii) Barkly Highway to Anthony Lagoon, 

(iv) Stuart Highway to Yuendumu via Mt Doreen, 

( v) Stuart Highway to Plenty River. 

The first two proposals were designed to ease the movement 

o:f store stock :from the Victoria River District to the 

Barkly Tableland and Queensland by linking the region to 

the Stuart and Barkly Highway (see Map 6.1). The third 

was planned to provide egress :from the Barkly Tableland 

to the Channel Country and the t-It Isa railhead. The last 

two proposals were arterial roads to serve producers to the 

1 
Patterson, R.A., 'Application o:f Benefit-Cost Analysis to 

Development Inv<O)stment in Cattle Roads', Quarterly Review 
o:f Agricultural Economics, 14 (1961), pp.l60-72. 
2 

J 
Patterson, R.A., 1961, p.l64. 



west and east of the Alice Springs rail terminal Some 

of the locational problems associated with this programme 

in the three northern districts will be considered in 

Chapter 7 
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As has been suggested the plan for northern Australia 

was based on the assumption that regional specialisation 

would stimulate increases in turn-off of an order that 

could be c0111pared to the predictions of 'the proponents of 

Lhe post-wa-r rail1vay schemes. By.1962 the comparison of 

possible freight rates under the two modes showed clearly 

in favour of road transport. Patterson estimated that an 

actual cattle traffic component of 550,000 head per year 

\vould have been required to redu·ce charges to 2. 5 cunt,; 

I"''' beast-mile on a railway from Dajarra to Anthony 
1 Lagoon This can be compared with current charges by road 

hauliers of J,O to J.5 cents per beast-mile for large-scale 

lifts :from the Barkly Tableland, for a property to 

destination service 

In 19bJ the objectives of the road proposals for the 

Victoria River Distict were undermined by the opening of 

the Katherine and Dar1vin meatlvorks. Since the operations 

o.f these plants were· based on the exploitation of the stock 

t'cserves of .the Victoria River District and the Danvin

Gulf Region .for the trade in boner-quality meat to the 

United States the expansion of the traffic in store cattle 

to Queensland posed a direct threat to their viability 

FoLlowing a recognition that the road programme should be 

reorientat·ed ·co Katherine. the route .from \Villeroo to that 

centre replaced the Top Springs to Dun<<<arrn r<Jad n,; tl1e 

main arterial link from the Victoria Hiver District l;o tile 

Stuart Highway, with feeders from Wave Hill and Timber 

Creek. Jvlore recently roads have been commenced to link 

properties in the Roper Bar and central· Gulf CoNntry areas 

to the highway. In addition the latter route also provided 

1 
Patterson R.A., Economic Aspects of Transport Co

ordina:tion in NortheJ?n Au-stralia', Australian Journal of 
Agricultural Economics, 6 (1962), p.J9. 
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access to the mouth o:f the McArthur River, where the 

exploitation o:f local deposits o:f lead and zinc in the 

:future may create a suitable location :for a meat processing 

plant through the provision o:f town and port :facilities. 

The :final road that must be considered in this brie:f 

inventory is the link :from Anthony Lagoon to Borrolpola 

1~hich has the same long-term objectives and also provides 

egress :from the Gul:f to Queensland and an alternative route 

:for movements :from the Barkly Tabeland to Katherine. The 

locations o:f these roads are sho\~n on Map 6.1 and details 

o:f costs and standards are given in Table 6.2, T1vo points 

may be noted, First,, the break in policy in 1963 is 

evident in the staging o:f works and the change o:f standards. 

Second, the scale o:f spending on the Programme is :far above 

that o:f the earlier schemes with a total commitment o:f 

around $30 million. O:f this, just under hal:f has been 

allocated to roads in the Victoria River District. 

3. Road quality and road use. 

The level o:f benefits that can be att·ributed to a 

rural road investment will depend upon whether it is a 

necessary condition :for the adoption o:f road transport, 

In the study industry a change :from consignment by droving· 

to the use o:f road haulage allows producers to reap a 

number o:f important external economies. These have been 

discussed in Chapter 5 and involve increases in the 

:flexibility o:f marketing, through the widening o:f both the 

range o:f output and the opportunity o:f choosing the time and 

place o:f sales. It is therefore important to consider the 

relationship between road standards and road usage to assess 

whether these developmental benefits can be attributed to 

the Bee:f Roads Programme, The re-appraisal o:f construction 

standar~s a:fter 1963 was also based on a belie:f that sealed 

roads could be justified by savings in road maintenance 

costs and the reduction o:f deterioration losses on cattle 

in transit. The :following section will consider these 

questions to provide a datum :for the sub-regional studies 

o:f long-rw1 response in Chapter 7. 
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Loc;JtiOil or project 

( l) Stuart Hig-hway 

( 2) Stuart Hig-lHvay 

( 3) Barldy Highway 

(4) Dunmarra -Top Sp 

(5) Top Springs - Tim 

(6) Timber Creek- We 

(7) Top Springs - Wav 

(8) Katherine - Wille 

(9) Willeroo - Top Sp 

( 10) Barkly High\vay -

(ll) Anthony Lagoon -

(12) Daly Waters - Cap 

(13) Willeroo - Timber 

(111) Mataranka - Roper 

Plenty River 

YuePdun1u 

1\nthony Lagoon 

rings 

ber Creek 

stern Australian 
border 

e Hil.L 

roo 

rings 

1\nthony Lagoon 

l:lorro.Loola 

e Crawford 

Creek 

Bar 
-

Total 

I District Mile<Lge 

138 'AlJ.ce Spr1ngs 

Alice Springs 168 

Barkly Tableland 140 

Victoria River 106 

Vj.c tori a River 148 

Vic tori a River .LlO 

Victoria River .LOO 

Victoria River so 

Victoria River 100 

Barkly Tab.Leland 111·0 

Dar\vin and Gul.f .L62 

Dar\\1in and Gulf .L67 

Victoria River 98 

Darwin and Gulf .LOS 

- .L,765 

Scanda:r·d Autltor ... isedl Submis.sic 
co:;t (.i';m) elate 

Gravel 0.61 I l96:l 

Gravel o.61 1962 

Gravel .L. 511 .L962 

Grave.L ) ( 1962 

Grave.L 
) 

s.oh 
( 

.L962 ) ( 
Grave 1 ) ( 1962 

Sea.Le d :<. 70 .L96ll 

Sea .Led ) 
J.JO 196/r ) 

Sea.Led ) 
Sea .led 1.25 1967 

Sealed 5.20 .L967 

Sealed J.4o .L967 

Sealed J.J5 1968 

Sea.Led ]oOO 1968 

__ I__ ~o.oo_I 
--

- -

Source: Minutes of evidence relating to the proposed construction of Beef Roads. Western 

Barkly Tablelands. Northern Territory, Parliament of the Commonwealtl1 of Australia, 

Canberra, .L968, and Minutes of evidence re.Lating to the proposed construction of 

'l -, 

Beef Roads in the Northern Territory (1968 Reference), Parlia1nent of the Co1nmonwealth 

of Austra.Lia, Canberra, 1968. 
N 
---1 
'-!) 
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Tlte 1959 BAE t"epOt't on the econnmics of t'oad transport 

of' beef cattle in the Northen1 Ten:il:or·y distinguished 

roue types of coact suT:face 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

Class A roads : All-weathec except for flood 
periods. C.leat"ing 110 reet: wide, fonnat:ion 26 
feet wide, pavemenL 18 feet wide within 12 
feet bitwnen strip in centre, low level bridges 
and concrete causeways~ 

Class B coacts : Near all-weather roads. 
cleacing 40 feet wide, formation 26 fe~t wide, 
pavement 18 feet wide, gravelled or stabilised 
thro ugho u f:., tvi th low level bridges and concrete 
cause\~Jays. 

Class C roads : Dry weather roads, clearing 
lJ.O feet '"ide, formation 26 feet wide, gravelled 
jn tveak spots as necessary" Stone and gravel 
stream bed crossings, tvith graded approaches. 

Graded earLh tracks : Dry tveather tracks tvith 
an average tvidth of 18 feet.l 

The report considered that lhe mjnjmum standard for regular 

usage "'as Class C, though the importance of a good surface 

varies tvith the terrain and rainfall of rhe area traversed. 

In the Alice Springs District many trips in llw early stages 

of adoption tvere on graded tracks which were only 12 feet 

11'ide, and the risk of the bogging of vehicles in the main 

turn-off season is t"elatcively slight: 

thus judged adequate for most routes. 

Class C roads were 

In 1959 the four 

unsealed major arterials that converged on Alice Springs 

were judged to be of t.his standard and the Stuart Highway 

ro Plenty River road '"as in the process of being upgraded 

to Class B. These works were i'j_nancecl under the 1 pastoral 

roads 1 prog·.ramme, 

The black soils of the Bark.Ly Tableland make good dry

weather roads when the surface is fanned and rolled and 

left to settle" Hotvever, such tracks rapidly become 

Information given in this se~tion on the state of the 
road network in 1959 is derived fr'om The Economics of Road 
Tran SJ20 r t 0 f ~.£!~L . .9a..tJ:.152_, N C'.£J..9.!2.£!!_1'!2.£ l~i!.2.£.Y.....£LE,£...Que ens 1 and 
Channel CounLry, BAE, Canb"et"ra, 1959. 
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impassable after rain and the report supported the upgrading 

o:f major routes t·o Class C and suggested that a Class B 

t'oad might be provided :from Soudan to Ranlcin Dip along the 

line o:f the Barkly stock-route, In the remaining two 

distri.cts the roads were classified as 'little better than 

tracks', with the exception o:f the route :from Katherine to 

Willeroo which had been :formed to Class C. This standard 

1ms taken as the minimwn in the Victoria River and Darwin

Gulf Districts, and Class B roads were thought desirable in 

many cases due to the relatively high probability o:f 

substantial :falls o:f rain in March and November. The report 

predicted that pastoralists would be prepared to walk cattle 

up to 100 miles to a central loading :facility on a good 

quality road. As has been seen in Chapter 5, the diffusion 

o:f the use o:f road transport :from 1960 was extremely rapid, 

and both hauliers and graziers :favoured origin to 

destination trips. Many o:f these included some very poor 

stretches o:f surfacing on which cattle and vehicles were 

put at risk, but by 1962 expenditure under the Pastoral 

Roads Programme had provided a basic network o:f roads which 

were Class C or better. 

The :first part o:f the Beef Roads Programme provided 

:for gravel surfaces and :formations o:f Class B standard. 

Th:Ls represented a rise in construction costs :from $7,000 

per ndle (1959) to $14,500 per mile (1962) 1 :for roads in 

the Victoria River and Darwin-Gulf Districts. Following 

the re-assessment o:f the Programme in 1963, the decision 

.vas taken to recommend the bitumen sealing o:f all subsequent 

proposals to bring them up to Class A standard. Current 

(1970) construction costs vary between $14,000 to $17,000 

:for :formed gravel Beef Roads, and $20,000 to $25,000 :for 

sealed Class A roads.
2 

I:f the 855 miles designated :for 

sealing had been constructed to Class B standard, at an 

average cost o:f $15,500 per mile, approximately $9 million 

1 

For example, $5, OliO, 000 was allocated :for the J64 miles 
from Durunarra to the Weste~n Australian border (see Table 6.2). 
'> "-

Intrn·vie1~, Department o:f National Development, Canberra, 
February 1970. 
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"'ollld have been saved, which would have allowed the up-

.,. 1,acling of a :further 580 miles of the network. Since road ,., 

LJ'ansport 1~as being used for over SO per cent of consignments 

in .1.966, when the first sealed Beef Road (from Katherine to 

\Hlleroo) was opened, it is clear that this quality of 

sill'face is not a necessary condition for adoption and 

cont:i.nuecl use. 

The main justification for sealing was the claim that 

Ju"•cr maintenance costs on sealed roads would cover the 

additional capital costs, If gravel roads are re-sheeted 

every five years, the current annual cost of upkeep varies 

fro!" $600 to $1,000 per mile. The latter figure represents 

an extreme in which the route is heavily used and is built 

:in a high rainfall area 1~here gravel supplies are absent 

locally. Bitumen roads must be resealed at intervals of 

eight years at a cost of $4,000 per mile, and shoulder 

111aintenance costs IJOO per mile per year, giving a total 

annual cost of $800 per mile. Thus, on average, costs are 

equal :for the two standards" The level of use is a critical 

r.onsideration in determining standards, and flows in the 

No.~~thern Terri tory may be compared to the guidelines used 

eJ.se~d1ere. The United Nations' Introduction to Transport 

Planning suggests that the additional cost of sealing roads 

1dll be repayed when annual average daily usage exceeds 125 

traffic equivalents (125 trucks or approximately 200 cars), 1 

~Vhile Australian experience puts the break-even point on 
2 maint;enance costs alone at 55 vehicles per day. The 

evidence provided by the sporadic traffic counts made by 

Lhe Department of lvorks in the Northern Terri tory show that 

daily flows on upgraded routes rarely exceed 40 vehicles 

per day even in the Dry Season, and it must be remembered 

that the transportation of 20,000 head (the maximum movement 

over any one road) could be undertaken with just over JOO 

road train trips. 

1 

United Nations, Introduction to Transport Planning, 1967, 
p .lrL ., 

Lack, G.N.,T., Delaney, D,J., Fisher, N.lv.F., Thompson, 
K. E., and Spence, J .A •. , A Model for the Economic Evaluation 
_<Jf Hural Road Improvements, Melbourne, 1968, p,24·. 

• • I I ' - • • • I ·' , " ' ' ' ~ , , I • 1 ' ' '• ' ' I 
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Turning to the possibility of savings on vehicle 

opet'ating costs, it may be noted that the major haulier 

Located at Katherine estimated that if all trips were over 

sealed surfaces his variable vehicle costs '~ould be cut by 

'"'t.veen one-third and one-half. 
1 

It is not possible to 

calculate with any certainty the difference that this would 

utake to total costs,but a large proportion of his operations 

.vere on dirt tracks of a much inferior standard to the 

gravelled beef roads. The reports made by Allen and Moulden 

conclude that the major determinants of costs in the haulage 

o£' beef cattle are the capacity of vehicles and the number 
2 o£' loaded miles travelled during the turn-off season. 

Some concept of the value of savings can be gained from a 

comparison of rate structures for movements over bitumen 

and all other forms of' roads. During f'ieldw·ork in 1968 

fifteen hauliers were asked to supply rates for trips over 

and under 100 loaded miles, and the results are given in 

Table 6,J. The comparison shows that station owners located. 

on sealed roads would gain an average of' 10 cents per K-mile 

£'rom lo,~er-freight charges: this is equivalent to 0.5 cents 

per beast-mile for movements of fatstock. In judging these 

rates accomrt should be talcen of the tendency for hauliers 

t;o equalise charges so that the full value of savings on 

better surfaces may not be transferred to consignors. 

Equally, though, it could be argued that the pavement, 

formation, and grades of the gravel surfaced beef roads 

would lead to very insignificant extra costs and that these 

standards should not be included in the general category 

of' non-bitumen roads which covers a wide range of types. 

The importance of' losses from the deterioration of 

stock on roads of' different standards is almost impossible 

to judge since these will also depend on the skill of 

l 

Field interview, July 1967. 
') 

See, for example, The Economics of Road Transport of Beef 
_Cattle, Northern Territory and Queensland Channel Country, 
Canberra, 1959, and 'Road Transport of' Beef Cattle in 
Queensland', Beef' Research Report No.1, BAE, Canberra, 1965. 
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Table 6.J: Rate cost quotations :for the haulage o:f Northern 

Territory cattle, 1967 

(cents/K-mile) 

Northerna 
Alice Springs Queens-

Districts land 

Operators 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 

Dirt roads 
under 100 80 so 80 70 90 90 85 90 S5 90 100 S5 90 70 70 

miles 

Dirt roads so 70 80 70 so 75 75 85 80 85 90 S5 85 70 70 over 100 
miles 

Scaled roads 
Lmder 100 80 70 70 70 70 70 75 80 75 75 75 70 60 6o 6o 

miles 

Sealed roads 
over 100 to 70 70 70 60 6o 60 80 75 75 75 70 60 6o 60 

miles 

Source: Field interviews. 1967.a Three o:f these operators 
were based at Katherine, and one at Darwin. 

drivers, the length o:f the trip, and the climatic conditions 

encountered. 

to Katherine 

According to Condon, losses o:f cattle moving 
1 in 196!1 averaged 2. 7 per cent, and a 

proportion of these animals would have been saved i:f they 

had been transported over sealed surfaces. Deaths are 

occasioned by horning, trampling, and suffocation,, which 

occurs on movements over stretches o:f bull dust (:fine dust 

that is created on unformed roads). A :further 2 per cent 

n:f the saleable meat :from carcases (i.e, about 10 lb per 

beast) were lost because o:f bruising. Comparisons with 

nation-wide estimates :for 1952-53, which exclude cattle 

transported by road, suggest that half o:f this loss may be 

attributed to the mode. 2 The remaining losses would be due 

1 

Minutes o:f evidence relating to the proposed construction 
of the Top Springs to Wave Hill Road, Northern Territory, 
Parliament o:f the Commonwealth o:f Australia, Canberra, 1965, 
pp.21-9. 
2 

The Loss o:f Beef Through Bruising, Australian Meat Board, 
Sydney, 1953. 
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to the poor condi tio.n o:f stock and bad handling. A 

1:easonable guess at the inf'luence of road quality would be 

that Class B roads prevent one quarter of the total loss, in 

comparison to graded tracks, and rather less in comparison 

to Class C formations. There is no evidence to sug·gest 

that ,,,ovements over sealed surfaces have a notably lmver 

1·ate of bruising than those on Class B routes and, since 

both surfaces are near all-weather the risk of hold-ups is 

much the same. In fact, cattle transported over the 

Yuendumu and Plenty River gravelled roads are amongst the 

11:Lghest in quality that are produced in the Northern 

Territory. 

Since the main concern of this thesis is with p·astoral 

land development the emphasis in the empirical work that 

follows is placed on the benefits that accrue to producers. 

Benefits also arise from the upgrading of road surfaces 

through the reduction of the transport difficulties of 

mining companies, tourists, and administrators. From bitter 

field experience it is recognised that personal mobility 

is also inhibited by poor roads, and there may be significant 

benefits from the provision of better access in the form of 

a reduction in labour turn-over. Since the peopling of 

northern Australia is a national aim this could give rise 

l;o g<:ins which cannot be evaluated in strict efficiency 

terms. A further benefit may be gai'ned from the prevention 

of accidents, though a confrontation with a fleet of road 

t· rains driven by over-worked drivers is a harrowing 

experience on any surfaceo However, all the efficiency 

gains that could arise from these sources should be 

reflected in the level of daily traffic and, as the 

evidence suggests that usage is relatively small, these 

savings would be tmlikely to affect the results of benefit

cost analyses based on the advantages to the beef industry. 

All in all, it seems difficult to appreciate the reasons for 

sealing roads in preference to extending the mileage of 

Class B surfacing. In this respect the Beef Roads Programme 

may reflect the truth of Owen's observation that: 



the temptation to overdesign highways is 
global. Sometimes the error is unconscious .. , 
But more commonly the construction of' high-type 
pavements where low-type designs would suffice 
is a foible that engineers from more developed 
countries find difficult to suppress. 1 

c, AN ASSESSMENT m~ THE HJMEDIATE BENEFITS OF ROAD 

TRAJ.'ISPORT USAGE IN 1966 

286 

From the discussion given in section A of' this chapter, 

it is apparent that two aspects of' the problem of' the 

relationship between improvements in transportation and 

pastoral land development must be separated in considering 

the study industry. First, it is necessary to examine the 

cole of' road transport in promoting changes in the form and 

scale of' production and, second, the link between road 

quality and the generation of' additional net regional inco~e 

must be explored. In both cases a distinction must be drawn 

bet1~een immediate effects and those that may follow in the 

future from the redeployment of' resources. The following 

sections look at the problem of' defining the impact of' the 

otdoption of' road transport in the short-term. This involves 

the assessment of' the value of' savings and disbenef'its in 

rate and non-rate costs compared to consignment by droving, 

and the identification of' suppressed traffic. Four major 

categories of' new sales may give rise to external economies; 

the disposal of' culled cattle, the marketing of' stock over a 

.Longer turn-off' season, the sale of' cattle from drought 

affected districts, and specialisation in the production of' 

younger stack, The importance of' road transport in 

extending the flexibility of' operations will be examined 

in each case. Finally, a budget is drawn up which gives an 

estimate of' the additional income gained by producers in the 

1966 season from the change of' mode. 

1 

Owen, W., Strategy for Mobi~ity, Washington D.C., 1964, 
p.lJ7. 
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L. Rate and non-rate costs on existing movements 

a. Rate costs 

The rate costs of droving n1obs of varying sizes and 

Gypes to alternative markets in 1959 were given in Table J.2. 

Limited evidence is available on changes in charges up to 

1.966, though two field interviews in 1967 suggested that rates 

have remained almost static.
1 

The drover of a mob of 1,200 

stores was paid $11/fO per 1~eek for cattle moving from Tallalah 

Uuwns to Alice Springs. The stock walked seven miles each 

day which puts the payment at about 0.75 cents per beast-mile. 

A contract drover in Camooweal quoted a rate of 0.59 cents 

per beast-mile for store mobs moving across the Barkly 

Tableland. These charges are very similar to the 1959 

figures although it is impossible to compare the quality of 

service. It seems almost certain, ho1vever, that a 1videspread 

return to on-the-hoof movements 1vould result in some increase 

in rates. Furthermore, the reduction in the average trip 

distance and the consignment of smaller mobs, following 

the opening of the t1vo northern mea t1vorks, would have 

created additional pressure for higher charges. It has 

therefore been assumed that producers would have paid 1. 0 

cent pel' beast-mile for store consignments and 1.5 cents per 

beast-1nile for fatstock in 1966, in the absence of road 

transport. 

The rate costs charged by hauliers in 1967 are given 

:ln Table 6.J. The estimation of payments on a per trip 

basis would be impossible so a charge of 80 cents per K-mile 

has been adopted for all movements and it is assumed that 

th:ls 1vill result in per beast-mile payments of 4. 0 cents for 

fnts nnd J.2 cents for stores. 

l 

. , ,_ 
Field interviews, July and August 1967 . 

The Economics of Road Transport of Beef Cattle - Northern 
Ierritory and Queensland Channel Country, BAE, Canberra, 
1959, p.lJ. 

• ' • ',' - --. ·- I ' 
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b. Non-rate costs 

( 1) Fats 

According to the 1959 BAE survey, average dressed 

~<eight losses on cattle moved on the hoof :from the Victoria 

River District were about 60 lb per beast. 1 The same report 

suggested a loss of 4o lb on trips :from the Barkly Tableland 

to Queensland railheads. A controlled experiment conducted 

in the late 1950s on a consignment of 200 bullocks :from 

!Iumbert H.iver to \fyndham put losses at 40 lb per beast on 

the 28-day trip (about 250 droving miles). 2 Origin and 

destination data :for 1966 indicate that the average trip 

distance :for :fat cattle was about 225 miles, with an upper 

limit of' 500 miles. Although it is possible that some of 

the longer road transport movements could not have been made 

under droving, it is difficult to estimate the proportion of 

income that has been gained :from this aspect of modal change. 

It is assumed, therefore, that any consignments of :fats made 

on the hoof in 1966 would have incurred losses of 60 lb per 

beast and the value of this meat has been calculated :for 

each supply area at the current price. 

The Bureau's survey also :found that between one and two 

per cent of the stock moved on-the-hoof were lost :from 

straying, crippling, and poisoning. A two per cent total 

loss rate would seem to be a :fair estimate on movements in 

1966. 

The deterioration losses that are caused in transit 

on road trains depend upon the condition and type of stock 

moved, as well as the characteristics of the trip. During 

the 1966 season at the Katherine meatworks 873 of the total 
2 of' 23,076 cattle received could not be processed. Of these, 

474 were condemned as unsuitable :for treatment, 125 were 

classed as 'downers' (that is beasts which had been severely 

trampled by other stock), and 274 died in transit or at the 

1 

Field interview, June 1968. 
2 

Data supplied by Northern Meat Exporters Pty. Ltd. , :field 
interview, June 1967. 
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1118 at'''orks 1 yards. It is probable that a large proportion 

of these cattle 1vere scrub bulls that had been trapped in 

holding yards or knocked down by land-cruisers prior to 

:Loading, 1vhile others may have been diseased. In these cases 

it is clear that road transport cannot be blamed for the 

full loss to producers. In the budget given for the 1966 
allocation it has been assumed that one per cent of' the 

cattle dispatched to the northern meatworks were lost as 

n result of' employing this form of' movement. This may be 

a rather high estimate but, in compensation, consignments 

to the other demand centres are assumed to suffer no 

fatalities. 

According to Condon, the average loss of' saleable 

meat on the cattle processed at Katherine, through bruising, 

1vas about two per cent in 1963, 1 
though the value of' this 

~Vastage may be understated at the overall price paid to 

producers since it prevented the preparation of' high quality 

cuts from the affected animals. In consequence a two per 

cent estimate has been retained for 1966, despite the 

fact that handling has improved. Some station operators 

suggested in 1967 that weight losses through fatigue, 

exhaustion, and stress could be significant on road 

transported animals, but these have not been valued in the. 

absence of reliable evidence. 

( 2) Stores 

Losses from store mobs moved :>n the hoof' have been 

estimated to vary between two and siA per cent, according 

to the length of the trip, availability of' feed, and the 
2 

terrain traversed. Here a figure of' three per cent has 

been adopted f'or all movements. In addition store cattle 

may receive a set-back in their growth to maturity from 

the rigours of' a droving trip. Consultation with gro1vers 

l 
Minutes of' evidence relating to the proposed construction 

of the Top Springs to Wave Hill Road, 1965, p.22. 
2 

The Economics of' Road Transport of' Beef' Cattle, BAE, 1959, 
pp.ll-17, 
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sug·gests that this could cost an average of $5.00 per beast 

in extra operating costs and this figure has been used in 
1 

the budg·et. Condition losses of the same type may occur 

011 long road transport movements, but it has been assumed 

Lhat these costs would be negligible over the total range of 

consignments. 

2. Benefits from the extension of marketing opportunities 

the value of suppressed trade. 

a. The sale of culled cattle 

One of the main advantages of road transport is that 

it permits the marketing of classes of cattle that could 

not be .valked to meat\Vorks or railheads. Some concept of 

the magnitude of the income generated from this source can 

be gauged from the examination of the composition of the 

kill of the Katherine meatworks in 1966. 2 In that year 

twenty per cent of the total consisted of bulls and a 

further nine per cent \Vas made up of colvs and heifers. 

The importance of bull beef sales \Vas accentuated in this 

case because the opening of the plant in 1963 allowed 

properties in the Victoria River District and the Dar\Vin .. and 

Gulf region to market inferior male stock that had been 

previously shot or left to run wild. These animals cannot 

b? herded or handled by conventional means and the 

opportunities offered by the new market and the use of 

road haulage made possible their exploitation. As this 

form of stock is likely to be eliminated in the near future, 

through greater on-property control, it does not represent 

a permanent gain to producers. However, a rise in sales 

of barren and aged females may offset a decline in income 

from this source. In the 1966 budget it has been assumed 

that both classes of sales represent a direct gain (that is, 

l 

This figure is necessarily arbitrary and is probably an 
overestimate. It represents one ninth of the value of a 
S4s.oo two-year old steer . .. , 

Data supplied by Northern Meat,Exporters, field intervie\V, 
JLme 1967, 

' ., ' • ', 1• ' I • , ' ,I , - 'r ' I ' ' • • , 0 ' ~ , I 
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110 allo1~ance i& made f'or the cost of' trapping and mustering) 

and that the proportion of' slaughterings of' this type was 

the same at the Darwin ~~orks. 

In thP. case of' movements to South Australia and 

Queensland it is by no 1neans clear that the adoption of' road 

t 1·ansport has increased marketings of f'emale stock. Table 

0.~ shows the contribution of' this class to total 

'"'nsigrnnents f'or the financial years f'rom 1959-60 to 1965-66 
for the two supply areas. The sex ratio in movements to 

South Australia seems to have remained f'airly constant despite 

the general increase in road transport usage over the seven 

year period. This observation also appears to be true f'or 

consignments of' the f'atstock to Queensland markets. Here 

tl1e proportion of' females in the total trade is very similar 

in 1959-60 and 1965-66 despite a completely dif'f'erent modal 

spl:l t .. Store sales to Queensland exhibit a more variable 

trend but again there is little evidence that the use of' 

t'oad transport is directly linked to the composition of' 

turn-of'f'. Analysis of' the movements to this market in 

1966 shows that nearly 8,000 of' the stock classified as 

':fats' \vere females and that all these cattle were moved 
1 

by road. In the store category 63 per cent of' the cows 

and he:lf'ers marketed were dispatched on the hoof', so that 

i '· does not seem j ustif'iable to identify any benef'i t in 

this sector. Some 3,000 head of' the f'atstock sent to 

South Australia \~ere females that might otherwise have been 

sold as breeders in the Alice Springs District. The 1966 

'with and without' budget assumes that producers in both 

supply areas gained an additional $20.00 per head on their 

sales of' fattened females -- a necessarily arbitrary 

estimate in the absence of' more detailed evidence. 

1 

IJnpublished Quarterly Returns .of' Stock Movements supplied 
LCJ the Commonwealth Statistician by the NTAAIB. 



Tc::tbJe 6.1~: The tvpc. sex. and ap;e composi·tion. o_f turn-of'£' -to South Aus·tra].j_a <_tnd Qnecnslartd .. 

1959-60 to 1965-66 

r Stores Fats 
I Fats as a Percentage Percentag 

Year percentage ercentage Percentage of stores Percentage Percentage of fats 

of Total of females of calves moved by ::Jr females of calves :uoved by 
road road 

a. South Australia 

1959-60 58-3 32.0 2LO 52.6 16.7 l.5 57.8 

1960-61 33 2 27-7 26.3 77-3 16.1 2.5 100.0 

1961-62 23.4 30.0 28.7 85-5 1.6.2 0.8 88.3 

1962-63 69.0 26.4 13-7 70.0 5-7 0.1 85.3 

1963-64 37-1 25.0 26 .. 2 80.3 6 .. 0 0.0 100.0 

1964-65 17.8 27 .. 4 17-9 82.1 20,3 2.0 75-4 

1965-66 36.4 33.8 27.2 100.oa 21.3 l.l 10o.oa 

b. Queensland 
. 

1959-60 29.2 7-9 0.3 17-4 33-3 0.1 20.1 

1960-61. 23.7 8.6 1.3 7.6 30.4 0.8 57.2 

1961.-62 30.6 1.8.4 2.8 28.3 46 .. 7 L9 87.0 

1962-63 19,0 1.2.2 1.9 20.2 3L8 2.5 66.8 

1963-64 51.1 5-2 22.8 28.4 35-3 0 .. 0 50.5 

1964-65 46.1 27.3 7.4 31.1 40.5 0.0 100.0 

1.965-66 63.6 13.3 3.0 50.oa 30 .. 9 0.0 100.oa 

a estimated 

Source: data derived from the Annual Reports of the NTAAIB, 

i 
I 

1\) 

\0 
1\) 



b. The benefits of increased flexibility of 

turn-off ove~ time 
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As has been noted in Chapters 4 and 5, the use of road 

L nwsport enables producers to dispatch cattle in small 

nun1bers throughout the turn-off season (the onset of the 

lie t Season usually begins in November in northern areas 

and operations cease at this time). This may result in 

benefits from higher prices, increased liquidity, and a 

1·cduction in station costs. An example of the effect that 

adoption has had on the staging of turn-off is provided 

by a con~arison of dispatch dates on permits issued in the 
1 

Victoria River District in 1957 and 1966, In 1957 over 

half of all movements commenced in May to give stock 

sufficient time to walk to Queensland and the Barkly 

Tableland before the onset of the \vet, In contrast the 

1966 figures show a spread in turn-off dates between May 

and July and some movements were made as late as November 

(see Figs, 6.1. a and b). The possible financial advantages 

of the increased flexibility in turn-off can be gauged by 

considering price variations bett~een May and September at 

the two northern mea tworks .. In 1967 average prices at 

these centres for the two months were, in dollars per 

100 lb dressed weight.
2 

ox beef cow beef bull beef 

Katherine 
Hay 15.50 12.50 14,50 
September 19,00 lJ.OO 18.00 

Dar\vin 
Nay 16.50 1J.50 17.50 
September 19.00 lJ,OO 18.00 

In this case a general rise in prices is superimposed on 

the seasonal variation but it seems fair to suggest that 

producers might gain an additional $5.00 per head, on 

average, for the fifteen per cent of total sales that are 

l 
i:Jerived :from an analysis of N'l'AAIB stock permits, 

2 
'Unpublished Hinutes of the Beef Cattle Production and 

T~ansport Conference!,Adelaide, 12 Decenilier 1967, p.l8. 
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turn-o:f:f period. A similar level 

gained on movements in the 

One neglected advantage o:f the adoption o:f road 

transport is the increase in cash :flow :from quicker delivery. 

Consider a mob o:f 1,500 stores worth $40.00 per head net o:f 

transport payments. The total value o:f the consignment 

would be $60,000. I:f these animals took :four months to 

walk to market ·the loss o:f income, :from interest on the 

capital, would be worth approximately $1,000 at six per 

cent per annum, which would have been saved with the use 

of road haulage. In addition it seems reasonable to assume 

that the spreading o:f mustering operations over a longer 

period would give some internal economies on labour usage. 

However, these benefits are not valued in the 1966 balance 

because direct evidence o:f their importance is not available. 

c. The movement o:f cattle in times o:f drought 

The possibility o:f moving cattle rapidly to agistment 

or sale in times o:f drought seems one o:f the incontrovertible 

advantages o:f using road transport. In the drought which 

affected the northern regions o:f the Territory in 1952 losses 

were severe and some concept o:f the difficulties o:f moving 

cattle on the hoof in these conditions can be gained :from 

the :following quotation :from the Queensland Country Life 

for August o:f that year 

Reports o:f stock movements :from the Northern 
Territory, via Lake Nash, to Queensland tell a 
grim story o:f cattle too weak even to be dipped, 
and it is anticipated that all stock movements 
:from the Territory will cease at the end o:f the 
present month. Two mobs o:f approximately 1,302 
and 1,277 head respectively, were reduced on 
arrival in Queensland to about 1,200 head in 
each mob, and these were so weak that it was 
decided to make one mob, o:f about 1,200 head, 
:from the strongest in the two mobs and leave 
the rest to take their chance o:f survival ,,, 
No rain is expected in the Northern Territory 
until November, at the earliest, and cattle not 



on the road by the end of the present month 
will have ·a very remote chance of being

1 
saved, 

as it will be impossible to shift them. 

In the Alice Springs District the adoption of road transport 

wa~ linked to the onset of the drought which began in 1958 

and, over the seven years that followed, the percentage of 

all stock moved by road to railheads for shipment to South 

Australia increased frotn 34.0 to 82.1 Over the period from 

1958 to 1965 the cattle population of the region decreased 

fi.'Olll 353:174 to 136,032 which indicates the impact of 

deaths, increased exports, and lower co'~ fertility. It is 

ctiff:Lcult to estimate the number and value of the stock 

that would have been lost '~i thout the usc of road haulage 

but the Bureau of Agricultural Economics has suggested that 

the greater proportion of the 19,000 stores road transported 

in 1959 would otherwise have died.
2 

The animals were worth 

betl~een $38 and $52 per head in South Australia. These 

figures suggest the order of savings that may be made in a 

bad season but give little guide to their importance over 

a run of years. 

An estimate of the possible annual benefit of the 

use of road transport can be reached by considering the 

frequency of the occurrence of good and bad seasons. 

Climatic data for the Alice Springs District suggests that 

producers in this region can expect one dry summer every 

four years and one or more dry summers every five years, 3 

If losses of 20,000 head were incurred for the region in 

every t1~0 year spell and 5,000 animals were lost in the 

single dry years, the annual average would be 5; 350 head 

(th:i.s represents 2.27 per cent of the average for the 

region's cattle population over the period from 1950 to 

l. 
Queensland Country Life, 7 August 1952, p.L 

2 
The Economics of Road Transport of Beef Cattle, BAE, 1959, 

p.61 
J 

Van Holst Pellekaan, J .A., 1 Some droug;ht strategies for 
beef cattle producers', paper given at the Drought Seminar 
held. at the University of New England., Armidale, N.S"W., 
1961, pp.l-4. 
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1 1966). In the three northern regions o:f the Northern 

Territory the incidence o:f drought is not so marked and 

:Lt :Ls even more di:f:ficult to assess potential savings. In 

the tabulations :for 1966 at the end o:f this section this 

class o:f benefit is excluded, but it should be recognised 

that adoption could give producers in the Alice Springs 

District, alone, an additional annual income o:f nearly 

$240,000, i:f the store cattle that are salvaged are valued 

at $115 per head. 

d. Benefits :from the sale o:f young·er cattle 

The benefits o:f turning o:f:f younger cattle are 

determined by the ratio o:f prices between different classes 

of stock, their relative costs o:f production and the e:f:fect 

of the choice o:f enterprise on the use o:f pasture resources. 

Over the study period there has been an increasing demand 

for younger bee:f which is tending to reduce the ages o:f the 

store and :fat cattle traded. In the Alice Springs District 

1~hich is tied to the Adelaide market a comparison o:f prices 

:Ln the 1968 season indicates that the maximum return per 

animal per year held is gained on the sale o:f eighteen 

111onth old store steers. The position o:f the various 

categories o:f stock marketed in Adelaide is given in Table 

6,5 :for 1959 and 1968. It would seem :from these :figures 

that the situation has not changed markedly over the decade, 

except that the value o:f two year old store steers has 

suffered a relative decline. The comparison o:f returns 

nn the sale o:f young store and :fat cattle has led some 

commentators to suggest that specialisation in the production 

of weaner stores would be the most profitable :form o:f 

enterprise :for northern growers '~i th access to South 

Australian and Queensland :fattening areas, McNeil pointed 

out that the proportion o:f stores in the exports :from the 

1 
This compares to an estimate o:f annual losses :from 

dro!lght o:f 2.85 per cent :for the Queensland Channel Country, 
Report on the Economics o:f upgrading the B:i:rdsville Track, 
1'he South Australian Highways and Local Government 
Department, Adelaide, 1967, p.J6, 
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Alice Springs District to South Australia increased steadily 

1·ro 1n th~ declaration of the Central Australian Pleuro

pneumonia Protected Area in 1956 to. 1961.,. and took this as 

confirmation of a general trend towards the intregration 

Table 6.5: Heturns per beast for different qualities of 

Northern Territory stock at Adelaide 1959 and 1968 

Category 
or 

stack 

Stores 

Fats 

Sources: 

i 

Age 
(years) 

lt 
2 

1959 

~!arket He turn 
price per year 

( $) kept ( $) 

J6.oo 24.00 

54.00 27.00 

68.00 22.67 

80.00 20.00 

1968 

fvl arke t He turn 
price per year 
($) kept ( $) 

80.00 5J.JJ 

90.00 45.00 

150.00 50.00 

180.00 45.00 

1959 The Economics of Hoad Transport of Beef 
Cattle, BAE, 1959. 

1968 Quotations from Elders-Goldsborough
Mort Pty Ltd, Alice Springs, field 
interview, June 1968. 

1 
of northern and southern production patterns. However, 

:['rom 1962, there has been a swing to a more variable turn

off composition and in 1966 stores made up only four per 

cent of the stock railed south. It appears that producers 

prefer a flexible enterprise structure, selling store 

cattle in poor years and topping off their own stock in 

good se asohs. 

In tim three northern Districts the opening of the 

Katherine and Darwin meatworks has accentuated the tendency 

to specialisation in the production of slaughter animals. 

l 
MeN ell, R. IV. 1 1'he fat tenihg of Central Australian bred 

store cattle in South Australia', Proceedings of the 
Australian Societ of Animal Production, 4th Biennial 
Conference Adela~de), 19 2, pp.90-4. 
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rhree factors would appear to be important in maintaining 

this trend in the future. First, the price structure in the 

North has not favoured sales of stores to Queensland. From 

11 
comparison of prices for different ages of stock, and the 

estim~tion of the additional capital costs that are incurred 

in dealing with younger cattle, Rayner concluded that 

breeding and fattening was more profitable than breeding 

alone for stations in North-ll'est Queensland between 1962 and 

1967. 1 Nearly sixty per cent of the turn-off of this region 

is sold for imnrediate slaughter, and the remaining percentage 

is largely composed of inter-station transfers within 

companies. This suggests a second advantage that comes from 

breeding and fattening. The market for store cattle reflects 

both the prevailing demand for beef and the availability of 

feed in receiving areas, and is therefore relatively 

uncertain. Where operators can transfer animals between 

linked properties this uncertainty is minimised and the 

attraction of specialisation is accentuated. Finally, it 

seerns probable that breeding and fattening reduces the 

risk of failure during times of drought. If a run o:f bad 

seasons strike a property that is producing weaner stores, 

the grower may be forced to sell a substantial part of his 

breeding herd to lighten the stocking rate, '"here as, '"i th 

the turn-off of older bullocks, grazing units can be saved 

with extra sales of a range of maturing cattle and the 

breeding nucleus remains intact. This feature of breeding 

and fattening gives producers the opportunity to 'roll up' 

ill unfavourable years and 'unroll' rapidly when season 
. 2 J.mprove. 

A complete evaluation of the merits or the two types 

of enterprises demands some reference to the possibility 

l 
Hayner, I.H., 'Comparative profitability of marketing 

store and fat cattle in North-West Queensland' , Proceedings 
of the Australian Societ of Animal Production, 7th Biennial 
Conference Armidale 19 8, pp.l5J-57. 
2 

See, Starch, E.A., 'Typ~ of farming modifications needed 
in the Great Plains', Journal of Farm Economics, 21 (1939), 
pp,ll.ll-20. 
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of increasing the intensity of stocking on breeding 

properties. This brings the discussion to a consideration 

of adjustment in the long-term as evidenced by dormant 

1
,aLher tl~an suppressed trade flows, and this point will be 

raised again in Chapter 7. At this stage it may be noted 

that the adoption of road transport has permitted an increase 

in the range of production but the absence of clear trends 

in the sale of younger cattle makes it impossible to value 

this gain. 

J. The structure of benefits in 1966 

The short-term benefits of the adoption of road 

transport have been divided into those that· affect existing 

movements, and those that follow from the extension of 

marketing opportunities. These have been termed the 

immediate benefits to existing and suppressed traffic. 

Table 6.6 sets out the estimates of these classes of 

savings that have been made by applying the assumptions, 

discussed in the previous section, to the 1966 allocation 

pattern. Comparison of the total cost of transporting 

store cattle under the two modes suggests that road 

transport was relatively more expensive. In fact some 

29,000 head of store stock were walked from properties on 

the Barkly Table land to Queensland markets. The generalised 

figures in Table 6.6 may therefore overstate the 

disadvantages of droving in this supply area, in respect to 

losses and the deterioration in the condition of delivered 

stock. However, there is no way of calculating the possible 

savings that may have accrued to producers \vho used road 

transport frcm an increased flexibility in the size and 

timing of consignments. The similarity of the levels of 

total costs makes it justifiable to conclude that no 

benefits were earned from adoption on this class of movement. 

In the study year all fatstock were marketed by road. 

Ir sales of culled females and scrub bulls are excluded 

.fro1n the allocation figures, approximately 73,250 head are 

left as the number that would h~ve been dispatched regardlass 

of the means of transport available. The sums that \vould 
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Toble 6,6: Estimated 'immediate' gains from the adoption of 

road transport; Northern Territory total, 1966 

turn-off season 

-- Number Movement 
Destination of cost without 

stock use of road 
transport 

($) 

a. Existing 

A. stores 
s. Australia 1,000 9,200 
Queensland 9,000 82,800 

B • fats 
s. Australia 15,000 324",800 
Queensland 25,000 411,800 
Wyndham 5,000 6Lr, 6oo 
Katherine 15,250 197.500 
Dar1~in 12,000 155,900 

Total 
movement 1,246,600 
cost 

b. Suppressed 

Description 
of stock 

Fats 
Katherine 6,250 (Culled bulls 
Dan~ in 5,000 and cows 
Queensland 8,000 (Fattened 
s. Australia 3,000 cows 

Trading 
gain 

Balance -1,246,600 

Additional Suppressed Trading gains:-

(1) Increased flexibility in timing of 
consignments. 

(2) Average annual d:C'ought savings. 

(3) Increased flexibility in age of 
turn-off. 

Sources: Table 4. 2 and text. 

Gain 
road 

Movement 
cost with 

road 
transport 

($) 

9,600 
86, 4oo 

184,000 
272,500 

52,000 
158,600 
124,800 

887,900 

from using 
-eransport 
( $) 

437,500 
350.1000 
160~000 
6o,ooo 

1,007,500 

+ 119, 6oo 

$ 

49,000 

2Lro, 000 

not valued 
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have been lost from deaths and the deterioration in the 

quality of delivered animals under droving have been 

estimated by supply area and in each case comparison with 

rate payments for road haulage shows a clear advantage to 

the latter. The total saving to producers on these movements 

is about $]62, 700 under the tabula ted assumptions, 1~hich 

allow for a loss of 10 lb of meat from bruising on all fat

stock transported by road. This suggests that producers 

may have gained an extra .$If. 9.5 per best on their sales of 

fats from the switch of mode -- a significant increase in 

marginal returns. Looking at the spatial distribution of 

these benefits it seems clear that their level within supply 

areas will largely be a function of the ·distance from the 

properties to the market centre, so that the use of road 

transport will tend to equalise net received prices. 

However, the absolute level of savings is directly conditioned 

by market prices which will reinforce disparities between 

supply areas. 

Turning to the estimates of gains from the increase in 

marketing opportunities, it is apparent that the figures 

given in Table 6.6 require some qualification. It has been 

assumed that 11,250 of the cattle slaughtered at Katherine 

and Darwin would have been lost to the industry without the 

use of road transport, and that these animals were worth 

i70 each. No account is taken of the cost of trapping 

scrub bulls, and culled cow.s are considered to have no 

alternative use. In reality neither of these assumptions is 

completely justifiable so that the net gain to the industry 

might be substantially belm~ the estimated value of $787,500. 

Two other points omst be considered. First, the trade in 

bull beef will probably cease in the near future, 1~hich means 

that this benefit must be disregarded in longer-term 

evaluations of the benefits of modal change. Second, these 

flows are dependent upon the processing structure of the two 

northern meatworks, and this emphasises the linkage between 

transport and de1nand. It is 

plants would not have opened. 

possible to argue that these 

in 1963 unless they had been 

assured of supplies by road, but it is nevertheless clear 

that the benefit must be credited to the joint developments. 
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A sum o:f $220,000.has been estimated to accrue to 

producers in the Queensland and South Australian supply 

hrens :from the sale o:f :fat cows that would otherwise have 

been disposed o:f as stores. These benefits will be 

dl~tributed among properties that have the greatest density 

of cattle and the best :fattening pasture, since they arc 

conditioned by the existing intensity o:f land-use. The 

quality o:f transport in this case will therefore increase 

the importance o:f locational variations in land f'ertili ty. 

A third category o:f doriDant sales has been identified. 

These are consignments that are made at the end of' the Dry 

Season, which may receive higher market prices. The value 

o:f this increase does not apppear great in COIDparison to 

other classes of' benefits and the additional returns will 

be spread over the whole industry. O:f the other immediate 

advantages of' the use o:f road transport the possibility 

n C moving cattle in times o:f drought seems to be :financially 

i111portant, and the reduction in the uncertainity o:f 

production that this allows may pro1note the more intensive 

use o:f resources. Finally, :flexibility in the age and 

quality o:f turn-o:f:f may result in some immediate benefits 

froiD the sale o:f younger stock, but the level o:f these gains 

is conditioned by price and uncertainty influences on 

p:.'oduction. 

In conclusion it can be seen that the adoption o:f the 

use o:f road transport has probably led to a permanent gain 

to producers o:f between IJOO,OOO to $400,000 :froiD the 

reduction in the cost o:f moving :fat cattle. In addition the 

flexibility o:f the new mode has allowed the marketing o:f 

stock that might othenvise have been lost or diverted to 

less profitable uses. Although the estimates that have been 

used in Table 6. 6 need many quali:fic a tions, they do point 

to the :fact that these gains may have been very considerable. 

The tabulations show savings o:f about $1,400,000, excluding 

the benefit o:f reduced drought losses. The next chapter 

will examine the potential impact o:f the addition o:f this 

inco1De to the industry and will ~ttempt to determine how 

l'ar producers will adjust their scale o:f operations to the 



now marketing possibilities that have been opened up by the 

adoption of road transport. 

The first part of this chapter surveyed briefly the 

cheoreticMl concepts that are available to describe the 

relationship between improvements in transportation and 

the development of a user industry. The deductions that 

can be 1nade by using a closed analogue of agricultural 

production of the type suggested by von Thiinen suggest 

thut reductions in the cost of transport may occasion local 

adjustments in the intensity· of land-use. These gains in 

situation and intensity rents follow from the constraints 

of spatial equilibrium, and the level of th~ change in total 

rents will serve as an index of the net benefit of the 

improvement. However, a different case arises '~hen an 

advance occurs in transport technology. Here the adoption 

of a new mode of transport may permit the reaping of external 

economies in the dependent industry which could, in turn, 

lead to an adjustment to a new general equilibrium. The 

major difference between the two cases of the linkage 

between i1nproved accessibility and land development is that 

the latter will affect the form of the production function 

of user firms. In the study industry the use of road 

transport has led to a decrease in the cost of transporting 

fat cattle and it seems reasonable to assume that this will 

tend to equalise basic situation rents and will lessen the 

influence of differences in comparative locational 

advantages. However, the major value of the change appears 

to be the extension of marketing opportunities and this 

has resulted in \vindfall gains to producers throughout the 

industry. The construction of the Katherine and Dar,~in 

meatworks has allo\ved producers in the northern regions to 

increase their range of sales, but the primary locational 

impact of the change in transport technology will be to 

favour units with the most productive land, rather than to 

discriminate between situations. 

The following chapter will consider the secondary 

results of the shifts in producb and enterprise marginal 

returns that have just been described. This involves the 
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prediction of attainable levels of production and the 

identification of the spatial pattern of future development. 

Inter1wven with this analysis is a further discussion of 

the benefits of road investment for the beef industry in the 

Northern Territory, and the degree to which it may be 

credited 1~ith both internal and external economies. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

PASTORAL LAND DEVELOPHENT IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY IN THE 

FUTURE AND THE ROLE OF ROAD INVESTJv!ENT 

This, then is the justification of' our method of' focusing 
on the steady state and making it the basis of' our argument; 
because the insight such a method gives us will shed 
light on the obscure occurrences of' periods of' transition 
and development. When we apply this mode of' reasoning to 
the Isolated State, we find that we have to compare the 
initial with the subsequent effects on the welfare of' 
society of' industrial inventions, improved communications 
and so forth. Thus we shall be looking into the mysterious 
process of' development. 

von Thiinen, The Isolated State 

INTRODUCTION 

The first part of' Chapter 6 revie,~ed the ways in which 

the benefits of' rural road investment may be identified. 

An important distinction was drawn bet,~een the benef'i ts 

that may accrue as a result of' a reduction in the cost of' 

transportation, where a single mode monopolises exchange, 

and those that may occur as a result of' substitution 

between alternative forms of' movement. In the former case 

it is possible to visualise the net production gains that 

f'ollm~ from the adjustment as shifts in situation and 

intensity rents. This concept required modification to 

incorporate the influence of' the external economies that 

may be reaped when superior transport technology is employed. 

Here all user enterprises may receive gains '~hich are 

undifferentiated in space and spring from new opportunities 

rather than the re-evaluation of' the marginal productivity 

of' resources. Three production stages were defined, namely 

the existing, immediate, and attainable levels of' response . . 
The comparison of' the value of' trade at each of' these stages 

allows the systematic enumeration of' total benefits. 

. ··.• . ,. 
··F· 
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The final part of Chapter 6 looked at the immediate 

impact of the adoption of road transport on the study 

industry; simple accounting, hased on the 1966 turn-off 

pattern, su~gested that the change in transport technology 

may have brought producers more than $1 million in additional 

income. The level and distribution of these benefits are 

largely a function of local and national demands for 

differe:nt types of stock, because the immediate elasticity 

and mobility gains from an innovation in transport quantify 

the difference in the efficiency of allocation uder the two 

modes. Provided that producers are mvare of ne'" marketing 

opportunities and act in a rational way, the gains will be 

realised. The work that follows focuses on the capacity 

of improvements in transport to generate an expansion of 

economic activity through an adjustment in production. Here 

the role of modal change is indirect it may give growers 

new openings and make their existing enterprises more 

profitable, but they will take any decisions on reorganisation 

in the li~1t of a variety of other considerations. These 

include their judgement of the stability of market prices 

in the future; the current return on capital; the marginal 

cost of increasing output; and a number of additional 

factors which are not incorporated in the traditional vimv 

of the farm firm. 

The first part of the chapter looks at the efficiency 

of capital usage in the beef industry and the possibilites 

for increasing output. Future expansion may come from 

intensifying stocking rates and exploiting cattle herds 

more effectivr-lly, and these two topics will be considered 

in turn. This provides a context for two sub-regional 

studies which examine the relationship between long-term 

adjustment and road investment. The studies use official 

estimates of the attainable value of production based on 

the assumption that market prices will be maintained at 

current levels. The two cases are used to point up some of 

the problems that arise in attempting to predict response 

to a localised route improvement·. Benefits are set against 

costs in a series of formal analyses that illustrate the 

n·eed to consider uncertainty and causality in development. 
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T~ese measure the net value of the additional production 

which results from the investment of private and public 

capital and thus allows judgements to be made on the level 

of adjustment that would be required to repay a given road 

inve s tmei< t. Over-spending has taken place in the Northern 

Territory following confusion about the construction 

standards and route priorities of the Beef Roads Programme: 

the t'vo case studies have been chosen to sho'" the effects 

of alternative decisions on the level of benefits. The 

analyses cannot distinguish the causative elements in the 

expansion of output, but they do allow inferences to be 

drawn on the importance of modal change, route reconstruction, 

and the deployment of resources at the firm level. 

'rhe final part of the chapter places the development 

of the industry in the context of a wider consideration of 

the use of personal and national funds. Private capital 

is used for station improvement for a variety of motives, 

which include speculation and tax sheltering, and it is 

obvious that these joint-products must be considered in 

assessing the likelihood of the intensification of land-use. 

However, investment for these ends may not contribute net 

gains to the national economy. The allocation of resources 

on efficiency criteria would also demand ref0rence to the 

alternative opportunities which exist outside the Northern 

Territory for the expansion of beef production. Some of 

these are reviewed in the last section, and the trends 

that are evident in the industry as a whole are used to 

drmv further conclusions on the motives for public 

investment in the Territory. 

A. ECONOMIC AND PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS ON EXPANSION 

1. Returns and development 

The th8oretical relationship between improvements in 

transportation and the development of pastoral properties 

in the Northern Territory was discussed in Chapter 6 . 

. Here it was seen that long-run adjustments in the scale 

and form of production could be expected to follow from 
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the adoption of road transport and the construction of higher 

quality roads as a result of 

(i) the increase in marginal returns that 
arises from the reduction in the cost of 
transporting the existing turn-off, 

(ii) the income gains that may arise from the 
external economies of modal substitution, 

(iii) the removal of physical constraints on 
property specialisation, 

( iv) the reduction in the delivered cost of 
imported goods and raw materials. 

The cumulative effects of these changes provide the 

justification for the Beef Roads Pr6gramme. According 

to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public !Yorks 

The objectives of the beef roads programme 
are, briefly, to provide pastoralists with 
improved access to outlets for cattle and to 
enable cattle to reach their destination in 
better condition and at an earlier age than 
previously. The increased return to producers 
following the construction of the new roads is 
expected to result in more improvements being 
made to properties and stock and these '~ill, in 
turn, result in the production of more and 
better cattle.l 

The scheme implicitly assumes that the net value of the 

n1arginal increase in output will cover the cost of the 

roads. To evaluate this possibility it is necessary to 

look at the current level of returns in the industry and 

the difficulties that may arise in expanding production. 

There are frequently differences between the 

appreciations that are made by academics of the economics 

of agricultural enterprises and those that are made by 

farmers. Some compensation can be made for this by re-

working survey figures under various assumptions. Table 

7.1 sets out four measures of returns to capital and 

management income in the Northern Territory beef industry 

l 
Report relating to the'proposed construction of Beef 

Roads. Western Barkly Tablelands, Northern Territory, 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1967 -
Parliamentary Paper No.28, pp.l-2. 
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by Districts for the years 1962-63 to 1964-65. The first 

set refers to the BAE sample of eighty-t1w properties and 

has been calculated by expressing capital and management 

income as a percentage of total invested capital. The 

income figures include an assessment of the change in the 

inventory value of cattle herds, with adjustment for annual 

variations in cattle prices. The second set refers to a 

modified sample of seventy-two units and has been calculated 

on the same basis, except that the inventories are estimated 

by using an average price series for the three years, These 

measures present a judgement of returns from the national 

viewpoint, and the results may be compared with the 

opportunity cost of capital. If this is taken as 5-5 per 

cent (the interest rate suggested for benefit-cost 

analyses of public investment in Chapter 6) :. the returns 

may be considered clearly inadequate, though the properties 

in the Barkly Tableland fare relatively ''ell under the 

first definition. Judgement against the bank overdraft 

rate, which is arow<d seven per cent, makes the use of 

private funds in the indsutry look even more unfavourable. 

Table 7. 1: Percentage ~·.eturns to Capital and ~ianagement 

Income in the Northern Territory Beef Industry 

(station average under different definitions), 

1962-63 to 1964-65, by Districts 

D f .. t. a e J.nl.·J.on Alice Springs Barkly Victoria 
Tableland River 

i -3-5 
ii -4,5 

iii -8.4 

iv -6,8 

a. For definitions 

Source: 

6.6 

3.2 
-0.6 

21.7 

see text. 

lr. 5 

-4,5 
-2.6 
18,4 

Darwin 
and Gulf 

4.6 
-l.lf 

-10.9 
19. lf 

~A~n~E~c~o~n~o~m~l.~·¥c~S~u~r~v~e~~~7=~~~~~~~~' BAE, 
Canberra, 1968, 
cmpublished data 



It bould be argued that from the growers' point of 

view calculations under the first two definitions do not 

give realistic parameters of profits. Suppose producers 

are only interested in returns to structural capital and 
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view their cattle herd as a resource with a low or negligible 

opportunity value. In this case, an estimate of the average 

percentage return can be made by excluding the inventory 

change from income and debiting the book value of herds 

from total capital. The results of re-calculating the 

survey results for the sample of eighty-t,~o stations on 

this basis are given in Table 7.1 (definition iii). These 

figures show that the return on fixed assets is universally 

low, and point to the importance of taking some account of 

cattle if the survival of the industry is to be explained 

in economic terms. The fourth set of figures uses the same 

survey material and has been calculated by expr.essing 

capital and management income, with the inventory change 

adjusted for annual variations in prices, as a percentage 

of the value of structural capital. This set gives an 

appreciation of returns from the viewpoint of a producer 

who saw stock as a land resource when he entered production, 

but now perceives the rise in their capital worth as a 

windfall gain. Though this definition gives an unrealistic 

picture of the health of the industry in national terms, 

the re-worked figures demonstrate that the established 

units may show handsome profits in the eyes of their owners. 

Despite this reservation, which may help to explain 

private investment in the cattle industry, the tabulations 

suggest that resources were being used inefficiently at 

the time of the survey. Three points must be considered 

in extrapolating these results into the future. First, it 

is legitimate to ask '~hether the sample was representative. 

An average of 154 units marketed cattle in the three 

calendar years 1963 through 1965, and the mean outputs 

of the stations in each District can be compared with those 

of the 82 properties in the survey (the number of units in 

each District is shown in brackets): 



. . 

\{hole population 
(1511 Lmits; data 
fron1 stock permits) 

BAE sample (82 
units) 

Alice Barkly Victoria 
Springs Tablelands River 

558(71) 2,826(25) 1,7lf0(22) 

h6J(JJ) 2 'Olf9( 20) 2,029(16) 

Jl2 

Dar''' in 
and Gulf 

60l(J6) 

920(13) 

The similarity of the two sets of :figures suggests that the 

sample presents a reasonably accurate picture o:f the state 

o:f the whole industry. Second, it is important to know 

the range o:f returns within the survey material. Under the 

first definition o:f the percentage return to capital and 

management income, lJ properties had a rate cf return 

bet>~een five and ten per cent, 7 showed returns of between 

ten and fifteen per cent, and 5 averaged over :fifteen 

per cent :for the three year span. This can be taken as an 

indication that a high level o:f profit can be earned, 

particularly when inventory gains are taken into account. 

However, an industry in •~hich :forty-six per cent o:f the 

enterprises (J8 stations) recorded a loss on the same 

criteria •~ould appear to be a poor proposition for expansion. 

Third, the survey period has several disadvantages 

as a basis :for projections. The properties in the Alice 

Springs District were affected by drought, and the stations 

in the three northern Districts were in the process of 

adjustment to the marketirig opportunities created by the 

opening o:f the Katherine and Darwin meatworks and the 

adoption o:f road transport. In addition, prices have risen 

markedly over the last :few years, :for instance, the June 

average monthly price for first and second export quality 

stock at Brisbane was $19.20 per 100 lb dressed weight in 

19611 and $27. 87 in 1969. 1 In the light o:f these changes, 

it is interesting that the survey showed that producers 

were making large investments in improvements. During the 

three years total capital expenditure on structures 

averaged fifteen per cent o:f the gross value o:f these items 

1 
Annual.Rep()r_i; of the.Australian ~feat Board 1 No.J4, Sydney, 

1969, p.9f . 
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on all Northern Territory units:
1 the lowest percentage (8.6) 

1
,.

115 
recorded in the Alice Springs District and the highest 

(2!1,5) in the Dan~in and Gul:f District. One reason for this 

increased spending may be the difficulty of finding sufficient 

skilled labour. lvage costs have also risen markedly since 

the introduction of Award \Vages for aboriginal workers in 

December 1968, which 1~ill partially offset the influence of 

higher beef prices. Although conditions have become generally 

more favourable to producers in the Territory since the early 

sixties, it must be remembered that the whole of the beef 

industry has shared in the general rise in stock prices, so 

that relative returns may still be low. A comparable survey 

of properties in Queensland showed that returns for 1962-63 

to 196'-f-65 averaged 7, 0 per cent for the State, and varied 

between 4.7 for the Coastal Central Region and 9.6 per cent 

for the Coastal South Region. 2 These figures are directly 

comparable with those given in Table 7.1 (definition i), 

In conclusion, it would appear that recent developments have 

probably increased the rate of return to capital and 

management income in the Northern Territory and made viable 

many of the enterprises that were unprofitable at the 

beginning of the decade. However, from a national point of 

view, there are sound reasons for questioning the expenditure 

of large sums on road projects, which are undertaken in 

the belief that their costs 1~ill be covered by the net value 

of induced production. 

2. Potential productivity and development 

The third part of Chapter 5 discussed the form of 

the industry production function under the assumption that 

technology was static. The two major conclusions were that 

the discontinuous nature of investment in improvements 

suggests that adjustment to higher prices and new opportunities 

l 
BAE, unpublished data referring to the modified sample of 

72 properties (property average 1962-3 to 1964-5). 
2 

Keating, C., 'The Queensland Beef Cattle Industry, Survey 
results for the period 1962-63 to 1964-65 1 ,Quarterly Review 
of Agricultural Economics, 20 ( 1967) , pp .192-20J. 



,, . .Lll de pend to a large degree on the long- term certainty 

of returns, and 'that the quality of natural pasture is 

probably the main detern1inant of the productivity of 

investment and the intensity of land-use. In the following 

secti_on the physical and economic constraints on expansion 

will be discussed at the indust:).'Y level. T\W possible :forms 

of development exist; land n1ay be stocked n1ore intensively 

or cattle resources 1nay be exploited more e:f:ficiently. Each 

o.f these will be reviewed in turn. 

a. The potential :for heavier stocking 

The intensity o:f stocking o:f an area o:f natural 

pasture is largely conditioned by the· availability o:f '"ater. 

In the Victoria River and Dar'"in and Gul:f Districts natural 

supplies are :fairly '"idespread, though their unreliability 

in periods o:f drought mades it desirable to provide 

permanent made waters in the :form o:f bores and dams. The 

properties of the two other Districts depend largely on 

artificial supplies. The difficulties associated with 

estimating the carrying capacity o:f different types o:f 

natural pasture arise because little is knm"n about ·the 

grazing habits o:f semi-:feral cattle under open range 

conditions. Approximately 78 square n1iles are contained 

within a :five mile radius o:f a bore, so that the stocking 

rate can be calculated at 15 per square mile i:f 1,200 head 

are run on the land. I:f, in reality, these animals are 

restricted to within a three mile radius o:f the water, the 

effective carrying capacity o:f the utilised pasture is lf2 

per square mile. This means that assessments o:f the 

potential o:f natural grasslands are subject to wide margins 

of discrepancy. As an exa1nple, Perry estimated that the 

maximum stock population o:f the Alice Springs District was 

be tween 1f23, 000 and 723,000 head de pending upon whe the:r 

stock graze the area between the third and :fi:fth miles :from 

1 
Perry, R.A. (ed.), 'General Report on Lands o:f the Alice 

Springs Area, Northern TeTritory, 1956-57', Land Research 
§eries, No.6, Part 12, Perry R.A., 'Present and Potential 
Land Use o:f the Alice Springs Area', p.277. 
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natural and artificial supplies. He found that only 6!1. per 

cent of the usable country in the region >vas serviced by 

waters at 10 mile intervals in 1956, so that there would 

appear to be considerable scope for development, even if 

the greater grazing range is accepted. From the measurements 

of the areas of different pastures within current pastoral 

leases described in Appendix 1, it can be estimated that 

about 2, !100, 000 head could be run in the Northern Terri tory 

if stocking· rates are determined on a three mile spacing 

of waters. 

Relating these figures to the economic potential of' 

the industry poses many problems. Kelly suggested that the 

cattle population of' the Northern Territory could have been 

raised profitably from 1,018,710 to about 1,650,000 in 1951 

with 'adequate water supply to enable any part of the usable 
1 country to be utilised at any period of' the year' . He 

asswned that a watering point would have been needed for 

every 40 square miles2which would have increased the 

number of artificial waters from 950 to about 4,500, 

Chapter 5 shmved that the productivity of investment in 

station improvements is largely a function of' the effective 

stocking rate of' the developed land, and thus returns 

would probably decline rapidly as areas of' poorer use 

c-apacity were stocked. A bore costing $11,000 would have 

to cover annual costs of $1,430 (interest at 5.5 per cent, 

and depreciation at 7.5 per cent), so that the cost per 

beast would vary from $10.14 to $3.37 according to whether 

the stocking rate was five or fifteen beasts per square 

mile within a radius of' three miles. In this light it 

seems valid to suggest that Kelly's figures are over-

optimistic. It may be noted here that the total number of' 

made 1vaters in the Northern Territory at June 1965 can be 

1 
Kelly, J.H., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry in 

Northern Australia, BAE, Canber_ra, 1952, p.78. 
2 

Kelly, J.H., Report on the Beef' Cattle Industry ...• 
1952' p.ll9. 
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estimated at 1,850. The cattle population at this time 

,;as about 1,106,000 so that the doubling o:f the number o:f 

,;atering points between 1951 and 1965 seems to have had a 

very marginal impact on stocking. 

Kelly quoted tvi th approval the development policies o:f 

Rosewood and Brunette Downs up to 1952. In that year the 

former property had twenty-two equipped bores and the latter 

had thirty-three. 2 The corresponding :figures in 1968 were 

thirty-five and one hundred and nineteen, 3 and it is 

relevant to note that these two properties have wide areas 

of good pasture. According to the index o:f land quality 

given in Appendix 1, Rosewood would rank seventh and 

Brunette Downs :fourth in the Northern Territory. 1vhile 

Kelly argues :from the 1952 situation that these stations 

indicate the potential :for the tvhole industry, it seems 

more reasonable to conclude :from the comparisons over time 

that these properties have been highly developed because 

they contain unusually :fine land. This reflects the 

tendency (suggested in Chapter 5) :for :favoured areas to 

increase their diffe-rential in productivity over poorer 

quality land and, as has been seen :from the analysis in 

Part 2 o:f spatial equilibrium in 1957 and the mid:Cl960s, 

the adoption o:f road transport will probably accentuate 

this process. The general conclusion to be drawn :from 

this brief survey o:f the potential o:f the Northern Territory 

is that considerable opportunities do exist, but that it 

seems likely that marginal increases in stocking on natural 

pastures will be bought at a high cost in investment in 

made watering points.. Furthermore, :future development may 

l 
'fhe Northern Territory Beef Cattle Industry, 1962-63 to 

196/1-6 5, BAE, Canberra, 1968. According to the survey 
there were 1,287 made waters on 82 properties carrying 
769,039 head in June 1965. Adjustment :for the unsurveyed 
areas, on a beast-water ratio, gives the estimate o:f 1,850 
for the whole industry. 
2 

Kelly, J .H., Report on the Beef Cattle Industry ... , . 
pp .lJ9-112. 
3 

Field interviews, June/July 1968. 



well be most profitable on units which can be considered 

heavily stocked at present. 

Jl7 

Some exceptions to the latter conclusion may be noted 

where a change in range technology has permitted the re-

evaluation o:f certain types o:f grassland. One example is 

given by the use o:f the Tippera Tall Grass Plains Country 

of the northern Victoria District. This land has been 

grazed extensively at very low stocking rates in the past, 

since it was believed that the rank :feed produced during 

the wet season would not support and :fatten stock. 
1 

Experiments have sho\~n that heavy g-razing increases the 

nutritional value o:f the grass and the adjustment o:f 

management techniques, with additional :fencing and the use 

o:f mineral supplements, could give this area a considerable 

potential. 2 The managers o:f Delamere and Willeroo, \~hich 
contain land o:f this type, suggested that their herds could 

rise :from 8,000 and 9,000 to 20,000 and 24,000 head, 

respectively (that is, a carrying capacity o:f about one 

beast to JO acres). 3 Other limited areas o:f potential in 

the natural grasslands o:f the Northern Territory include 

the periennially :flooded Kangaroo Grass pastures o:f the 

Katherine-Darwin Region and isolated pockets o:f good 

country else\~here, particularly in the lands classed as 
4 'rugged and inaccessible' by Perry. However, the overall 

increases :from these sources are likely to be small. 

Far greater increases in stocking may occur as a 

result o:f the introduction o:f improved pastures. The 

chief type being sown at present is Townsville Style 

[Lucerne] (Stylosanthes humulis), and up to 1968 an estimated 

1 
Perry, R.A., 'Pasture Lands o:f the Northern Territory', 

Land Research Series, No.5, CSIRO, Melbourne, 1960, p.46. 
2 

Norman, IYI.J.T., 'Grazing and Feeding Trials \~ith Beef 
Cattle at Katherine, N.T.', Division o:f Land Research and 
Regional Survey Technical Paper, No.l2, CSIRO, Melbourne, 1960. 
J 

Field interviews, July 1968. 
4 . 

Perry, R.A. , 1 Pasture Lands o:f the Northern Terri tory' , 
1960' p. 51. 
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100,000 acres had been developed.
1 

Establishment costs 

vary from $5 to $17 per acre.
2 

In the former case the 

seed may be sown from the air •~ith one hundred •~eight of 

superphosphate per acre, and full stocking at one beast 

to five acres can be reached in the third year. The more 

expensive method involves timber pulling and so\~ing after 

ploughing, and stocking rates up to one beast to b~o 

acres may be possible in the second year. According to the 

Northern Territory Administration, a property carrying 

2,000 head on this pasture could be developed in seven 

years and •~ould show a return to capital and management 

of eight per cent after this period (1968). 3 Two main 

types of development can be distinguished. First, new 

units may be created from land in the Top End that is not 

held under pastoral lease, or from the subdivision of 

existing properties. The future pattern here may be the 

operation of 20,000 acre blocks in which the whole area is 

improved. Second, the existing stations may establish 

areas of To•~nsville Stylo to act as a drought reserve and 

to supplement breeding stock. 

The area that can be developed •~i th the new species 

is restricted by rainfall to the land north of the 25 inch 

isohyet and it may be that an annual figure of 30 inches 

is required for secure establishment (see !vlap 2.2). Table 

7.2 shows the areas within these rainfall belts that are 

covered by four natural grassland associations which would 

seem to be favourable to development. Hypothetical stocking 

rates have been assumed which vary with the productivity 

of the natural grasses and the annual rainfall. Though 

1 
Hinutes of Evidence relatin to the ro osed construction 

of Beef Roads in the Northern Territory (1968 Reference , 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 1968, 
p.9. 
2 

Personal communcation, Gunn Rural Management Pty Ltd, 
20 August 1968, 
J 

Minutes of Evidence ·relatin to the 
of Beef Roads in the Northern Territor 
p.l4. 
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these figures must be regarded as speculative, they do 

indicate that the long-term potential of this small area 

(about 30,000 square miles) could exceed that of the whole 

of the natural pasturelands of the Northern Territory. 

Table 7.2: Land areas under different natural pasture 

associations, within existing pastoral leases. 

that may be sui table for development '"i th 

Townsville Style 

Natural pasture type 

Area 
(square) 
miles) 

Hypothetical 
stocking 

rate under 

Hypothetical 
future stock 
population 

1. 

2. 

3· 

1. 

2. 

Tippera Tall Grass 

Tippera Tall Grass 
on lo'"' hilly 
country 

Upland Tall Grass 
plains 

Short Grasses and 
Forbs on hilly 
country 

Totals 

Tippera Tall Grass 

Tiperra Tall Grass 
on low hilly 
country 

Upland Tall Grass 
plains 

Short Grasses and 
Forbs on hilly 
country 

Totals 

Overall Total 

· Townsville 
Style 

a. ll'ithin the 30" isohyet 

10,217 1 to 7 years 919,530 

h84 1 to 10 acres 30,976 

11,029 1 to 15 acres 474,247 

3Lf9 1 to 20 acres 11,168 

22,079 1,435,921 

b. Between the 25" and 30" 
isohyets 

1,767 1 to 7 acres 159,030 

124 1 to 10 acres 7,936 

4, 775 1 to 15 acres 205,325 

1,207 1 to 20 acres 38,624 

7,873 410,915 

29,952 1,846,836 

Source: See Appendix 1, the stocking rates on 
Townsville Style on the various pasture 
associations have been estimated by scaling 
intensity on their unimproved carrying 
capacities. 
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By far the greater part of the area lies within 150 

miles or' Katherine so that the adoption of improved pasture 

in this area would tend to fill in the intensity lacuna 

that exists at present between the two northern meabwrks 

and their main sources of supply. A further portion would 

be ~~ell served by a killing plant at HcArthur River so that 

the coincidence of these developments would tend to create 

an economic landscape in which the distribution of 

production was nearer to the pattern of the Isolated State. 

It seems obvious that the opportunities presented by the 

United States market from 1963 have promoted experimentation 

,;i th pasture improvement. However, it is more difficult to 

assess how the Beef Roads Programme will influence intensive 

production. lvhere development takes place on small units 

in the Top End, integrated local road plans will be needed 

to service the holdings; this will require an expensive 

new programme" The major feeder roads that are no'~ planned 

will be more useful in encouraging the sowing of 

supplementary areas on the existing stations, where rainfall 

and accessibility are more marginal (particularly the 

Victoria, Roper, and McArthur River Areas). The future 

pattern could therefore result in very significant changes 

in the location of production and, in turn, could lead to 

new trade flows in store stock from natural pastures; 

some of the implications of these possible changes will 

be considered in more detail in the conclusion to this 

chapter. More limited possibilities exist for sowing 

lmffel grass and Hunter River Lucerne, and stock farming 

could become important on the land irrigated by the Ord 

River Scheme, but these developments have not been 

evaluated in this brief survey. 

b. The potential for the better use of stock resources 

A wide range of techniques can be applied to increase 

the productivity of cattle herds, and the introduction of 

more advanced forms of husbandry could lead to significant 

gains in the volume and value of the production of the 

industry in the Northern Territory. However, to evaluate 

this potential it is necessary to look at the impact of such 
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changes on .the cost structures of properties. The 1~ork that 

foLlows does not attempt to consider the complete range of 

factors 1vhich may affect developments of this type, and 

offers only a series of guidelines to help judge the 

official predictions of the long-term response of producers 

to the Beef Roads Programme .. The impact of a change of 

husbandry on turn-off depends upon the interaction bet1~een 

herr.! mortality, ·the pattern of marketing, and the property 

stocking rate. The possible effects of mutual alterations 

in these factors can be illustrated by the application of 

a model of herd structure. Table 7.3 sets out composition 

of the herd and turn-off for a hypothetical station in the 

Northern Territory under four groups of assumptions. The 

model 1va.s proposed by Granger and Walsh and cases B and C 

are taken from their article which includes 

of the method of determining the components 

a. description 
1 of a herd. 

It is asstm1ed that the station covers 1,400 square miles 

and is 300 miles from a. railhead or mea t1~orks. The 

characteristics of the unit under different management 

techniques are discussed below. 

Case A The 'existing' situation 

Here the property is assumed to be poorly equipped 

with improvements and all stock are marketed by droving 

them to the terminal. The stocking rate is about four 

beasts to the square mile and the total herd is 5,670 
head, of which 270 animals are unbranded. Animal husbandry 

is primitive 

breeders) is 

and the branding rate (calves to active 

55 per cent. Annual mortality among breeders 

and calves is 10 per cent but subsequent losses on growing 

stock are negligible. Due to poor management and the lack 

of marketing opportunities the station also carries about 

245 cows which are too old to breed and these perish 

annually in addition to the mortality among active females. 

1 
Granger, il'., and il'alsh, J.D., 'Equations relating to 

composition of beef ~attle herds to certain basic data!, 
Australian Journal of Agricultural Economics, 3 (1959), 
pp.58-6J, 
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Table 7.3 HJ.:pothctical. herd nnd turn-oi'f' structures .Cor a property under f"our managemen_t systems 

srAGE OF DEVELOPHENT 

A B c D 

Herd Composition Number 
Catt~e 

Number 
Catt~e Number Cattle 

Nwnber 
Cattle 

Equivalents Equivalents Equivalents Eoui Valent~ 

Breeders ~.687 ~.687 ~.553 1,553 2,2~~ 2,21~ 2,6oo 2,6oo 
Branded calv~.c; 923 185 1,~55 23~ ~.644 329 ~.934 387 
2 yr old bul~ocks 4~6 208 572 286 814 407 957 478 
2 yr old bu~locks 416 JJ3 572 458 8~4 651 957 766 
3 yr o~d bul~ocks 416 4~6 572 572 - - - -
4 yr o~d bullocks 4~6 4~6 572 572 - - - -
5 yr o~d bu~locks 416 416 572 572 - - - -
1 yr old heifers 416 208 572 286 814 329 957 478 

. 2 yr old cull heifers - - 18:3 ~47 260 208 307 l5J 
J yr old cull heifers - - 183 18:3 - - - -
4 yr old cull heifers - - 183 ~8:3 - - - -
Cast cows 245 245 233 23J JJ2 332 390 390 
l3ul~s 49 49 78 78 ~11 1~~ 130 ~JO 
Clean skins 270 270 - - - - - -

5,400 * 4,43:3 TOTAL HERD 7,000 5,J54 7,000 4,578 8,232 5,382 

Approximate 4 per square mile 5 per square mile 5 per square mile 6 per square mile Stocking rate 

Turn-off 

2 yr old bu~~ocks 8~4 957 
5 yr old bullocks 4~6 572 
2 yr old cull heifers 260 307 I 

4 yr old cull heifers 183 
Cast Cows ~57 2:33 332 :390 

TOTAL TURN-OFF 573 988 1,406 1,654 

Turn-off percentage 10.6 14.~ 20.~ 20.~ 
- L_ -- -- -~ -- - - -- - - - ~- - - ~- - -

* Branded stock only. 

Source: Granger and Walsh, 1959, and additional calculations based on assumptions detailed in the text. 
u 
1\J 
1\J 
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rhus the proportion of calves branded to all cows and heifers 

over one year of age is about ho per cent. Hale animals 

nre marketed as five year old fats of sufficient maturity 

t 0 wi t!J.stand droving to the terminal, and approximately 157 

l'emales or all ages are sold each year as stores or breeders. 

Under these assumptions the annual turn-off is 573 head and 

the turn-orr rate is 10.6 per cent. As an alternative it 

could be assumed that the operator marketed the male stock 

n:-; stores at three years of age. Since this would allow the 

pcoperty to retain more breeders the turn-o:ff rate would 

rise to about 12 per cent. This case has been termed the 

existing situation and represents the :firm in adjustment to 

low prices and poor marketing opportunities. 

Case B Improvement under existing marketing conditions 

I:f prices rise the operator may :find it profitable to 

invest in additional yards, :fencing, and bores and to take 

steps to reduce tnortality by segregating females, controlling 

joining, and introducing measures to deal with disease and 

parasites. This allows the carrying capacity to rise to 

7,000 head (approximately :five beasts per square mile). 

Unbranded stock are eliminated and the wastage in breeders 

and branded calves is reduced to 10 and 7 per cent 

respectively. The branding rate rises to 80 per cent o:f 

breeders (nearly 50 per cent o:f all :females excluding cull 

heifers), and the lowering o:f wastage allows the operator 

to spey a proportion o:f heifers and reduce the average age 

of breeders by casting 15 per cent each year. The change 

in tile composition o:f the herd allo,~s the producer to market 

lh.l per cent o:f his stock annually, of which about 110 per 

cent would be :females. I:f it proved impossible to dispose 

of the older cows on the hoo:f the rate o:f turn-of:f would 

be reduced to 10.8 per cent. In an ideal development 

sequence for the Northern Territory this might correspond 

to tile actions of a producer in the \{yndham supply area 

between 1952 and 1960. 
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Case C The impact of the adoption of road transport 

Here it is assumed that the producer adopts the use of 

1
• 0 ,,:d transport, and this makes a turn-off rate of lh per cent 

secure. In addition, the possibility unfolds of selling two 

to two and a half year old male stores, and the enterprise 

is ee-orientated to the new marketing opportunity. This 

, 1 llows the turn-off rate to rise to 20.9 per cent of the 

total herd. If sales were restricted to three year old 

;mluJi)ls for the United States trade in the Katherine, 

Wyndham, and Darwin supply areas, the proportion turned-off 

would be lowered to about 17 pe~ cFnt because the extra 

year of fattening would demand a reduction in the number 

of breeders grazed. At this stage two possible advantages 

have accrued to the producer fro111 the adoption of road 

transport. First, he has been given a secur.e market for 

his cast female stock-- an 'immediate' gain; and, second, 

!1e has been able to reduce the age of turn-off and 

specialise in a different form of production -- an 

•attainable' gain. 

Case D Long-run adjustment to the change in 

opportunities 

This case illustrates the importance of considering 

the relationship between the composition of herds and 

the apparent stocking rate. The sale of younger cattle 

reduces the amount of :feed that is consumed by the whole 

population, and it is possible to calculate the extent 

to which this •~ould allow herd numbers to rise. If each 

class of animal is related to a feed scale based on the 

consumption of a mature beast, the number o:f stock 

equivalents used can be estimated. The :following values 
l ltave been adopted: 

1. 
These values are taken from Rayner, I.H., 'Comparative 

profitability o:f marketing store and fat cattle in North
West Queensland', Proceedin s o:f the Australian Societ 
or Animal Production, 7th Biennia~ Conference Armidale) 
L968, p.l5Lf. 



Calves 
Steers and heifers ( 1 year old) 
Steers and heifers (2 years old) 
All other animals 

0.2 
0.5 
0.8 
1. 0. 

TL is assumed that heifers entering the breeding herd 
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at t~Vo years old 1vill consume a :full stock equivalent, From 

t.lle calculations o:f the amount of :feed utilised in Case B 

it is possible to estimate that the reorganisation o:f 

production 1vould allol'' the number of breeders carried to 

rise to about 2,600· This would result in an increase in 

the stocking rate to about six per square mile, and the 

number o:f beasts marketed each year would rise by nearly 

250. This intensification o:f land-use is a :further 

attainable gain :from the adjustment to ne1oJ marketing 

opportunities. The relative increase under a turn-o:f:f 

pattern based on the sale o:f three year old :fat bullocks 

~Vould, o:f course, not be as great. 

As has been pointed out, the profitability o:f changing 

management practices 1vill depend upon the level o:f capital 

investment required and the increase in operating costs 

that will result :from the more intensive use o:f resources. 

Unfortunately, there is very little data available on the 

economics o:f better husbandry in lightly stocked areas. 

The best study on this topic covers the reduction o:f 

mortality in North-West Queensland using hypothetical 
1 

figures :for a property carrying 15,000 head. -The authors, 

Jenkins and Hirst, consider the level o:f return that 

could be gained :from a capital investment o:f $94,500 _on a 

breeding and :fattening unit and $102,800 on a store breeding 

enterprise. They assume that operating costs would rise by 

il7,500 and $18,500 respectively. I:f these reorganisational' 

measures reduced average herd mortality in the breeding and 

fattening herd from 9.9 to 5.6 per cent, the rate of return 

to capital would be 8.6 per cent, on prices assessed at the 

rarmgate, 1963 to 1965. Comparable :figures :for a reduction 

l 
Jenkins, E.L., and Hi~st, G.G., 'Mortality in Bee:f Cattle 

in North-West Queensland', Quarterly Review o:f Agricultural 
Economics, 49 (1966), pp.l34-5l. 



rro111 11.7 .to 6.3 per cent in a breeding herd would show a 

return o:f 13.7 per cent. No account is taken o:f the 

possibility o:f increasing the stocking rate or the :fact that 

quality o:f the stock marketed could rise as husbandry 

improves. 

Interpolation from these results to the profitability 

of the more intensive use o:f stock in the Northern Territory 

in the future is difficult but a regional comparison points 

up three i1nportant :facets o:f the problem. First, survey 

results show that the existing return on capital in North

\vest Queensland is significantly higher than in the Northern 

Territory. If this region is equated with the Barkly-Gul:f 

Hegion, as defined in the 1962-63 to 1964·-65 BAE survey o:f 

the Queensland beef industry, the average return to capital 

and management income over the three year period was 6.1 

per cent with a variable price inventory gain and 8.1 per 
1 

cent with the inventory assessed at constant cattle values. 

He:ference to Table 7.1 sho1vs that these figures are 1vell 

in excess o:f those o:f the :four Northern Territory regions. 

This suggests that the profitability o:f marginal increases 

in the intensity o:f the use o:f cattle resources would 

probably be :far higher. Second, it is important to note 

that a programme of the type discussed by Jenkins and Hirst, 

1\ould require the employment of :four extra men. I:f their 

hypothetical property had the regional ratio of cattle 

to 1vorkers {790: 1) prior to the change, it would involve 

a 21 per cent increase in labour usage. The new relationship 

o:f 652 : 1 may be compared to the :following :figures for 

the Districts of the Northern Territory which refer to cattle 
2 

equivalents per man-year 1vorked: 

1 

Alice Springs 
Barkly Tableland 
Victoria River 
DariVin and Gulf 

Northern Territory Total 

401 
1,343 

783 
1,153 

850 

Keating, C. ,'The Queensland Beef Cattle Industry 1962-63 
to 196/J.-65 1 

1 Quarteriy Review of Agricultural Economics, 20 
(1967), p.202 and BAE unpublished data. 
2 

Unpublished BAE data, station averages 1963-4 to 1964·-5 
(two year average), modified sample of seventy-two units. 
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since the use of cattle equivalents much understates the 

ratio to all cattle, it may be concluded that the increment 

in labour usage that would be required to raise productivity 

to the level suggested for North-\Vest Queensland would be 

far greater in the Northern Territory. Under present 

conditions or labour shortage the number of workers required 

would not be :forthcoming, 1 while the payment of Award rates 

to aboriginal hands, and upward wage adjustments, will 

l'urther inhibit profitable expansion. 

The third important point is that the carrying capacity 

of the rangelands of North-West Queensland is comparatively 

high. The average stocking rate in. the region was 11.2 

beasts per square mile, which compares to an average for 

the Northern Territory of about five per square mile. The 

importance of land quality as a determinant of operating 

costs has already been discussed in Chapter 5, and it 

seems clear that the cost of applying improved techniques 

would rise markedly in marginal country. As Jenkins and 

Hirst comment, 'the larger the property and the lower the 

effective stocking rate, the more difficult it would no 
2 

doubt be to obtain the degree of herd control postulated' 

In conclusion it seems fair to suggest that the cost of 

developing· most of the properties in the Northern Terri tory 

to these standards \\'auld have been prohibitive in 1966, 

unless advantages '~ere also gained from more intensive 

stocking and the upgrading of the quality of production. 

Since that date the increase in cattle prices has probably 

rr1ade it more attractive to intensify the use of stock 

resources, though returns on natural pastures may be low 

when account is taken of the risks involved. 

l 
See, for example, Pros ects of A riculture in the Northern 

Territory (Report of the Forster Committee , Commonwealth 
of Australia, 1959, p.52. In a survey of twenty-eight 
stations in 1965, Stevens found that eight had insufficient 
aboriginal labour and nine had insufficient white labour in 
the manager's or owner's judgement: F. Stevens, unpublished 
data. 
2 

Jenkins and Hirst, 1968, p.l51. 
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This discussion provides a context for the sub-regional 

studies that follo~. Here both optimistic and pessimistic 

views are presented of the potential for development in two 

areas influenced by the Beef Roads Programme. The optimistic 

figure~ are based on projections made by the Northern 

Territory Administration to justify the road expenditure, 

and assume that additional operating costs will arise on a 

standard per-beast-marketed basis. The pessimistic estimates 

are based on the supposition that the long-term rise in 

turn-off and stocking rates will be more modest. In the 

latter case it is assumed that production may be redistributed 

in favour of the best natural pastures, though no account is 

taken of the possibility of a decline in the quality of 

ranges through continued use. 

B. THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT .AND ROAD 

CON S'PRUCTION 

Case Study 1: The Anthony Lagoon-Barkly Highway Road 

The Anthony Lagoon - Barkly Highway road was built 

on a new alignment as a gravelled beef road in 1965 and was 

recommended for sealing in 1968. 1 The route stretches 140 

miles and a continuation from Anthony Lagoon extends the 

road a further 162 miles to Borroloola via Cape Crawford. 

The main function o:f the proposal is to provide all-weather 

access to the Barkly Highway for the properties on the 

western part of the Tableland, but it also serves to link 

the stations on the Gulf of Carpentaria to these units and 

the Queensland market. For the purposes of the analysis 

that follows it is assumed that the proposal directly 

affects seven properties on the Barkly Tableland. These are 

Mallapunyah Springs, Creswell Downs, \valhallow, Anthony 

Lagoon, Brunette Downs, Beetaloo, and Mungabroom. This 

definition has been employed because official projections 

1 
Report relating to the proposed construction of Beef 

!:\~.L_lve stern Darkly Tablelands, Northern Terri tory, 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1967-
Parliamentary Paper No.28, p.6. 
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are available for future production, though, from local 

knowledge, it would seem preferable to substitute Eva Downs 

for Beetaloo. This is not likely to affect the validity of 

the results of the benefit-cost analyses. The aggregate area 

of the units is 17,929 square miles of which about 62 per 

cent can be classed as usable. The proportions of the sub-

region occupied by different 
1 

estimated as follows 

pasture associations can be 

per cent 

Barley Mitchell Grass Country 
Inferior Nitchell Grass and other 

Periennial Grasses 
Northern Bluebush 
Broken Nitchell Grass Country 
Short Grasses and Forbs 
·useless Country 

20.7 

18.7 
2.7 

19.9 
0.3 

37.7 

Heference to Appendix 1 shows that the area is of a high 

overall quality in comparison to similar expanses in the 

Northern Territory. 

In the official figures immediate benefits a~'e 

expected to occur from the encouragement given to the use 

of road transport. They include sales of previously 

unmarketable cull cattle and savings in deterioration 

losses on existing movements. The attainable level of 

production is expected to be reached within fifteen years, 

given 

(i) the improved road access 

( ii) adequate finance for property development 

(iii) the application of kno'm agronomic and 

animal husbandry techniques 

(iv) comparative efforts of more advanced 
2 

management. 

Under these conditions the output and characteristics of the 

subregion are forecast to change as follows: 

1 
See Appendix l. 

2 
MinutRs of Evidence relating to the proposed construction 

of Beef Roads, \vestern Barkly Tablelands, Norther Territory, 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 1968, 
p. 5. . 
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Cattle Annual Turn-off Average Total value 
Population turn-off rate Value of 

per cent per beast production 
($) ($) 

Prese:1t 140,000 22,000 15.7 60.0 1,320,000 

Immediate 140,000 28,000 20.0 65.0 1,820,000 

Attainable 162,000 36,000 22.2 80.0 2,880,000 

Accepting these estimates of potential as an optimistic view 

ol' the :future the benefits of constructing the road and 

intensifying land development have been calculated using the 

formula described in Chapter 6. 

Table 7.4 sets out the structure of benefits and costs 

for the 50 years :fro1n 1967 to 2017 under these assumptions: 

(i) the immediate benefits of the change in 
operations are worth $500,000 per year. 
They· consist of the value of the sale of 
6,000 head of culled cattle, and a $5 per 
beast rise in the value of existing sales 
from the reduction of' weight losses etc. 
These benefits accrue annually f'rom the 
third to the seventh years and no additional 
on-property operating costs are incurred; 

(ii) road maintenance costs are increased by 
$500 per mile by the construction of' the 
road (it is assumed that $JOO per mile 
would have been spent annually to maintain 
a fire-plough access road in the absence of' 
the project). This results in an annual 
disbenef'it of' $70,000; 

(iii) the increase in revenue from immediate 
gains and the opening of' new opportunities 
encourages producers to invest in improvements. 
The necessary input of' private capital has been 
estimated f'rom f'ield interviews with owners 
or managers in 1968, who were asked 'What 
improvements are needed on the station in the 
next f'ive years?' The expenditure is estimated 
very approximately at around $1,580,000 and no 
account is taken of' money spent in 1967. The 
improvements consist of' 70 bores valued at 
$11,000 each, 450 miles of' suspension fencing 
at $450/mile, 550 1niles at 4-barb fencing at 
$600/mile and 70 yards at an average cost of' 
$h,OOO; 



Tab.le ?.4 : Summary of' 8Pnef'it-Cost Ana.lysis of" road investment and propertv development. Anthony Lagoon

Bark.ly Highway Sea.led Beef' Road - Optimistic assumptions 

(sooo) 

Year l 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 l2 .!.1=2Q 
:;:{ReSPective! v) 

Benef'it Estimates at Current Values 

Et a - Etc (Gross Benefits) sao sao sao sao sao 712 924 1,136 1,348 1,560 1 .s6o 

Et - Et (Add:itional property 
b d operating costs) 

a) Operating costs 48 96 144 192 240 240 
b) Depreciation 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 

E; (Road maintenance) 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 
• 

Et - Et - Et + Et - Et (Net Benef'its) 4JO 4JC 4JO 4JO J8J 547 711 875 1,039 .1,20J 1,203 
a b c d e 

(1+0.055)5° (Present va1ue factor LOCO 0.948 0.899 0.852 0.808 o.z65 0.725 0.698 o.6S2 0.619 0.586 O.S56 S-952 discount rate = 5!%) 

Net Benef'its in Present Values J87 J66 J47 J29 278 J82 464 542 609 669 10,769 

Cost Estimates at Current Values Benefit/Cos~ Ratio = 

Et - Et (Additional property 264 264 264 264 264 264 n -a c g capital investment) E {1+0.055).) (Et - Et - Et + Et - Et ) 

Et (capita1 cost of' road) 9JO 9JO 9JO t=l a b c d e 
n h 
E (!+0.05550(Et + Et - Et } 

Total Capital Costs (.194 1,194 1,194 264 264 264 t=l f' g h 

~.194 1,1J2 
]! = 12.142 = .:L.12 

Tota1 Capita1 Costs at Present Values 1,073 225 21J 202 c ,039 1.00 
---·- ----- w 

w 
f-' 

;-;;'.-~~-'=·~~:·~~ 



( v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

development takes place over 6 years, and 
:from· the seventh year an annual sum o:f 
about $47,000 is included as disbene:fit 
Lo cover depreciation at three per cent; 

as output expands between the eighth and 
twelfth years, additional operating costs 
are incurred,which are estimated at $30 
per beast sold. This figure has been 
calculated by distinguishing 12 categ.ories 
of variable costs in the tabulations o:f 
regional costs in the 1962-63 to 1964-65 
BAE survey. These are - fuel, fertiliser, 
pest destruction, livestock supplies, 
repairs, imvard freight, plant hire, 
agistment, miscellaneous costs, labour 
payments, rations costs and contract labour 
charges. Their total value :for properties 
on the Barkly Tableland f9r the average o:f 
the three survey years was $46,842 per 
property. Allocated against net sales of 
1,728 head this gives a cost o:f $27.11 per 
beast marketed. Assuming a 3 per cent rise 
in costs per year from 1964 to 1967 this 
gives a figure of $29.55 which has been 
rounded upwards. It compares to a figure 
o:f $28.88 per additional sale on a breeding 
and fattening property as estimated by 
Jenkins and Hirst; 

road construction costs $2,790,000 which 
is spread over 3 years; 

f'ull development is reached in the t\velfth 
year (i.e. 1980), This involves a compound 
increase in the cattle population of 1.14 
per cent over .the period; 

benefits and costs are discounted at 5.5 per 
cent, and no salvage values are allowed at 
the end o:f the 50 year development span. 
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Under these assumptions the sum of the discounted net 

benefits o:f the total scheme is about $15,1112,000 and 

capital costs on public and private investment are $4,039,000. 

This gives a net present value surplus, which may be viewed 

as an increase in the economic rent of the subregion, of over 

$11,000,000, and the benefit-cost ratio is a favourable 

3.75: 1.00. 

At this point it is necessary to clarify sottte o:f the 

inherent assumptions in the official projections. As the 

analysis stands it measures the profitability o:f a long-run 

adjustment to three di~tinct, and only partially related, 
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causative elements -- the investment of private capital in 

irnprovements, the investment of public capital in road 

construction, and the adoption of the use of road transport. 

The comparison lies lvith a situation in which production is 

01
aintained at the existing level 'without' any of the 

postulated changes. To refine the assessment of the structure 

of benefits it is necessary to consider the effect of each 

of these factors separately. In the first place a 

pessimistic view of the productivity of private investment 

1
dll be taken while the other two assumptions are maintained. 

The details of the value of production at the three 

stages given in the official estimates can be criticised 

on a number of grounds but two are particularly important. 

FirHt, to attain a 1.14 per cent increase in the growth of 

the cattle population over the twelve year period \oJould 

require a very significant decrease in herd mortality, 

especially when it is assumed that an additional 6,000 head 

will be turned-off annually in the immediate stage, for most 

of these animals would be cast breeders. Second, it seems 

unreasonable to link a 22.2 per cent turn-off rate in the 

attainable state with an increase in the average value of 

sales to $80 per head. Reference to the herd model data 

discussed earlier in the chapter would suggest that such a 

high rate of turn-off could only be achieved by a switch to 

specialisation in breeding, in which case the average 

receipts per beast \vould not increase above those of the 

existing stage and might even decrease. Since stock permit 

data shows that fats made up 78 per cent of the production 

of the subregion in 1966, and the industry as a whole 

appears to have diversified to breeding and fattening 

the three northern regions since the opening of the export 

meatworks, it is probable that the stations on the Barkly 

Tableland will maintain a mixed output structure in which 

three year old slaughter bullocks play a major part. If 

this is so, a reasonable estimate of the turn-off rate 

would be 17 per cent. The table of benefits and costs has 

therefore been reworked under the following assumptions: 



( i) 

( ii) 

(iii) 

road transport saves $5 per head on the 
existing turn-off of 22,000, due to the 
reduction of deterioration losses. This 
gives an annual benefit of $110,000; 

immediate benefits will be restricted to 
the annual sale of 4,000 culled females 
to allow for herd growth. These will be 
\vorth $60 per head. This gives a turn
off rate of 18.6 per cent; 

during the first bvelve years of the 
adjustment period the subregional cattle 
population rises to the projected level 
of 162,000 head. Sales of culled feamles 
gradually decline in importance but the 
turn-off rate stabilises at 17.0 per cent 
giving an increment of 5,500 head on the 
existing production. These.animals are 
bullocks and fattened heifers with an 
average value of $80 per beast. 

(iv) increasing the turn-off rate and raising 
the number o:f head run, results in additional 
operating costs of $30 per additional beast 
produced in the attainable stage. However, 
the steps necessary to reduce mortality 
result in this expenditure being incurred 
:from the :first year of the de6ision to 
change operations. 

In other respects the calculations are identical to those 

given in Table 7.4. As shown in Table 7. 5, these 

assumptions result in a negative net present value and a 

benefit-cost ratio of 0.84 : 1.00. Furthermore, the savings 

on existing movements, which are essentially costless to the 

producer, exceed the net benefits of the reorganisation o:f 

the operations o:f properties. The comparison o:f the results 

of the optimistic and pessimistic calculations o:f future 

benefits illustrates the difficulty o:f making a reliable 

estimate o:f the impact o:f a road proposal, given the 

assumption that it is a prerequisite to development. The 

most reasonable estimate of the benefit-cost ratio would 

appear to be that given in Table 7.5, in which case the 

project cannot be considered worthwhile under efficiency 

criteria. Moreover, it seems likely that the high overall 

quality o:f land in the subregion would encourage adjustment 

more readily here than in any other area of natural pasture 

a:f:fected by the construction o:f bee:f roads. 



Table(.;: Surnmarv of' Benefit-Cost Analvsis of road investment and proper~v develooment, Anthonv Lagoon

Barklv Highwav Sealed Beef' Road - Pessimistic assumptions 

Year 

Benefit Estimates at Current Values 

Et - Et (Gross Benefits) 
a c a) Savings on Existinz Trade 

b) Immediate Gain,:; 

E - E (Additional property 
tb td operating costs) 

a) Operating cos'ts 
b) Depreciation 

E (Road Haintenance) 
" e 

Et - Et - Et + Et - Et (Net Benefits) 
a c b d e 

(1+0.055) 50 (Present value factor 
discount rate = 5!~} 

Net Benef'its in Present Values 

Note: The cost estimates in this case 
are identical to those given in 
Table 7-4 

($000) 

1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1J-50 
_lRe~ectivelv) 

110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 
240 2ltO 2ltO 240 240 280 J20 J60 400 44.0 !JltO 

165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 165 
47 47 47 47 47 47 47 

70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 

115 115 115 115 68 108 148 188 228 268 268 

1.ooo 0.984 o.899 o.852 o.8os 0.765 0.725 o.698 o.o52 0.619 0.586 0.556 8.952 

104 98 9J 

Benefit/Cost Ratio 

1! 
c 

1,401 
4,0J9 

0.84 
1.00 

88 49 75 96 116 

n -o 
c (1+0.055)" (Et -
~=1 a 
n -o 
c (1+0.055)" (Et + 
~=1 f 

134 149 2,399 

E - E + E - E ) 
~b tb td te 

E - E ) 
~g th 

I 
I 

w 
w 

.Vl 
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This conclusion does not mean that it is necessarily 

uneconomic for operators to enter into development 

programmes of the type described because, in reality, 

.3 uccess does not depend on the road improvement. Analysis 

of the stock permits issued in 1966 for the seven stations 

in the subregion shows that 93 per cent of the total turn-

off of 20:671 head was moved by road transport. At this 

time the road under consideration had been completed to 

gravelled beef road standard, but field interviews in the 

1967 and 1968 seasons indicated that the new route was 

little used. To explain this it is necessary to consider 

the pattern of allocation. In 1966, 77 per cent of the 

fatstock produced in the subregion\ '~ent to Queensland, 

and a further 19 per cent were sent to the Katherine 

meah~orks, The shortest road routes to these centres 

follow the stockroute from Elliott to Soudan, via Brunette 

Do,vns (see Map 6.1); this is a graded track which traverses 

black soil plains for most of its length and, in dry 

conditions, provides an adequate surface for road trains. 

According to the manager of Brunette Downs, hauliers will 

not offer preferential rates for trips on gravel or bitumen 

surfaces, so that to use the new road for consignments to 

Queensland would involve an extra cost of about $2.JO 

per beast for a detour of seventy miles. However, it must 

"be noted that the new alignment would have significant 

advantages for any future trade between the subregion 

and the Alice Springs District. 

The problem of maximising the return on capital in 

road improvement schemes consists of selecting the route 

that will gain the greatest amount of diverted traffic and 

choosing the most economic standard of construction. As 

has been seen, the location of the Anthony Lagoon - Barkly 

Higrn~ay road does not encourage the diversion of traffic. 

The second aspect of the problem can be explored by 

measuring the net benefit of sealing the route. Table 7.6 

sets out a reworked version of Table 7,4 under the following 

assumptions: 



Tabl.e 7.6: summary of Benefit-Cost Anal.ysis of road investment and prooertv development. Anthony Lagoon -

Bark1y Highway Gravel ~eef Road - Optimistic assumption 

($000) 

Year 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1J-50 
(Respective~' 

Benefit Estimates at Current Val.ues 

Et - Et (Gross Benefits} 
a c 

a~ Unadjusted Benefits 500 500 500 500 -oo 712 924 1,1J6 1,J48 1,560 1,560 :> . 
·b Rate cost disbenefit 14 14 14 14 14 15 16 16 17 18 18 . c) Deterioration loss disbenefit 45 45 45 45 45 50 56 61 67 72 72 

Et - Et 
b d 

(Additional property 
operating costs) 

a~ Operating costs 58 96 144 192 240 240 
b Depreciation 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 

Et (Road Haintenance ) 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 
e 

Et - Et - Et + Et - Et 
a c b d e (Net Benefits) J71 J71 J71 J71 J24 482 6J9 798 955 1,113 1,113 

-o 
{1+0.055)~ {Present va1ue fact~) 1.000 0.948 0.899 0.852 0.808 0.765 0,725 0.698 0,652 0.619 0.586 0.556 8.952 discount rate = ;~~ 
Net Benefits in Present Val.ues JJJ J16 JOO 284 2J5 JJ6 417 494 560 619 9,964 

Cost Estimates at Current Values Benefit/Cost Ratio = 
Et - Et (Additional property 264 264 264 264 264 264 n 50 

f g capital investment) E (1+0.055) (E - E - E + E - E ) 

Et 700 700 700 
t-1 ta tb tc td te 
n 

h ~ (1+0.055) 50 (Et + Et - Et ) 
Total Capital Costs 964 964 964 264 264 264 t=l f g h 

Tota1 Capital Costs at Present Val.ues 964 914 867 225 21J 202 ~ - 1],858 - ~ 
c - 3.385 - 1,00 w 

w 
-J 



(i) the road is constructed to graveller\ bee:f 
road standards, at a capital cost o:f $15,000 
per mile. Maintenance costs are equal to 
those incurred on a sealed surface; 

(ii) all the beasts produced in the subregion 
travel 100 miles on the road. Hauliers 
charge 70 cents per K-mile :for trips 
over the route, but would reduce this to 
60 cents per K-mile i:f the road was sealed. 
This results in excess rate costs which rise 
as turn-o:f:f is adjusted (vis-a-vis the 
calculations given in Table 7.4); 

(iii) losses :from bruising, and other :forms of 
damage on the gravel surface equal 2.5 per 
cent of the value o:f all sales. This 
disbenP.:fit would be avoided by sealing. 
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These assumptions almost certainly over-estimate the dis-

benefits associated w'ith gravel surfaces. Despite this 

fact the benefit-cost ratio is superior to that for the 

sealed road, though the present value of total net benefits, 

less costs, is slightly lower. In vie'~ of the risks 

involved and the long-term nature of the investment, the 

analysis suggests that sealing is unwarranted. This 

confirms the conclusions reached in Chapter 6, which were 

based on an evaluation o:f savings on existing and immediate 

1novemen t s, There seems little doubt that the money spent 

on upgrading the road to bitumen standard would have been 

better spent on the reconstruction o:f neighbouring roads to 

pastoral road standards. 

The general conclusion that can be drawn :from the 

case study is that public capital has probably been spent 

umdsely on the Anthony Lagoon - Barkly Highway bee:f road, 

though two qualifications must be made to this statement, 

First, the project is part of a '~ider plan to open up the 

Northern Territory Gulf Country. Official projections :for 

the whole scheme show gross attainable benefits o:f 

approximately $2,400,000 per year :from b~enty-two stations 

and the total capital investment in roads is about 
1 $ll,J90,000, The realisation of the :full potential would 

involve an increase in the average stocking rates of the 

1 
Minutes of Evidence , , , Beef Roads, '~'estern Barkly 

Tablelands .. ,, 1968, p.2. 

• - ' • o • • , I I - ' • . • ' • •• I · 
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stations in the Gulf Country from 1.19 per square mile to 

5.17 per square mile .. Although there may be limited 

potential for the establishment of To\msville Style in this 

ar'la, it appears that the greater part of the development 

1vould be on natural pastures, 1~hich would entail high 

capital and operating costs to attain the postulated 

turn-off rate of 16 per cent at such low stocking densities. 

Furthermore, the increase in the cattle population of nearly 

100,000 head could not be met '~i thin fifteen years unless 

imports ran at a high level, This makes it unlikely that 

benefits from this source would add to the viability of 

the study road in the short-term. Second, the exploitation 

of mineral bodies at McArthur River might lead to the 

creation of a settlement of 6 to 10,000 people, with a 

deep-water port on Vanderlin Island. 1 This could encourage 

the erection of a meatworks to process cattle from the Gulf 

and. Tableland properties, while the local market '~ould 

provide an additional stimulus to expansion. In this case 

benefits might accrue through a wide range of developmental 

effects and the road investment would be one causative 

element. Returning to the existing state of the beef 

industry, it appeared from field interviews in the 

Borroloola area. that many operators '~ere speculating on 

capital gains from this source and the cheapening of 

production with improved pastures. 

The analyses that have been given of the future 

development of the subregion have shown that it is 

possible to examine the long-term impact of the adoption 

of road transport and better husbandry teclmiques, and the 

provision of sealed roads; though the figures are subject 

to a wide margin of error. The return on private capital 

in future development seems unlikely to be high considering 

the survey results for the early 1960s and the fact that 

operating costs will rise as marginal land is brought into 

use. In view of this it is highly improbable that the 

1 
Minutes of Evidence Beef Roads, \vestern Barkly 

Tablelands ... ,1968, p.l2. 
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investment of public capital in roads will be repaid from 

the net earnings of the industry. This does not mean, of 

course, that additional motives might not make such 

investments beneficial to the community, On this point, it 

may be \dse to leave the last word to one of the pastoralists 

affected by the Anthony Lagoon - Barkly Tableland Highway 

road 

They never asked anyone here \~here that road 
ought to go. So far as I am concerned it is a 
nuisance, for al thoug·h it runs within 200 yards 
of here, they didn't even bother to grade the 
eight foot rise onto it. Look at those properties 
further north -- eight and twenty miles off it -
when the Wet comes it might as well be in 
South Australia for all the good it is to them. 
Let's face it,the road was built for defence-- 1 they certainly didn't have the cattleman in mind. 

Case Study 2: The Roads of the Eastern Victoria River 

District 

The Eastern Victoria River District has been chosen 

as a second case study to illustrate the importance 

of considering the total cost of all the road proposals 

that affect the production units in a subregion. For the 

purposes of the analysis that follo\vs the area is regarded 

as being composed of the follO\~ing stations 1Villeroo, 

Innesvale, Coolibah, Fitzroy, Humbert River and Bullita, 

Delamere, Killarney, Birrimba, Victoria River Downs, 

Montejinni, Camfield, Wave Hill, and the eastern half of 

Auvergne Station (excluding Newry). These active properties 

contain within their boundaries or dominate the use of five 

roads which have received attention w1.der the Beef Roads 

Programme. The estimated cost, standards, and mileages of 

these roads are: 

1 
Field interview, June 1968. 
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Standard Cost($) !vlileage 

Katherine - 1Villeroo - Top 
Springs sealed 3,311,760 180 

Top Springs - 1vave Hill sealed 2,710,904 100 

Willeroo - Timber Creek sealed 3,350,000 98 

Dunmarra - Top Springs gravel 1,484,000 106 

'rop Springs - Timber Creek 1 gravel 2,070,000 148 

Total 12' 926' 66/f 632 

The thirteen leases influenced by these roads cover 

J0,812 square miles of which 52 per cent may be considered 

usable for grazing. The percentage distribution of the 

pasture associations identified in Appendix 1 is as follows 

Barley !vlitchell Grass Country 
Barley Mitchell Grass and other 

Periennial Grasses 
Inferior Mitchell Grass 
Arid Short Grass Plains 
Short Grasses and Forbs on Lo,vlands 

mixed with Hilly Country 
Tippera Tall Grass Plains 
Tippera Tall Grass Plains on Low 

Hilly Country 
Upland Tall Grass Plains 
Lo,vland Tall Grass Plains 
Useless Country 

per cent 

1.9 

10.4 
7.6 
2.6 

12.9 
12.3 

3·5 
0.4 
0.4 

48.0 

The area may be considered to be of relative high quality 

in terms of its natural pastures but much of the good 

country is dissected by rugged and spinifex land types. 

Official· estimates are not available for the production 

of the subregion in the three stages of development, but 

figures have been extrapolated from projections made for 
2 the Wli ts influenced by the 1villeroo - Timber Creek road. 

1 
Construction costs have.been estimated at about $14,000 

per mile for the Dunmarra - Top Springs and Top Springs
Timber Crrek roads. $5.04 million was allocated for the 
36lf miles from Dunmarra to the 1vestern Australia border 
(see Table 6.2). 
2 

Minutes of Evidence relatin to the 
of Beef Roads in the Northern Territor 1 68 Reference , 
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 1968. 
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Checking aginst field data and confidential information 

supplied by the NTA suggests that the figures for the 

present stocking and turn-off rates are reliable, Given the 

four development conditions described in the first case 

study, the output and characteristics of the industry are 

forecast to rise in the follolving manner 

Cattle Annual Turn-off Average Total value 

population turn-off rate value per of production 
(per cent) beast ($) ($) 

Present 155,000 17,050 11.0 60.0 1,023,000 

Immediate 155,000 22,475 14.5 60.0 1,348,500 

Attainable 246,500 44,370 18.0 80.0 3,549,600 

The projected increases in output are assumed to be linked 

to the construction of the roads, though it is apparent that 

the opening of the Katherine and Dar1vin meatworks has been 

essential as a complementary development to provide an 

outlet for stock. 

Using these figures as an optimistic view of the future, 

the costs and benefits that may accrue as a result of the 

investment in the beef roads have been calculated on the 

foll01ving assumptions 

(i) the immediate benefits of a change in 
operations are worth $325,000, and this 
stream lasts from the third to the seventh 
years. The sum arises from the sale of 
previously unmarketable· stock such as 
scrub bulls and culled co1vs. No additional 
on-property operating costs are incurred 
from their exploitation; 

(ii) road maintenance costs are increased by 
$500 per mile. This results in an annual 
disbenefit from the third year of $311,000; 

(iii) necessary improvements to permit cattle 
numbers and the turn-off rate to rise to 
the attainable stage are estimated to be 
100 made waters 0 500 miles of suspension 
fencing, 1,000 mil's of more robust 4-barb 
fencing, and 100 yards. These figures are 
estimated from discussions with pastoralists 
in the 1968 .season who were asked 'What 
improvement"' will be necessary to bring the 



station to full development?' The operators 
of only 10 o·f the units in the subregion were 
contracted, and the information supplied is 
very approximate; it probably much understates 
the full range of improvements needed. 
Development is assumed to be restricted to 
wHural pastures, The capital cost of the 
private investment programmes is about 
$2,.325,000, assuming the same average costs 
per item as those detailed in the first 
case study; 

(iv) as output expands to the attainable level 
between the eighth and twelfth years 
{assumed to be 1975 to 1980), additional 
operating costs are incurred. These are 
estimated at $30 per additional beast 
sold, The procedure adopted is the same 
as had been described in the first case 
study. In the Victoria River District 
variable station costs averaged $50,451 per 
unit from 1962-63 to 1964-65, and net sales 
were 1,872 head. Adjusted to 1967 levels 
by an annual 3 per cent increment, this 
gives a sum of $29.37 per head. For 
convenience and comparability this has been 
rounded to $30; 

(v) full development is reached in year twelve, 
which involves a 3.94 per cent increase in 
the cattle population; 

(vi) in other respects the assumptions and procedures 
are as described in Case Study 1. 

The net costs and benefits of the integrated programmes 

2re sho\m in Table 7. 7, and it can be seen that the benefit

cost ratio is 1.11 : 1.00. According to Dw1s a result such 

as this would be sufficient for the rejection of the 
1 proposals. As can be readily appreciated f'rom previous 

discussions of herd and turn-off rates, the assumptions 

made in the analysis are optimistic, particularly in 

l 

( i) the allowance for a cumulative annual 
growth rate in cattle numbers of 3.94 
per cent, 

(ii) the exclusion of additional operating 
costs up to the eighth year. 

Duhs, A., Economic Evaulation of Regional Development 
Schemes - A study in Cost-benefit analvsis; Committee for 
Economic Development of Australia, M Series, No,22, 1969, 
p.lO, 

; . . .. : ~ . 
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Tab1e 7.7r Summary of Benefit Cost-Ana1ysis of road investment and propertv deve1opment,Eastern 

Victoria River District - Optimistic Assumptions 
(sooo) 

Year 

Benefit Estimates at Current Values 

E - E 
ta tc 

(Gross Benefits) 

Et -•Et (Additional property 
b d operating costs) 

a~ operating costs 
b depreciation 

Et (Road Haintenance) 
e 

Et - Et - Et + Et - Et (Net Benefits) 
a c b d e 

-o 
(1+0.055)J Present value factor 

discount rate = st% 
Net Benefit in Present Values 

Cost Estimates at Current Va1ues 

Et - Et (Additiona1 propert} 
f g capital investment 

Et 
h (Capital cost of road) 

Total Capital Costs 

Total Capital Costs at Present Values 
- - ·---·-

13-50 
1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 Q 10 11 12 (Respective1v) 

325 325 325 325 325 765 1,205 1,645 2,085 2,527 21527 

132 264 396 528 660 660 
70 70 70 70 70 70 70 

311 311 311 311 311 311 311 311 311 311 311 

14 14 14 14 -56 252 560 868 1,176 1,486 1,4!!6 

1.000 0.948 0.899 0.852 0.808 0.765 0.725 0.698 0.652 0.619 0.586 0-556 8.952 

13 12 11 11 

388 388 388 388 388 388 

4,300 4,300 4,300 

4,688 4,688 4,688 388 388 388 

4,688 4,444 4,214 331 313 297 

-41 176 365 537 689 826 13,303 

Benefit/r.ost Ratio = 

n 50 
l.: (1+0.055) (Et - Et - Et + Et - Et 
t-1 a b c d e 

; (1+0.055)5°(Et + E - Et ) 
t=1 ~ tg h 

.!! = 1z.902 
c 1 ,287 

1.11 
I:Oo w 

-I"' 
-I"' 



In this case, ho\vever, it is certain that nearly all the 

generated traffic \Vill travel over one of the upgraded 

roads, since the proposals amount to a reconstruction of the 

complete network. This does not mean that the projects have 

been essential for the adoption of the use of road transport. 

In the 1966 season approximately 93 per cent of movements 

were made by this mode, though only the Top Springs -

Dtmmarra road had been completed (to gravel beef road 

standard), Separating again the three possible causative 

elements in long-term adjustment -- the adoption of road 

transport, spending on structural improvements, and the 

provision of higher quality roads, it seems clear that the 

latter plays a relatively minor role. 

From the developmental viewpoint the subregion 

presents an interesting case because the whole of the 

Victoria River District has been given a strong incentive 

to expand by the opening of the two northern meat\vorks, 

which has raised prices for all categories of stock and 

provided new marketing opportunities, In vie;v of this, 

detailed field intervie\vs were undertaken in the area, and 

O\vners or managers were asked to estimate the additional 

improvements that would be required to bring their properties 

to 'full development' on natural pastures, and to predict 

herd numbers and turn-off at this attainable state. 

Numerous difficulties are encountered in such an approach: 

among these are the fact that many operators visualise 
1 normal' seasons as good seasons, and feel obliged to 

supply rather optimistic figures to anyone from Canberra. 

Nevertheless the results, which refer to June 1968, ·are 

interesting, For eleven units, in a sample biased towards 

the properties on better land, the producers estimated that 

herd numbers could increase by 18 per cent, given a 46 per 

cent rise in the number of made waters, a 53 per cent rise 

in the total mileage of fencing, and a 37 per cent increase 

in the number of yards, Their own estimates of present 

production give a turn-off rate of 12.6 per cent, and a 

potential rate on the higher cattle population of 14.3 

per cent. Of the sample, all but one expected turn-off 

to rise, and the operator of this exceptional station 



admitted that he had been over-exploiting his cattle herd 

to service debts. The surprising point about the figures 

is that producers appear to see an increase in stocking 

rates as the main source of a rise in output, and do not 

favour a marked shift to higher technical efficiency. 

Using the figures given above as a guide, the benefits 

and costs of total development have been recalculated on a 

pessimistic basis and the result is given in Table 7.8. 

'rhe assumptions differ from those of the previous analysis 

on the following details 

(i) following the exploitation of immediate 
sales, turn-off stablises at 14.5 per 
cent, but the value of additional sales 
rises between the eighth and twelfth years 
from $50 to $80 per head; 

(ii) the subregional cattle population rises 
18 per cent over the 12 year adjustment 
phase to about 18J,OOO; 

(iii) the rise in operating costs that would be 
expected to follow the increase in output 
of 9,500 head (9,500 at $JO.OO = $285,000) 
is incurred in the first year of the 
adjustment to bring herds under greater 
control; 

(iv) immediate savings on existing movements of 
$10 per head are made, and this level 
remains constant throughout the period. 
It reflects the new opportunities created by 
the use of road transport, and an increase 
in the quality of the stock sold. 

Under these assumptions the whole development, including the 

use of public and private capital, '~ould sho'~ a negative 

return for the first eight years and a final benefit-cost 

ratio of 0.15 : 1.00. Here the capital cost of the road 

programme completely outweighs the benefits that might 

accrue from the reorganisation of production. This illustrates 

the problems that arise in allocating road expenditure in areas 

of extensive land-use where incorrect judgements on standards 

and segment priorities are heavily penalised. One of the 

main reasons for over-spending in the subregion is the 

s'd tch in the marketing pattern that followed the opening 

of the two northern meatworks. Stock permit data shows that, 

in 1957, over 27,000 head travelled the Murranji stockroute 
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Table 7.8: Summar.~ of" Benefit-Cost Ana1ysis of" road investment and property deve1opment.Eastern 

Victoria River District - Pessimistic Assumptions 
($000) 

Year I 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1J-50 
(Respectively) 

Bene:f'it Estimates at Current Values 

Et - Et 
a c 

(Gross Bene:f'its) 

a~ Savings on existingtrade I 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 
b gains on generated trade JJO JJO JJO JJO JJO 416 502 588 674 760 760 

Et - Et (Additional property 
b d operating costs) 

~l operating costs I 285 285 285 285 285 285 285 285 285 285 285 
depreciation 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 

Et (Road l-iaintenance) J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 J11 
e 

Et - Et - Et + Et - Et (Net Benefits) I -96 -96 -96 -96 -166 -80 6 92 178 264 264 
a c b d e 

-o (1+0.055)~ Present va1ue factor 1.ooo o.948 o.899 o.852 o.8o8 o.765 o.725 o.69s o.6sz 0.619 o.586 o.ss6 8.952 
discount rate = 5t% 

Net Benefits in Present Values -86 -82 -78 -7J -120 -56 4 57 104 147 2,J6J 

The cost estimates f'or this analysis n 50 
are identical to those given in Table 7-7· ~ (1+0.055) (Et - Et - Et + Et - E ) 

Benefit/Cost Ratio = t 1 a b c d te 

n 50 
~ (1+0.055) (Et + Et - Et ) 
t:1 f: gh 

~ = 2.180 = 0.15 w c 14,287 1.00 .;:=-
-..J 



(from the IVhole of the Victoria River District) while fewer 

than 600 animals were walked to Katherine via the Coolibah 

and Dry River routes. By 1966 about 19,000 fats were being 

road transported over the 1villeroo to Katherine road, and 

1/f, 500 stoJ:'es follO\~ed the traditional outlet to the Barkly 

Tableland and Queensland via the Top Springs to Dunmarra 

road. Thus recent expenditure has been concentrated on the 

roads leading to Katherine as inter-regional trade has become 

less important, Ideally, forward planning 1~ould anticipate 

changes in the trading pattern and the components of 

accessibility would be viewed in a systematic manner, 

Reviewing the t1~o case studies it is possible to draw 

a number of general conclusions on the relationship between 

road investment and land development. When a project post-

dates modal substitution it may only be credited with the 

value of rate and non-rate cost savings, and the additional 

production that is stimulated by the concurrent rise in 

net received prices. This is true of the proposals in the 

Beef Roads Programme, 1~hich makes it unlikely that they will 

generate ne1~ economic activity, for the localised elasticity 

effects of the improvements are not large in comparison to 

normal fluctuations in market prices. 1vhere a new road 

encourages the adoption of road transport the mobility 

11·ains may be substantial and the project may be more easily 

identified as a cause of agricultural adjustment. In the 

study industry, route and mode changes are only part of a 

complex of factors that affected the range and profitability 

of production bet1~een 1962 and 1967. Overall 1 prices in the 

three northern Districts doubled during this period due to 

the entry of the Katherine and Darwin meatworks and the 

continued United States demand for boner-beef" Hence, the 

relative influence of the exogenous causative elements would 

have to be separated in the benefit-cost analyses to be able 

to attribute a discrete return to the transportation 

component, This is obviously impracticable, and the studies 

can only give a guide to the viability of development in the 

context of the current economic environment, 
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Production may also expand in the future as a result 

of the cheapening of inputs, technological advances in 

husbandry, and on-property investment '~hich is directed by 

motives like speculation, In reality, the economic rents 

of properties are determined by a host of factors and the 

possibility of identifying purely locational responses is 

slight, Nevertheless, the concept of spatial equilibrirun 

provides a valuable aid in distinguishing some of the 

processes that may link investment in transportation and the 

intensification of land-use, Finally, from a public policy 

point of vie'~ it seems clear that a planning agency should 

seek to assure the Government that schemes like the Beef 

Roads Programme will make a positive contribution to national 

l>elfare, This is best done by comparing benefits and costs 

1.mder efficiency criteria, taking due account of the 

uncertainty of development and the problems of selecting 

standards and priorities, If a project is adopted becaUcid 

of its power to generate complementary activity, the 

additional production should repay the use of public funds 

for as von Thlinen states 

If a highway is built, and a tax is levied on 
all the farms that use it, these farms, despite 
the new imposition, may still attain a higher 
value than they had previously ,1 

Judgement in this light would prevent benefit-cost analysis 

being used as a frame,~ork for biased estimates of the net 

value of agricultural adjustment along a route, This would 

leave the way clear for the evaluation of income 

redistribution and other national objectives by different 

standards and teclmiques, 

1 

Hall, P, (ed,), Von Thlinen' s Isolated State, Oxford, 
1966, p.27J. 



c. PRIVATE AL'<D PUBLIC ATTITUDES TO LAND DEVELOPMENT 

IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

1. A ,;ider vim~ of the deployment of private capital 

350 

The first section of Part A of this chapter noted that 

the published statistics on the economic viability of the 

Northern Territory beef cattle industry in the period from 

19b2 through 1965 indicate a low return to capital and 

management income. Although prices have shown a tendency 

to rise more rapidly than costs. it seems unlikely that the 

industry as a whole is receiving more than a modest annual 

,·,d:urn .for a substantial capital investment. The expenditure 

on improvements that is being made in the industry can be 

••xpla:Ln<>d :Ln terms of an adjustment in the scale of the 

i.uput nl:i.x or uni. ts to exploit higher prices and new marketing 

upportuniti.es; the need to substitute capital for labour; 

and a general desire to decrease the importance of short

term uncertainty from drought and to offset the effects 

of a long-run decline in pasture quality Despite the 

obvious importance of these factors, the presence of lo'~ 

and potentially risky returns suggests that in some cases 

at least. the expenditure could have been diverted to more 

productive fields in the national econon~. Given the validity 

of this conclusion, it is necessary to examine briefly some 

additional hypotheses on investment. 

Martin and Jefferies formulated five possible 

explanations for the behaviour of ranch o'~ners in Arizona 

from 1962. 1 They found that the return to capital and 

management income in extensive cattle raising was low or 

negative, and yet the prices paid for ranches and grazing 

permits indicated a buoyant industry. Their five hypotheses 

1 
)lartin W.E .. and Jefferies. G.L., 'Relating Ranch 

Prices and Grazing Permit v'al~ws to Ranch Productivity: 
Journal of Farm Economics, 48 (1966), pp.2JJ-42. 



(:L) that early entrants \vould maintain 

operations in the hope of' capital gains 

on the sale of' their w~it; 

(:Li) that ne.v entrants are often speculators 

.vho see land as an avenue for short-term 

(:Lii) 

gains; 

that many o:f the landholders had interests 

in some other :form o:f enterprise and used 

ranching as a tax shelter; 

(iv) that many ranch buyers were indulging in a 

:form o:f conspicuous consumption and regarded 

land holding as a symbol o:f status; 

(v) that many operators were 'ranch 

fundamentalists' who were attracted to 

the mode of' li:fe and the glamour of' being 

a cowboy. 

The authors concluded that conspicuous consumption was 

probably the most important explanation o:f the behaviour 

of the land market, and commented 

how much more rewarding it might be to us 
economists to acknowledge that ranching 
(like :farming) is a complex investment in 
several outputs. Such an investment requires 
a great deal more analysis than is offered by our 
traditional costs-and-returns analyses 1 
related only to the most obvious product. 

351 

The \vork that :follows will examine how :far this holds :for 

the study industry, 

In theory, the land market should be based on the 

productive capacities o:f the w~its sold so that the value 

of' a block could be determined by the simple :formula 

where, E = the 

capitalisation 

1 

E v =-
r 

annual average economic rent, and r = the 

interest rate.
2 

Thus a property earning an 

Martin, W.E., and Jefferies, G.L., 1966, p.241. 
2 

Barlow, R. , Land Resoui·ce Economics, Englewood Cli:f:fs, 
1958, p.l69. 
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econo 1nic rent or net profit of $20,000 per year would be 

1
wrth $363,636 to a new owner at a capitalisation interest 

rate of 5.5 per cen·t, Where future expectations involve 

t'esource depletion or long-term gains the formula must be 

mouified. The state of the land market, therefore, should, 

under ceteris paribus conditions, be a good index of present 

returns and the potential for development. Indeed the 

comparison of land values in an area influenced by a highway 

proposal on a 'before and after' basis, using a similar but 

unaffected area as a control, provides one method of 

estimating the impact of road investment. This technique 

cannot be applied to shifts in resource use in the Northern 

Territory following the implementation of the Beef Roads 

Programme because there have been too few sales and 

insufficient time has elapsed to be able to observe a 

response. Some conclusions, though, may be drmvn on the 

state of the industry from the behaviour of the land market 

over the study period. 

Virtually all the land w"lder pastoral occupation in 

the Northern Territory is held on a leasehold basis. The 

maximwn area that can now be held by one individual or 

company is 5,000 square miles, and development and stocking 

conditions are imposed on leases. Rents are assessed on a 

beast-area estimate of potential and tenure is normally 

given over a fifty-year period. ~!any leases were renewed 

in the mid-1950s and nearly all titles, excluding those in 

the Alice Springs District, had been renewed by 1967. In 

that year the Crown Lands Ordinance was amended to permit 

the conversion of leases bebveen the twentieth and fortieth 

years of their term, and to allow for limited agricultural 

development on pro~erties. There is no restriction on the 

sale o:f leases. Bebveen 1957 and 1967 eighty-six Lease 

Transfer Orders (LTOs) were issued on the sale of holdings, 

and examination of these records provides the basis of 
1 

observations that follow. The data is not a highly reliable 

index- of the state of the land market for four reasons; 

payments are supposed to refer to the value of land and 

improvements but may include livestock if herd numbers are 

1 E •xtracted 
Department, 

from the archives of the Attorney-General's 
Darwin, fieldwork, August 1968. 
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not known; some transfers are between members of a frunily 

,~ho may be charged nominal rates; payments are influenced 

by the nwnber of years remaining to the new lessee; and too 

.few sales of comparable properties occur to parmi t 

generalisations on trends. 

For the five years from 1957 to 1962, the average 

value of the land sold >1as $lf2 .. Jll. per square mile, 

Transfers referred to JJ leases and covered h4,6Jl square 

miles. Between 1963 and 1967, 73,758 square miles changed 

hands, 53 leases were transferred, and the average payment 

was $59.51 per square mile. Taken as the average between 

the means for the two periods, land values rose $J,lfJ per 

square mile per year. Sixteen properties changed hm1ds more 

than once during the decade, and the average annual rise 

for these stations was $11,08 ·per square mile. Although 

these fi::;ures only suggest orders of magnitude, they do shrn1 

that operators may be making substantial capital gains. 

The calculations that have been made from the LTO data mask 

considerable annual and regional variations •~hich reflect 

land quality and ingoing differences. All qualities of 

land appear to be realising an increase in value but this 

is particularly marked in the area influenced by the b~o ne•1 

meab~orks and the Top End, which has potential for development 

1vith Tm~nsville Style. According to Condon, a property 

rmming 5, 000 head on natural pastures in the Victoria River 

District or the Darwin-Gulf Region •~ould have been worth 

$150,000 in 1962 and is now (1969) worth $500,000.
1 

This 

order of increase appears relatively common from rumours 

of payments •~hich suggest that the current value of stocked 

and relatively well-developed land in the Barkly Tableland 

Region is $600 to $800 per square mile. In the Alice Springs 

District land values slumped during the eight year drought, 

but have since recovered. LTO data shows that the land and 

improvements of one holding were transferred for $17,000 in 

1962 and $1h5,200 in 1967. 

1 
1 Nortluneat Story' , supplement to the Northern Terri tory Ne•~s, 

m1dated, 1969, p.l4. 
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The increases that have occurred in areas that can be 

developed with To1~nsville Stylo have been most spectacular. 

How1tain Valley, 1~hich covers l,09If square miles and is 

located 100 miles east of Katherine, was sold for $460,000 

in 1967, with about 5,000 head of semi-feral cattle on the 

place. Irrespective of improvements the same property is 

reported to be worth $650,000 at present (1970). This 

station, like a number of others in the northern half of 

the Northern Territory, has been bought by an American 

interest. The company intends to spend $10 million on 

development by 1980. The managing director is reported to 

have admitted that United States tax incentives were a major 

factor in the decision to develop, and to have explained that 

without them it wouldn't have been an 
economic proposition. lve are a public 
company and we go into things expecting to 
get some kind of a return. If we didn't 
our shareholders would be down on us in a 
hurry.l 

Similar considerations may explain the actions of Australian 

companies; for instance, the pastoral division of the Hooker 

Corporation Ltd, 2 sho1~ed a $489,000 loss in 1967-68 and 

$81f, 000 deficit in 1968-69 and the general manager was eager 

to claim at a press conference in 1969 that the group had 

substantial additional losses IVhich it could claim against 

tax. The ramifications of company finance are beyond the 

scope of this thesis, but it will be apparent that these 

considerations can play an important role in land development. 

Of the two remaining hypotheses suggested by Martin 

and Jefferies, ranch fw1.damentalism IVOUld appear to be the 

most relevant in the Northern Territory" Though most owner

operators are profit-conscious there are many signs that the 

quality of life in the 'Outback' is an additional attraction. 

In other cases the cattlemen feel proud to be 'pioneering', 

and appreciate the immediate challenge of building up an 

enterprise, Conspicuous consumption is not yet obvious in 

1 
The Sw1.day Telegraph, 15 February 1970, p. 25. 

2 
The Australian Financial Review, 4 September 1969, p.lO. 
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the Territory but this may supply a further motive for 

American investment, for according to the \Vall Street Journal 

land is being bought there by 

experienced ranchers [who] come to settle 
on a new frontier; multimillionaires seeking 
novel and exciting outlets for excess funds, 1 
or by big landholders to match their big egos. 

In summary, it is essential to take a wide view of the 

deployment of private capital and to set land development 

in the context of national and international trends in 

investment, This provides further reasons for supposing 

that variations in accessibility are no longer a critical 

determinant of the intensity of land-use and demonstrate 

that, in reality, the Northern Territory cannot be 

considered an Isolated State. 

2. Some development policy issues 

In the previous discussions of land development that 

have been given in this thesis it has been assUllled that the 

Northern Terri tory can be vie•ved in isolation from the 

economy of Australia, except that returns are related to the 

opportmlity cost of capital. It is now appropriate to 

consider some of the implications of the Government's policy 

tmvards the beef industry in the North and to look briefly 

at the present and future patterns of production at the 

national and regional level. 

'rable 7. 9 sets out a series of indices of productivity, 

efficiency, and output for the Australian beef industry by 

States. Perhaps the most graphic statement of the importance 

of the industry in the Northern Territory to the national 

economy is provided by a comparison of its output with that 

of Tasmania. \vi th one quarter of the number of beef cattle, 

this State produced over 10,000 tons of beef and veal more 

than the study region in 1966-67. If adjustment is made for 

the fact that the Northern Territory turned-off 2J,071J. store 

1 
The Sunday Telegraph, 15 September 1970, p.25. 



Table -.9: Productivitv E£ficiencv and Out ut in the Australian Beer Industrv b States 

New South 
Western Australia 

Victoria South Australia 
Tasmania South Kimberl.ey 1 s 

Queensland 

Wales West 

Beef cattle Numbers ('000) 
1957 1,044 2,429 J56 158 7JJ 6,087 

1967 1,560 J,l67 464 269 1,158 6,020 

Percentage growth 1944-1966 7.9 J.7 9.1 8.5 8.5 1.0 

Productivity and Efficiency 
1962-6J to 1964-65 

1) Stocking rate (acres per 
beast equivalent) 4.0 7.J 4.7 4.4 J.5 96.6 Js.o 

2) Branding percentage 68.4 72.0 87.2 68.5 75.9 51. J 55.4 

J) Hortality percentage J.1 4.1 1.6 2.2 2.6 12.6 ?.2 

4) Turn-off percentage 57.8 61.6 66.2 67.9 78.6 12.8 J2.7 

5) Cattle equivalents per 
labour tmit 177 215 198 184 156 596 J66 

ProduCtion ( 1_000 tons) 225.0 209.4 J8.8 24.7 54.8 295.8 

1966-67 (bee~ & veal) 

Source: 1The Australian Beef Cattle Industry Situation', van Holst Pell.ekaan, J.W., 1969. 

Northern 
Territory 

1,1?6 
1,1.06 

o.s 

124.5 

J9.7 
10.5 
lJ.O 

850 

14.6 

Australia 

11,983 
1J,744 

2.J 

J0.1 

58.7 
6.8 

J8.8 

287 

864.7 

w 
\J1 

'"' 
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cattle in that year, by crediting each beast with 300 lb of 

dressed meat, the production total rises to 17,700 tons but 

this is still well below the Tasmanian total. Thus the 

study industry holds eight per cent of the national beef 

cattle herd, but supplies only t1~o per cent of national 

production. Given this fact, the vie1~s of observers and 

commentators tend to polarise around extremely optimistic 

and pessimistic assessments of potential. On the one hand, 

it is argued that the low efficiency of the industry 

indicates the scope for development while, on the other, 

it seems reasonable to suggest that the past will speak for 

the future. This work cannot hope to settle the argument 

and 1~ill only consider some broad issues. 

Looking first at the performance of northern and 

southern Australia, it is relevant to note that beef cattle 

numbers have increased over the period from 1944 to 1966 by 

7.9 per cent annually in Victoria, 3.7 per cent in New South 

\vales, loOper cent in Queensland, and 0.5 per cent in the 

Northern Territory. The general trend, therefore, appears 

to be a growth in the importance of production in southern 

States and virtual stagnation in the. traditional strongholds 

of the industry. While the percentage of cattle turned-off 

in the South averaged more than 60 per cent over the three 

years from 1962-63 to 1964-65, comparable figures for the 

Northern Terri tory and the ICimberleys show a 13 per cent 

rate, This means that output per breeder 1~as far lower in 

the North. Queensland has both 'northern' and 'southern' 

components in its output, and it may be noted that between 

1958 and 1968 the beef cattle population of the Coastal 

South (Maryborough, .Moreton, and Do1ms Statistical Divisions) 

rose by 4.9 per cent annually, while the Channel Country 
l showed a fall of -5.1 per cent. From these trends it appears 

that growth is associated with intensive stocking, low 

mortality, and a quick turn-over. 

1 
van Holst Pellekaan, J.\v., 'The Australian Beef Cattle 

Industry Situation', Pap~r prepared for the Australian 
Beef Cattle Review uonference, Radcliffe, Queensland, July 
1969, p.2. 

- • • I' • ' • • ~ • -· .._ • ' 
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To characterise differences in the industry in terms 

of the North and South is rather dangerous. It can be 

argued that the real distinction should be made between Arid 

and Hwnid Australia, particularly in regard to future 

development. The introduction of improved pasture in tropical 

areas promises to make intensive production possible 

throughout large areas o:f Queensland and more limited parts 

of the Northern Territory and the Kimberleys. Davies and 

Eyles have estimated that 280 million acres are available 

north of the thirtieth parallel, which have an annual 

rainfall of over 20 inches, and could therefore be developed 
1 

with sown pastures. These authors go as far as to suggest 

that the long-term cattle population of this area could rise 

to 52 million head. More immediately, there are 20 million 

acres that could be developed in the Queensland Spear Grass 

Zone2 and 12.3 million acres of Brigalow land.J Research in 

the first half of the decade showed that, at the lower beef 

prices then offering, returns to capital from clearing and 

developing these forms of land for beef production would be 

about fifteen4 and ten5per cent respectively. 

Although Davidson estimated that the fattening of store 

cattle on cleared land in the Top End of the Northern 

Terri tory 'wuld have been an unprofitable sideline to the 

cultivation of peanuts in 1965,
6 

it seems reasonable to 

1 
Davies, J, G., and Eyles, A. G. , 1 Expansion o:f Australian 

Pastoral Production', Journal of Australian Institute of 
Agricultural Science, 20 (1965), pp.77-9J. 
2 

1-'loyle, R.G., and Haug, N.F., 1 Some Economic Aspects of 
Increasing Beef Cattle Production in the Spear Grass Zone 
using Improved Pastures' ,Quarterly Review of Agricultural 
Economics, 18 (1965),p.4J, 
J 

van Holst Pellekaan, J.1v., 'The Application of Benefit-
cost Analysis to the Evaluation of Brigalow Land Development', 
Quarterly Revie'" of Agricultural Economics, 17 ( 196lr), p .llf. 
4 . 

Moyle, R.G., and Haug, N.F., 1965, p.56. 
5 

van Holst Pellekaan, .J. 1V. , 1964, p. 21. 
6 

Davidson, B.R., The Northern 1-'lyth, Helbourne, 1965, pp.21r4-9. 

; ' , ' ' ' ' ' I \' 
1 

• ' ' • 1 1 • • I • , , • • 1 



accept the 1968 estimate o:f a return to capital o:f 8 per 

cent on a specialised breeding and :fattening unit, given 

advances in establishment techniques, higher bee:f prices 
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a:td the reduction in the cost o:f superphosphate :from $54.92 

to $J6.40 per ton1 (landed at Darwin). I:f this is correct, 

the advantages o:f developing SO\vn pastures in this area may 

\Yell exceed those o:f expanding production on the natural 

pastures o:f the Northern Territory, though the rate o:f return 

lolould probably compare very :favourably with a recalculation 

o:f the profitability o:f the Brigalow Land Scheme, 

incorporating the rise in bee:f prices. Given the decision 

to proceed with the second part o:f the Ord River Scheme; 

it appears that bee:f production will also become part o:f the 

operations o:f :farmers in this area, though the total return 

to public and private capital is unlikely to be high. The 

implications o:f this brief survey o:f :future development in 

the bee:f industry are 

(i) that the industry in the Northern Territory 
may well be increasingly disadvantaged 
vis-a-vis development in the South, 

(ii) that the potential :for improved pasture 
in Tropical Australia is significant, 
and that the Northern Territory may 
meet increasing competition in the 
allocation o:f resources :from intensive 
land development in Queensland, 

(iii) that the section o:f the industry in the 
Northern Territory that is dependent on 
natural pastures may decline in importance 
in relation to the Top End. 

The role o:f the extensive cattle raising industry in the 

Northern Territory in the :future may well be conditioned by 

the demand :for store and breeding stock in more :favoured 

areas. There is some possibility that the concept o:f the 

1 
Re ort o:f the Conunittee o:f Investi ation into Trans ortation 

costs in Northern Australia the Loder Report Commonwealth o:f 
Australia, 1965, p.lJ4-5. Following the recon~endations o:f 
the Loder Report, a subsidy has been given on the cost o:f 
importing superphosphate to Darwin. The landed price at 
Dar\Yin is pegged to the ·quoted price at Townsville. This 
means, o:f course, that the return o:f 8 per cent on private 
capital on sown pasture development should be adjusted to 
gain a strict efficiency valuation o:f the expansion o:f the 
industry in the Top End. 
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remote North as a reservoir of store stock could finally 

come to fruitipn·, _but recent trends indicate a marked swing 

to breeding and fattening and in 1966-67 only 17.6 per cent 

of the turn-off of the Northern Territory was not consigned 
1 

for immediate slaughter. Looking at the second alternative, 

it would appear that, from a national point of view, the 

breeding animals at present in the study region could be put 

to more productive use in the South or the areas with 

potential for development with improved pasture in Tropical 

Australia. Current projections suggest that the supply of 

forage for beef cattle up to 1980 will outstrip the capacity 

of the national herd to utilise it. But, as 1varing comments 

This is not to say that by reducing the 
climatic risk to which stock are exposed 
national welfare may not be increased by 
substituting forage· in one area for forage 
in another, with a consequent redistribution 
of the livestock population.2 

In this case the Beef Roads Programme may provide an egress 

for the cattle of the arid parts of the Northern Territory 

to happier climes, rather than access to markets for their 

progeny. In reality, such a pessimistic view must be 

qualified by the observation that fixity in structural 

capital and the attitudes of pastoralists will probably 

determine that production in these areas will be maintained 

and may even expand significantly, though the relative 

importance of the industry in the arid zone is almost 

certain to decline, 

The optimum allocation of resources would include the 

consideration of location, and a national adjustment in the 

beef industry to a new general equilibrium in production 

would produce the maximum output for the lowest real cost. 

As has been seen in the analyses of spatial equilibrium 

1 
Analysis of the tabulations given in the Annual Report of 

the NTAAIB, 1966-67, 
2 

Waring, E.J., 'Practical Difficulties in Benefit-Cost 
Analysis of Public Investment Projects', Paper given at the 
1flst Congress of ANZAAS, A'delaide, 1969, p .18, 



within the Northern Territory, adherence to a theoretical 

optimum is often conditioned by a host of institutional and 

environmental variables, and this is no less true at the 

national and interstate levels. However, it seems fair to 

conclude that the general trend throughout the industry is 

towards the expansion of production on areas of favourable 

land quality, and a concurrent increase in the importance 

of technical advances which have made it possible to re

evaluate the pastoral potential of humid Tropical Australia. 

If Government policy on road construction is therefore in 

contradiction of the long-term outlook, it is unlikely 

to be justifiable on strict efficiency grounds. In fact, 

as has been mentioned in various asides to the main argument 

in this thesis, several subsidiary motives lie behind the 

Beef Roads Programme. These include the desire to promote 

the mining, fishing, and tourist industries, and national 

objectives such as defence and the raising of living 

standards among the aboriginal population. In addition 

the wider view must incorporate the satisfaction of 

developing the North and opening up some of the last areas 

of wilderness that remain, It may well be that the title 

'Beef Road' was chosen in preference to the more prosaic 
1 Devc,lopmental Road' because it stresses the emotive rather 

than the economic appeal of Northern Development. 



CHAPTER 8 

ACCESSIBILITY, 'rRANSPORTATION 1 AND LAND DEVELOPHENT 

So far these are nothing but assumptions on your part. 
I' 11 g-rant you that; they conform to the la,vs of logic. 
But are they in accordance with human law? In case 
you think I'm crazy, let me explain. I ag-ree that 
man is a creative animal, doomed to strive consciously 
toward a goal,engaged in full-time engineering, as it 
were, building himself roads that lead 'somewhere
never mind where' . And perhaps if he feels like 
straying now and then, its just because he is doomed 
to build this road; even the man of action, however 
stupid he may be, mus.t realise from time to time 
that his road always goes somewhere a1\d that the 
main thing is not where it goes but keeping the '"ell
meaning babe at his engineering chores, thus saving 
him from the deadly snares of idleness, which as is 
\vell known, is the mother of all vice. There's no 
.disputing that man likes creatin(' and building roads. 

Dostoyevsky, Notes from Underground 

INTRODUCTION 

Two main objectives remain to be accomplished: the 

results of the empirical work must be synthesised, and 

general conclusions on the role of transportation in land 

development must be sifted from findings that relate to the 

study industry alone. This final discussion falls naturally 

into three parts; the consideration of the relationship 

betlveen accessibility and exchange 1 the examination of the 

impact; of accessibility on land productivity, and the 

identification of the important components of locational 

advantage. The latter provides a frame1vork for the 

evaluation of investment in transport. Both specific and 

general inferences will be related to the models of 

accessibility and location rent response that have been 

developed throughout the the~is; particular emphasis is 

given to the problems and methodological issues that arise 



ill attributing ~reduction increases to expenditure on road 

projects, and stress is placed on the need to take a wide 

view of the interaction between transportation and land-use. 

A. ACCESSIBILITY AND EXCHANGE 

The concept of spatial price equilibrium underlies the 

1wrk reported in this thesis on the efficiency of the system 

of exchange. This is based on the proposition that a good 

will move from a location where its value is lower to a 

location where its value is higher tmtil differences in 

values are not larger than transportation costs. In von 

Thtinen's Isolated State model, trade was restricted to the 

transfer of commodities between farmers and the entrepreneurs 

of a single central Town, where market prices were just 

sufficient to cover the cost of transportation from the most 

distant unit which would repay the charges on the resources 

that were employed, and the cultivated area was just large 

enough to feed the population of the Town. At the land-use 

margin the economic rent of land was zero. For holdings of 

a uniform size in intermediate locations rents arose from 

variations in the level of local prices for commodities 

and inputs. It has been suggested that farm net returns 

may be compared at the scale of the most distant unit, to 

give an index of comparative advantage which may be termed 

situation rent. In reality, the presence of alternative 

marketing opportunities ensures that situation rents are 

also determined by the rationality of producers' consignment 

decisions. '~'here it is reasonable to assume that the 

conunod~. ty entering trade is homogeneous at the point of 

production and suffers no deterioration in transit, the 

actual decisions can be compared to a solution generated 

by a normative model to see whether farmers attempt to 

minimise transport costs or maximise net received prices. 

Assessments of the ef:ficiency of allocation by this means 

provide a valuable insights into the roles played by distance 

and price in the exchange system and allow further inferences 

to be drawn on the import:ince of accessibility in the 

deployment of resources. However, as has been described 

in Parts 2 and 3 of the thesis, it is also necessary to 
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exat"ine the system in more detail and consider such factors 

II ].· 11 .~ti tutional structure of marketing and the inter-as ~ 1e ..... 

ac t;ion betl;een production and consignment decisions; further 

complications arise as new demands appear and mobility 

increases. The aim of this section is, therefore, to drm; 

together these elements and examine the exchange system in 

the Northern 'ferri tory to point up the links between 

investment in transportation and immediate gains in situation 

.r·en t s. 

Chapter 1 documented the changes in marketing 

opportunities that took place bet1;een the early occupation 

of pastoral leases in the Northern Territory and the period 

chosen for study in this thesis. Although plans were laid 

for meat processing plants and trunk rail lines, the actual 

outlets for cattle 1;ere limited to the \l'yndham meatworks, 

trade from the port of Darwin, and the distant demands 

of fatteners and plants in Queensland and South Australia. 

Transportation within the region remained virtually 

unchanged for decades, with the notable exception of the 

completion of the Oodnadatta to Alice Springs railway in 

1929. Thus in 1950 the pattern of exchange reflected years 

of experience of deterioration losses under on-the-hoof 

movements and low net receipts for stock at relatively 

unreliable markets. Conditions began to improve in the 

early 1950s with increased spending on the stock-route 

network and the greater stability of prices following the 

implementation of the Australian-United Kingdom Meat 

Agreement. By 1957, the datum point for the first study of 

allocation, beneficial changes were foreshadowed from the 

control of disease in stock (by the declaration of the 

Central Australian Pleuropneumonia Protected Area), and the 

commencement of the primary growth phase of the adoption 

of road transport. However, it is reasonable to assume 

that this year provides a valid picture of the exchange 

system in adjustment to the traditional structure of 

property accessibility, and the results of the empirical 

.vork 1vill be interpreted in ·this light. 



The total output of the industry in 1957 '~as about 

l47,500 head, of which nearly 123,000 were exported frotn 
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the Northern Territory. The Pleura Line separated the South 

Australia supply area from the remaining spheres of market 

influence so that observations on the impact of transport 

costs rU1d net received prices on allocation have to be 

t'estricted to producer response in the north of the study 

eegion. Here, opportunities were restricted to the sale of 

i'aLstock to the IVyndham and east coast Queensland processing 

plants, the live cattle trade to the Philippines, and the 

transi'er of stores 1~ithin the Territory and across into 

contiguous areas of Queensland. From a comparison between 

the actual pattern of exchange and a normative solution 

generated by the Transportation Problem, it was apparent 

that total transport payments were close to the minimum, 

but only tmder the constraint that all demand schedules 

were met in full. Actual supply area boundaries were 

relatively discrete, which suggests that market allegiance 

\vas inflexible. The extent of the influence of each centre 

was not determined by the equalisation of either rate 

payments or net received prices for fatstock at the juxta

position of supply area boundaries. These points demonstrated 

I;IF' need to consider marketing in its '~ider setting and 

cast doubt on the efficacy of prices as an agent for 

allocating commodities at the firm level. As a corollary 

the conclusion was drawn that the concept of spatial 

cquilibirum in exchange must be broadened to include 

:Lnstitutional rigidities and the possibility of product 

substitution as distance from markets increases. 

The first section of Chapter 5 extended the analysis 

and looked at the consignment pattern from the viewpoint 

of exchange efficiency. The role of immediacy of payment 

and the length oJ:' the purchasing season in the decisions 

of operators in the Victoria River District on the sale of 

fats to lvyndham was noted. In this case it appears that 

some producers ignored opportunities to reap relatively 

good returns from sales to the plant because of its buying 

policies. However, the northwestern extension of the 
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Queensland supply area was also influenced by the fact that 

this market offered an opening for store cattle since, under 

transport by droving, deterioration losses on fatstock 

ioecame significant for trips over three hundred miles. 

zonal tabulations for sales to Queensland in 1957 showed 

that no fats were contributed from properties more than 

five hundred and fifty miles from the Jvit Isa railhead, and 

there ~~as a highly significant correlation (r = -0.43) 
be l;1;een the percentage of slaughter cattle in the output 

of the fifty-one units in the three northern Districts and 

their distance by stock-route from their most favoured 

market. This shows the importance of distance and transport 

technology as determinants of enterprise structure in the 

traditional production pattern. 

Over the study period these two elements of 

accessibility changed dramatically. The entry of two new 

processing plants in 1963 reduced the average trip distance 

for consignments from northern stations from 287 miles in 

1957 to 246 miles in 1966. In addition the works extended 

the range of choice of producers between fat and store 

turn-of:f, and between alternative centres of demand. 

\vhereas store cattle made up sixty-three per cent of total 

exports in 1957, the proportion had fallen to about thirty 

per cent in 1966. Mobility also increased as a result of 

the adoption of road transport and an analysis of movements 

in the latter year suggests that about 11,250 culled bulls 

and females were dispatched to the Katherine and Darwin 

mea t\~orks that 1;ould have had no opportunity value without 

the change of mode. Further trading gains arose from the 

sale of 11,000 fattened cows and heifers on the Queensland 

and South Australian markets, while an annual average of 

around .5,250 animals may be salvaged from drought losses 

in the Alice Springs District. The provision of the two 

meatworks and the switch to consignment by road train 

therefore penni tted important changes in the exchange system. 

Both elements share a co~non origin in the general rise in 

tl1e demand :for boner-quality beef that :followed the 

exploitation of the United States market from 1960 onwards. 



Because of the impact of these changes on the industry, 

special studies were made on the timing and location of the 

processing plants and the diffusion of the use of road 

transport. In the first case, it appears that development 

began in 1963 as a result of the partial exhaustion of more 

accessible supplies of boner-beef from the herds of the 

southern States. The service and cold storage requirements 

of meatworks determined the siting of the two facilities 

in close proximity and at a remove from the main 

concentrations of cattle in the Barkly Tableland and the 

Victoria River Districts. Thus, although the plants have had 

a favourable effect on received prices, their spacing is 

far from optimal '~ith regard to livestock supplies. Higher 

operating costs in the Northern Territory reduce the payments 

that can be made to growers while dependence on the export 

markets restricts the range of product and the possibility 

of gaining· good returns on high quality fatstock. This 

points up the need to consider the nature of final demands 

and processing costs in assessing the possibility of reducing 

transport costs and raising farmgate prices by optimising 

plant location and capacity. However, the timing of entry 

and the duplication of facilities suggests that exchange 

efficiency could have been promoted by government intervention 

in t:ltis sector at relatively low cost, :for each plant was 

constructed for about $1 million. 

Although, as has been seen, road transport permits 

greater mobility and leads to external economies in 

production, the process of diffusion was governed by the 

level of receipts :for stock at market centres. It appears 

that producers based their decision on the choice of mode 

on net received prices :for existing classes of sales (that 

is those that would have taken place regardless of the i'orm 

of movement) , From an analysis of diffusion over time, it 

was apparent that market prices influenced adoption through 

two effects -- the valuation of non-rate (deterioration) 

costs, and the determination of the margin which producers 

could forego on additional direct transport payments to gain 

:opced., mobility, and convenience advantages. Again this 
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demonstrates the interaction between the demand and movement 

eomponents of accessibility. The deductive approach to the 

substitution between droving and road transport over space 

suggested that a comparison of total transfer costs would 

~end to x'avour on-the-hoof consignments :for very short and 

very long trips. Empirical studies o:f usage in the South 

Aust1·alian supply area in 1957 and the Queensland supply 

area in 1963 indicated that strong spatial regularities 

11,0 re absent, though broad trends were apparent \~ithin zones, 

1~1lich supported the deductive notions and the hypothesis 

that producers seek to minimise total transport costs. The 

pattern of usage bore little relationship to the quality 

of road surfaces, though expenditure under the pastoral 

roads programme, which provided :for dry-weather 26 :feet 

wide roads 1~i th reinforcement in \~ealc spots, was probably 

a significant encouragement to adoption. There is no 

evidence that good surfaces diverted supplies :from one 

supply area to another and a comparison o:f rate payments on 

bitUlllen and dirt roads showed that there was only a one 

cent per beast-mile margin in :favour o:f the latter. This 

means that the level o:f direct savings :from this source is 

small. Studies o:f possible deterioration losses on different 

surfaces indicated that they were unlikely to cover the 

additional capital costs o:f sealing ($7,000 per mile), and 

it is certain that sealed beef roads are not necessary :for 

the efficient operation o:f haulage services. 

The 1966 allocation of fatstock shows the influence of 

increased mobility as compared to the situation in 1957. 
Thirty-one of the one hundred and forty-seven units that 

marketed fats during the turn-off season split their sales 

between centres. Comparison of the actual pattern with a 

normative linear programming solution pointed up the east

ward extension of the :South Australian supply area and the 

occurrence of excessive transport costs in this sector. 

The main reasons for this state appear to be the attraction 

of higher prices on the .Adelaide market and the operations 

of buying agents based at Ali.ce Springs. In the northern 

Districts, the boundaries of the market areas of the four 



demand centres ~~ere not discrete. A major part of the over-

lapping was due to the basic similarity between the locational 

characteristics of the Katherine and Darwin meatworks, while 

some consignment decisions '~ere directly determined by the 

integration of properties and the plants. Independent 

operators on the margins chose between rival centres on the 

evidence of price differences, personal experience of weight 

judgement and promptness of payment, and assessments of the 

importance of additional factors like the rate of 

condeumation :for disease and deterioration in transit. 

Although it is possible to rationalise many of the 

individual consignment decisions in the light of detailed 

knowledge, it seems justifiable to conclude that a 

significant proportion of consignments were non-optimal. 

This was particularly evident from the comparison of net 

received prices at the intersection of supply area boundaries, 

and it was suggested that tradition-based inunobili ties 

prevented the exploitation of opportunities, while some 

consignments resulted from wasteful competition among the 

processing plants. 

In 1966 sixty-nine per cent of the cattle exported 

:from the Northern Territory (including movements to export 

meat1vorks) were :fats, The pronounced decline in the trade 

in store stock from 1957 runs against the general observation 

that improved transportation 1~ill promote regional 

specialisation, and the traditional links between the 

'ferritory and :fattening; properties in Queensland have become 

less important. One reason for this situation is that there 

is comparatively little difference between the two classes 

of cattle in the northern Districts :for the Katherine and 

Darwin meatworks offer direct competition for unfinished 

but mature (2!- and J year old) beasts. However, there is 

little evidence that producers in the Alice Springs District 

are turning to breeding, and the overall switch to breeding 

and :fattening seems to be due to the structure of prices 

for different types.of stock, the need to minimise uncertainty 

in receipts, and the superior flexibility of breeding and 

fattening enterprises in times of drought. Correlations 



between the indices of' station accessibility and the 

proportion of fats marketed by each unit in 1966 and 1967 

show a fairly strong relationship, and this is further 

conf'innation of' the beneficial influence of' the new meat-
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1;orlcs on the pattern of' exchange. Field interviews in the 

Victoria Rivee District emphasised the flexibility that has 

heen gained in marketing and the opportunities that this 

lu1s given in production. 

In sununary, the empirical work in this thesis on the 

determinants of' trade and transport costs,. has shown that 

the Northern Territory beef' industry became increasingly 

emancipated from the constraints imposed by distance from 

markets bet1~een 1950 and 1966. Accessibility, in the 1~idest 

sense, has developed as a result of' the opening up of' the 

United States market for boner-beef', and the continued 

buoyancy of the domestic outlets for better quality meat. 

Higher prices for the product led to the entry of' two 

successful processing plants in 1963, and we1~e a major 

factor in the adoption of' road transport. At the local 

scale the role of total transport costs and net product 

receipts in allocating production is complex, but there is 

evidence that institutional rigidities and inefficiency 

in exchange disrupt spatial price equilibrium. This makes 

it uHlikely that localised route improvements will exert 

•••uch influence on the direction of trade. It follows that 

such investments will have maximum effect where they 

reinforce trends towards the development of new types of 

sales and the adoption of superior transport technology. 

These will be mobility gains that arise on existing, 

suppressed, and diverted traffic. In planning a network to 

tclke advantage of' these forms of benef'i ts it appears that 

flexibility in location and standards is desirable, and 

tvhere, as in the case of' the Northern Territory, production 

is exten.si ve and traffic flows are small, a 1~ide ranging 

netl~ork of comparatively low grade roads will best serve 

the user industry. If' priorities have to be set it would 

seem wise to open up the highest quality land and support 

ventures such as the entry of new processing plants, and to 
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igno~e the attraction of penetrating the last inaccessible 

areas that c011ld be utilised. Thus land development should 

be fostered at the intensive rather than the no-rent margin. 

B. ACCESSIBILITY AND LAND PRODUCTIVITY 

'rhe concept of spatial equilihrimn in production is 

based on the premise that, in a normative economic system, 

the '''onetary marginal product (at local prices) of a 

producLion process must not exceed marginal costs (at local 

prices). This means that operators will seek to expand the 

scale of their enterprise up to the point of diminishing 

economic returns. The explicit inclusion of spatial 

variations in factor costs and commodity returns merely 

extends the generality of the traditional model of the farm 

firm by allowing· f'or differences in accessibility. The 

assessment of the relative importance of location on output 

and profits forms a ma,jor concern of this thesis, since this 

can give a guide to the probability that economic activity 

may be generated by improvements in transportation. Von 

Thtinen demonstrated that entrepreneurial responses to 

variations in comparative locational advantage could be 

deduced within a closed system in which distance from a 

central market 1~as the main independent variable affecting 

tl1e operations of holdings of a w1.iform size. He showed 

that di'fferences in local prices would give rise to 

gradients of intensity of output within single crop zones, 

nnder ceteris paribus conditions, and observed that by 

excluding returns to non-land inputs, the economic value 

of locat:ion could be assessed as a rent. Location rents have 

two sets of co1nponents -- those arising from farmgate price 

advantages at a given scale of output, which may be 

aggreg·ated as a rent to situation, and those that are 

generated as a result of the adjustment of output to those 

advant; ag·e s. 'l'he latter may be grouped conveniently under 

Lhe l:erm intensity rent. The actual level of both types of 

rent can be measured by comparing the net returns of units 

with. those earnetl by the least favoured enterprise that 

produces the common agricultural commodity. 
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Chapter 2 examined the theory of economic rent in some 

detail to judge its utility as a model of response in the 

J'cal world. It was observed that variations in land quality 

1
vould be likely to distort the pattern of adjustment to 

accessibility, but measures were suggested to incorporate 

or isolate this variable. In the empirical work on the 

identification of spatial equilibrium in production in the 

Northern Territory beef industry an index of pasture 

potential has been used extensively to take account of its 

influence on output. More serious objections to the model 

arise when its stability over space and time is examined. 

Von Thtlnen assumed that farm size was fixed and that the 

natural resources available to each operator were identical 

and costless;. under these conditions it is easy to prove 

that there will be symmetry in intensity of output, factor 

use, and net returns per unit of cultivated land and per 

enterprise. If the size of holdings is allowed to vary and 

competition for the use of land is permitted, location rents 

may be distorted or destroyed. Where farms with the same 

quality of access to markets control different amounts of 

w1iform soil, scale per unit of land will differ under 

Jeational management because some costs are degressive or 

progressive with acreage. lvhen farmers can bid for the use 

of land, enterprise boundaries will be adjusted to bring each 

holding to a total least-cost combination of resources -

hence the market for land will absorb all rents,. and returns 

to capital will be uniform throughout the industry. In this 

case scale per unit of land will tend to follow the ideal 

rent gradient, but no rents will be earned. It follows 

that empirical work designed to test the influence of 

accessibility on land productivity must examine output and 

returns in terms of areal and enterprise intensity. The 

study industry provides a good test case for the applicability 

of the concept of location rent to real problems for there 

is relative tmiformi ty in holding size ·and the pattern of 

property boundaries has remained stable between 1957 and 

1966. In addition, the obvious importance of spatial 

variations in market prices and transport costs in determining 

the level of marginal returns, and the technical homogeneity 
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of production 

accessibility 

strengthen the likelihood of' a linkage between 

and scale. Thus the conclusions of' the studies 

of spatial equilibrium in production should have a wider 

geJh"rality and could be expected to thrm~ light on the power 

of improvements in transport to trigger shifts in intensity 

rents to long-term 1 attainable' levels. 

Limited survey data for 1949-50 showed that differences 

in rate payments and f'arrngate prices for f'atstock would have 

given rise to steep situation rent gradients in the study 

industry; this suggested that variations in land-use 

intensity might be linked to accessibility. The use of' 

droving for all movements to railheads and processing plants 

and the f'ixity of' the allocation pattern up to the start 

of' the study period also made it reasonable to assume that 

the distribution of' production 1~ould exhibit the effects 

of limited marketing opportunities. Hence both elasticity 

and mobility aspects point to the probability of' adjustment 

being evident at the end of the traditional era in exchange. 

Production information for the 1957 turn-off' season was used 

to test this inference. The relationship between sales per 

square mile and indices of' accessibility f'or each holding 

11nF: explored using simple correlation analysis, and this 

sho1<ecl that the link between the variables was weak. The 

~Vork J<as carried f'urther by formulating regression models 

to attempt to predict property sales from an assessment of' 

l;he natural pasture resources of' each unit and the rate 

payment and farmgate price series. The best function used 

the index of net rec€li ved prices, and both independent 

variables contributed significantly to the power of' the 

equation. All values were log-transformed and the model 

was interpreted as suggesting that, on average and holding 

land capacity constant, a rise in marginal returns of' one 

dollar per beast was associated with an increase in sales 

of ten head per property. Ho1<ever, the parameters in the 

function explained only thirty-three per cent of' ·the 

variation in output so that the degree of' adjustment was not 

marked. This result poin·Cs to the importance of' factors 

not "J.ncludecl in the model such as differences in the level 

of non-land inpul;s and the quality of' station management, 



and short-term influences on consignment like climatic 

fluctuations and the need for immediate finance to cover 

.Loans. 
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Between 1957 and 196c.i market prices rose steadily at all 

~entres of demand for Northern Territory cattle and cotnparison 

with national indices of prices paid by farmers suggests that 

margins in the industry 1~idened over the decade. This 

situation would tend to reduce the relative influence of 

rate payments on net returns and lead to an increasing 

measure o.f response to movements of prices over time which 

1vould over-ride spatial variations in farmgate prices 

(according to deductions that can be made using a closed 

system Isolated State analogue). In addition to the probable 

emancipation o.f the study industry from the elasticity 

component over the decade, certain effects could be expected 

to .follow .from the mobility created by the opening of the 

Katherine and Darwin meatworks and the adoption of road 

transport. Among these are a reduction in the importance 

of distance :from markets in the decision on consigning fat 

or store cattle and the promotion o:f multi-market sales. 

In consequence it is reasonable to hypothesise that spatial 

equilibrium in production became less likely over the study 

period. The tests made by correlation and regression analysis 

of the intensity of land-use and property output for the 1966 
turn-off season suggest that this inference is valid. The 

regression models show a consistent tendency :for productivity 

to be associated with increasing transport costs and lower 

farmgate receipts. This may be partially explained by the 

peripheral location of the new processing plants with respect 

to the main concentrations of cattle on the :t-litchell grass 

associations of the Barkly Tableland and the Victoria River 

District. 

Two significant changes occurred in the production 

pattern between 1957 and 1966. First, the number o:f 

enterprises contributing stock to trade rose. The figures 

for the two years were 118 and 154,. and thirteen o:f the . 
contributors in 1957 made no consignments in 1960, so that 

there were forty-nine new entrants. The 't' test was used 
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to detertttine whether these units had suffered from poor 

accessibility under the traditional pattern of exchange. The 

results suggested that there was no significant difference 

betweeu the indices of rate payments and net receipts in 

this g-roup and the values in the basic population, though the 

average land quality of the newer enterprises was 

significantly lower. Second, the use of road transport made 

it possible to exploit resources of previously umarketable 

stock and, as has been seen in the discussion of spatial 

exchange equilibrium, this may have led to a rise in sales 

of over 16,000 head (including drought savings). Despite 

the identification of these sources of increased production, 

the examination of' the level of turn-off over the study 

per.Lod ror the 1vhole industry points to relative stagnation 

in output -- indeed these changes may mask a comparative 

decline in productivity, though the influence of climatic 

variation (particularly the eight-year drought in the Alice 

Springs District) makes this point difficult to confirm. 

Having tested the basic relationship between 

accessibility and station output it was desirable to 

formulate more complex models of production scale which 

included non-land inputs. This task was performed using 

survey information supplied by the BAE which referred to a 

sample of seventy-two enterprises for the years of 1962-63 
to 1964-65. A regression model was used to determine the 

main in.l'luences on cash income per hundred square miles 

and this showed that land quality, capital (in the form of 

expenditure on fencing), and labour were all important in 

the production function, while the specification of the 

indices of accessibility as additional independent variables 

did not increase the explanatory power of the equation. The 

factors included in the regression analysis explained sixty

eight per cent of the variation in cash income per square 

mile, and suggested that pasture quality was the basic 

deterntinant of intensity of output per unit of land. This 

result ties in IVith the conclusion which can be drmvn from 

the examination of sales in r966. Here the simple 

correlation coefficient between holding output and total 
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reed resources was.highly significant (r = 0.8J) and this 

single iruiependent variable explained about seventy per 

cent of the variation in sales. From the combined analyses 

it can be concluded with some confidence that range quality 

has become more important as a control on scale since 1957 
and that there is symmetry between intensity at the land 

uJtit and enterprise levels (i.e. property size does not 

exe~t a strong influence on output). 

Perhaps the most interesting evidence on spatial 

equilibrium in production that is given in the thesis is 

provided by the zonal tabulation of the characteristics of 

the holdings in the BAE survey. Classification of the 

seventy-t1~o units by imputed road transport rate payments 

in 1964, into quintiles, did not disclose any regularities. 

However, the sa111e procedure showed an interesting gradient 

in both areal and unit returns when the groups 1~ere defined 

by net received price differences. There was a distinct 

tendency for income to fall in the three northern Districts 

as farmgate prices for :fatstock decreased. This was 

confir111ed by tabulations which cross-classified the :figures 

by land quality sets. A prima :facie case existed for 

interpreting the gradient as exemplifying the generation of 

situation and intensity rents. The importance of variations 

in net receipts in determining receipts is unquestioned, but 

the identification of intensity responses is more difficult 

and is the main interest of this work. Comparing the actual 

slopes of net farm income per square mile and returns to 

capital and management income with hypothetical gradients 

that would be generated on the population mean (that is the 

situation rent effect), it was apparent that income fell 

more steeply than would be expected from the operation of 

this effect alone. Proof that operators substitute 

Hccessibility inputs for other resources at a distance from 

the market ~~ould be given by a decrease in the use of non

land factors of production, but examination of the 

characteristics of the holdings in each zone did not confir1n 

this. Capital intensity tem:led to be related to land quality 

and not to location. Low returns were associated with heavy 
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use of capital so that accessibility did not condition scale 

but did affect profits. Hence it is possible to infer that 

re~ources might be used more effectively in the industry 

if producers recognised the need to adjust to variations in 

local prices, 

Since there is little evidence that accessibility 

exerts any influence on land-use intensity it is highly 

improbable that localised route improvements -- which, of 

necessity, can only change comparative locational advantage 

slightly unless accompanied by mobility gains, will generate 

an expansion of economic activity. A full evaluation of 

the impact of a new road must include its additional 

capital and maintenance costs as a charge on the net farm 

incomes of user properties. The Beef Roads Programme 

in the Northern Territory was used as an example of the 

need to scale expenditure against the net benefits that may 

accrue to producers from immediate and attainable adjustments 

in the scale and form of their enterprises, The proposals 

~~.ere credited with the changes that have resulted from the 

switch from droving to the use of road transport, though 

road use is not restricted by surfaces well below the 

standards of the current Programme. The results of the 

formal benefit-cost analyses showed that the deployment of 

public capital could not be justified under these assumptions 

unless the upgraded route dominated all movements from a sub

region and a highly optimistic view was taken of the 

profitability of' land development. Where, as in the case 

of expenditure in the eastern Victoria River District, the 

whole network is treated there is virtually no chance that 

the nation will recoup its investment. Further comment on 

the efficacy of' government planning in this sector in the 

Northern Territory will be offered in the last section of' 

this chapter. At this stage it is important to note that 

the analyses showed that common ground exists between the 

theory of spatial equilibrium in production and the 

methodology that best serves to evaluate road proposals where 

__ :...:.:....: __ :..: 
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analyses of investments in transportation can be placed on 

a sound theoretical footing by abandoning the notion of 

secondary benefits and substituting the concept of attainable 

gains in intensity rents. This allo1~s a systematic 

appreciation of the relationship betl~een transport and land

use and the net advantages of' proceeding with a given 

proposal . 

. Since accessibility seems to have little influence on 

the intensity of pastoral land development in the Northern 

Territory, it is of' interest to determine the factors which 

do affect scale; to permit the separation of conclusions 

which apply to the case study from those that are more 

1videly applicable. The estimates of pasture quality that 

have been calculated from CSIRO data gave a consistently 

good performance in a wide range of' techniques, and suggest 

that the industry is intimately tied to the natural 

environment. This is supported by the obvious influence 

of climatic variations on annual production. Moreover,. it 

appears that this factor has become more important over the 

study period in the manner postulated by theorists like 

Brinkmann, \~ho suggest that Ricardian fertility rent 

differences \dden as local price disparities narrow. 

Certain qualities of' the study industry tend to reinforce 

this tendency. First, the small range of opportunities 

for the use of non-land inputs means that the management 

factor rarely o utl~eighs response to differences in fertility, 

Second, the extensive nature of operations on cattle 

properties determines that capital investment is dis

continuous and, under conditions of uncertainty in prices 

and feed resources, this leads to short-term inelasticity 

in supply and the utilisation of land according to its rank 

in the quality scale. Finally, it appears that tax 

sheltering is an important by-product of' beef' production in 

l 

It may be noted once again that the argument of' the thesis 
is not concerned with subsiduary effects on other user 
industries (like tourism and mining). 
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5001e cases. Where this is so, stations with good pastures 

will tend to be developed to a greater extent because they 

ltave a larger capacity to absorb capital at an overall 

profit. In addition to these factors, which explain much of 

the pattern of development in the Territory, it is necessary 

to mention that speculation, conspicuous consumption, and 

non-monetary objectives may also play a part in the 

improvement of h.olding·s. 

Although the Northern Territory beef industry has many 

special features, the conclusion which has been reached on 

the likelihood of spatial equilibrium in production also 

seems applicable to modern commercial agriculture at the 

regional scale. The general decrease in transport rate 

payments in relation to market price levels for most 

commodities and the increasing mobility which has followed 

continued innovation in transport technology have both 

tended to emancipate land-use from the constraints imposed 

by poor accessibility. In addition, new techniques in 

production have led to the disruption of price determined 

equilibrium at the firm level. Many improvements in farm 

operation demand discontinuous or lumpy investments in 

machinery that will pay at any set of prices that permit 

the enterprise to stay in business. Hence, the production 

ftmction in modern agriculture does not lend itself to 

marginal adjustments in local prices and it becomes 

increasingly improbable that intensity rents will be 

generated as a result of variations in comparative 

.locationa.l advantages. This means that the fragmentary 

evidence that is available for the 1957 turn-off season 

linking accessibility and output in the study industry may 

represent a rare example, at this scale,of the relationship 

explored by von Thtinen in his classic the Isolated State. 

C. ACCESSIBILITY AND PUBLIC POLICY 

This final section dra1vs together some of the findings 

of this study and points-up their implications for public 

policy on transportation and .land development. Some brief 

comments are offered on future trends in the exchange system 
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and the steps that the Commonwealth Government could take 

to foster the expansion of' the Northern Territory beef' 

industry. The political aspects of the recommendations 

are beyL'nd the scope of this study, but it is recognised 

that many o:f the measures would not be adopted under 

contemporary views o:f the role of the state in Australia. 

Nevertheless the discussion is designed to raise a number 

of fundamental issues in the deployment of infra.structura.l 

spending which may be of greater moment in underdeveloped 

economies where resources are scaree and investment is 

largely controlled by the government. 

Chapter 1 introduced a model of the structure of' 

accessibility which serves as a. planning check-list for 

expenditure designed to stili:mla.te or facilitate land 

development. Six components were identified; the influence 

of exogenous demand through market prices at existing 

processing and consuming centres; the impact of transport. 

rate payments on marginal returns under the existing mode 

of movement; the efficiency of the exchange system; the 

relative dislocation caused by the imposition of barriers 

to trade; the range of demand for different types and 

qualities of the commodity at the regional scale; and the 

limitations imposed by transport technology. The past 

and future roles of these elements in the accessibility 

of properties in the Northern Territory will be reviewed in 

turn. As a .point of reference for the discussion, it is 

valuable to consider how far the $30 million made available 

for the current Beef Roads Programme since 1961 could have 

been spent more effectively, given hindsight and centralised 
planning. 

The importance of the level of final demand for a 

conunodi ty on the magnitude and distribution of total 

transport costs is g·raphically illustrated by the study 

industry. The opening of the United States market for boner

beef was the main cause of the renewed interest-in the 

Terri tory among· processors and led t;o the construction of 

the Katherine and Darwin meatworks. The rise in prices at 

all centres over the study period was the major influence 
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tile benefits of modal change must be qualified by the 

observation that the assess1nents only hold for the existing 

structure of market returns. Thus the role of the remaining 

eleJJJcnts in holding accessibility may be directly detern1ined 

by COIIIIIIOdity demand, This fact is well known but some of 

its ra111ifications are often ignored in planning. As seen 

in Chapter 1 there were numerous schemes to link the 

Northern Territory with southern Australia by a trans-

continental rail line between 1911 and 1950. Such projects 

1;oulcl have tapped a remote market for producers at 

t J'eJHenclous expense and it is unlikely that the product 

would have found ready buyers. Commenting on the papers 

pl'esentecl at the 1954 seminar held by the Australian 

Institute of Political Science, Blunden remarks 

it was taken for granted transport was the first 
requirement for solution of the problem [of 
development] when, in fact, it might well be 
that finn orders for one million tons of beef 
from the U.S.A. or China might be the real key 
to progress.l 

In view of this, the commencement of the Beef Roads 

Programme in 1961 when the United States trade was 

expanding was apposite. However it is important to 

recognise that current investment in processing facilities, 

haulage plant, roads, and property improvement may become 

redundant if this outlet fails. Although current trading 

agreements make this unlikely, it is realistic to take the 

risk into account for a chance occurrence like an outbreak 

of foot-and-mouth disease would lead to the imposition of 

a United States embargo. At present the main problem in the 

trade appears to be over-supply, and it is interesting to 

note that the Territory meatworks were not exempted from 

quota restrictions in the 1969 season. 2 Here is a 

1 

Blunclen, W.R., 'Transport', in The Development of Northern 
Australia, University of New South Wales, Sydney, 1961, p.SO. 
2 

See the Annual Report of the Australian Meat Board, J4 
(1969), pp.l2-lJ, 

• ', 1 • ~ , I 1 1 , , ' 1 ' ' l • , 1 _ ,, 
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disturbing case of cross-purpose administration since these 

plants have a very limited access to the domestic market 

and to include them in the same category as abattoirs in 

southern Australia which export a small proportion of their 

kill is t6 partially negate the objectives of the road 

programme., This illustration is useful in pointing up the 

need for consistency and systematic thinlcing in policy. 

Looking· to the future, it is possible to deduce exchange 

and production responses to different sources of final 

demand. If the United States trade continues to absorb 

ntost of the regional output it seems likely that the present 

trend away from enterprise specialisation will be maintained 

and the new holdings on the improved pastures of the Top End 

1dll probably fatten their 01vn young-stock. In contrast 

a strong demand for good quality chilled beef from Japan 

might stimulate the stations in the Top End and the farmers 

on the Ord to specialise in fattening, while the arid 

interior would turn to breeding. Finally, a dependence 

on the domestic market might convert the Alice Springs 

District into a fattening area for northern stores. In each 

case forward planning would attempt to hasten the change 

to maximise gains from trade and, quite obviously, the 

different situations would require separate policies on 

route investment. 

Rate payments under existing modes of movement can be 

controlled and reduced by a wide range of measures. In the 

case of road transport the construction of higher standard 

surfaces is an indirect means of lowering costs and 

consignors may not benefit from the investment unless the 

gains are transferred to the user-industry. Studies by 

the BAE show that road quality is not the main determinant 

of hauliers 1 costs. Variable costs differ for individual 

vehicle makes but show a general decrease per beast-mile 

as unit capacity rises, Fixed costs become less onerous 

as the number of loaded miles travelled per year increases. 

Hence significant savings could be made by encouraging the 

use of large road trains and,guaranteeing custom to efficient 

operators, though such provisions would require constant 

review to prevent monopoly pricing. Fieldwork in 1967 
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and 1968 disclosed that about fifty-four per cent of the 

total capacity of units operating in the Territory were 

held by three companies and there appears to be a marked 

tendency i:o1vards bigger haulage organisations. The three 

main firms 1vere spaced well apart and had bases in Alice 

Springs, Ht Isa, and Katherine so that competition may 

result in a rational division of traffic. However, 

government intervention in the early stages of adoption 

could have prevented excessive competition by restricting 

the use of semi-trailers and small capacity trains. In 

the future, regulations on road train lengths and axle 

loadings, and the enforcement of legislation on drivers' 

rest periods could lead to a rise in rate payments. A 

major policy objective should.be to minimise this tendency 

by encouraging the adoption of innovations like the double-

decker w1i t. Subsidies to hauliers might also be 

considered and could have been introduced in preference 

to over-spending on road construction, though this 

conflicts with a development policy based on efficiency 

criteria. 

The concept of exchange efficiency highlights the 

possibility of saving transport costs and increasing net 

returns by re-allocating flows, and promoting more advanced 

marketing techniques. The former task would be difficult 

to fulfil because of the multiplicity of sales and the 

individual nature of consignments but real gains could be 

made by ensuring that price kno~Vledge \Vas IVidely diffused. 

In some cases price stabilisation might be beneficial and 

the uncertainty of the store trade with Queensland in the 

1950s has been quoted as an example. At present 

inefficiencies arise from the reluctance of northern 

producers to accept ~Veight-and-grade assessments of the 

value of fatstock and these could be remedied by adding 

the responsibility of judgement to the government meat 

inspectors.. The Northern Terri tory also suffers from a 

lack of open markets to provide a datmn for prices. The 

principal firm of stock and sta'Gion agents in Alice Springs 

organises stud bull and store sales, and similar events in 
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the Top End might considerably assist in the stocking and 

development of holdings in the improved pasture zone. Such 

measures could be undertaken by a body such as the NTAAIB 

at .lo1v cost, and might develop out of annual gatherings such 

as the Katherine Show. 

Nobility is curtailed in the Northern Territory by the 

presence of barriers imposed to assist in the eradication 

of pleuropneumonia and the prevention of the spread of tick 

infestation and redwater fever. These restrictions have 

interrupted inter-District trading and depressed the returns 

of producers who might otherwise have sold stock to buyers 

:Ln Adelaide. The erection of duplicate road transport 

receiving yards at Alice Springs did allow northern operators 

to exploit this market, though the blood test procedures added 

costs and inconvenience. The turn-off of stock through Alice 

Springs from outside the Central Australian Pleuropneumonia 

Protected Area between 1959 and 1968 varied between a few 

hundred and nearly eight thousand in 1903, so that it is 

possible to over-estimate the difficulties associated with 

moving stock southlvards. The continued decline in the 

incidence of the disease has allowed the relaxation of 

requirements and in 19D7 over ten thousand head of cattle 

entered the Alice Springs District from the north to build 

up herds depleted by the drought. Although it is difficult 

to fault the policy of giving different statuses to particular 

areas fro1n a vetinerary viewpoint, it is possible that a more 

economic solution to the need to eradicate pleuropneumonia 

might have been reached by the wholesale slaughtering of 

infected herds. By 1966 the disease was endemic on only two 

northern stations -- Legune (Northern Terr-itory) and Carlton 

Hills (Western Australia) -- and the elimination of these 

herds might have allowed the abolition of the restrictions" 

Here the government could recoup payments to the owners for 

compensation from savings in inspection and inoculation, and 

a levy on consignments to the higher price markets that would 

be opened up to northern producers. 
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The range of demand for Territory stock and the 

structure of local prices changed markedly when the 

Katherine and Darwin meatworks commenced operations. It 

has alr~ady b~en suggested that an abattoir run as a 

public utility might have been profitable at the end of the 

1950s, while this might have avoided duplication and 

excessive competition by private enterprise. The failure 

of the Commonwealth Government to appreciate the 

possibility of reducing transport costs and raising receipts 

by this means points up the necessity of viewing 

accessibility as an entity. A processing plant would have 

cost about $1 tnillion (the price of about fifty miles of 

sealed road), and any deficits on processing could have 

been met by savings on road consturction and maintenance. 

However, the inadequacy of planning in this sector is 

widespread and Hirschman states the case against current 

practices in the following terms 

It ... takes an unusally enterprising and risk
accepting government to engage in novel manufacturing 
activities instead of going on with its port and 
highway projects. Highways never fail, and, as they 
are usually not maintained, they can be built over 
and over again, thus turning out to be ideal outlets 
for governmental funds, involving no

1
risk and a bare 

minimum of mental effort in general. 

Looking to the future it is valuable to examine briefly 

the possibilities that exist for reducing transport costs 

by adding new facilities, The obvious locations for further 

plants are Mt Isa and Alice Springs, but considerable 

difficulties would attend commercial operations at these 

centres due to their distance from the coast and the higher 

cost of processing in northern Australia. 

illustrated by comparing the structure of 

between Alice Springs and Adelaide. The 

the movement of livestock is $211.92 per 

This can be 

transport costs 

current charge for 

bogie van (holding 

18 head) or $11.77 per beast. A quotation supplied by South 

Australian Railways in 1968 suggested that refrigerated 

containers for meat would cost about $35.00 per ton, or 

l 

Hirschman, A.O., The Strategy of l~conomic Development, 
New Haven, 1958, p.l66. 
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beast (assuming an average dressed ~~eight o:f $7.81 per 

500 lb) . Thus the total rate 

additional operating costs o:f 

saving IVOuld only cover 

about $4.00 per head, IVhich 

can be co~1pared to the estimate given by the manager o:f 

the Katherine \Vorks that they suffer an $11.00 per carcase 

disadvantage as con1pared to plants on the eastern seaboard. 

In the case o:f a \Vorks at Alice Springs there \Vould be 

direct competition with buyers in Adelaide so that it is 

unlikely that it could pay prices that \Vere high enough to 

capture local production. In 1969 a small abattoir \Vas 

built by the NTA and this is capable o:f being extended to 

process stock :for export, but on current assessment it 

\Vould not pay to complete the plan, even though there could 

be additional advantages :from. the avoidance o:f bruising and 

IVeight losses on trains and the ability to kill drought 

affected stock that would not travel !Vell. Much the same 

conclusion can be reached on a :facility in Mt Isa, and 

fieldiVork disclosed that a local butcher had completed a 

feasibility study IVhich did not :favour the project. In 

this case the difficulty o:f disposing o:f by-products and 

fear of co1npetition :from integrated large-scale meat 

companies were :further reasons mentioned 1~hich IVeighed 

against the investment. The construction o:f a :facility 

Hear Borroloola 1~ould be a more hopeful prospect provided 

the McArthur River mineral reserves are exploited. A 

sensitivity analysis o:f the 1966 :fatstock exchange pattern 

using the ':fransportation Problem suggested that, 1~i th a final 

demand o:f about 16,400 head, a plant at this location 

IVould reduce total rate payments by approximately $128,000 

as compared to an optimal solution :for the :five existing 

markets. This i:f :far greater than the estimate o:f $44,500 

for the savings that IVill accrue :from the co1npletion o:f the 

Beef Roads Programme. However, construction would be 

conditional on the opening o:f a deep-IVater port and the 

provision o:f service, IVhich makes development unlikely in 

the short-term. 

Finally, it is necessary t'o consider measures that can 

be taken to :further mobility through improvements in 
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transport technology. The Beef Roads Programme was 

initially conceived,as such a measure in the belief that 

road standards would stimulate the adoption of the new 

mode. It is the demonstrable absence of a direct link 

between formation type and usage that is the 1nain reason 

for suggesting that the proposals have wasted public money. 

This is not to question the fact that the s1dtch from 

droving to road transport has resulted in significant and 

lasting gains to the beef industry. Given the fact that 

road transport requires a minimum standard of surfacing, 

it is relevant to examine the ways in 1vhich road finance 

might have been allocated more efficiently. The Programme 

selected projects from judgements on the hierarchical 

order of the existing network, so that all the roads were 

merely re-alignments of old arterial routes. Since the 

extent of the mobility gains that can arise from the use 

of road transport is circumscribed by the connectivity 

of the route net it might be expected that, given minimum 

standards on the basic structure, maximum benefits from 

further investment will follow the linking of isolated 

segments. The Beef Roads Programme included the expenditure 

of $22.2 million on 995 miles of sealed roads. If these 

routes had been upgraded to gravel beef road standard 

0lassB) at an average cost of $15,500 per mile, finance 

would have been available to treat a further 477 miles. 

This would have been nearly sufficient to construct roads 

.from Yuendumu to the lve stern Australian border ( 294 miles) 

and Plenty River to the Queensland border (217 miles) to 

give direct connections between Alice Springs and Nicholson, 

and Alice Springs and Mt Isa (given complementary investment 

by the States). These routes would reduce road distances 

between the centres by approximately J40 and 230 miles, 

and would give access to the South Australian market to the 

Kimberleys, the Victoria River District and the Darkly-

Gulf Region. The immediate benefits that would arise on 

suppressed and diverted traffic in this case might be 

substantial though p~oducers in the Alice Springs District 

could suffer disbene.fits from thP lowering of market prices. 
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Road transport requires the construction of pertnanent 

ways and this leads to a characteristic discrepancy between 

user and social costs, for traffic rarely bears the full 

charge on the capital spent on roads in rural areas. As 

has been seen in the benefit-cost analyses of projects 

in the Northern Territory these costs could often not be 

recouped from net production gains. An interesting 

possibility for equitable pricing and wider mobility in 

the .future is offered by the use of hovercraft to transport 

cattle. This cross-country mode has obvious 

connectivity and flexibility of operations. 

advantages 

Feiger1has 

calculated that, in the case of moving 7,500 head from 

Lawn Hill (in the Queensland Barkly-Gul.f Region) to the 

railheads at Kajabbi or Cloncurry, the total social cost 

o.f road transport would be double that incurred in using 

in 

an N4 hovercraft, given the absence of technical 

difficulties. However the actual rate payments by 

pastoralists ,.·ould be $100,000 higher than if trucks were 

used. These could be equalised by a subsidy to hovercraft 

operators to allow them to quote competitive rates. The 

Conunonweal th Government would realise a net gain by avoiding 

expenditure on beef roads. 

In summary, accessibility can be improved by a wide 

range of measures and optimal planning procedures would 

consider all the opportunities in a systematic manner. 

Some suggestions have been offered for the Northern 

Territory to demonstrate the kinds of openings that may 

arise in the development of an agricultural industry. These 

suggestions would need to be evaluated in far greater 

detail before itnplementatio~but it is apparent that there 

are many ways of improving transport and exchange outside 

the construction of roads. This conclusion may a·lso hold 

.for many other comparable development situations so that 

the study may have a wider applicability. It seems that 

man may indeed always be bent on completing his 'engineering 

1 

Feiger, G.M., 1 Hovercraf·~ or Beef Roads for the Outback?', 
Economic Record, 46 (1970), pp.l07-15. 
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chores' because this gives an obvious outlet to his desire 

to change and improve the economic environment for 

production. From the results of this study it is apparent 

~hat a more flexible and opportunist approach to transport 

may lead to a better use of resources. Vie1ving the 

relationship between accessibility and exchange it is 

apparent that the maximum pay-off from investment is often 

earned by supporting emerging commodity demands and 

stimulating technical innovation in transportation. Thus 

projects should be designed to foster mobility and reap 

immediate gains :from existing, suppressed, and diverted 

trade. It seems unlikely that the attl'linable bene:fits 

that may be generated :from the adjustment o:f scale in 

agriculture :following a localised improvement will be 

significant under modern commercial conditions except in 

special cases. These 1vill occur when all the resources 

:for production are present and only transport is lacking, 

and when the :factors employed have no opportunity value 

without the project. Even here it is important to assess 

whether the capital that is employed could have been used 

to better e:f:fect elsewhere in the economy. In all cases 

it is contended that the concepts o:f accessibility and 

location rent adjustment provide the necessary :framework 

:for a systematic evaluation o:f the role o:f transportation 

in land development. 
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APPENDIX l 

Till~' i)lcHJVATJON OF HOLDING AH.EAS AND THE INDEX OF LAND QUALITY --- --··- ·-··-. -------··· ---·· 

1.. l'lw de.l'ini Lion of the basic holding population 

sev·e1·al p.coblems '''t=re IH(~t in determining· a consistent 

set. Dl' pr·odt.tction units for the identi:fical:ion of the origin 

o 1· stock rnove111ents and t-.be calculation of intensities o£' 

oul.p11l., by are". Tile follow.i.Hg soul'ces have been used to 

<IITi\,.e ;:tl. t11e set of 179 thai: is shown on Map 2.1. 

(J) The 'Details of Current Pastoral Leases' 

( ii) 

st1ppl.i.ed by the. Department o£' the luterior (1965). 

Pas Lo1·al Map or the Northern Territory, compiled 

by the NTA, 1955. 

(i.11) l'astoral Map or the Northern Territory, compiled 

by the NTA, 1965. 

rhe list supplf.ed i11 Table A.l, follows (i) in tnost respects, 

"IIi •·I• g:i.ves d<c> tails o.f the tenu1·e and rental payments or 193 

1111.i L;;. Deviations l'ron1 this souree ha\re been made under the 

c r· i Le.1·ia gi VH n be 1 o'": -

(a) 'J'he lease areas gi\ren in (i.) have been checked 

against the 1965 IIIBpped areas, and stock reserves 

\v:Ltbin i ncli vidual lease boundaries have been 

added on ~he grounds that they Yort!l part of the 

eff:'ec Live g-razing land available to operators 

(stock-routes, i'or exantple, are .not t'enced). 

(b) [n twelve cases, two leases are operated as a 

s:i.ngle unit c1nd the areas or both have been 

CdllC:·tlg:JuJated (e.g~, Alroy and Dalmore Downs)~ 

( 
1
:) Sotne lf~ase s have· beon onLL"tted be:! cause f;bei.:r• 

CK~:Ju:o:ive p.r·oduction. :Lnter·est lies in .-·beep. 

These are Da.l.tJJor·e.Do'''ns, Delny and Gur.ner. rrwo 

o t-.h,H· stations McDonald DO\vns and Newhaven -·· 

have it1terests in :oheep but these are included as 

noriHal beHf properties. 
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(d) No records are avaiJ.ahle of any trading (either 

as sellers or recipients fo1· any year for which 

daLa is available) for so111e leases and these have 

been onlitted. These are Bonrock, Cox River, 

MuJ•ranJi and Point StuaT•t. 

(e) Five leases are shown on the 1965 Pastoral Map, 

whil"h. are not illelucled in the basic list. These 

have ileen added at the base of Table A.l (Florina, 

Ool.oo, IHlclJJJall fliver, Annaburoo and Dorisvale). 

llli.oo pJ:ot:educe gives a popnlatiou of' 179 for 1965. 

Ce1·Lain quali.fications JJJusL now be made on the use of 

t.he IJames gi1ceu in Table 1. 

( i) NoJnr;nclatur·e. 

~luny properties in the Nort;hern Terr·itory have 

"I Le r·nat i v·e n.a111e s and, quite .t'req uently, different spellings 

nr·e used, e1cen :i.n official publications. The usage in this 

t.he:;i s is based on the Pastoral Lease List which sometimes 

pre l'eJ·s a11 older or iease title name to the one used by 

Pl'O[lf!l'ty oper<J LOl'S (e.g. 'I' ala llah Downs is kn.o\vll i rt the 

AJ:icB Spd.ngs D:Lstric1. as 1Mongre1 Do1vn.s 1 ). Spellings 

ilc.ve been simpliJ:'ied 1vherev·er possible ( 1vhen alternatives 

esi.st.), e.g~ Gl.JJJbat for· Gi1nbatt, Anthony Lagoon for 

A.n Lllull)' 1 s Lagoon. 

( i i. ) lHL<H·nal subdivision. 

Tile use or the list given in T<Jblc A.l. has required 

tlw J.oss or some in.J'ormatiorr o.n the or:lgi.n and destination. 

ur· :::itoc:i.; movements. In. some cases, i:t lessee may divide a 

leu;;<?: into t."o ci:Lst:inct p.r·opert:L"s under separate managers 

UllcJ lllOV0111enl.s o..re docuruent.ed :f"t'OIIl the station homesteads 

( e.g. Attverg11e lease, 1vhich is divided into Auvergn.e and 

:.;e\\'r·y .sto:ttions). 13ecsu~e oJ:' difficulties assoeiated with 

df; t·epudn:i.ng- inter·nal boundaries and some amb:i.g·u:i.t:ies in 

P6J'III.i 1: :Luf'or·mation, t.hesn loases ~1ave been treated a single 

Hf'OllOIIIir; Units~ There a~e a wide range of land-holding 

'l:c'J·ungements 1d.th:i.n leases 1d t:h a gradation from complete 
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:--uiJdi,··isi.on t;o grouping-s o.f out-stations around a particulal.' 

J101110 ;;tead. Thns lvaterloo is regarded by the lessees as 

eons:ist.i.ng- or \Yaterloo and Limbunya stal;ions, 1~hilst a 

neighbouring lease, Mistake Creek, held by t.he same company 

is operated :in L1~o units but under a di:fi'erent system. Here 

,, rull-stut;ns manag-e!:' controls the part or the lease known 

"" JU.rk:Lmbi, while ~l:Lstake Creek homestead is regarded as 

Lile b<1se :Cor a sub-station under l;he control or the manager 

,r Nicholson (lvestern Australia). In most; cases, hotvever, 

l.lw JllocliJ'ied lease pattern does rei'lec t; accurately the 

cconoiH.i.c .structure of the industry. One :Curthel' point may 

be noted. In the BAJ~ survey of enterprise structure in 1962-

l<JLi:J to 19611-6'5 the der:Lvat:i.nn of' tlle sample '''as based on 

l.lte availabili J;y of r·ecords. In ttvo instances, the survey 

ac1•ept.ecl internal :;ubclivi.sions as separate enterprises. 

Tllese are Netvry (part; of Auvergne lease;), and Limbunya 

( pa1·L nl:' lvatet"loo lease). The J.ocations of the homesteads 

uJ' t.hese holdi.ngs cll'e sho1~n on Map .~2.1, and these supply 

nt•ig·lns have be<-m. used in the calculation o:f transport cost 

a11d net I:'BceJ.ved price values for the empirical tvork tvhich 

utilises the B~C data. 

i i i j r: h ange s o \re 1 • L :i me. 

1Jet"ee11 195'5 and 1965 the pattern of' leasing altered 

""'"'.i del:'ably and mauy grazing licences 1;ere converted to 

pc J'IIJnnent: t.i Lle. SnperricJally this tvoulcl preclude the use 

of' l;he 1965 populat:ion in the analysis of movement data :fol' 

U!'i7. Jn rae t, many or the re-arranged boundaries a.f:fect 

uults that die! not contribute output until the early sixties. 

l..ocal kno1vledge also suggests that the e:f:f:'ective grazing 

iir'e'''.S of many units have not changed substantially though 

lhe J-'orw of t.itl.e has altered, In all cases it has proved 

po~sib:i.e to rel.ate origin m1d destination data :for 1957 to 

a meaningful boundary in the 1965 population, though in a 

f'eh· enses tl1is b_as i11Volv<~d some approximation. Examples 

or· Lhi.s procedur'e ace tJ1e 111atching or Buf.l:'alo Springs and 

C:nolLbal"l, and Hal'per Springs and Mt Sld.nner, ll'here leases 

h::t\-o t1een amalgamated (e.g. Lyndavalc~ and lB:r:--lduncla, no\v 

I';J•lc!uucl;~) origin and destination data f'or 1957 have been 

'lclapl;ed aecordJ11gly. 
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The tnodi.fication of che Pastoral Map is a continuous 

pruceHS <tttd since· 1966 a nt.unber· of:' Het; leases have been 

l'or·111ed by rest.uttptions J'com the larger units. Examples are 

I\ i:·ttta (from Crest'ell Downs) and Benmara, Hittiebah and Mt 

Dt'llttttttu•td ( J'rottt Alexandria). Tbese changes do not ai':l'ect 

; 1 ny of' lltc anaJ.yticaJ ,;ark in Lile thesis. Alexandria J'orms 

a ~peciul case in tile l.isting in Table A.l. Tn 1955 this 

1:1\·opc:t·l.y covered 11,26:! square tttiles, making· :Lt, in all 

pr,habi'lity, the l.argc"si. privately operated land-holding 

:i 11 i:h.e h'Ot'Jd. Discussions with the manager in 1968 j_ndicated 

lit c. t. l.luo resumption or the l:hree ne,; leases hac! made 

[H';":tically no dif.ference to l:he area used by the company. 

Accur·dingly, the economic unit throughout the study period 

has been regarded as consisting of' the 6,292 square miles 

under eJ'i'ective occupation. 

., 
The calculation o.f the index of land quality 

The index of variations in pasture quality that is 

plnt~ed in Map 2.1, has been assessed i'rotn a variety of 

s0u~ces published by CSIRO. The area within each lease 

boundary that is occupied by diJ'i'erent pasture types "as 

llte:tst:tt·ed on the ser'ies or maps su.pp.L:Led 1~itl1 CSIRO reports, 

by sitttple rell councs on superimposed grids. For the 

gt·e<•Ler· part of' the Northern Territory, pasture associations 

have bc~en !tl:lpped at 1:1,000,000. The :;urveys and 

c:art.ogor·aphi.: data utilised ean be lisl'.ed as follows: 

(l) 'Gener·al Hepo.r·t on Sur1'ey o.f .Katherine - Dar,;in 

Region, 1946•, by Chri:;tian, C.S. and Stuart, G.A., 

l.mt.cl Hesearch Serie"!,No.l, CSIFW, Melbourne, 1953 [map 

Lane] Syst.e11ts, J\atl1erine- Oar1~in Hegion 1:506,880]. 

(2) 1 Survey o:t' the Bal'kly Hegion, Northern Territory 

OJtt.dQueenslanu', Lanc!Hesenrch Se~ies, No.J, CSIRO, 

~lcelbourne, 19:>1·1·, c;dited by Chrci stian, C. S. [ 111ap: showine; Land 

lJse Grottps of tile Barkly Region, 1:1,000,000]. 

(J) 'Ge.ttet'al neporl; on. Lands of.' the Alice Springs 

Aren, Northe.t~n Ter·rit.oPy', 1956-'7, Land Research Series, 

\o,6, co11tpi.lec! by Perry, H.A., CSIRO, Melbourne, 1962 [tttap: 

Pr1sture La.tlds·· of 'l1 '1 · Q • A b [> 1.' f\ .: C .. e i-> :Lee upt'J.llgS :;rea, )' Hrry, '• , , 

]_' l' 000' 0 1)0 ] . 



( !1) 'General H.HpOl't on Lands or the Tipp~lrary Area, 

Nor·Lhern Territory, 1961•, Land Hesearch Series, No .13, 

cSilW, ~lelbourne, 1965, edited by Sp<~ck, N.H., [map: 

'L:onds of l:.he T:Lpeeary Area' 

\,II., (inset map)]. 

1 Pasture Lan.ds 1 , by Speck, 

( 5) lJnpubJ.:lshecl Lext and map l'1·om the survey of' the , .. 

Urd-VJcl:oria regio11 (ntap at 1:1,000,000). 

( 6) 'Pn sture Lands oJ:' the Nor thorn Terri tory, 

,c 11 :-;t.ralia 1 , LandRc"searcl1 Series, No.5, CSIHO, Melbourne, 

1<)60, by PeeJ.•y, H.A. [map: Pasture Lands oJ:' the Northern 

l'er·•·Jtory, Australia, 1:2,000,000]. 

The classit'icatiorr or pasture types is not consistent 

in tJ1e seei.es or surveys an.d Perry's 1960 rnap has been used 

l.o iHt.erpolate bcd:\\•een cl:l:f:fer·ent inter·pretations o:f the 

In addition, this map has been 

used to supply measurements o:f pasture areas :for properties 

not. covered by the rnaps at 1:1,000,000 or less. 

Following Perry, with some ernendations, seventeen 

pasture types 1vere di sti.ngulshed. Having estimated the 

ill'eu uecupiecl by d:U'J'erent associations tvitllin each bondary, 

'·'" i nr.!ex. oJ' t,lw average land quality o:l' each holding has 

h<H'Il rcar:hed l'Y at.tributi.ng· a maximuur, theoretical stocking· 

I'iiLe to each type, and expressing the sum o:f these products 

as'' f'unct:i.on ot' tot:a.l ar·ea. Thus a property IVith areas of 

l'otll' pa~ture associations (a]_' a
2

, a
3

, 
l.heoretical carrying capacities o:l' s

1
, 

index of 1<.1 nd quality ( T.) , IVll.ere 

n 

l: a s. 
l )_ 

i = 1 
I -

l1 

L: a 
:i 

i = 1 

has an 

'!'lie l'c-llue;; J'or each holding al:'e given in Table A.l. The 

i:lt<Jurot:Lc:al lwrcl capac:i t.y· (T) oJ' each property is simply 

:.lw ',Jroduct of this l'alue and stat.i.on area, i.e., 
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n 

T = l: a. s. 
:L ]_ 

i = 1 

7110 m11ir1 proble1n with this approach is met in the 

duterud.nation of tl1c u1a.lc:Lu•wn theoretical stocking rate. 

Un['ort1111ately, little in.f:'ormation is available on the actual 

density u.f:' stocking on given stands o£ natural pasture. 

The densit.y or stoeki.ng is conditioned by the availability 

uJ' pcrman<~nt lvll ter but :i.t :i.s not known 1vhether three or 

I':i.vo tu:i.les is the general grazing range o£ J:'eral cattle. 

The figures used in the calculations given in Table 2.2 

h~vc been taken rro1t1 published CSIRO sources which assume, 

in general that stoek do not utilise pasture more than three 

miles J:'rom a water. A discussion of the determination or 
each coe.f:'[icient is given below. 

(i) Barlcv Mitchell Grass. 

This .f:'orm of grassland covers a 1vide area on the 
Barkly Tableland, Christian and Stewart (1954) 
estimated that the stocking rate at that time 1vas 
twelve to fi:fteen per square mile. This \vas on the 
assumption tl1al; stock can graze IVithin a five-mile 
radius or water. Similar country occurs in the 
Alice Springs District, where Perry (1962) suggests 
thn I; the stocking r-ate ranged from !;co'n to twenty 
per square 111ile, IVith the proviso that this falls 
1\\Hrkec~y in periods or drought. In the Victoria 
Hiver District, the same author (1969) quotes a 
n•odei•ate to high carrying capacity of fi:fteen to twenty 
per· square rnile. l<'urthet· in his 1960 summary, he 
suggests that twelve to fifteen represents a reasonable 
a vc~.cage J'or tho hrhol<3 or Lh<=~ N o:rthorn Territory, and 
tba~ i:f all pasture were within 3 111iles of a IVatering 
po1.1tt, the stodd.ng rate could be nearly trebled. 

On this eviclc:)nee, an avc~rage max.imum c:arrying 
capacity c1f this type woul0 senm to he about thirty
five beasts per square mile (this of course, IVould 
demand a vm~y substanl;ial investment in ,,•atering 
points). 

(ii) Barley ~litdwll Grass ancl Other Perennials. 

As '' type, this grassland is restricted to the 
Vict.ori<t Hivel' Disl;ri·ct IVhere Perry (1969) estimated 
its pr-esent carrying capacity as fifteen to twenty. 
ln his 1960 IVork he quotes ten to twenty, whilst 
provision of ~Vaters to.bring all the pasture within 
three llli le s or a bore or dam lvould increase the 
s~ocking rate to thirty to fi:fty. 
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An index value o.f .forty beasts to the square mile 
has been ass~med. 

(iii) Inferior Mitchell Grass and Other Perennial 
Grasses. 

This type is taken to include the 1In.ferior 
Mitchell Grass' and 'Northern Inferior Mitchell Grass' 
areas o.f the Barkly Reg-ion and the 1 Blueg-rass Plains' 
o.f the Victoria-Ord survey, In the .former the carrying 
potential' is given as ten per square mile. In the 
latter the present capacity is given also as ten, 
Follo\ving a personal communication with Perry, it 
\vas decided to add the 1 Drybog 1 country to this 
category, which was thought by Christian and Stewart 
to have a potential o.f about .four, Subsequent \vork, 
Perry (1960) suggests that this can be included as an 
inferior Mitchell g-rass type, - the whole group 
having a capacity o.f eight to ten at present. These 
.figures would 'proportionately increase' i.f waters 
were six miles apart·. This category does not include 
certain classes o.f pasture which were put under the 
same heading in the 1960 summary. 

An average value o.f twenty-five has been assumed 
on the basis that the average o.f 706 cattle (at nine 
per square mile) which are held \vi thin .five miles o.f a 
water could equally well be held within three miles o.f 
a watering point. 

( iv} Broken Mitchell Grass Countrv. 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Christian and Stewart estimated that this type o.f 
grassland had a maximum potential o.f a little over 
.four per square mile. This type exists only on the 
northern edge o.f the Barkly Tableland, where Perry 
(1960) represented it as a mixture o.f Barkly Mitchell 
and inferior Mitchell grassland \vith three awn spear 
grass and so.ft spini.fex types, 

A reasonable estimate o.f the average capacity 
would seem to be .four per square mile. 

(v) Arid Short Grass Plains. 

This type is restricted to the Victoria-Ord area, 
where it is thought to have originated as a Mitchell 
grass pasture. Severe depletion has reduced carrying 
capacity to .five to ten per square mile. It is not 
shown on the map accompanying Perry'~ 1960 Territory 
summary. 

The average capacity has been assumed to be in the 
reg-ion o.f 7.5 per square mile, 
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(vi) Short Grasses and Forbs. 

In Perry's 1962 \vork on the lands o:f the Alice 
Springs Area, this type is termed 'short grass- forb 
pastures on flat or undulating country' and is stated 
to have an average year-long stocking rate of about 

·seven cattle per square mile. The type is very 
variable with a range :from five to ten, and Perry 
(1960) estimates that the intensification o:f watering 
points could 'at least double the present carrying 
capacity'. However, the same author's 1962 paper 
stresses the need for good management and remarks that 
pasture utilisation might be optimised by intensifying 
watering points 'without increasing the stocking route•. 
(p.267). It would seem that it is particularly 
difficult to estimate the physical potentials of 
pastures in this region because of the incidence o:f 
drought. 

An average 
provisionally. 
need to destock 

value o:f 
This may 
pastures 

fifteen has been adopted 
be over optimistic when the 
during droughts is considered. 

(vii) Short Grasses and Forbs on Floodplains and 
OuttVash Plains. 

These pastures are similar to (vi) but include 
some high quality areas scattered throughout the young 
alluvial soils. Perry (1962) comments that many have 
been heavily and selectively grazed and puts the mean 
stocking rate at seven with a range o:f :five to twenty. 
He estimates that the rate could be doubled by providing 
watering points in increased density, and suggests that 
the potential of this pasture is greater than that of 
(vi) . 

An average value o:f twenty has been assumed, but 
again this may be too high. 

There are possibilities for using this land-use 
type for more intensive :feed production employing 
irrigation and introduced grasses. These are not 
considered here, 

(viii) Short Grasses and Forbs on LO\vlands mixed \vi th 
Hilly Country. 

The 1960 summary states that the stocking rate of 
this type varies from zero to ten per square mile and 
notes that although potential is variable, 1 in many 
parts the provision of more \Vaters could double or 
treble the present carrying capacity'. In the 1962 
survey of the Alice Springs area the same author 
renames this country 'Alternating Hills and Lowlands' 
and quotes an overall stocking rate o:f five per 
square mile. In the·Victoria-Ord paper the type is 
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represented by 'Hilly Country with Use:ful Lo,~lands 1 

wi til a carrying capacity o:f zero to ton depending on 
topography and proximity to bettor country.' 

A mean value o:f tell per square nli 1 '~has been assumed, 

(ix) Northern Bluebush. 

Perry (1960) quotes Christian and Stewart as 
claiming that the present carrying capacity o:f these 
areas is :frotn sixty to one hundred cattle per square 
toile, and remarks that more waters would slightly 
j_ncrease these rates, In :fact they assume that between 
OJlC third and one half o:f the area will be accessible 
to stock :for the :fattening period at a rate o:f eighty 
beasts to the square mile.. I:f this period is only six 
months o:f the year, the year-long carrying capacity :for 
the whole o:f the mapped area would be about sixteen 
per square mile. 

On these assumptions a value o:f twenty per square 
mile has been assumed, It might be noted here that the 
economic value o:f this pasture type is disproportion
ately greater because o:f the quality o:f its :feed as a 
stock :fattener. 

(x) Bladder Saltbush and Southern Bluebush, 

A year-long stocking rate o:f :five or less is 
assumed in the Alice Springs survey with the remark 
that in good years it helps to produce :fats, In the 
1960 summary, Perry suggests a stocking rate o:f two to 
:five, but doubts whether intensification by providing 
more waters would be •economic', 

An index value o:f :five per square mile would 
seem reasonable. 

(xi) Three-m~ned Spear Grass, 

This p:3sture type has a very lm; carrying 
capacity in the dry season, but may produce good :feed 
in the early part o:f the Wet, (Perry 1960). In the 
Victoria-Ord area the 'Three-awn Plains• have similar 
characteristics, 

A value o:f one beast per square mile has been 
•-tssumed" 

(xii) Tippera Tall Grass Plains, 

The group o:f this name is quoted as having a 
carrying capacity o:f :five per square mile 'under 
extensive tnanagement conditions', with a potential 
o:f :fi:fteen to twenty per square mile under rnore 
intensive conditions,· in the Victoria-Ore! survey, 
In the pasture lands summary, this type is described 
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under an earlier name as 'Kangaroo Grass - Perennial 
Sorghum' pasture, 1~ith a carrying capacity of less 
than ten at present and a possible potential of sixty 
to one hundred per square mile. The figures for the 
higher ranges under intensive management refer to 
experiments at the Katherine Research Station, It 
seems unlikely that cattle could ever be produced for 
a commercial market at the very high stocking rates; 
moreover, it is probable that this land-use type will 
be first to be developed for s01m Townsville Stylo, 
Estirnates have been made of its productivity under 
pasture improvement,l In the absence of any 
substantial evidence about its true potential as a 
natural pasture type, it seems reasonable to adopt a 
value of about 17.5, which tallies with estimates 
of pastoralists in the eastern part of the Victoria 
Hiv<n' District who aim to intensify natural pasture 
utilisation. 

(xiii) Tippera Tall Grass on Low Hilly Country. 

This type is restricted to the Victoria River 
District. In the 1960 summary an average actual 
stocking rate of between zero to ten beasts per square 
mile (mean four per square mile) was given. In the 
Victoria-Ord survey the mean is five per square mile, 
It would seern that the intensification of watering 
points could raise these rates and a value of eight 
is assumed. Relatively little of the area covered 
by this type could be developed with Townsville 
Stylo. 

(xiv) Upland Tall Grass Plains. 

In Perry's 'Pasture Lands o:f the Northern 
Ter.t'itory' (1960) this type is classified as 'Annual 
Sorghum and Other Tall Grasses', with an actual 
stocking rate o:f four per square mile, and the 
psssibility o:f 'greatly increased productivity', 
In the Victoria--Ord survey the carrying capacity 
is stated to be under five beasts per square mile, 
In the Top End the 1960 summary map shows an area of 
1\F•ngaroo Grass mixed with Rugged Country and this has 
been added to this category, In addition this map 
•••isrepresented so1ne areas as being 'rugged and 
inaccessible', when they were usable. These areas 
in the thPee Brock's Creek Land Systems have been 
Peclassi.f'ied from the maps o:f the Survey of the 
Ka Lh.erin.e-Danvin Region ( 1953). 

1-----
See £'or example, Norman, M.J.T., and Arndt, \of., 1 Per£'ormance 

of Beef Cattle on Native and Sown Pasture at Katherine, 
N .T. 1

, Division o[' Land Research and Regional Survey Technical 
j'aper, No.h, CSIRO, Melbourne, 1959. 

' l ' I· • , I 1 1 ' 1 • • ' I ' • I I ' •' ',, •....---
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The value o:f this composite group is taken to be 
7.5 beasts per square mile. 

A .large part o:f the ·area covered by this group 
has some potential :for Townsville Stylo. 

(xv) Lowland Tall Grass Plains. 

This type covers country which is :flooded :for most 
o:f the \vet season. Perry (1960) estimates the average 
stocking rate o:f this 'Reeds - Wild Rice' pasture 
as under :five per square mile, :following Christian and 
Ste~Vart (195.3). This area has no potential :for 
Townsville Stylo but may be developed :for mechanised 
rice production. 

The index value is assumed to be :five beasts to 
the square mile. 

(xvi) Kangaroo Grass. 

This type occurs on the middle and upper sections 
o:f the rivers o:f the Katherine-Dar\vin Region, and 
consists o:f pasture Which is :flooded :for three to :four 
months. The present and :future use o:f this group is 
very similar to that o:f (xv). 

The index value is taken as :four per square mile. 

(xvii) Coastal Country. 

This consists o:f salt :flats which may produce 
useful, i:f often inaccessible :feed. An index value 
o:f one per square mile is assumed, though there is 
little evidence available on the utilisation o:f this 
type. 

Certain comments must be appended to these descriptions. 

First, it will be apparent that the assumption o:f an actual 

value :for a given pasture type is somewhat arbitrary. Since 

most o:f the coefficients have been determined by reference 

to maximum actual stocking rates, they probably tend to 

over-estimate the value o:f the better associations. However, 

because the n1ain use o:f the index is in supplying an estimate 

o:f differences between properties, rather than the number 

o:f stock that could be carried on each holding, this is not· 

a serious :fault. Second, the carrying capacities o:f grass-

lands cannot be totally disassociated :from current 

t eclmology, even under the o"pen range system. Thus the 

assumption o:f a coefficient o:f 17.5 beasts per square mile 

for Tippera Tall Gras~ Plains country is only valid under 
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current conditions, when supplements and intensive stocking 

are applied. The feed value of an area is the tttain criteria 

for classification, so, in this case, the high estimate is 

j•1stfiable, but it must be remembered that no index could 

reflect accurately the whole range of agro-economic variables 

in land quality. 

A third point follows frotn this. The estimates assume 

that water is freely available at a density of under one 

Kater per twenty-eight square miles (i.e. spaced at three 

ntile intervals). In reality the quality of land is also 

detertttined by the presence or absence of natural surface 

water supplies. This means that the unimproved grazing 

value of land on the Barkly Tableland fvli tchell Grass Plains 

would be virtually zero in many areas. The index, therefore, 

tneasures pasture quality, not land quality in a more general 

sense. The estimation of the latter 1vould also involve 

consideration of factors such as the presence of shade trees, 

poison bushes and competitive grazing from native fauna 

and feral stock (these include donkeys, horses, wild cattle, 

bul'.f.alos and, rarely, camels). The term 'land quality' 

has been preferred because the index etnbraces the greater 

part of the variation in use capacity that influences 

econontic operations, However, the need to take account of 

variations in the availability o.f. ~Vater should be 

remembered. 

Experience with the index given in Table A.l, suggests 

that the distribution re.f.lects, fairly accurately, the 

quality of the basic resources of pastoralists. In certain 

cases there is reason for dissatisfaction with the final 

choice o.f. a coe.f.ficient (for instance, the value of the 

Broken Mitchell Grass Country is probably understated, 

Khich gives l01v capacities to holdings on the margin of the 

Barkly Tableland·, such as Beetaloo and Mallapunyah Springs), 

1'hese faults are not thought to be significant and it may 

be :fairly stated that the method represents a best guess at 

spatial differences in pastoral resources and land quality. 
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Table A,l: Holding areas and indices of land quality for 

the basic population 

Number Name of Property 

1 Aileron 

2 Alcoota 

J Allambi 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Alexandria 

Alroy and Dalmore Downs 

Ambalindum 

Ammaroo and Ilbumric 

And ado 

Angas Downs 

Anningie 

Argadargada 

Anthony Lagoon 

14 Austral Downs and 
Burramurra 

15 

16 

Arapunya 

Auvergne 

16a Newry 

17 A von Do~;ns 

18 Balbirini 

19 Ban Ban 

20 Banka Banka 

21 Bauhinia 

22 Beetaloo 

23 Bing Bong 

211. Birrimba 

25 Bond Springs 

26 Brunchilly 

27 Brunette Do~;ns 

28 Bulla River 

29 Bushy Park 

30 Calvert Hills 

31 Camfield 

32 r:orandirk 

Area 
(square 
miles) 

1,551 

9lJ3 

930 

6,292 

3, 1r82 

1,320 

1,666 

2,057 

1 '2114 

1,715 

883 

1,938 

2,1r57 

1,627 

940 

3,950 

1,521 

1,738 

734 

1,280 

1,573 

2,745 

803 

1 '8711 

611 

1,282 

4 '711·2 

1,352 

65lr 

1,866 

1,052 

1,155 

Land 
Quality 
Index 

6.28 

15.12 

1.91 

29.11 

14.38 

4.56 

5.40 

1.83 

2.93 

8 ,7J 

2.94 

11.08 

16 • 9lr 

25.17 

6.70 

10.13 

34.61 

1.57 

7.13 

11r .16 

0.51 

1.26 

12.83 

5.95 

11.85 

18.32 

29.61 

1.89 

10.76 

2.98 

2l.lJl 

0.55 

Theoret
ical herd 
Capacity 

9, 71ro 

11r, 260 

1,780 

183 '1118 

50,092 

6,020 

9,000 

3,760 

3 '611·0 

14,980 

2,6oo 

21,480 

41,620 

1ro,96o 

6,300 

lro, oo2 

52,635 

2,720 

5,233 

18,120 

800 

3,lr6l1. 

10,300 

11,155 

7,240 

23,490 

lifO' 390 

2,560 

7,040 

5,560 

22,520 

61ro 
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JJ Coniston 8lJo 11. lf8 9,64o 

Jll Coolibah 3,965 4.99 19,780 

35 Cres1vell D0\\1llS and 
\valhallo1~ 5 ,132 8.16 l11, 888 

J6 Curtin Springs 1,630 2,61 If ,260 

37 Delamere 2,042 7.70 15,716 

J8 Derry Do1~ns 1,174 1.18 1,380 

39 Derh'ent 6J7 lj .. 11 2,620 
If 0 Dneiper Jllj 111 . 6 7 5,060 
hl Douglas 780 13.60 10,610 
11·2 Dung01van 1,704 0.19 320 
hJ Dunmarra 1,583 6.95 11,000 
44 Elkedra 1,856 If. 4o 8,160 
45 Elsey and Hodgson Do1Vns J,JJJ 5.02 16,720 
46 Epenarra 1,010 2.77 2,800 
If 7 Erldunda 2,594 5.51 llf ,300 
lj. 8 Esmeralda 850 6.92 5,880 
h9 Eva D0\\11l.S 1,082 23.45 25,368 
50 Eva Valley l,lJO J.l9 J,6oo 
51 Fitzroy 1,001 ?.OJ 7,011·0 
52 Garden 823 5.61 lj. ,620 

53 Georgina D0\\1llS 1 'Jljlj. 17.11-0 23,380 
54 Gimbat 1,282 0.28 J6o 
55 Glen Helen 837 J.97 3,320 
56 Goodparla 1,429 5.98 8 ,5lf9 
57 Gorrie 2,077 8.76 18,197 
58 Greenbank 11·35 7. 911 3,455 
59 Hamil ton D01vns and 

Amburla 1,496 10.26 15, JIIQ 
6o Helen Springs 2,167 19.81 42,924 
61 Henbury and !vliddleton 

Ponds 2,232 5.22 11 ,66o 
62 Hidden Valley 1,578 1.42 2 '211-0 
6J Hodgson River lf28 o.oo 0 
61f Horseshoe Bend 1,525 2. 61f 4,020 
65 Humbert River 2,686 4.71 12,654 
66 Idracmvra 922 2.56 2,360 
67 Indiana 1,155 5.82 6,720 
68 Innesvale 1,687 2. 71 l1 , 56 8 



70 
71 
72 

'TJ 
711 

75 
76 

77 
78 

79 
80 

81 
82 

8J 
8l1 

Inverway 

Jervois 

Jindare 

Jinka 

Kalala 

Kildurk 

Kilgour 

Killarney 

Koolpinyall 

Kulgera 

Kurundi 

Lake Nash 

Legune 

Lilla Creek 

Loves Creek 

Lucy Creek 

85 Macdonald Downs and 

86 

87 
88 

89 
90 
91 
92 

93 
911 

95 
96 

97 
98 

99 
100 
101 
102 

!OJ 
104 

Bundey River 

McLaren Creek 

Mainoru 

Mallapunyah Springs 

Manangoora 

Manbulloo 

Manners Creek 

Margaret River 

Marqua 

Mary:field 

Maryvale 

Mataranka 

Meneling 

Milton Park 

Mistake Creek 

Montejinni 

Moroak 

Mountain Valley and 
ll'aterhouse 

Mount Allen 

Mount Bundy 

2 ,Jllll 

1,062 
1171 

797 
1,519 
1,093 
1,639 
1,097 

525. 
529 

1,862 

J ,365 
1,187 

1,153 
1,550 

1,597 

689 
1,371 
1,249 

1,574 

547 
1 ,lJ.89 

1,713 

J09 
1,701 

1,594 
1,253 
1,159· 

270 
1,210 
1,683 

1 ,JOO 

913 

12.17 
6.6J 

13.68 

9·3/j 
1.84 

6.75 
2.40 

23.37 
6 .111 

11.08 

3.92 
25.13 
10.10 

2.52 
5,75 

8.77 

9.98 
ll .lll 

2.55 
2. olJ. 

12.56 

9.38 
13.68 

4.36 

9.07 
J.50 
4.25 

9.93 
6.41 
7.51 

12.18 

17.19 
4.15 

1.64 

9.7J 
5.09 

404 

28,532 
7,0lJO 
6 'lJ.lJ2 

7 '4110 
2,800 

7,382 

3,938 
25' 6110 
3,222 

5,860 
7,300 

84,555 
11,984 

2,900 
8,920 

14,000 

6,880 
6, oLIO 

3,180 
3,212 
6,868 

13,967 
23,440 

1 '3118 
15,425 

5,580 
5,320 

11,510 

1,729 
2,780 

20,502 

22,350 

3,792 

1,792 
8,960 
6,800 
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105 Mount Cavenagh 3lf5 ll.5h 3,980 

106 Mount Denison 1, 011.6 6.75 7,060 

107 Mount Doreen 2,530 8.27 20,920 

108 Mount Ebenezer 611·2 1.59 1,020 

109 Mount Riddock 1,813 11.90 21,580 

110 Mount Sh'an 357 lh.68 5,2ho 

111 Mount Skinner 1,160 9.12 10,580 

112 Mount Wedge 1,213 3.7h h,5hO 
113 Muckety 557 1.58 880 

ll4 Mulga Park 927 h.Ol 3,720 

ll5 Mungabroom 1 '3lf2 6 . lf7 8,680 

ll6 Murray Do1vns 2,111 3.95 8,3hO 

ll7 Napperby 2,lhO 6.92 1h,8oo 

ll8 Nar~Vietooma 1,056 h.92 5,200 

119 Nathan River 2,901 h.21 12' 224· 
120 Neutral Junction 1,5h7 lf • 38 6,780 
121 N e1vcastle Waters h '027 8.61 34,676 
122 New Cro·wn 1,520 h.96 7,540 
123 NeiVhaven 673 3.09 2,080 
12h Nut~Vood DoiVn s 1,687 11.55 19 'lf80 
125 Numery 816 l.6h 1,3hO 
126 Ooratippra 1,050 8.32 8,7h0 
127 OIVen Springs 1,h30 3.78 5,hoo 
128 Orange Creek 943 1.87 1,760 
129 Palmer Valley 2,062 2.23 h,6oo 
130 Pine Hill l,Oh8 4.39 Lf, 6oo 
131 Phillip Creek l,lf5lf o.oo 0 
132 Plenty River 1,555 o.oo 0 
133 Prices Spring 60 10.83 650 
13h Il.ing~Vood 86lf 6.37 5,500 
135 Robinson Il.iver 2 ,oo6 2.79 5,6oo 
136 H.ockharnpton DoiVns 1,998 21.67 lf3' 298 
137 Hocklands 1,399 35.00 48,965 
138 Roper Valley 1,518 5.00 7,590 
139 H.osmvood 1,1.63 26.o6 30,312 
1ho Seven Emus 1,556 6.90 10' 7lf0 
1lf1 Simpson's Gap 118 1.69 200 
Jll2 Singleton 1,203 0.96 1,160 
] /13 Spring Creek 1,576 1.15 1,820 

' ..- ' , , ~ , I ' • ' • • ' ' 1 ' • ,_: , 
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1 hll Stapleton 770 7cl4 5 '1195 

1h5 St. Vidgeon 2,630 1.98 5,208 

146 Stirling 2,273 6 . 311 14,420 

11!7 Tanumbirini 1,935 9c89 19,135 

11!8 Talallah 1,624 0.00 0 

1h9 Taw allah 1,582 0.68 1,080 

150 Ti Tree 1,410 10.13 111 '280 

151 Tempe Do\H~s 1,859 3.12 5,800 

152 Tipperary 3,.560 8c72 31,048 

15J Tobermorey 2,339 8.02 18,760 
151! Todd River 764 6c78 5,180 

155 Tarlton Downs 1,174 8.04 9,440 
156 T.P,C. Station 956 0.17 160 

157 Ucharonidge 958 10.17 9,740 
158 Umbeara 807 8.53 6,880 

159 Undoolya and Deep Well 1,109 7.08 8,560 
160 Utopia 758 7.10 5,380 
161 Urapunga 729 0.55 4oo 
162 Victoria River D0\\1US 4 '772 16.51 78,796 
16J Victory Downs 1,180 5.5J 6,.520 
164 \l'aite River 360 15.39 5,540 
165 II' a1lamunga and 

Birrindudu 2,575 5.88 15 '1110 
166 Waterloo 3,866 9,89 38,236 
166a Limbunya 

167 Wave Hill 6,158 10.11 62,254 
168 Western Creek 1,785 0.16 280 
169 \Villm~ra and Mount 

Barkly 2,886 1.59 l1 ,.580 
170 liilleroo 2,262 13.12 29,670 
171 ll'ollogorang 2,225 11. 00 8,900 
172 \l'oodgreen 7011 11.2.5 7,920 
17J lioolner 310 3.81 1,182 
174 Yam bah 9011 10.22 9,240 
175 Florina J81 16,77 6,387 
1'76 Ooloo h83 16.78 8,102 
177 Wildman River 396 7.15 2,830 
178 Annaburoo 270 6.88 1,857 
179 Doris vale 1,278 7·57 9,670 



ACCESSIBILITY AND PRODUCTION SCALE -- ALTERNATIVE 

MODELS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

This brief Appendix presents some of the additional 

J'esults of the empirical work and examines two issues; the 

proble1n of lagged adjustment, and the problem of differential 

sLtpply area response. 

1. Adjustment lags 

The analyses of production scale that were described in 

Chapters J and 4 were based on the assumption that links with 

variations in holding accessibility ~~auld be apparent in the 

short-run. It is apparent that structural rigidities, 

uncertainty, and the constraints imposed by the breeding 

cycle o:f cattle could inhibit response to transport or price 

in~rovements; thus a given production pattern could be in 

phase with an older set of comparative locational advantages. 

It is possible to take some account of such lags by matching 

annual sales with different accessibility indices. Table A.2 

presents some of the more interesting models of station 

sales that arose :from the work described in Part 2. lvhere 

the sign of the coefficient for rate payments or farmgate 

prices is negative, production scale tends to decrease as 

property lor.ation worsens; and these equations are of 

particular relevance to the study problem. This occurs in 

twenty·-three cases in Table A.2, which gives results for the 

basic population of 179 holdings. 

The table sho1~s the regression coefficients :for the 

theoretical herd capacity and accessibility indices, their 

t-values and the multiple correlation coefficients for the 

functions. lvhere the t-values are significantly different 

from zero at the :five per cent probability level it is 

t'easonable to assume that the regression coefficients 

demonstrate a link betl~een pc{irs o:f independent and 

dependent variables. The only accessibility series which 
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Table A.2: Alternative reg-ression models of industry sales 

1957, and 196'3 to 19§l_(N = 179) 

~quntion Sales Access j 
form year variable 

L 1957 57 rate og·. 

Log·. 

Linear 

Linear 

Log. 

Log;. 

Log. 

Log. 

Log. 

Log. 

Log. 

Log. 

Log. 

Log·. 

Log. 

Log·. 

Linear 

Linertr 

Linear 

Linear 

Linear 

Linear 

Log. 

Log. 

Log. 

Linear 

Linear 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

1966 
II 

II 

57 price 

57 rate 

57 price 

57 rate 

57 price 

61, price 

66 price 

57 rate 

57 price 

61~ price 

66 price 

57 rate 

57 price 

61, price 

66 price 

57 rate 

57 price 

66 price 

57 rate 

6l1 price 

66 price 

1963-67 57 rate 

(Mean) 57 price 
II 

II 

II 

66 price 

57 rate 

66 price 

o.ss 0.86 
0. 1,.1,. 1. 00 

390.03 0.05 
208.11 

0.31 

-0.03 

0.15 

-0.07 

-0.33 

-0.38 

-0.38 

-0.36 

0.25 

O.h2 

0.51 

o.h3 

260.07 

185.00 

185.68 

-153.62 
L486.98 

L266.o2 

1. 23 

Lhl 

1. If! 

190.95 

0.05 

o. 7J 

o. 77 

0. 77 

0.78 

0.78 

0.81 

o.so 

0.81 

0.61 

o.63 

o.63 
0. 61,. 

0.06 

0.06 

0,06 

o.os 

0.08 

0.08 

0. 511 

o.ss 
o.ss 
0,06 

10.79 0.06 

c = regression coefficient 
t = t-value of coefficient 

6.66 -0.81 -1~, 19 0. 30 

8.15 -0.80 -5.57 0.34 

9.23 -0.63 -1.63 0.59 

9.21 -0.00 -0.02 o.ss 
7.h9 -0.33 -2.19 0.53 
8.00 -0.20 -1.77 0.52 

7.95 
s.oo 

?.15 
7. l18 

7. lr 3 

?.so 

-0. 211 -·1. 36 0. 52 
-0.16 -1. 112 0. 52 

-0.17 ·-1. 01 

-0.16 -1. 22 

-0.111. -0.69 

-0 .lh -1.1li 

-0.77 

-0.22 -1.02 

-0.19 -1.38 
15.90 -0.28 -0.99 

o.h9 
0. 11·9 

0. li9 

O.h9 
0.38 

0.39 

0.38 

0.39 

0.77 

0. 77 

0.77 
o. Sir 

15. ?II 

15.86 

19.90 

19.69 

19.53 

8.59 

8.78 

8.75 

-0.01 

-0.00 

0.11 

0.32 

o.os 

-0.79 
-0.08 

0.36 

2.87 0.84 

1. sli o. sli 

-0.02 -0.18 0.55 

-0.05 -0.68 0.55 

-O.Oh -0.60 

-0.76 
o.ss 
0.83 

12.19 o.oh 1.67 o.83 

't' is significant at the one per cent level at 2.60 
1 
t' is significant at the five per cent level at 2.35 

Source: dependent variables, NTAAIB stock permit data; 
independent variables see Chapters 3 and 1, .• 



fuLfil this condition are the clroving rate payment and 

fnr 111gate price differential indices in the logarithmic 

models of sales in 1957. Ho1~ever, the other results may 

indicate that location exerted a slight in:fluence on output. 

Exa.nination of the coefl'icients :for lagged functions suggest 

that there is little evidence to support the view that supply 

response patterns are inherited. Further, it appears that 

t!1 e substitution of indices makes little difference to the 

multiple correlation coeffiuients of the equations. 

Two additional points may be noted, First, the 

logarithmic transformations se0.m to give greater \~eight to 

variations in accessibility. Here, a given percentage 

increase in farmgate prices is associated with a constant 

increase in output at all scales. In this case, the rent 

gradients \voulcl form convex clo\vrH~arcl slopes from market 

terminals and production scale would be asymptotic to the 

no-rent margin. Second, it appears that the linear functions 

have superior total explanatory power. This is clue to the 

dominant role of land quality in the industry and, by 

extension, this suggests that the Ricardian rent function 

takes a simple form. Thus there is likely to be a distinct 

cut-off point (for a given set of prices) beyond which it 

will not pay to exploit land of a lower use-capacity. 

These inferences must be qualified in the light of the 

coarseness of the data, but they provide interesting pointers 

to possible extentions of the methodolog·y employed in this 

thesis. 

2. Differential supply area response 

The empirical results that are given in the body of the 

thesis refer to the total number of available observations 

:from the basic population and the modified BAE sample. It 

seems reasonable to suggest that production response to 

differences in accessibility might be more apparent within 

supply areas, for in this case, institutional, uncertainty 

and elasticity influences would be constant for the groups. 

It is possible to separat~ the Alice Springs District from 

the remainder of the Northern Territory and equate it with 



t!1e South Australian supply area; while observations for 

the 1~emaining Districts can be aggregated. Further groupings 

nre not meaningful because of the presence of split 

allocations, and fluctuating market boundaries in the north 

of tl1e Northern Territory. The findings for lche t\~o data 

sets will now be discussed in turn. 

Producers in the northern Districts shared a dependence 

on the Queensland store trade up to 1963, due to the lack of 

local processing facilities and the declaration of the 

Central Australian Pleuropneumonia Protected Area. The 

subsequent entry o:f the Katherine and Dar1~in meat1vorks 

changed marketing opportunities substantially and led to a 

general rise in prices~ Table A.J shows the characteristics 

of selectee! regression models :for the stations ill these 

Districts. Again, the t-values of the regression coefficients 

for the accessibility indices show that the reliability o:f 

this ele1nent o:f the functions is low, The results suggest 

that there may have been a tendency :for rate payment and 

farmg·ate price differences to condition scale. However, it 

is clearly possible to reject the view that disaggregation 

1dll lead to a marked increase in the explanato.ry po1ver o:f 

the models. The most significant result is :found in the 

logarithmic equation relating the 1966 :farmgate price 

series to average holding sales between 1963 and 1967. 

Here, the t-value and the multiple correlation coefficient 

may be compared with those o.f the :functions :for 1957 prices 

(log.) and 1964 prices (linear). This check shows that 

the relationship is not particularly strong. 

Sub-sample results are also available for the regression 

model o:f cash income per square that was presented in 

Chapter 5. Using the same notation, the :function for the 

Northern Districts takes the .form, 

( i) 1 og x1 = 0.50 + 0.17 log x2 + 0.79 log x
4 

+ 0.11 

log x10 + 0.15 log x11 - 0.26 log x
12 

H = 0.81 2 --H = O,bb [N = l~lj 



.}able A.'l: Regression models o:f industry sales :for northern 

and Alice Springs District property sets, 1957, 

1966 and 1963-67 

a. Northern Districts (N = 102)c 

Equation Sales Access Ecmation parameters 
:form year variable Constant Theoretical Access R 

herd 
c I t c I t 

Log·. 1957 57 rate -1.31 1.02 5.87 -0.45 -1. 6lr 0.55 
Log. II 57 price 1.18 1.08 6. li-2 -1.20 -2.06 0.56 
Linear II 57 rate lrl4. 92 0.05 6.5'7 -0.55 -0.97 0.57 
Log. 1966 57 rate 0.76 0.85 5. 9Lr -0.11 -0.50 0.53 
Log·. II 57 price 1. 30 0.87 6.27 -0.76 -1.58 0. 5ir 
Log. II 611 price -0.97 0.87 6.16 -0.03 -0. olr 0.53 
Log. II 66 price 2.37 0.90 6 .l.Jh -0.96 -1.88 0"55 
Log. 1963-67 57 price 1.25 0.69 S.lb -0.42 -1. h3 o. 6lr 
Log. (Nean) 66 price 2.47 1. 71 8.46 -0.70 -2.28 o.65 
Linear II 6l.J price -387.77 0.06 lir. 55 0.37 1.18 0.83 

b. Alice Springs District (N = 77)d 

Log. 1957 57 rate 1. 59 0.76 h.l8 -1.08 -II, 26 0.61 
Log. II 57 price 1. 65 0.76 h.l8 -1.11 -h.3. 0.61 
Linear II 57 rate 509.75 0.05 lr. 36 -1. 6o -h.56 o. 6lr 
Linear II 57 price 516.20 0.05 lr. 37 -1.63 -lr. 6 3 o.65 
Log. 1966 66 price O.J2 0.26 1. 92 O.J2 1. 51 0.26 
Linear II 66 price 2Lr. 88 O.OJ h. l.J.J 0.08 1. 67 0. l18 
Log. 1963-67 57 rate 2.11 0.22 2.57 -0.20 -1.71 0.37 
Log. (Mean) 57 price 2.11 0.22 2.58 -0.20 -1.68 0.37 
Log. II 66 rate 1. 86 o. 2Lr 2.8J -0.09 -0.68 O,JJ 
Log. II M price 1. 85 0.24 2. Sl.J -0.09 -0.67 O,JJ 
Log. II 66 price 1. 82 0.24 2.85 -0.08 -0.62 O.JJ 
Linear II 57 rate 181.25 0. OiJ. 6.22 -0.22 -1.01 0.62 
Linear II 57 price 182.11 0.04 6.2J -0.2J -1.02 0.62 
Linear II 66 rate 131.55 0.05 6.61 -0.01 -0.11 0.61 
Linear II 6lr price lJl.J9 0.05 6.61 -0.01 -0.12 0.61 
Linear II 66 price 129.01 0.05 6,6J -0.01 -0.11 0.61 

c. d. 
't' is significant at the one per cent level at 2.63; 2.64 
't' is significant at the :five per cent level at 2.36; 2.J8 

Source: As Table A.2. 
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The t-values for the 

1.26; l.2J; and -0.60 

regression coefficients are 2.1~; 6.111; 

respectively. Here only the coefficient 

for fencing inputs is reliable, and in most other respects 

the form of the equation approximates that of the whole sample. 

However, it is interesting to note that the farmgate price 

differential exhibits a negative sign. This means that 

revenue intensity tends to fall as property access to high 

pr·ice markets \\10rsens. This may indicate that price effects 

are relatively more important in the north, and that rate 

payments for road transport exert less influence on scale. 

If this is so, it confirms the value of the new processing 

plants to the industry and strengthens the conclusions which 

have already been drawn on the low level of response that 

is likely to :follow road investment. 

The production pattern in the Alice Springs District 

presents a particularly interesting case from a theoretical 

viewpoint. The Alice Springs railhead is centrally located 

and the usable country extends outward at a radius of 

between 100 and 250 miles. South of the terminal, there 

ore a nwnber of smaller rail sidings (Deep Well, Rodinga, 

Humbalara and Finke), which attract some cattle, but there 

appears to be an increasing tendency for traffic to move 

to either Alice Springs or Finke. However, additional 

outlets are easily taken into account in rate cost and 

fanngatc price calculations, so that the District can be 

equated in many locational characteristics to the Isolated 

State modcl.
1 

Further, the pleura-line partially shields 

producers from competition on the South Australian market; 

where prices were consistently high over the study period. 

Examination of the models presen·ted in Table A. J shows that 

there was a pronounced tendency for scale to fall off 

towards the periphery in 1957. Since Alice Springs forms 

the basing point for the farmgate differential indices, the 

price and rate ·costs values are virtually identical in each 

case. Map J.2 gives visual confirmation that there was an 

intensity gradient in this year, and detailed examination of 

1 

von Thiinen's Isolated State, 1966, p.216 . 
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,;tock permit data suggested that a considerable trade had 

developed between holdings on the edge o:f the occupied 

country and those near the terminals (it is not possible 

to identJ.:fy cattle types but it :fairly obvious that the 

outer properties sent stores to the centre). 

In the :following years the eight-year drought (1958-65) 
greatly reduced stocking intensities and gross output, 

which makes it di:f:ficul t to draw reliable inferences on ·the 

impact o:f improved accessibility on the production pattern. 

The models in Table A.J suggest that the centripetal 

tendency weakened and this may be observed in tha distribution 

of consignments shown on ~lap 4.1 There is therefore a prima 

facie case :for concluding that the importance o:f variations 

in transport paymen·ts in scale decisions declined over the 

decade :from 1957 to 1966. This would support the :findings 

drawn :from the studies o:f the whole industry. In :fact, 

some qualification is needed here. Hap 2.1 shows that good 

land is unevenly distributed within the District and there 

is a .fairly marked central concentration. The correlation 

coe:f:ficients :for the accessibility indices and the index o:f 

land quality :for the seventy-seven holdings confirm this 

(they average -0.10), It is therefore possible to suggest 

that part o:f the explanation :for the 1957 result lies in 

1nulticollinearity. I:f this is so, it seems likely that the 

old pattern will be partly reconstituted when better seasons 

penni t a regular response to variations in land resources. 

There is a general issue behind this :finding. Towns and 

routes will be located, where possible, near to areas o:f 
1 

good land indeed the Northern Territory is aptypical in 

that there is an overall tendency :for terminals to be 

eccentric to the better pastoral country. This means that 

l 

This problem is discussed by Garrison, 1V.L., in 
Allocation o:f Road and Street Costs - The Benefits o:f Rural 
P.oads to Rural Property, Washington State Council :for 
Hig·hway Research, Seattle, 1956. Garrison's study is 
concerned with an attempt to astimate highway user benefits 
from land value data. It discusses a methodological 
approach to the complementarity problem which provided the 
initial stimulus :for the work described in this thesis. 



the wider findings on the role of accessibility can be 

acc<opted without any necessity to take accow1.t of systematic 

bias fro1n this source. 

The revenue intensity function for the thirty-one 

holdings in the Alice Springs District that were included 

j_n tl1e modified BAE sample takes the form, 

(ii) log xl = 0,66 + 0.57 log x2 + 0.16 log x4 + 0.14 

log x 10 - 1.21 log x
11 

+ 0.93 log x
12 

2 ' R = 0.78 R = 0.61 

The t-values for the regression coefficients are J.ll: 

0.85; l,J6; -0,01; 0.01. The multiple correlation 

coefficient for this equation is just significant at the 

one per cent level. The t-value for the land quality index 

indicates that it is the only variable that makes a 

statistically verifiable contribution to the fwwtion. 

'fhere is an apparent tendency for rate payments to exert 

so1ne influence on output while prices do not, but the 

similarity between the two series points to the dangers 

that are inherent in making fine interpretations of the 
data, 
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